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  PREFACE 
 
 
 

THE present volume of Transactions of the American Institute of 
Mining Engineers contains the proceedings, papers, and debates of the 
Philadelphia meeting, May, 1873, the Easton meeting, October, 1873, 
and the New York meeting, February, 1874, thus comprising the record 
of one year, the third in the history of the Institute. The preceding 
volume covered the first two years. It is intended here- after to publish 
annual volumes, if the numbers and professional contributions of 
members continue to warrant that course.  
    In  accordance  with  an  established  practice,  which  has  proved 
convenient and useful to the Institute, the proceedings and papers of each 
meeting are first published as soon as practicable after the meeting, in 
the Engineering and Mining Journal. The subsequent republication in 
book form, for preservation and reference, is there- fore made with all 
possible care, with a view to accuracy rather than promptness. 
Opportunity is given to each member or associate to revise his papers or 
the reports of his remarks in debate; and in this way, hasty and 
inaccurate expressions of fact or opinion are prevented from going upon 
the permanent record, to cause needless misunderstanding or perplexity 
in future. It is believed that by this system of double publication the two 
great ends of timely reports for the present information of members and 
accurate reports for their future use — end which are otherwise difficult 
to reconcile-- arc measurably secured; and experience has shown that the 
consciousness of this circumstance greatly promotes the social freedom 
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of discussion in the meetings, since speakers are aware that any 
accidental mistake into which they may fall in ex tempore speech, or 
any misunderstanding of their remarks on the part of the reporter, 
may be corrected subsequently--not merely in the hurry of the 
interval before the first publication, or away from their libraries and 
sources of precise information, but, if necessary, in the leisure of 
their own homes, and with any required expenditure of time in 
research. Moreover, typographical errors in the first publication, 
which it is not easy to prevent, since the distant residence of many 
members makes it impossible for them to read their own proofs, are 
carefully corrected before the second; and the book is printed finally 
without blemish of this kind. 

The list of officers in the present volume is corrected to May, 
1874, and the list of members to October, 1874. The names of 
members and associates in arrears for more than one year have been 
omitted. 

EASTON, January 20th, 1875. 
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      RULES. 

           ADOPTED   MAY,   1873. 

 

I. 
OBJECTS. 

The objects of the AMERICAN INSTITUTE or MINING ENGINEERS are to pro- 
mote the Arts and Sciences connected with the economical production of the 
useful minerals and metals, and the welfare of those employed in these industries, 
by means of meetings for social intercourse, and the reading and discussion of 
professional papers, and to circulate, by means of publications among its members 
and associates, the information thus obtained. 

II. 

MEMBERSHIP. 

The Institute shall consist of Members, Honorary Members, and Associates. 
Members and Honorary Members shall be professional mining engineers, geol- 
ogists, metallurgists, or chemists, or persons practically engaged in mining, 
metallurgy, or metallurgical engineering. Associates shall include all suitable 
persons desirous of being connected with the Institute and duly elected as here- 
inafter provided. Bach person desirous of becoming a member or associate shall 
be proposed by at least three members or associates,- approved by the Council, 
and elected by ballot at a regular meeting upon receiving three-fourths of the 
votes east, and shall become a member or associate on the payment of his first 
dues. Each person proposed as an honorary member shall be recommended by 
at least ten members or associates, approved by the Council and elected by ballot 
at a regular meeting on receiving nine-tenths of the votes cast; Provided, that 
the number of honorary members shall not exceed twenty. The Council may at 
any time change the classification of a person elected as associate, so as to make 
him a member, or vice versa, subject to the approval of the Institute. All mem- 
bers and associates shall be equally entitled to the privileges of membership; 
Provided, that honorary members, and members and associates permanently 
residing in foreign countries, shall not be entitled to vote or to be members of the 
Council. 

Any member or associate may be stricken from the list on recommendation of 
the Council, by the vote of three-fourths of the members and associates present 
at any annual meeting, due notice having been mailed in writing by the Secre- 
tary to the said member or associate. 

B 
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 III. 
  DUES. 

The dues of members and associates shall be ten dollars, payable upon election, 
and ten dollars per annum, payable in advance at the annual meeting; Provided, 
that persons elected at the February meeting shall not be liable to clues at the 
first annual meeting following; and members and associates permanently resid- 
ing in foreign countries shall be liable to such annual or other payments only as 
the Council may impose, to cover the cost of supplying them with publications. 
Honorary members shall not be liable to dues. Any member or associate may 
become, by the payment of one hundred dollars at any one time, a life member 
or associate, and shall not be liable thereafter to annual dues. Any member or 
associate in arrears may at the discretion of the Council be deprived of the receipt 
of publications, or stricken from the list of members when in arrears for one year ; 
Provided, that he may be restored to membership by the Council on payment of 
all arrears, or by re-election after an interval of three years. 

IV 

OFFICERS. 

The affairs of the Institute shall be managed by a Council, consisting of a 
President, six Vice-Presidents, nine Managers, a Secretary and a Treasurer, who 
shall be elected from among the members and associates of the Institute at the 
annual meetings, to hold office as follows: 

The President, the Secretary, and the Treasurer for one year (and no person 
shall be eligible for immediate re-election as President who shall have held that 
office subsequent to the adoption of these rules, for two consecutive years), the 
Vice-Presidents for two years, and the Managers for three years; and no Vice- 
President or Manager shall be eligible for immediate re-election to the same office 
at the expiration of the term for which he was elected. At each annual meeting 
.a President, three Vice-Presidents, three Managers, a Secretary and a Treasurer 
shall be elected, and the term of office shall continue until the adjournment of 
the meeting at which their successors are elected. 

The Council elected under the former rules of the Institute at the annual 
meeting of 1873, shall continue in office until the adjournment of the annual 
meeting of 1874; and the Vice-Presidents and Managers shall classify themselves 
by lot or otherwise, so that three Vice-Presidents and three Managers shall retire 
and be ineligible for re-election in 1874, and three Managers shall retire and be 
ineligible for re-election in 1875, after which the terms of office shall be as here- 
inbefore provided: The duties of all officers shall be such as usually pertain to 
their offices, or may be delegated to them by the Council or the Institute ; and 
the Council may in its discretion require bonds to be given by the Treasurer. 
At each annual meeting the Council shall make a report of proceedings to the 
Institute together with a financial statement. 

Vacancies in the Council may occur by death or resignation; or the Council 
may by vote of a majority of all its members declare the place of any officer 
vacant, on his failure for one year, from inability or otherwise, to attend the 
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Council meetings or perform the duties of his office. All vacancies shall be filled 
by the appointment of the Council, and any person so appointed shall hold office 
for the remainder of the term for which his predecessor was elected or appointed; 
Provided, that the said appointment shall not render him ineligible at the next 
annual meeting. 

Five members of the Council shall constitute a quorum; but the Council may 
appoint an Executive Committee, or business may be transacted at a regularly 
called meeting of the Council, at which less than a quorum is present. subject to 
the approval of a majority of the Council, subsequently given in writing to the 
Secretary, and recorded by him with the minutes. 

 
V. 

ELECTIONS. 

 
The annual election shall be conducted as follows : Nominations may be so: 

in writing to the Secretary, accompanied with the names of the proposes, 
any time not less than thirty clays before the annual meeting; and the Secretary 
shall, not less than two weeks before the said meeting, mail to every member 
associate (except honorary members, or foreign members or associates), a list 
all the nominations for each office so received, stamped with the seal of the In- 
stitute, together with a copy of this rule, and the names of the persons ineligible 
for election to each office. And each member or associate, qualified to vote, m; 
vote, either by striking from or adding to the names of the said list, leaving 
names not exceeding in number the officers to be elected, or by preparing a new 
list, signing said altered or prepared ballot with his name, and either mailing 
to the Secretary, or presenting it in person at the annual meeting: Provided, that 
no member or associate, in arrears since the last annual meeting, shall be allow 
to vote until the said arrears shall have been paid. The ballots shall be received 
and examined by two Scrutineers, appointed at the annual meeting by the pi 
Biding officer; and the persons who shall have received the greatest number 
votes for the several offices, shall be declared elected, and the Scrutineers shall 
so report to the presiding officer. The ballots shall ho destroyed, and a list 
the elected officers, certified by the Scrutineers, shall be preserved by the Sec- 
retary. 

VI. 

MEETINGS. 

General meetings of the Institute shall take place on the fourth Tuesday of 
February, May, and October; and the May meeting shall be considered the, an- 
nual meeting; at which a report of the proceedings of the Institute, and an 
abstract of the accounts, shall be furnished by the Council. Special meetings 
may be called whenever the Council sees fit; and the Secretary shall call a special 
meeting on a requisition signed by fifteen or more members. The notices for 
special meetings shall state the business to be transacted, and no other shall be 
entertained. All notices may be given by circular, mailed to members and asso- 
ciates, or through the Bulletin, published in the regular organ of the Institute, 
at the discretion of the Council. 
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Every question which shall come before any meeting of the Institute, shall be 
decided, unless otherwise provided by these Rules, by the votes of the majority 
of the members then present. The place of meeting shall be fixed in advance 
by the Institute, or, in default of such determination, by. the Council, and notice 
of all meetings shall be given by mail, or otherwise, to all members and asso- 
ciates, at least twenty days in advance. Any member or associate may introduce 
a stranger to any meeting; but the latter shall not take part in the proceedings 
without the consent of the meeting. 

VII. 

PAPERS. 

The Council shall have power to decide on the propriety of communicating to 
the Institute any papers which may be received, and they shall be at liberty, 
when they think it desirable, to direct that any paper read before the Institute, 
shall be printed in the Transactions. Intimation, when practicable, shall be 
given at each General Meeting, of the subject of the paper or papers to be read, 
and of the questions for discussion at the next meeting. The reading of papers 
shall not be delayed beyond such hour as the presiding officer shall think proper ; 
and the election of members or other business may be adjourned by the presiding 
officer, to permit the reading and discussion of papers. 

The copyright of all papers communicated to, and accepted by the Institute, 
shall be vested in it, unless otherwise agreed between the Council and the author. 
The author of each paper read before the Institute shall be entitled to twelve 
copies, if printed, for his own use, and shall have the right to order any number 
of copies at the cost of paper and printing, provided said copies are not intended 
for sale. The Institute is not, as a body, responsible for the statements of factor 
opinion, advanced in papers or discussions, at its meetings. 

VIII. 

AMENDMENTS. 

These Rules may be amended, at any annual meeting, by a two-thirds vote of 
the members present. 
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ANNUAL MEETING, PHILADELPHIA, 

May, 1873. 

THE Institute assembled in the room of the Board of Trade, Mer- 
cantile Library Building, on Tuesday evening, May 20th, at 8 o'clock 
P.M. Hon. W. D. Kelley made an address of welcome to the In- 
stitute, which was responded to by President Raymond. 
 The Council reported, through the President, that the Institute had 
during the past year, held three meetings, in New York, Pittsburgh, 
and Boston. Thirty-nine papers of great professional value had been 
read, and sixty-nine members and twenty-four associates added to 
the Institute. 

The finances of the Institute were in good condition, the report 
of the Treasurer, Mr. T. D. Rand, showing a balance on hand of 
$1569.74. 

The report was accepted. 
Prof, L. Gruner, of Paris, France, and Prof. Peter von Tunner, 

of Leoben, Austria, having been proposed by ten members of the 
Institute, and approved by the Council, were unanimously elected 
honorary members. 

The Council reported the names of the following gentlemen, with 
recommendation for election as members or associates. They were 
unanimously elected. 

*Barker, Prof. G. F., ...................................  Philadelphia, Pa. 
†Chalfant, John W., .................................... Pittsburgh, Pa. 
*Crawford, John J., ....................................  Philadelphia, Pa. 
*Crusius, 0. H.,……………………….……. Columbus, Ohio. 
†Dibble, Theo. Hoyt,.................................... Poltsville, Pa. 
†Everson, John, ........................................... Pittsburgh, Pa. 
†Field, Robt. P., .........................................  Philadelphia, Pa. 
*Fisher, P. A.,.............................................  Bristol, Tenn. 
*Fleming, W. E ........................................  Pioehe, Nov. 
*Harden, E. B .............................................  Philadelphia, Pa. 
*Harding, G. E.,........................................... New York. 
†Hartshorne, J., ..........................................  Philadelphia, Pa. 
†Haupt, H., Jr., ..........................................  Philadelphia, Pa. 

* Members. †Associates. 
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*Hillergeist, William, ............................. Salt Lake City, Utah. 
†Huggins Geo. Lane, ................................ Easton, Pa. 
*lselin, Isaac, ............................................ Salt Lake City, Utah. 
*Jernegan, J. L.,.................................. Drifton, Pa. 
*Logan, T. M.,........................................ Richmond, Pa. 
*Loiseau, E. F., ...................................... Mauch Chunk, Pa. 
†Nichols, Edward, .................................. Troy, N. Y. 
†Painter, Augustus, ................................ Pittsburgh, Pa. 
†Pitman, S. M., ...............................................Somerville, Mass. 
*Symington, W. N., ................................ …..Brooklyn, N. Y. 
*Van Lennep, D.,...............................................Unionville, Nev. 

The following papers were then read : 
The Manufacture of Bessemer Pig-Metal at the Fletcherville 

Charcoal Furnace, near Mineville, Essex County, N. Y., by T. F. 
Witherbee, of Port Henry, N. Y. 

     The Mines of the Wilkes-Barre Coal and Iron Company, by J. 
Henry Harden, M. E., of Philadelphia. 

At the second session, on Wednesday morning, the following papers 
were read: 

The Geology of the North Shore of Lake Superior, by T. Sterry 
Hunt, LL.D., of Boston, Mass. 

The Calorific Value of the Western Lignites, by E. W. Ray- 
mond, Ph. D, of New York. 

The Buttgenbach Furnace, by Prof. F. Prime, Jr., of Easton, Pa. 
An Improved Drawing-Board Trestle, by J. Henry Harden, 

M. E., of Philadelphia. 
At the third session, on Wednesday afternoon, the scrutineers, 

Messrs. J. W. Harden and H. S. Drinker, appointed to examine 
the ballots, reported the following officers elected for the ensuing year: 

PRESIDENT. 
R. W. RAYMOND. ..................................New York City. 

VICE-PRESIDENTS. 
ECKLEY B. COXE, ................................... Drifton, Pa. 
T. EGLESTON,……………………………. New York City. 
J. F. BLANDY, ......................................... Philadelphia. 
W. P. BLAKE, ........................................ New Haven, Conn. 
R. P. ROTHWELL,.................................... .. New York City. 
E. C. PECHIN ........................................ .. Dunbar, Pa. 

 
           *Members.                 †Associates.  
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                                            MANAGERS. 
W. R. SYMONS, ...............................................  Pottsville, Pa. 
G. W. MAYNARD, ........................................... New York City. 
MARTIN CORYELL,………………………… . . . . . ..     Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 
F. PRIME, JR., ................................................  Easton, PH. 
ABRAM S. HEWITT, .........................................  New York City. 
J. P. LESLEY, .................................................  Philadelphia. 
T. STERRY HUNT,............................................ Boston, Mass. 
W. II. PETTEE, ...............................................  Cambridge, Mass. 
FRANK FRIMSTONE,…………………………...      Easton, Pa. 

                                                  T REASURER. 
THEODORE D. RAND, ..........................Philadelphia. 

                                          SECRETARY.
THOMAS M. DROWN,…………………….Philadelphia. 

The papers read were: 
Shaft Sinking with the Diamond Drill (supplementary paper), by 

Eckley B. Coxe, Drifton, Pa. 
The Midlothian Colliery, Virginia (supplementary paper), by 

Oswald J. Heinrich, of Midlothian, Va., and a verbal communica- 
tion, by Mr. E. B. Coxe, on Lesley's Micrometer. 

The fourth and concluding session was held on Wednesday even- 
ing. Amendments to the rules being in order, a new set of rules 
was proposed as a substitute for those adopted at the Wilkes-Barre 
meeting in 1871; and after discussion, the new rules were unani- 
mously adopted. (See rules at the beginning of this volume.) 
Prof. Prime invited the Institute to hold its next (October) meet- 
ing in Easton, Pa., at the time of the inauguration of the new Par- 
dee scientific building of Lafayette College. Prof. Pettee offered 
the following resolution, which was adopted. 
Resolved, That the next meeting of the Institute be held at Easton, 
Pa., and that the Council be directed to fix the precise date of that 
meeting, so as to suit the convenience of members attending the 
inauguration of Pardee Hall. 

The papers read at this session were: 
Some Recent Experiments at the Lucy Furnace, Pittsburgh, by E. 
C. Pechin, of Dunbar, Pa. 
The Utsch Automatic Jig, by Henry Engelmann, M. E., of La 
Salle, Ill. 

The Economical Results of Smelting in Utah, by Ellsworth Dag- 
gett, Bingham Canyon, Utah. 

The Compression of Air, by Prof. B. W. Frazier, of Bethlehem, Pa. 
The Incidental Results of Dank's Puddler, by Dr. Thomas M. 

Drown, of Philadelphia. 
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A note-book was exhibited for recording facts concerning iron- 
works, and for analyses of irons, ores, etc., arranged by Prof. 
Potter, of Washington University, St. Louis, Mo., and sent by him to 
the meeting. 

Before adjournment, the following resolutions were offered and 
adopted. 

By Prof. Pettee: 
Resolved, That the thanks of the Institute be tendered to our honored 
associate, 
Mr. Franklin B. Gowen, and to the Philadelphia and Reading 
Railroad Company, for the generous arrangements, for the 
comfort, convenience, and enjoyment of the members during the 
projected excursion to Reading, Potlsville, etc. 
Resolved, That the Secretary be instructed to express to the Board 
of Trade, the thanks of the Institute for the use of its commodious 
hall. 

By Mr. Pechin: 
Resolved, That the American Institute of Mining Engineers has 
learned with pleasure of the cordial reception awarded to one of its 
managers, as its representative, at the recent meeting of the Iron and 
Steel Institute of Great Britain, and hereby extend to that body a 
hearty acknowledgment of its courtesy; and, 

Resolved, That the Iron and Steel Institute of Great Britain is 
hereby in- vited to hold one of its meetings of 1874 in this country; 
and the Council is authorized to make such arrangements as shall 
suit the convenience of those who accept this invitation. 

On Thursday the members of the Institute left on special train, 
provided by the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad, for Reading 
and Pottsville. At the former place the party was conducted through 
the extensive shops and foundries of the railroad company by the 
General Superintendent, Mr. J. E. Wooten, and through its rolling- 
mill by the Superintendent, Mr. W. E. C. Coxe. The evening and 
night were spent at Pottsville, where the party were the guests of 
the resident members of the Institute. On Friday the Institute 
visited a number of mines and planes in the vicinity of Pottsville, 
including the "Norwegian" shafts, under the direction of General 
Pleasants, where the diamond drills were in operation, described in 
Mr. E. B. Coxe's paper (vol. 1) on Shaft Sinking with the Diamond 
Drill. On Saturday the excursion concluded by visiting the Iron 
Mountain at Cornwall, under the superintendence of Mr. A. Wil- 
helm. 
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EASTON MEETING, 

October,1873 

THE Institute assembled in the metallurgical lecture-room of 
Pardee Hall, Lafayette College, at 7 o'clock P.M. on Tuesday even- 
ing, October 21st. The session was opened by the President, R. 
W. Raymond, with an address on Mining Industry as illustrated at 
the Vienna Exposition. 

The second session was held on Wednesday morning. The Coun- 
cil reported the following names for election as members and asso- 
ciates. They were unanimously elected. 

†Ayres, W. S., .....................................  Easton, Pa. 
*Baker, Prof. A. L., .............................  Easton, Fa. 
†Browne, Thomas Nicholl,............................ Hamilton, Nov. 
*Carter, Prank, ......................................... Pottsville, Pa. 
*Davis, E. F. C.,.......................................  Pottsville, Pa. 
*Fox, Prof. J. G., ...................................... Easton, Pa. 
*Haight, Ogden,...................................... Etna, Pa. 
†Hall, Norman, ................................................ Sharon, Pa. 
*Knap, Joseph, ................................................... Fountain Mill, Pa. 
†Miller William McKeen, ........................ Easton, Pa. 
†Pardee, I, P., ....................................  Easton, Pa. 
*Plater, John E., .................................. Eureka, Nev. 
*Platt, Joseph L., Jr., .............................. Franklin Furnace, N. J. 
*Plumb, W. H., ....................................  Mauch Chunk, Pa. 
*Reis, George L., .........................................  New Castle, Pa. 
*Samuel, Edward., ..................................  Philadelphia, Pa. 
*Smith, William Allen ............................... Trenton, N. J. 
*Smock, Prof. John C., ................................... Now Brunswick, N. J.. 
*Weberling, Charles, ................................. Salt Lake Oily, Utah. 

Also the following as foreign members: 
Beaulieu, Ad. le Hardy de,......................  Brussels, Belgium. 
Beaumont, Major Fred., .................................. London, England. 
Beck, Alexander,................................................ Mons, Belgium. 
Bodmer, J. J., ...............................................  London, England. 
Brassert, Berghauptmann, Dr., .................. Bonn, Prussia. 
Brogden, James, .............................................. London, England. 

 
*Members. **Associates. 
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Copeland, C. J.,...................................... Barrow in Furness, England. 
Forbes, David, .................................................................. London, England. 
Frenzel, August., ........................................................  Rieberg, Saxony. 
Gaetzschmanu, Prof. Moritz, ........................................  Frieberg, Saxony. 
Gillon, Prof. Aug .................................................  Liége, Belgium. 
Jordan, Prof. S.,......................................................  Paris, France. 
Knowles, J. H.,.................................... Newport, Monmouthshire, Wales. 
Kreischer, Prof. C, G., ............................................. Freiberg, Saxony. 
Lorsont, J. B. A.,.........................................................  London, England. 
McPherson, George, ...  Tudhoe Iron-works, near Ferry Hill, England. 
Macfarlane, Thomas., .................................... Actonvale, Quebec, Canada. 
Martin, E. P., .................... Cwm-Avon, Taibach, Glamorgan, Wales. 
Martin, Pierre Emil, ......................................................... Paris, France. 
Monks, Frederick,.......................................... Warriugton, England. 
Noblet, A., Liége, ......................................................................... Belgium. 
Patera, Bergrath Ad.,........................................................ Vienna, Austria. 
Posepny, F.,...............................................................  Vienna, Austria. 
Richter, Prof. Thcodor,..........................................  Freiberg, Saxony. 
Rogerson, John, ................................................................. Durham, England. 
Serlo, Berghauptmann, Dr., ............................................  Breslau, Prussia. 
Wendel, H. de., ........................................  Hayange, Lorraine, Prussia. 
Williams, Edward, ............................. Middlesbro'-on-Tees, England.- 

During the session, Dr. W. C. Cattell, President of Lafayette 
College, was presented to the Institute. Dr. Cattell expressed his 
gratification that the Institute had honored the College by holding 
one of its meetings there, particularly on a day so memorable as the 
dedication of a building for the furtherance of those pursuits with 
which the Institute was in entire sympathy, and concluded by ten- 
dering the freedom of the College buildings to the members. 
The papers read at this session were: 

The System best Adapted to Work Thick Coal Seams, by Oswald 
J. Heinrich, M. E., of Midlothian, Va. 
Some Results of Wet Concentration of Ores, by means of Utsch 

Automatic Jig and the Fine-grain Jig, by Henry Eugelmann, M. E., 
of La Salle, Ill. 
A Process for Disintegrating or Subdividing Iron ; Mode of Sub- 
dividing and Special Use of Blast Furnace Slag; Blast Furnace 
Slag Cement, and Manufacture of Compressed Stone Bricks, by J. 
J. Bodmer, of London, England. 

The Occurrence of Anthracite in New Mexico, by R. W. Ray- 
mond, Ph.D., of New York. 

Tests of Steel, by Alexander L. Holley, C. E., of Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Mr. Frank Firmstone exhibited a specimen of " deposited" car- 

bon, taken from the lining of a blast furnace. 
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On Wednesday afternoon the Institute visited the Warren Pipe 
Foundry, at Phillipsburg, N. J., under the superintendence of Mr. 
John Ingham, and the Andover Iron Works, where the members 
were courteously entertained by their fellow-member and superin- 
tendent of the works, Mr. J. C. Kent. 

The third session was held in Pardec Hall, on Wednesday even- 
ing, when the following papers were read : 

Alabama Coal and Iron Fields, by R. P. Rothwell, M. E., of New 
York. 

The Smelting of Silver Islet Ores, by W. M. Courtis, M. E., of 
Wyandotte, Mich. 

Coke from Western Lignites, by A. Eilers, M. E., of New York. 
The fourth session was held on Thursday morning. The papers 

read were: 
A Modification of Coignt's Charger for Blast Furnaces, by Frank 

Firmstone, of Glendon Iron Works. 
A Geological Map of the United States, by R. W. Raymond, 

Ph.D., of New York. 
The Ore Knob Copper Mine of North Carolina, by T. Sterry 

Hunt, LL.D., of Boston, Mass. 
The Surveying of Coal Mines, by Ogden Haight, M. E., of 

Etna, Pa. 
Dr. R. W. Raymond exhibited some specimens of the rock in 

which the South African diamonds occur, and also specimens of 
tuorquoise from New Mexico. 

The following resolutions were then offered. 

By Mr. Pechin: 
Resolved, That the thanks of the Institute are hereby given to the 

authorities of Lafayette College, for the use of the rooms in which 
meetings have been held ; to the Local Committee, for its excellent 
disposition to enhance the pleasure and interest of the meeting; to the 
proprietors of works visited, for their ready hospitality; and to the 
Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania, and North Pennsylvania Railroads, for 
courtesies offered. 

By Mr. Holley: 
Resolved, That the American Institute of Mining Engineers desires to 

add its voice to the general expression of public gratitude to Mr. Ario 
Pardee, for his liberal and wise endowment of the Scientific and 
Technical School which bears his name. 

The sessions of the Institute were then declared adjourned. 
Thursday afternoon was devoted to visiting the blast furnaces of 
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*McDermott, Walter.,..................................... Wyandotte, Mich. 
*McMartin, Archibald..................................  Providence, R. I. 
*Maury, M. F............................................... Charleston, W. Va. 
*Mclliss, D. Ernest,............................................ New York. 
†Miller, Philip W., ....................................... New York. 
*Newton, Isaac,..............................................................  New York. 
†Olcott, E. E.,................................................  New York. 
*Parsons, Charles 0., ...................................... Philadelphia. 
*Porter, J. A., ................................................  Eureka, Nev. 
*Potts, Joseph,............................................................... Treasure City, Nev. 
†Prescott, Richard, .......................................... Albany, N. Y. 
†Putman, B. T.,............................................................. New York, 
†Root, Leonard R.,........................................  Cincinnati, Ohio. 
*Schaeffer, Prof. Charles A., ......................... Ithaca, N. Y. 
†Schouberger, W. H.,...................................... Pittsburgh, Pa. 
*Shinicr, Joseph R., .......................................... Easton, Pa. 
*Slade, Frederick J.,..................................... Trenton, N. J. 
†Stewart, H., .............................................  New York. 
*Vezin, Henry A., ........................................... Empire, Col. 
*Wahl, Dr. William H., ................................  Philadelphia. 
†Walker, C. M.,.........................................................  New York. 
*Weise, A. V.,........................................................................... Salt Lake City, Utah. 
*Wendt, Arthur P., ......................................... New York. 
*Williams, Prof. C. P.,................................ Rolla, Mo. 
*Winter, Adolph,.......................................................  Mexico. 

Likewise the following foreign members : 
Amiot, H., .................................................... Paris, France. 
Best, Norris,   .................................................. St. John's, New 
Brunswick. Burthe, P. L., ..............................  Paris, France. 
Douglas, James, Jr., ........................................  Quebec, Canada. 

A paper was then read by Alexander L. Holley, C. E., of Brooklyn, 
N. Y., on Recent Improvements in Bessemer Practice. 

Wednesday was occupied by an excursion to the magnetic ore 
mines at Ringwood, N. J., owned by Messrs. Cooper, Hewitt & 
Co. The severe snow-storm which prevailed prevented the com- 
pletion of the excursion to the mines at Sterling. The members 
were hospitably entertained by Mr. Hewitt, at his residence at 
Ringwood, before returning to New York. 

Three sessions were held on Thursday, at which the following 
papers were presented : 
Brückner's Revolving Roasting Furnace, by J. M. Locke, C. E., 
of Cincinnati, O. 

Direct Processes of Iron Manufacture, by Thomas S. Blair, of 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

 
  

*Members. †Associates. 
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The Diamond Drill for Deep Boring compared with other Systems
of Boring, by Oswald  J. Heinrich, M. E., of  Midlothian, Va. 
Improved Method of Measuring in Mine Surveys, by Eckley 
B. Coxe, of Drifton, Pa. 
Explosion at Dunbar Furnace, by E. C. Pechin, of Dunbar, Pa. 
The Coals of the Hocking Valley, Ohio, by T. Sterry Hunt, 
LL.D., of Boston, Mass. 
Notes on Hydraulic Forging of Iron and Steel, by Prof. W, P. 
Blake, of New Haven, Conn. 
Broken Stay Bolts, by W. S. Ayres, of Easton, Pa. 
The Magnetic Iron Ores of New Jersey, by Prof. J. C. Smock, 
of New Brunswick, N. J. 
Treatment of Gold and Silver Ores, by Wet Crushing and Pan 
Amalgamation, without Roasting, by J. M. Adams, M. E., of Silver 
City, Idaho. 
The fifth and concluding session of the Institute was held in one 
of the lecture-rooms of the Columbia School of Mines. President 
Barnard welcomed the members to the school, of which he said that the 
exterior was so little attractive as to make the effect produced by it 
on the average visitor rather doubtful; but, in the present instance, he 
was reassured by the recollection that the gentlemen before him were 
members of a profession accustomed to look beneath the surface, who 
often found the most precious deposits where the outside was roughest. 
He thought they would find it so here. He did not expect them to 
admire the outside of this rude pile, but he knew they would 
appreciate the inside. The building was indeed, he said, difficult of 
navigation, and he trusted there would soon be provided one better 
suited to a school of mines. It was not easy to get into it, but it was 
more difficult to get out of it. (Laughter.) The passages are dark, 
tortuous, and narrow, and the students were, he supposed, introduced to 
these passages by way of familiarizing them to the future difficulties of 
their profession. (Laughter.) He would be happy to conduct them 
through the school after they had got through with their proceedings, 
and he would then show them the pockets out of which had been dug 
many of the gems which were now adorning the profession all over 
the country. 

The papers read at this session were : 
Stamp Mills of Lake Superior, by J. F. Blandy, M. E., of Phila- 
delphia. Lead and Silver Smelting in Chicago, by J. L. Jernegan, M. 
E., of Chicago, Ill. 
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Analysis of Furnace Gases, by Prof. T. Egleston, of New York. 
 Underground Transportation by Chain at Hasard Collieries, Bel- 
gium, by Prof. W. P. Blake, of New Haven, Conn. 

The Mount Lincoln Smelting Works, Dudley, Colorado, by E. 
D. Peters, Jr., M. E., of Dudley, Col. 

The Formation of Fissures and the Origin of their Mineral Con- 
tents, by A. J. Brown, M. E., of Treasure City, Nevada. 

The Determination of Sulphur in Pig-iron and Steel, by Dr. 
Thomas M. Drown, of Philadelphia. 

Certain Mechanical Changes in Bessemer Steel, at the Königin 
Marien Hütte, at Zwickau, Saxony, by Archibald McMartin, M. E., 
of Providence, R. I. 

The President announced to the Institute a recommendation of 
the Council to appoint St. Louis as the place of holding the May 
meeting of the Institute. The Institute concurred with the Council, 
and St. Louis was formally appointed for the May meeting, subject 
to the discretion of the President in case of unforeseen obstacles 
arising. 

The following resolution was offered and unanimously passed, 
after which the Institute adjourned. 

Resolved, That the thanks of the Institute are presented to the Trustees of the 
Cooper Union and of Columbia College for the hospitable tender of accommo- 
dations for the meeting ; to Messrs. Cooper, Hewitt & Co., and the Sterling Iron 
Company, for courteous invitations to visit their mines and works; to our esteemed 
fellow-member, Mr. Abram S. Hewitt, for the delightful entertainment offered 
to the Institute at Ringwood, and still more for the pleasure and cheer of his 
company throughout all the fatigues and exposures of that memorable excursion; 
to the press of New York for kindly notices of the meeting, and particularly to 
the New York Times for its remarkably full and clear reports of the proceedings 
of the Institute
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PHILADELPHIA MEETING, 
MAY, 1873.

 
ECONOMICAL RESULTS OF SMELTING IN UTAH. 

BY   ELLSWORTII DAGGETT, 
Manager of the Winnamuck Smelting Works, Bingbam Canyon, U. T. 

THE ore smelted in the Winnamuck furnace during the year 1872 
consisted, for the most part, of oxidized ores from the Winnamuck 
mine, only sixty tons of outside ore (from the Spanish mine) having 
been smelted. The latter, like the principal Winnamuck ore, was 
oxidized or so-called carbonate ore. There was mixed with these 
oxidized ores three hundred to four hundred tons, or 7 to 10 per 
cent, of galena, some of which was mined with the oxidized ore, 
while a part was mined separately from the lower portion of the 
mine, and afterwards mixed with the ore, with a view of preventing 
the formation of deposits of metallic iron in the furnaces. 

The average assay in silver of all the ore handled was 51.46 ox. 
per ton, most of it existing as chloride of silver. The lead contents 
were 34.98 per cent., all, or nearly all, in the form of carbonate of 
lead. The relative amount of silver is not at all constant, the best 
silver ore often being poorest in lead. 

The predominant gangue was silica, several determinations of 
which have been made on representative samples, yielding in three 
such samples 26, 38, and 58 per cent. silica, the latter test being ore 
containing but little lead. The average contents in silica are about 
35 per cent., with 6 to 7 per cent, sesquioxide of iron, and small 
quantities of alumina and lime, Mechanically, the ore was very 
fine, and so thoroughly disintegrated that it presented few distin- 
guishing characteristics, rendering sorting or separating of ore from 
waste difficult, and often impracticable. Experiments on a small 
scale have been tried, with a view to separate the silica by washing; 
but these were unsuccessful, as the finest slime, requiring a long 
time to settle in still water, contained a large amount of silver; and 
on a careful sizing and washing of the sands and coarser parts, the 
silver contents were found to be less dependent upon specific gravity 

VOL.   II.--2 
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than is necessary for successful concentration. The lead contained 
admitted of a certain degree of concentration, but not the silver. 

The fluxes used were iron ore, limestone, and slag. The iron ore 
is red hematite, from Rawlins, in Wyoming Territory. Three deter- 
minations of the iron ore yielded respectively 66.5, 67.46, and 68.5 
per cent, of metallic iron. They were of different samples; the last 
of an average sample of a car load, or eleven tons. The small amount 
of silica (3 per cent.) found in one analysis Was probably due to dirt 
intermixed in transit, as the only observable gangue is calcspar, which 
may occasionally be found. The average may be taken at 67 per cent, 
iron, 2 per cent. carbonate of lime, and 1 per cent. dirt. The limestone 
used contained about 6 per cent, silica, and traces of magnesia. 

The fuel was almost entirely charcoal, only a few tons of coke 
having been used, near the end of December. Of the 311,996 bushels 
of charcoal used, 85,000 to 90,000 bushels, made from nut-pine or 
"piflon," was of good quality, though not equal to coal from hard 
wood, such as maple, hickory, etc. The remainder was from red 
and white pine, cedar, and quaking-asp, which, however well burned, 
cannot make a good, or even fair, fuel, especially when compared 
with the Connellsville coke, lately introduced. It must be under- 
stood that this statement is made solely with reference to the com- 
parative melting powers of the two kinds of fuel, and does not take 
into consideration the possible increased loss in lead and other pre- 
cious metals, due to a much higher temperature, when coke is 
employed. The exact value of this latter element cannot yet be 
determined. With regard to the melting power, our work this year 
proves that one ton of Connellsville coke, weighed into the furnace, 
is rather more effective than two tons of the charcoal of the country, 
the cost of the two materials at Bingham being about the same, ton 
for ton. 

In addition to the fact that the soft charcoal is deficient in heating 
power under the most favorable circumstances, there is connected 
with its use much waste, especially where, as in Bingham Canyon, 
it must be transported by rail and team for a long distance, and (as 
is often the case) paid for at some distant point. 

The amount of material smelted during the year 1872 was as 
follows: 

Material. Tons.  Per cent, of Ore. 
Ore,............................................ 3954.913                      100.00 
Iron ore, .................................... 1391.681                        35.19 
Limestone ................................. 1542.021                        38.99 
Slag, .......................................... 639.339                        16.16 
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The slag obtained contained from 35 to 48.7 per cent. silica. The 
average of four analyses showed 42 per cent.; but as these analyses 
were mostly of unusually stiff slag, their average is too high. 

The only complete analysis of slag at hand is of a sample pro- 
duced from a smelting mixture containing rather more limestone 
and less iron ore than usual. The analysis, made at the Sheffield 
Scientific School of Yale College, under the direction of Prof. G. J. 
Brush, is as follows:  

Silica,.....................................................................37.98 
Sulphide of lead,............................................... 3.75 
Sulphide of iron, ..............................................................0.4.4 
Alumina .............................................................2.00 
Protoxide of iron, .......................................... 30.76 
Lime................................................................23.62 
Magnesia,...............................................................................0.57 

Total, ........................................................ 99.07 

Although the data are not yet as complete as could be desired, we 
may approximately calculate the average composition of the slag. 
The ore contained by fire-assay about 35 per cent. of lead. Allow- 
ing the loss in the fire-assay to be two units, we have as actual lead 
contents 37 per cent., equivalent to-- 

Carbonate of lead,.................................................................47.7 
Silica,* .............................................................................. 35.0 
Sesquioxide of iron,*..................................................................6.9 
Other bases not determined--alumina, lime, etc., and sulphur,10.4 

Total, .......................................100.0 

Hence we have as slag-constituting element in ore and fluxes (ex- 
cept the slag charged, which, being neutral, may be omitted): 

Silica. Protoxide of Iron.   Lime. Other 
substances. 

In 100  parts ore,     .       .        .    85.0 6.2 10.4 
"    35    "   iron ore,     .       . 30.2 
"    39     "    limestone,   .       .     2.8 20.5 

Total ....................... ….87.3  36.4        20.5 10.4 
Parts in 100: 

Silica, .............................................................. 35.6 
Protoxide of iron, ..................................................... 34.8 
Lime, ............................................................... 19.6 
Other bases: alumina, oxide of lead and magnesia, 

with sulphides of lead and zine, . . . . 10.0 

Total,...................................................... 100.0 

* Determined by analysis of general samples.
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As will appear below, one of the difficulties encountered in smelt- 
ing has been the rapid burning out of the furnace material; and 
the question has frequently been asked, why not use less flux, to 
produce a more highly silicated slag, and save the material of the 
furnace? The answer to this is, that, with the poor fuel in use, a 
reduction of the quantity of the basic fluxes used caused the smelt- 
ing to proceed too slowly; so that the increased cost of labor and 
general expenses per ton of ore more than counterbalanced the 
saving in flux and furnace material. Indeed, our experience indi- 
cates that, with the soft charcoal as fuel, when producing slag con- 
taining over 36 per cent, in silica, the consumption of the furnace 
material is not materially decreased by increasing the silica contents 
of the slag. This may be explained as follows: The capacity of a 
slag to dissolve furnace material (chiefly silica) depends directly on 
the temperature and inversely on the amount of silica already con- 
tained in the slag. Now, in general, any increase in the silica con- 
tents of a slag of this description necessitates an increase of tempera- 
ture; and, so far as can be determined in the crude operations of a 
blast furnace, the new conditions counterbalance one another. By 
slags much more basic than the above, the furnace material is more 
rapidly destroyed. 

The furnaces of the Winnamuck Company are two in number, 
and in dimensions (except height) follow the plan of the first Pilz 
furnace, erected at the Eureka Consolidated Works in Nevada, by 
C. von Liebenau in the year 1870. There are, however, some 
esseutial points of difference in the construction. 

In the accompanying drawings, Fig. 1 is a front elevation of the 
furnace, showing the columns and their attachment to the flange; 
Fig. 2, a horizontal section through the tuyeres; Fig. 3, a vertical 
section through the line A B in Fig. 2; and Fig. 4, a vertical section 
through the line C D in Fig. 2, showing the lead-well and siphon- 
tap. In Fig. 1 the lower part of the furnace is shown, built of 
stones, which, when properly seasoned, is as lasting as firebrick. In 
the section (Fig. 3), the upper part is common brick; the next below, 
firebrick or stone (usually brick), and the dotted lines, a layer of clay 
six inches in thickness, tamped on to the foundation. The latter, 
with the plates, should render it impossible for lead to escape into the 
foundation. 

The bottom is made of a mixture of ground clay, raw, and sand 
or ground firebrick, just sufficiently damp to pack well, and is 
secured or repaired at the end of every run. 
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The "siphon-tap," as used in the "Winnamuck furnace, is shown 

in Fig. 4. There is left in the centre of each side-plate a round 

hole, 12 inches in diameter. On whichever side it is desired to 

have the tap, a piece of 1/8 in. sheet-iron, of the width of the plate 

(3 feet) and about 5 feet long, is bent in the form shown in Fig. 2, 

and firmly fastened to the plates at the corners. The space thus in- 

closed and the channel c, connecting it with the inside of the furnace, 

are now tamped full of a mixture of sand and clay, during which 

process a round piece of wood, 2 ½ or 3 inches in diameter, and 3 ½ 

feet long, having through its centre a ¾ in. auger-hole, is inclosed, in 

the position shown at c b, Fig. 4. The lead-well itself (a, Figs. 2 and 

4) is cut out to the size and shape shown. 

To provide for any impediments in the passage a, Fig. 4, at any 
time during a run, there is at d a small hole in the sheet-iron casing, 
through which a bar may be driven to the inside of the furnace, and 
which afterwards may be stopped with a plug of clay, thus forcing 
the lead up into the well. This siphon-tap is a great improvement 
on the old method, and Messrs. Arents & Keys, of Eureka, deserve 
and have the thanks of all smelters for its introduction. 

Dimensions of Furnace. 
Feet.      Inches. 

Height of plate from foundation,         . . . . 3             0 
"     columns from foundation,    . . . . 8              0 

  "     feed-hole,             "                . . . .       7             9 
"     tuyeres,                  "                 . . . .  3        8 

Diameter of furnace at tuyeres,   . . . . . 3             6 
           "    "   "     feed-hole          .  . . . . 5              3 

                     "    "    "     top of chimney, .        .       .        .       .    3             6 
Height of tuyere-nozzles above slag-flow,   .        .     10 to 11 

"                 "           "           top of plates,    .   7 to   8 
"     water-tymp-iron above slag flow,       .        .7 to   8 

Diameter of columns at base,................................                                   8 
"               "         top,                                                      6 

Thickness of the iron of the columns, . . . .  ½ 
Number of tuyeres, .......................................6 or 7 
Diameter of nozzle,...............................................                 2 ½ 
Height of tuyeres above bottom, .        . . . .  2               3 

That portion of the furnace above the flange to the feeding-flow is 
cased in 1/8 in. sheet-iron, and above this, for a height of six feet, in 
thinner sheet-iron. 

Operation.--In starting the furnace (which has been thoroughly 
dried by a slow fire, and strongly heated for several hours with coal), 
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the outer lead-well, a, is first filled with coal, ignited on top, and a blast 
from one of the tuyere-pipes is forced downward through the coal, 
driving the flame and heat through the connection, c, in to the bottom 
of the furnace. This rapidly burns away the wooden plug inserted in 
building or repairing, and heats to redness the sides of the channel. 
This having been effected, the furnace is filled to the height of 5 or 
6 feet with coal, and when this is thoroughly ignited, from 20 to 
30 bars (2400 to 3600 lbs.) of bullion are introduced through the 
charging door. ' This metal, melting and descending through the 
ignited coal, is received on the hot bottom of the furnace, and, filling 
the channel, rises in the outer well, where it is carefully covered with 
coal-dust. A light blast is now started, and regular charges of 6 
bushels of coal, and at first small, but constantly increasing quanti- 
ties of ore and flux, are introduced, until the furnace is full, when 
the blast is increased. The full charge is usually not attained for at 
least twenty-four hours. Slag, from the starting, is generally saved 
for re-working, as the greater proportion of fluxes used in the 
beginning of a run renders the slag more basic than usual. 

The average length of run during the year was sixteen days; 
the largest, made with firebrick or stone, twenty-six days. 

In charging the furnace, the coal (6 bushels) is first measured in 
and spread upon the preceding charge; then the proper amount of 
ore, which has been equalized by spreading in heaps of 100 to 300 
tons, is Weighed; the corresponding amounts of the various fluxes 
are added by weight, and the whole mixture thus formed is spread 
over the coal. The charge of fuel is maintained at 6 bushels, and 
the weight of the smelting mixture is varied as may be rendered 
necessary by the variation in slope of the furnace, or by change in 
the ore. 

The products are silver-lead, slag, and a small quantity of iron 
matte, containing little sulphur, with, occasionally, metallic iron in 
small amount. As the limited quantity of matte produced contained 
only 14 ounces in silver per ton, nothing has been done with it.* 

Cost.--The cost of smelting Winnamuck ore for the year 1872 was 
high, mainly on account of the large amount of flux used, and the poor 
quality and high price of fuel. Below is given the cost of coal, fluxes, 
labor, etc. As a part of the cost of coal, is included all waste occur- 

* Some of the matte produced lately (in February and March, 1873) has con- 
tained upwards of 40 ounces (in one instance, 90 ounces) silver per ton, and is of 
course saved for subsequent treatment by roasting and re-working with the ore. 
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ring after the coal was delivered at the works; but not the "short- 
age," or other losses on coal, occurring in transit to the works. 

Cost of Handling 3954.91 Tons. 
Total. Per ton of ore. 

 
To find what portion of the smelting cost is due to the flux used, 

or, in other words, the difference between actual cost and the cost 
(at the Winnamuek works) of smelting an ore or a mixture of ores 
that would flux itself, we must deduct from the total cost the cost of 
the fluxes, thus: 

 
That is, an ore having the composition of our total material would 

have been handled for $19.14 per ton--probably a little less, as no 
deduction is made for cost in handling the flux after it arrives at the 
works, which is somewhat greater than for the same amount of ore. 

The other costs given above on the ore handled were: mining, 
which includes all prospecting, dead work, etc.; general expenses, 
or such as belong equally to both mining and smelting (superin- 
tendence, office expenses, salaries, etc.), and freight on the bullion to 
the railroad, sampling, assaying, etc. 

While the above figures represent the actual outlay in money 
required to produce the given result, yet they do not satisfactorily 
show the true cost. The losses in lead and silver should be repre- 
sented, since they form as truly a detail in the calculation as does 
the fuel in smelting--and one greater in value than the mining of 
the ore. Moreover, as the metal lost is value consumed in the pro- 
cess, there is no reason why this value should not be classed as so 
many dollars and cents per ton, as on the charcoal, the ore and the 
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mining cost. Although it is the custom, in speaking of the cost of 
working ore, to name only the actual outlay, yet, to one who knows 
that in such working there is involved a notable and variable sacri- 
fice of the. Original value of the ore, and that, as in lead and silver 
smelting in Utah, there is a still larger sacrifice of value in freights, 
separating and refining the silver and lead, the bare statement of so- 
called cost is far from satisfactory. 

It seems necessary, especially in making comparisons of the rel- 
ative values of different methods of treatment, to have some concise, 
definite expression, which will show at a glance which of two or 
more methods is best; in other words, which will net to the ore- 
owner the most money. Such an expression can be found only by 
including the total value in the ore at the outset, and accepting as 
cost the difference between this total value and the net return. 

If we suppose the average value of the lead to have been during 
the year seven cents currency per pound, and that of the silver 
$1.2929 coin per ounce, equivalent, with gold at 113 (the average 
of the last nine months of 1872), to $1.46, currency, we have: 

Value of 3.82 units loss of lead., ..............................  $5 36 
Value of 3 ounces loss of silver., ................................ 4 38 

Total loss per ton of ore in smelting, ................ $9 74 

There is also a loss in the treatment of th  .   e bullion, a portion of 
which is eventually recovered by the separating and refining works. 
As the details of costs and losses in the treatment of bullion are 
known to the separators and refiners only, it will be sufficient here 
to regard the aggregate of costs and losses, which may be found 
thus: 
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General Condensed Statement of Expenses per ton of Ore. 
Mining expenses, ................................................................  $5 92 
General expenses., ..............................................................  3 82 $9 
74 
Costs of smelting to base bullion, ........................................ 44 09 
Losses in smelting to base bullion,....................................... 9 74 53 
83 
Bullion expenses : freight and separation, .........................  25 00 
Sampling and averaging,........................................................ 1 16  26 
16 

 

 
It may be interesting here to compare with these figures the total 

costs and losses involved in other methods of disposing of ores, as, 
for instance, by selling them in Utah, or shipping them to England. 
In this comparison, it must be remembered that by "costs and 
losses" is meant the difference between the money received and the 
gross value of the ore, calculated on its assay, assuming lead at 7 
cents currency per pound, and silver at $1.46 currency per ounce; 
also, that all expenses on the ore previous to actual shipment or 
smelting, such as mining, transportation, and (in the case of ship- 
ment) sacking, handling, sampling, and assaying--the last four 
items amounting to about $7.75 per ton--are omitted. The remain- 
ing expense, therefore, consists of the costs and losses in smelting 
and on the bullion produced, amounting with the "Winnamuck ore, 
as above shown, to $80 per ton. 

Three lots of Emma ore were shipped to England in 1871, 
amounting to 1225 tons, and assaying: 

411/3 per cent. lead, worth, per ton,................... $57 83 
112.09 ounces silver, worth, per ton,.................... 163 81 

 
Twenty-seven lots of Emma ore were sold at open sale, in 

Salt 
Lake City, August 10th to October 17th, 1872--about 2800 
tons,* 
assaying: 

 
* This ore, owing to its amount, and the regularity of the supply, was 

sold to 
the best advantage, and commanded a price rather higher than other ore 
sold in 
open market at the same time. 
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Some items affecting these figures are omitted here, such as sam- 
pling, handling, etc.; necessary in shipping, but not in smelting ore 
at or near the mine. Moreover, the small amount of gold in the 
"Winnamuck ore has not been charged to the ore. It would increase 
the Winnamuck costs about §2.50 per ton of ore. 

A comparison of costs and losses in milling ores containing little 
lead, in Southern Nevada, and smelting ores in Utah, though not 
strictly conclusive (the conditions being different), indicates that the 
advantage usually ascribed to milling is over-estimated. 

In a report on the Meadow Valley mine, of Pioche City, made 
during the latter part of 1871, by Aug. J. Bowie, Jr., M. E., it ap- 
pears (page 20) that the average value of the production for 1870- 
71 was $105.34 per ton, being 73.4 per cent. of the total value 
(silver) 

Total silver value per ton, therefore (coin),.....................................  $143 51 
Value of production,.................................................................................. 105 34 

 
Loss in silver., ......................................................................  $38 17 

The same report (same page) gives the total cost of mining, 
milling, taxes, etc., us ............................................................................44 11 

 
Costs and losses in silver (coin) ............................................... $32.28 

Reducing this to currency at 113, we have the total costs and losses 
in silver, $92.97. To this must be added $1.40 for each unit of lead 
shown by assay to be in the ore. Assuming the average lead con- 
tents of the Meadow Valley ores to have been at that time 10 per 
cent., we would have-- 

Total costs and losses., .................................................. $106 97 

If now, in order to institute a comparison, we take from the above 
sum the increase of cost due to the position of the Meadow Valley 
mine, involving higher cost of labor and supplies, which we may 
assume as not exceeding $15 in currency, we have costs and losses 
in mining and milling Meadow Valley ores in Utah about $92. 

The costs and losses in mining and smelting the same ore with 
lead ores in Utah should not exceed this; and with the late improve- 
ments, such as the use of coke, etc., should be materially less. In 
general, the question as to the most economical treatment of an ore 
will be determined only by a careful consideration of all the condi- 
tions, such as the nature of the gangue, the load contents, and the 
respective losses of the different processes, with the cost of the same 
--the latter consideration being only one of many--and it may hap- 
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pen that a wasteful process is the best, or that a costly process is the 
cheapest, that being really the proper treatment which, however 
wasteful, costly, or even unscientific, enables the owner to make the 
most money out of his ore. 

 

THE INCIDENTAL RESULTS OF DANKS'S PUDDLER. 

BY DR.  THOMAS M.  DROWN, PHILADELPHIA. 

REMARKABLE as have been the direct results of Danks's puddler, 
there are some indirect and incidental results, which are well worthy 
of study for their intrinsic value and suggestiveness. The success of 
Danks's machine is due mainly to the nature of the lining and the 
manner in which it is attached to the walls of the revolving chamber. 
Herein lies Danks's merit and good fortune. Given such a lining, 
and the success of the machine, as far as puddling iron is concerned, 
could easily be predicted. 

Other important results have, however, been obtained with this 
machine, which, though clearly explicable, were, nevertheless, unan- 
ticipated. These are the increased yield of bar-iron over the pig-iron 
charged, and the elimination of phosphorus, which, though not abso- 
lutely complete, is yet more decided than in the case of hand-puddling. 
As regards the increased yield, this is merely what we have a right 
to expect if we consider the puddling process to consist in the oxida- 
tion of the carbon and silicon of the pig by the oxygen of the oxide 
of iron. That this result is attained, nearly to the extent that the 
theory requires, in Danks's puddler, and has never been more than 
partially attained by the most careful experiments in hand-puddling, 
points clearly to the fact that the contact of the molten pig-iron with 
the oxide of iron is much more intimate and complete in the one in- 
stance than in the other. 

The action of puddling in Danks's machine may be considered to 
be twofold : first, the removal of the carbon, silicon, and phospho- 
rus of the pig, which is the primary object, and, second, the produc- 
tion of wrought iron direct from the ore, which is entirely an inci- 
dental result. Intelligent metallurgists were not long in recogniz- 
ing in this latter result a fact of deeper import and greater value 
than the attainment of a perfect puddling process. A new method 
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was thereby suggested to solve the vexed problem of the direct pro- 
duction of wrought iron and steel. It is true that the conditions ex- 
isting in Danks's puddler cannot be readily imitated in practice, for, 
in the first case, we have the reduction of the ore effected by fluid 
carbon and silicon, which, it is reasonable to suppose, are more ac- 
tive than the same elements in the solid state. 

The recent experiments of Dr. Siemens, however, prove that the 
action of solid carbon at a high temperature is very energetic, and 
the combination of a revolving chamber and Siemens's furnace has 
given results that enable us to hope for a practical solution of the 
problem of the direct production of wrought iron and steel without 
the intermediate production of sponge. 

The economical side of the question cannot yet be considered set- 
tled, although Dr. Siemens gives astonishingly low figures for the 
amount of fuel consumed. 

In a recent article by Peter von Tunner, in the Oesterrcichische 
Zeitschrift (February 17th, 1873), this subject is discussed from an 
economical standpoint, and the author does not anticipate a favor- 
able result, as far as Austria is concerned, principally on account 
of the lack of pure, rich ores, the only ones applicable to direct 
processes. 

Tunner suggests that if the operation could be conducted at first at 
a very high temperature, and a product approximating to pig-iron 
produced with a cinder containing very little iron, and then this car- 
buretted metal puddled with the further addition of iron ore, a bet- 
ter result would be obtained as far as the complete reduction of the 
ore is concerned. This gain might, however, be more than counter- 
balanced by the increased amount of fuel required. Certain it is, 
that complete reduction of the ore can only be obtained under the 
conditions supposed, at a very high temperature, and that the waste 
of iron in the cinder, other things being equal, depends directly on 
the amount of silica in the ore. It is impossible to avoid the loss of 
iron as silicate, unless we have conditions similar to those existing in 
the blast-furnace. 

The effectiveness of Danks's machine in puddling, it seems safe to 
assert, depends mainly on the thorough contact of the molten pig- 
iron with the lining of the furnace. It is highly questionable 
whether the effect would be the same were the lining to be formed 
of a refractory, inert material, and the requisite amount of oxide of 
iron be charged with the pig in the revolving chamber. Although 
the ordinary practice is to charge iron scale with the pig, yet it 
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seems reasonable to suppose that it is the ore of the lining which 
plays the most important part in the oxidation of the carbon and 
silicon. If this view is correct, the idea naturally suggests itself 
that, where the Danks machine is used for the reverse process 
from puddling, viz., deoxidation, the reducing agent, carbon, should 
be in the lining. Dr. Siemens claims to have obtained efficient re- 
duction by the mixture of the melted ore with carbon in a revolving 
furnace lined with a refractory material, mainly Bauxite, containing 
a small percentage of graphite. Now, it seems not unreasonable to 
suppose that, were the lining to contain a large amount of coal or 
coke, the reduction of the ore would be much more uniform and 
regular. 

How such a lining could be made, it is not intended at present to 
discuss, but that a large amount of carbonaceous matter could be 
incorporated with a suitable lining there can be no doubt—that it 
would require frequent renewal seems also probable. 

The comparatively large amount of phosphorus removed by the 
Danks puddler is due primarily to the intimate contact of the con- 
tents of the furnace with the oxide of iron of the lining, and the 
abundance of basic slag, and, doubtless, also to the fact that the slag 
formed in the initial stage of the process is tapped off before boiling 
begins. It is a fact often overlooked, that the elimination of phos- 
phorus in the conversion of pig into wrought iron, whether by pud- 
dling or the Bessemer process, depends first on the oxidation of 
phosphorus to phosphoric acid, and second on the retention of the 
phosphoric acid thus formed in the cinder. The practical difficulty 
lies not in the oxidation of the phosphorus, but in retaining it in its 
new combination. To do this, we must have an abundant basic- 
cinder. In the ordinary puddling process, as is well known, phos- 
phorus may be very largely removed by the abundant use of oxide 
of iron. In Danks's furnace there is always a surplus of oxide of 
iron, the contact of which with the products of oxidation of the pig- 
metal is so very intimate that a still more complete and thorough 
action might be expected. Whether any of the phosphoric acid 
would be reduced at a high temperature, were the cinder allowed to 
remain in the chamber during the entire process, is doubtful, although 
this procedure would probably entail a considerable waste of lining. 

The Bessemer process is a notable example of the non-retention 
of phosphoric acid in the cinder. Here it is impossible to have a 
basic cinder as the lining of the converter is siliceous. 

But not only is a high degree of basidity of cinder favorable to 
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the retention of the phosphoric acid, but the stronger bases are more 
active in this regard than the weaker ones. The energetic effect of 
soda--formerly used in the form of nitrate in the Hargreaves and 
Heaton processes--has been well shown. Lime has been used as a 
"dephosphorizer" in many forms, as for instance chloride and 
fluoride of calcium. Scheerer has lately proposed the use of a mix- 
ture of chloride of sodium and chloride of calcium. A great deal of 
vague theorizing has been indulged in with reference to the action of 
these "dephosphorizers;" the dissipation of the phosphorus in the 
form of some volatile combination being the favorite method of dis- 
posing of it. It is, however, most probable that in those cases where 
basic substances have proven themselves to be of value, it is simply 
by the retention of the phosphoric acid in the cinder by the strong 
base. If this view is correct, and if the action of the Danks machine 
is what we have supposed it to be, then we may expect a still more 
favorable result in dephosphorizing pig-iron in the Danks puddler 
if we make the lining more active by the addition of alkalies or 
alkaline earths. 

There can be no reasonable doubt that with a lining composed of 
a mixture of iron ore and lime, and possibly soda, the elimination 
of phosphorus would be nearly perfect.* 

 
THE UTScH AUTOMATIC JIG. 

ORES are generally found in the mines mixed with more or less 
base matter, which renders their treatment by smelting or milling 
unnecessarily costly. They have to be sorted. Those of a higher 
grade remain often mixed with substances which might, with hardly 
a loss of metal and at small expense, be removed by dressing 
machinery, and a concentrated and purified ore thus obtained, 
which would bring a far higher price, because it can be reduced by 
cheaper methods, and, at any rate, at less expense, besides affording 
a saving of transportation, which in our territories is often an item 

 

 * Since the above was written, the author has noticed that Mr. Snclus has 
patented a furnace lining of iron ore and lime. 
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entirely rejected and left on the dumps of the mines, because they 
cannot bear the expense of transportation and reduction. Many of 
these, which are raised from the mine merely because they are in 
the way, or are the refuse from sorting the better ores, are eminently 
fit to be concentrated by a proper system of ore dressing, and should 
be a source of wealth to their owners, instead of a worthless drug, 
causing only expense. 

The same is true in regard to coal. Many thousands of tons of 
coal-slack are annually wasted because there is no local demand for 
it, and it is too impure for cooking. With proper dressing, it would 
be the best article for the manufacture of coke. Almost all that will 
be said in the following pages of the concentration of ores will be 
equally applicable to the dressing of coal. 
Crushing the Ore.--In order to separate the different ingredients 
of an ore, it is generally necessary first to comminute the ore suffi- 
ciently to set the different minerals free, to liberate them from the 
attached vein matter, and to break them apart from each other. 
This is accomplished by crushing the ore, if it is coarse and hard, 
first by stone-breakers and jaw-crushers, and then generally by 
crushing-rolls, unless the ore is to be converted into fine sand and 
slime, in which case stamp-mills are the cheapest and most effective 
machinery. One of the first rules of ore-crushing is to crush the 
ore sufficiently fine to set free as many of the single particles of 
mineral as can be done without crushing unnecessarily fine such 
particles as have been liberated, in other words, to crush as coarse as 
the nature of the ore will possibly allow. 

Avoid by all means crushing too fine, because fine crushing is not 
only more expensive, but gives far finer sands, flour, and slimes, 
which require much more time, labor, and expense to concentrate, 
and cannot be concentrated high without causing disproportion- 
ately great loss of valuable metal, while the concentration of the 
coarser grains is cheap, rapid, thorough, and effected with very little 
loss. If the ore is of such a character, that part of the valuable min- 
eral is coarse, and part finely disseminated through it, it is generally 
better to first crush it coarsely, to jig out the clean gangue and the 
pure ore, and to crush finer only the much-reduced quantity of such 
material, which consists of particles of ore still attached to grains of 
rock. Those not intimately acquainted with ore dressing may con- 
sider this a circuitous, complicated, and expensive system, and 
think that fine crushing at the first operation would be better; but 
an actual trial of both systems will generally result in a decided 
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victory for the first method, as cheaper, more effective, and furnish- 
ing a more highly concentrated ore, with a considerably smaller loss 
of mineral. The great losses in ore concentration, of which we hear 
sometimes, occur principally when the ores have to be stamped fine 
in stamp-mills in order to free the finely disseminated mineral parti- 
cles, while the loss in concentrating coarse ores should be very small 
under ordinary circumstances, unless an attempt is made to carry con- 
centration farther than the nature of the ores admits. For concen- 
trating the crushed ores, jigs are universally accepted as by far the 
best and most advantageous machines in every respect, unless the 
ores are too finely comminuted to be treated in them; in fact, jigs 
are so far superior to all other dressing-machines, that the best ore- 
dressers use them wherever possible. The automatic; jig, which I 
here describe, unites all the excellent points of the others, and sur- 
passes them most decidedly in the accuracy and cheapness of its work, 

Sizing the Grain.--If only one ore of high specific gravity is to 
be separated from a light gangue; if, for example, cubic galena is 
coarsely interspersed with a gangue of calcareous spar or quartz, 
jigging is sometimes practiced in the old crude manner, without a 
previous sorting of the ore, according to the different sizes of the 
grains, as they come from the crusher; but when the dressing is more 
difficult, when, for example, blende or pyrites are associated with 
the galena, and especially when more than one mineral is to be 
dressed out and concentrated, or when the valuable mineral is less . 
distinct from the refuse in specific weight, sizing becomes an imper- 
ative necessity. In order to effect the separation with the required 
nicety a,nd precision, substances whose specific weight docs not differ 
largely must have the single grains not only free from adhering fine 
sand and slime, but must be also of approximately uniform size, be- 
cause the absolute weight and size, as well as the specific gravity of 
the single grains, makes itself felt in their treatment, in all the dif- 
ferent dressing-machines. 

The Medium.--Water as the agent for dressing ores is not likely 
to be ever superseded. A fluid of greater specific gravity would 
afford an easier separation. If, for example, we take a fluid whose 
specific gravity is intermediate between that of quartz and that of 
blende, every particle of quartz will float on it, while every particle 
of blende and of the still heavier galena will sink in it. Their sepa- 
ration will be perfect. If we then had a fluid intermediate in specific 
weight between blende and galena, these could be separated equally 
well without the use of any machinery. The difficulty of obtaining 

VOL.  II.—3 
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such fluids and their consequent cost precludes the adoption of such 
a method for dressing ores. On the other hand in a vacuum, a 
feather falls as rapidly as a piece of lead. The substitution of the 
thin and specifically light air for the heavier water, which has lately 
been advanced with much persistency, is therefore a step in the 
wrong direction, an attempt to produce a novelty which only renders 
an easy matter difficult. Moreover, air can only move light, that is, 
small grains, and air-jigs would, therefore, necessitate an otherwise 
unnecessary fine crushing of the ore, which in itself would increase 
the losses of the concentration very materially, as we have demon- 
strated above. Air-jigs will remain an ingenious expedient, advan- 
tageous only under the most abnormal and exceptional circum- 
stances. 

The Utsch Automatic Jig.--This is one of the latest improvements 
in jigging machines. It concentrates to a high degree ores which 
arc the most difficult to separate; it does its work in an excellent 
manner and very rapidly, and it separates in one operation as many of 
the different minerals constituting the ore as it may be desirable to 
sort out, provided they have sufficiently distinct specific gravities. 
It performs a great amount of work entirely automatically, without 
much intervention of manual labor, requiring no adjustment or regu- 
lating for weeks and months, after having once been adjusted for an 
ore composed of a certain variety of minerals, although these may 
occur at different times and in varying relative proportions. It then 
works unremittingly, performing its task in the best possible manner, 
never missing. When the motive power stops it rests also, and 
resumes work without the least disturbance when the power is again 
thrown in gear. The relative quantity of the different minerals in 
the ore may change considerably; one or more of them may be 
almost wanting for several days together, still the machine will work 
on as before, with equally good results, like an intelligent being. 
All that is necessary is to supply it with crushed ore, and to 
take away the finished product which it has discharged in cars or 
bins. The machine thus enables the operator to dispense with all 
manual labor, with its expense and uncertainty. There is no need 
of watching inexperienced or unreliable laborers, no shirking irregu- 
larities, negligence or strikes, no holidays or pay days. 

The machine does not differ in the general construction of its 
outer parts, and in the manner in which the power is applied, 
from an ordinary machine jig with plunger of the better patterns. 
Its distinctive feature and great excellence is secured by the manner 
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in which the discharge of the separated minerals is regulated. This 
is done by pipes immersed from above in the ore bed, in which 
columns of the different minerals of different specific gravity and 
height, but of equal absolute weight, balance each other in, I might 
say, hydrostatic equilibrium, while discharging at different altitudes. 

FIG. 5. 

 
The Utsch Automatic Jig. 

The superiority of the machine is thus due to the application of 
strictly scientific principles combined with the practical results of 
innumerable trials of the practical ore dresser. It was invented and 
first put in operation in Germany. After it had been thoroughly 
tested there, it was simultaneously patented and introduced in Eng- 
land and the Continental States, in Australia and America, and has 
met with the most universal approbation and success, because it is 
not only excellent in itself, but just the right thing produced at the 
right time--an outgrowth of the necessities of the hour. Nobody 
who has intelligently watched the operation of this machine can fail 
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to appreciate its performance. In the latest pattern the pipes are di- 
rectly fastened to the side of the jig, and are made easily adjustable. 

In the United States it was first introduced in the ore dressing 
establishment of the Matthiessen and Hegeler Zinc Company, at 
Lasalle, Illinois. They put it on trial for several months alongside 
of the excellent continuously working jigs which they had in their 
works, which had been built after the best patterns, and were per- 
fectly satisfactory in their performances. Nevertheless the new 
machine displaced them and sent them to the rubbish pile, by its 
palpable superiority. 

We will let figures speak for themselves. At lserlohn, Germany, 
the machine was first constructed, and used for the separation of an 
ore containing of valuable minerals, a few per cent, of galena, with 
some zinc blende, and calamine, which were associated with iron 
pyrites in a gangue of spathic iron ore, quartz, and siliceous slate, 
The object was to obtain the lead ore and zinc ore separately and 
free from the other minerals. This mixture is a peculiarly difficult 
one to dress, inasmuch as the spathic iron ore has not only almost 
the same specific gravity (3.7 to 3.9) as the zinc ores (blende = 3,9 
to 4.2), but the calamine formed by the oxidation of the blende is 
often porous and light, while the spathic iron breaks in lamellar 
fragments, which are difficult to dress out. This ore had caused 
much trouble before the introduction of the new machine, but now, 
we are informed, the result is eminently satisfactory. The product 
is a rich galena ore and a good zine ore obtained in one. operation, 
while the refuse contains only a minimum of metallic matter. As 
an average result of two months' operation, a single jig with three 
sieves, with an aggregate length of 60 inches and a width of 20 
inches, worked up 55 tons of raw material in ten working hours, 
and yielded seventeen and three-quarter tons of concentrated lead 
ore and zinc ore without the employment of a single laborer, except 
for hauling away the finished product. 

At Lasalle, Illinois, the ores are partly zinc blende mixed with 
some galena, calamine, a little pyrites, and vein rock, and partly 
oxidized, and consist mainly of calamine, with some blende, galena, 
lead carbonate, oxide of iron, and gangue. They contain a large 
percentage of zinc ore, and the object in dressing them is, therefore, 
not to separate a few per cent, of a valuable mineral from a prepon- 
derating mass of barren rock, but to concentrate still more, and 
purify as much as possible an already valuable and moderately rich 
zinc ore; especially to free it from the deleterious admixture of lead 
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ore, and ineidentally to change the latter from an unwelcome sub- 
stance, causing trouble and expense in the manufacture of the zinc, 
to a valuable article of commerce. The result of this concentration 
is, therefore, an almost pure lead ore, and a highly concentrated 
rich zinc ore. Both kinds of ore, the blende as well as the calamine, 
are worked in the new machine alternately without the least incon- 
venience, and without its requiring any regulating whatever when 
the change is made. For the last three months the machine has 
been working day by day, and has not required any regulating after 
being once properly adjusted, and there is no reason why it should 
not work on thus until some parts are worn out and need repairing. 
The raw ores at Lasalle, contain a far higher percentage of valuable 
minerals than those at Iscrlohn, and the final product is dressed to 
a higher percentage. Consequently a much smaller proportion of 
the raw material can be discharged from the first sieve as worthless 
waste soon after entering the machine. From 80 to 90 per cent, of 
it, consisting of mixed grains and ore, have to pass further along in 
the machine. A far smaller quantity of raw material will, there- 
fore, keep the machine taxed to its utmost capacity, under circum- 
stances similar to those existing at Lasalle, than where poor, raw 
material is dressed. At Lasalle the jigs have, moreover, not always 
been fed to their full capacity. The amount of raw material worked 
up in a machine at Lasalle has therefore been less than at Iscrlohn, 
but the quantity of concentrated ore obtained has sometimes run up 
to 19 tons of blende alone in ten working hours of one jig, varying 
between that number and 13 tons, irrespective of the lead ore and 
of the middle grades, which is returned to the fine crusher. The 
one machine here made five distinct divisions of material consisting 
mainly of: 

a. Gangue and non-metallic waste. 
b. Grains consisting of gangue, with calamine or blende attached, 

which are crushed finer. 
c. Zinc blende and calamine for the zinc furnaces. 
d. Grains of zinc ore with particles of galena attached, and of 

galena with rock attached, which are crushed finer. 
e. Pure lead ore. 
It thus appears that the quantity of ore which the automatic j ig  

can dress depends, much as with other jigging machines, mainly 
upon the percentage of valuable ore which the raw material contains, 
and also upon the percentage in it of mixed grain which has to be 
returned to the crusher after having been separated by the machine. 
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It varies under these conditions between about twenty tons of rich 
raw material and fifty-five tons of poor raw material for ten hours 
work per jig. The size of the single grains of ore has a further 
influence upon the capacity of a jigging machine. A very fine grain 
retards the operation materially. 

Loss.--The loss of mineral in jigging by this machine is very 
small, because it always does its work uniformly well and automatic- 
ally, and is not dependent upon the attention of a laborer. Its con- 
struction precludes the discharge of ore matter with the refuse. Even 
with common jigs, when they are carefully worked, the loss is quite 
small, and the loss of mineral in ore dressing occurs principally in 
the treatment of the finest sands and slimes, which are too fine to be 
successfully treated with jigs, and which offer little resistance to the 
flow of water. 

Recently the use of jigs has been extended successfully to the 
finest sands, which it was formerly found impossible to treat in this 
way, and the use of other concentrating apparatus is more and more 
narrowed down. 

The principle upon which the automatic self-regulating discharg- 
ing arrangement of the Utsch machine is founded, is that of mutu- 
ally balanced columns of materials or minerals of uniform specific 
weight in each column, and different specific weights in the different 
columns. Each column discharges the surplus at once whenever an 
accumulation of the material composing it increases its height. A 
column of galena of 7.5 specific gravity and 3 inches in height, 
exercises the same pressure as a column of blende of 4 specific gravity 
and 5.62 inches in height, or a column of quartz of 2.6 specific grav- 
ity and 8.66 inches in height. They balance each other. In the 
jig the height of the water in each partition, and other minor con- 
ditions, enter into the calculation. If, then, the construction of the 
machine and the operation of jigging prevent the access of quartz to 
the blende column, and of the blende to the galena column, the 
arrangement is complete and cannot fail to operate with precision, 
irrespective of the varying quantities within wide limits of the single 
minerals.* 

 
* In the machine represented in the drawing, the area of the sieves is divided 

by partitions into three compartments, communicating with each other by slots 
of the width of the sieves and placed immediately above them, which allow 
only the heaviest material on each sieve to reach the next compartment. This 
progress of the heavy material is facilitated by placing each successive sieve 
lower than the preceding one.--H. E. 
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If no galena is contained in the ore fed to the machine, the galena 
column will remain almost stationary and not discharge, but the 
discharge will be resumed as soon as galena is again mixed in the 
ore. With the other minerals it is the same. The first adjustment 
of the machine requires intelligent management and considerable 
experience ; but its parts are so extremely simple that, once adjusted 
properly, it does not easily get out of order until some part is worn 
out. 

Being quite simple in their construction, these jigs arc very dura- 
ble and need few repairs, and these can be easily executed under 
any circumstances, without the assistance of experienced mechanics. 
The sieves are made of the usual material, are solidly fastened, and 
not weakened by perforations or inserted pipes or slots, which always 
cause a premature destruction of the sieves. The discharge pipes 
enter the ore bed from above and do not touch the sieves. They are 
of the plainest form, and can be exchanged any moment if they should 
wear out by the attrition of the ore, which is seldom the case. 

The motive power is applied in the usual manner ; best by means 
of crank and slide. The power required for such a jig is about one- 
third horse-power, of course varying with the size of the grain, the 
different sizes requiring different lengths and number of strokes of 
the plunger. 

The quantity of water necessary is about four cubic feet per minute 
per jig ; for fine grain somewhat less. 

The weight of the machine is that of a common machine-plunger 
jig of the same size, as there is nothing unusual in its general con- 
struction. The peculiar parts of it do not weigh more than a few 
pounds. The body of the jig can be made of wood at the place 
where it is to be put up. 

The Utsch machine is calculated to dress ore which has previously 
been sorted or sized by means of sifting drams or shaking sieves, 
like most machine jigs, and, as is necessary in all cases where mine- 
rals difficult to separate are to be dressed out. It can be used for 
grain varying between 1 and 30 millimetres (0.04 and 1.2 inches) in 
diameter; but every ore dresser is well aware that different sizes of 
grain require a different length and number of plunger strokes. 
These widely varying sizes of grain cannot therefore be dressed to- 
gether without sorting. For ordinary ores about six different sizing 
sieves would have to be used within these limits. For ores more 
easy to separate, the sizing might be further reduced; but for ores 
rich in precious metals and of somewhat complicated composition, 
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the sizing should be performed in the most complete manner, in 
order to avoid everything that might possibly cause loss, and to be 
able to separate even such grains which contain only a small frag- 
ment of ore attached to a mass of gangue, or base mineral. 

For an ore dressing establishment of sufficient capacity it will of 
course be advantageous and necessary to have a separate jig for each 
size of grain ; but for a smaller establishment, which could not keep 
so many jigs in constant operation, several sizes of grain may be 
alternately worked on the same jig without changing anything except, 
perhaps, the length of stroke, which can in all cases be clone easily. 
If the largest size of grain is not too great, even one jigging machine 
might suffice in this manner. The sizing drums would then have 
to work into bins, from which their contents would be alternately 
carried by spouts to the jig. 

We need hardly say that the automatic jig can equally well be 
used for purifying coal slack for the manufacture of coke. The first 
discharge pipe will then yield the pure coal, the second the slate, and 
the third the sulphuret of iron. By actual trial, the dressing has 
been found excellent beyond expectation. 

One jig of the size of an ore jig, as given above, I am informed, 
worked up in ten running hours over 1000 cubic feet of slack, equal 
to about 33 tons; but for dressing coal, the sieves can, without injury, 
be made much wider than in ore jigs. Instead of 20 inches the width 
can be increased to 30 or 32 inches, in which case they can dress 50 
or more tons of screened slack in 10 hours per jig. In effectiveness 
and quality of the work done, they can therefore not be surpassed by 
any other similar machine. 

The States of the Mississippi Valley, with all their wealth of bitu- 
minous coal and iron ores, have hardly begun to realize the impor- 
tance of supplying the immensely growing pig-iron interest with a 
superior article of coke. For a long time it was thought that the 
coal of the. Mississippi Valley was too impure for that purpose; but 
it has been proved conclusively, and on the largest scale, that these 
coals can be sufficiently purified. Some failures have occurred, as 
in most new branches of industry, a result of inexperience and mis- 
management ; but final success is no longer uncertain, and the new 
automatic jig may help to accomplish the desired result by its great 
efficiency and exactness of work. 

The automatic jig can likewise be used for the concentration of 
the phosphates from the sands with which they are found mixed, 
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and for all other purposes of separation where there is any difference 
in the specific weight of the substances. 

Summing up the foregoing remarks, we can truly say of the auto- 
matic jig that it does better work than other jigs, effects a closer 
dressing, enables us to separate in one operation, with great precision, 
any number of different minerals differing sufficiently in specific 
weight, dispenses with all manual labor, does, therefore, cheaper 
work, is durable and simple in construction, and is equally effective 
for dressing ores, coal, and other substances. 

SUPPLEMENT.* 

At the last meeting of the Institute I placed before its members a 
description of a new jig with automatically regulated discharge, the 
invention of Mr. Utsch. This paper has created some discussion in 
the journals; and I believe it will be interesting to many to have 
some numbers and facts in regard to this matter, taken from the 
actual results of the ore-dressing works of the Matthiessen and Hegc- 
ler Zinc Company of Lasalle, I11., who were the first to introduce 
this machine in the United States. 

The ores treated in these works are partly blende, partly zinc car- 
bonate, obtained mainly from numerous mines of the lead region of 
Wisconsin. They all contain some lead ore, besides pyrites, rock, 
etc. All paying quantities of galena are separated from the ore by 
the miners, and only such is left as the miners cannot separate in the 
ordinary Cornish jigs, or without too great expense. The ores thus 
retain on the average 3½ per cent, of lead, according to analyses con- 
tinually made. This lead is partly in the form of galena, partly oxi- 
dized, and then frequently intimately mixed with the zinc ore, so 
that mechanical separation is impossible, and it cannot even be de- 
tected by the eye. The average quantity of raw ore dressed per 
month has been over 2,100,000 pounds during the last twelve months, 
the running time being ten hours per day. 

By far the largest portion of these ores (about 85 per cent.) are 
submitted only to one operation of the jigs; the raw ore is not a poor 
ore on the average, although part of it is low grade. The coarsest 
grain passes through a screen with holes of 15 millimetres (3/5 inch) 
diameter. When ordinary coarse ore is being treated about 82 per 
cent, of the ore is obtained in grains between 15 and 1 millimetre 

* Read at the Easton Meeting, October, 1873.
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(¾ and 1/25 inch) diameter, which are washed on four different Utsch 
jigs. Of the remaining 18 per cent, under 1 millimetre diameter, 8 
per cent, forms the two coarsest classes of sand, and is treated on 
an Utsch fine-grain jig, with 120 strokes per minute. Notwith- 
standing the low percentage of lead in the raw material, this also 
gives pure galena and workable zinc ore in the first operation. The 
remaining 10 per cent, of the ore is divided between the finest sand, 
flour (of which two classes are separated), and slime. The flour is 
treated on a fine-grain jig with 300 pulsations or strokes per min- 
ute; and even more might be applied advantageously for such fine 
material. The idea that water-jigs cannot be worked so rapidly is 
entirely groundless; only coarse grains require long, strong, and not 
too rapid plunger-strokes, and thick layers, while fine grains require 
numerous, rapid, and minute pulsations, and thin layers. 

The galena from fine flour is not concentrated in one operation. 
It could readily be done if the percentage were higher. At present 
the object is to obtain as good a zinc ore in the first operation, and 
as much of it as possible. A recent analysis gave the following re- 
sults from this jig. 

The raw flour contained .        . . . .  3.50 per cent. lead. 
The first partition of the jig.        .        .        . 21.99     " " 
The second partition of the jig     .        .        . 1.98       " " 
The third partition of the jig       .        .        . 2.11       " " 
The fourth partition of the jig     .        .        . 2.39       " " 

The percentage of zinc is highest in the second partition. This 
result is curious, but easily explained. All the coarser flour of lead 
is obtained in the first partition. In the other ones we find either 
such particles of lead ore as cannot be separated mechanically from 
the zinc ore (carbonate of lead combined with carbonate of zinc), or 
particles of such extreme fineness that they float, and belong more 
properly to the slimes (todtgepochtes—" dead-crushed " lead, as the 
Germans call it). The contents of the first partition of this jig are 
concentrated in one more operation. 

The remaining 5 per cent, of the ore are slimes, which may be 
dressed an buddies, etc., and frequently will not pay for concentra- 
ting at our prices of ore, labor, etc., because they yield an inferior 
product. 

Of the 3½  per cent. of lead in the ore, on a large average the loss 
in lead is 2 per cent. of the raw material--40 pounds per ton of ore 
treated. In this case scarcely 50 per cent, is saved; but the loss 
would not be much greater in weight of lead if the ore contained 30 
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or 50 per cent. of it. Part of this loss is caused, as I Lave stated, 
by the chemical combination, or rather the mixture of the carbon- 
ates. Another portion is caused by the insufficient mechanical sepa- 
ration of the galena from the zinc ore, and by the imperfection at- 
tending all operations on a large scale, especially those depending to 
a certain degree upon manual labor--in this case upon the regularity 
with which the crusher is fed. It is not advisable in this instance 
to crush the ore finer, because the coarse jig-stuff is, after all, richer 
than the finer. The loss of zinc ore in this concentration is very 
small. 

I have stated actual facts--actual working results--including all 
disturbances, irregularities, and troubles of regular operations. They 
are not made-up returns. The percentages of lead are determined 
by often-repeated chemical analyses. Fire assays would be entirely 
inadequate under such circumstances, and the eye cannot detect the 
lead in many instances where the analysis shows its presence. 

 

THE COMPRESSION OF AIR. 

BY PROF. B.  W. FRAZIER,  LEHIGH UNIVERSITY, BETHLEHEM, PA. 

AT a recent meeting of the North of England Institute of Min- 
ing and Mechanical Engineers, during a discussion upon the com- 
pression of air, attention was called to an apparent anomaly in the 
phenomena attending the compression. At a subsequent meeting 
this apparent anomaly was explained by Prof. Herschel, and all the 
facts observed shown to be strictly in accordance with the laws of 
thermodynamics. 

Upon reading the report of the discussion in the published trans- 
actions of the society, it occurred to me that an attempt to determine 
mathematically the amounts of energy (whether in the form of heat 
or of work) expended and absorbed in compressing air, and causing 
it to perform work by expansion, might prove of use to some who 
have not access to any treatise upon the application of the laws of 
thermodynamics to the compression of air, and who have not the 
time or the inclination to make such application for themselves. 

The apparent anomaly noticed was this: If air be compressed, 
and at the same time, by the sufficient application of a cooling me- 
dium, kept at a constant temperature, the indicator diagrams in the 
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steam and in the air cylinders will have substantially the same area, 
showing that all the work of the motor is employed in compressing 
the air; and yet there is besides a development of heat, rendered 
evident by the raised temperature of the cooling medium. The 
questions were asked: Whence comes this heat? Whence can it 
have come without any work apparently being registered to produce 
it ? Prof. Herschel, in his reply, very truly said that the indicator 
diagram represents the work performed upon the air, and naturally 
must correspond to the diagram of the motor; but that it does not 
show what has become of that work. "If we look for that work in 
the cylinder at the end of the stroke, we must not expect to find it 
all as compressed air, and must look for some of it at least as heat." 

He might have gone farther, and have said that we must look for 
all of it as heat; in other words, all the work performed in com- 
pressing the air has been transformed into heat, and carried off in 
the shape of sensible heat by the water (supposing that to be the 
cooling medium). This statement may at first sight appear even 
more of a paradox than the problem which it purports to answer, 
but it admits of easy proof; indeed, its truth will be, upon a mo- 
ment's reflection, apparent to any one acquainted with the thermo- 
dynamic properties of a perfect gas, which, for all practical purposes, 
air is. 

The cause of the confusion of ideas, which sees in the heat ab- 
stracted by the water an apparent contradiction of the fundamental 
physical law that we cannot create energy, is, in my opinion, the 
neglect to take into the account the intrinsic energy possessed origi- 
nally by the air which is compressed, and also that possessed by the 
air when it leaves the working cylinder after its expansion. 

The intrinsic energy of a fluid, as defined by Rankine, is the 
energy which it is capable of exerting against a piston in changing 
from a given state as to temperature and volume, to a total privation 
of heat and indefinite expansion. 

In the case of a perfect gas this quantity is a function of the tem- 
perature and of the temperature only. It is therefore constant when- 
the temperature is constant, no matter what variations may be made 
in the pressure and volume. It is understood, of course, that at con- 
stant temperature, the pressure and volume cannot be both at once 
arbitrarily varied, the relation between them being expressed by 
Marriotte's law, viz., that the volumes are inversely as the pressures, 
or p0 v0=p1 v1. 

The expression for the value of the intrinsic energy of air at a 
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given temperature is %T, in which T is the absolute temperature, or the 
temperature counted from the absolute zero; the absolute zero being 
that temperature at which gaseous elasticity disappears. 

% is the dynamic specific heat of air at constant volume, which, 
considering the air to be a perfect gas, is the same as its real dynamic 
specific heat. The value of x is given by the equation 

 
 
 
 
 
 

One pound of air, then, at mean atmospheric pressure and 32° F., 
possesses an intrinsic energy of 64250 foot pounds, and it is upon 
this store of energy that we draw, when, after having abstracted in 
the form of heat all the work we had expended in compressing the 
air, we yet cause it to perform work by expansion. 

 

Representing by 
I. The intrinsic energy possessed by the air before compression. 
I1. The intrinsic energy of the air after compression. 
I2. The intrinsic energy of the air after expansion. 
W. The work performed in compressing the air. 
W1. The work performed by the air in its expansion. 
H. The energy in the form of heat abstracted by the cooling 

water. 
Assuming that the air is compressed at a constant temperature, 

which remains constant until expansion commences, and that there 
is no accession of heat during expansion; neglecting also all work 
lost in. overcoming friction, etc.; then the equation, 

I + W = H + W1 + I2(1) 
must be true. 

In other words, the sum of the quantities of energy, in whatsoever 
form, either entering with the air, or added subsequently to it, must 
be equal to the sum of the quantities of energy abstracted in the 
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shape of heat and of work, and of that which leaves the working 
cylinder in the air as it escapes. 

Let us trace the stages of the operation, step by step. We take 
air having the intrinsic energy I. We add to it an amount of 
energy W = work of compression, but, at the same time, we abstract 
from it an amount of energy H, in the shape of heat. 

Representing by I1, the intrinsic energy of the air after compres- 
sion, we must have 

 
But we have assumed that during the compression the tempera- 

ture is constant. The energy possessed by the air after compression 
must consequently be the same as that which it had originally: 
I = I1, 

Consequently W = H. 

Or, as we have already stated, all the work of compression is trans- 
formed into heat. 

Now it is that we take advantage of the intrinsic energy of the 
air, in causing it to perform work by expansion, notwithstanding 
the fact that we have abstracted, as heat, all the energy we have 
added to it. 

 
or "W1 = I — 12. The work performed by the air has been entirely at 
the expense of its intrinsic energy. Its energy, when it leaves the 
cylinder, is less than its original energy by a quantity exactly equal 
to the amount of work performed. This diminution in energy is 
rendered manifest to our senses by the corresponding diminution in 
temperature, which occurs during the expansion. The air is colder 
as it leaves the working cylinder than it was when it entered the 
compressor. 

Let us follow the air after it leaves the cylinder, and observe the 
subsequent change in its condition. Let us suppose that the pres- 
sure and temperature of the atmosphere surrounding the working 
cylinder are the same as the corresponding conditions of that sur- 
rounding the compressor. The air upon leaving the working cyl- 
inder being colder than the surrounding media, absorbs heat from 
them and expands until it attains the same temperature as they have. 
By our hypothesis, this is the original temperature of the air before 
compression. Its final intrinsic energy will consequently be the same 
as its original energy. 
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Representing by H, the heat absorbed, and by W2 the work per- 
formed by the air after it leaves the cylinder, we have 

W1, + W2,    H1, 

The ratio between the work expended in compressing the air and 
that performed in its expansion is equal to the ratio between the 
heat abstracted from the air by the cooling water and that absorbed 
by the air after it leaves the working cylinder. It must be borne in 
mind that of the work performed during the expansion of the air, 
there is utilized only the portion performed in the cylinder, or 
W1r

Equation (2) may be put in the form. 

 
This equation suggests another method of explaining the supposed 

anomaly. The heat rendered evident in the heating of the water, 
which cools the air in the compressing cylinder, may be said to be 
in part derived from the media surrounding the working cylinder. 
These media may be the air and rocks in a mine, many fathoms, 
perhaps, below the surface where the compressor is placed. 

When compressed air is used in a mine, there is a constant flow of 
heat from the mine to the surface. The air is the vehicle of the 
transfer; transmitting by its action not merely work from the surface 
to the bottom of the mine, but also heat from the bottom to the sur- 
face. It is owing to the original intrinsic energy of the air that this 
double transmission is possible. 

I will now endeavor to determine the values of the quantities of 
energy represented by the symbols I, W, H, WD HD, and I2, for one 
pound of air. 

We have already assumed the expression for I. 

 
We shall have later an occasion to indicate one method by which 

it may be obtained. 
W, being the work performed by compressing air at a constant 

temperature, may have its expression obtained by integrating--pdv 
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between the limits v, and v2, the relation between p and v 
being given by the equation pv = p1 v1, which expresses 
Marriotte's law. 

We have then 

 
 

When the air arrives at the working cylinder its pressure, 
volume, 
and temperature may all be changed. 

Representing by p3 v3 and r3, these respective conditions of the 
air 
before expansion, and by p4 v4 and T4 the pressure, volume, and 
tem- 
perature it has when it leaves the working cylinder, we have 
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We have therefore 

 
The intrinsic energy of the air when it has attained a condition of 

equilibrium in the mine 

 
•  

Finally the heat absorbed by the air after it has left the cylinder 

 

We have then 

 
As we are at present occupied with the theoretical action of com- 

pressed air, let us suppose, to simplify these formulae, that the pres- 
sure and temperature of the air in the mine are the same as at the 
surface, and let us also neglect the changes of pressure, temperature, 
and volume which the air undergoes between the compressor and the 
working cylinder. Let us also assume that the pressure and tem- 
perature, both at the surface and in the mine, are respectively p0 

and TO. 
None of these suppositions are exactly in accordance with the 

facts, but the errors they introduce into the calculations are entirely 
of secondary importance. 

VOL.  II.--4 
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We shall then have 

I = I2  T1 = T3=T5 = T0,   p1=p4 = p0   P3=p2   V, = V2   
V1=V5 = V()

and the above formulsae reduce to 

 

The following table gives the numerical values of I, W, H, W1 

H1, W2 and I2 for different pressures. I, W, W, and I2 are ex- 
pressed in foot pounds. H and H1 are expressed in thermal units. 

 
These quantities can be represented graphically. Let us take the 

volumes for abscissas and the pressures for ordinates. Through a 
point whose co-ordinates are p0 and v0, we can construct an adiabatic 
curve (Fig. 1, Plate I), or that curve which represents the law of 
variation of the pressure and volume when the changes are made 
without accession or loss of heat. The equation of the curve is 

 
The area representing the intrinsic energy of 1 lb. of air at p0 and 
v0, or I, will be included between the axis of abscissas, the ordinate 
A B = p0 (at distance from origin O A = v0) and the portion of the 
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adiabatic curve extending indefinitely from B until it becomes tan- 
gent to the axis of abscissas, when x =00 . 
The algebraic expression for this area may be found by integrating 
--pdv between the limits oo and v0 the relation between p and v 

 
This is the expression we have before assumed for I. Through the 
point B let us construct an isothermal curve, or one representing the 
law of variation of the pressure and volume at con- stant 
temperature. The equation of this curve is p0v0= pv. This curve 
would be traced by the pencil of an indicator placed on the 
compressor. At a point (as L) chosen arbitrarily upon this curve 
to correspond to a desired pressure we can construct another 
adiabatic curve L R. N. The portion L R, of this curve would 
be traced by the pencil of an indicator placed on the working cylinder 
during the expansion of the air. Then 

I = area A B D C prolonged indefinitely, 
W = area A B L P A, 
H = area D B L R N prolonged indefinitely, 

= area A B L P A, 
Consequently B S N D prolonged indefinitely, 
= A S L P A, 

I2 = area C K R N prolonged indefinitely, 
W1 = area K R L P K, 
W2=area A B R K A, 
H1 = area D B R S N prolonged indefinitely, 

= area A B R L P A, 
W—(W, + W,) = area B L R B = H — I-Ir

The area of B L E B represents then the excess of the work per- 
formed on the air above that performed by it, or the amount of work 
permanently transformed into heat. It is therefore not possible, even 
by preventing any rise of temperature during compression, and allow- 
ing the air to expand to its full extent, to obtain from the compressed 
air as much work as was expended in the compression. 

We can obtain from compressed air all the work we expend upon 
it, only by causing it to reproduce exactly during its expansion the 
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changes of condition it underwent during the compression. This 
may theoretically be accomplished in three ways : 
1st. By allowing the compressed air to become heated by the 
compression, and preventing all transmission of heat until it leaves 
the working cylinder. It will be compressed and expand in this 
case following the curve B X. 2d. By cooling the air during 
compression and heating it during its expansion, in such a manner 
that its temperature shall remain constant during both operations. 
The air will be compressed and expand in this case following the 
line B L. The amount of heat abstracted during compression will be 
equal to that supplied during expansion. 
3d. By cooling the air before its compression to such a degree 
that after it is compressed it will have the temperature of the media 
surrounding the working cylinder. The air will be compressed and 
expand in this case following the curve R L. This would necessi- 
tate the use of a freezing mixture, as the temperature of the air 
would have to be considerably below zero for any but the lowest 
pressures. 

All these methods are accompanied with such physical or eco- 
nomical difficulties, that they may be considered practically impos- 
sible in the present conditions of science and industry. 

Engineers might well congratulate themselves, if they were able 
to reduce the loss in using compressed air to the amount above indi- 
cated. In practice, owing to the extreme refrigeration* of the air 
during its expansion in the working cylinder, and to the consequent 
obstruction of the ports by ice, the air cannot be allowed to expand 
to the full extent; indeed, usually expansion is entirely dispensed 
with, and the air maintains its full pressure during the whole stroke. 
In this case all the work expended in compressing the air is lost. 

Let us now determine what is the amount of work thus lost. 
Hitherto we have considered only the work of compressing the air. 
The work performed in the compressing cylinder, however, consists 
of two parts. 
1st. The compression of the air. 
2d. The expulsion of the compressed air from the cylinder. 
 
* When P2 =5, that is, when the pressure in the working cylinder is four effec- 

P0
tive atmospheres, neglecting the transmission of heat to the air through the 
cylinder, its temperature would sink from 32° F. to --152° F. upon being 
fully expanded. 
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D  uring the first part of the course the piston compresses the air 
before it, until the pressure in the cylinder is just enough in excess 
of that in the reservoir to cause the valves to open. The remainder 
of the course is employed in the work of expelling the air. 

The total work performed is then Wc + Wc Wt = Wc + Wc

This work is performed by 
1st. The motor, 
2d. The pressure of the atmosphere upon the 

piston during the 
whole course. 

Wm+Wn=Wc+Wc
The work required of the motor, or Wm is then Wc + 

Wc—Wc 

 
We have already determined 

 

But, as the temperature is supposed to remain constant during the 
compression, 

PoVo = P2V2, 

 

When no expansion is used, the work performed by the air in the 
working cylinder is simply p2v2. 

Of this, however, only a portion can be utilized, as a portion is 
employed to overcome the resistance of the atmosphere. The 
amount of work thus neutralized is p0v2. 

The useful work performed by the air or 

 
Upon the diagram 

Wt = area ABLHO A, 
Wc = "A B L P A, 
We = "P L H 0 P, 
Wa   = “A B U 0 A, 

    W m =     "U  B  L  H  U = A  B  L  P  A ,  
Wn = "U T L H U, 

Wm—Wn = "T L B T=amount of work lost. 
The following table gives the values of Wm and Wu per pound of 

 
quired of the motor which is lost: 
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The proportion of the work lost increases with the pressure, so 

that, as far as regards economy of power, it is of advantage to work 
with low pressures. 

The rate of variation of the loss, however, decreases as the pres- 
sure increases. As great a proportion of work is lost by increasing 
the pressure from two to three atmospheres as by increasing it from 
five to ten atmospheres. 

Let us now determine what will be the loss of work, if the air is 
not cooled during the compression, but after it leaves the compressor. 

In this case W'c will be the work of compression of the air from 
Po to P2, without transmission of heat. 
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In the diagram 

In the above table a comparison of the two last columns repre- 
senting respectively the proportion of work lost, when the air is not 
cooled in the compressing cylinder, and that lost when it is com- 
pletely cooled, will make manifest the advantage there is in cooling 
the air in the compressing cylinder. The real loss of work in prac- 
tice will lie somewhere between the limiting values given by the two 
columns, approaching more nearly the lower limit, as the cooling 
action in the compressing cylinder is more energetic. 

To show the advantage in economy of work of allowing the air 
to expand fully (if it were practicable), I have calculated the amount 
of useful work that would be performed by the air, if allowed to cx- 
pand to its original pressure p0. 

I have obtained the expression for this work by subtracting from 
W1 the total work of expansion, found before, the work required to 
overcome the resistance of the atmosphere. 
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Table showing what proportion is lost of the work performed by 

the motor: 

 
The table shows us that under the most favorable conditions, con- 

ditions not as yet attained in practice, there is a loss in the use of 
compressed air as a motor, which becomes considerable at high pres- 
sures. Under ordinary circumstances, viz., without the employment 
of expansion, with incomplete cooling in the compressor, and with 
high pressures, the loss exceeds 50 per cent, of the work performed 
by the motor. 

It must be remembered that this is only that portion of the actual 
loss of work, which is due to the transformation of work into heat 
in compressing, and the non-employment of expansion. We have 
taken no account of the mechanical imperfections of the compressing 
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and the working engines; of the losses of air through the valves, 
by leakage, etc.; of the loss of pressure due to the friction of the 
air in the pipes., According to Professor Rankine, as quoted in 
the   E n g in eerin gand Min ingurnal, the actual loss rarely is less 
than from 65 to 75 per cent. of the work performed by the motor, 
and in some cases can be shown to exceed 90 per cent, of that work. 

The foregoing calculations have been based upon the action of dry 
air. The disturbances introduced by the small quantity of moisture 
that the air contains cannot be very great. 

To deduce from the above formulae the theoretical amount of work 
in horse-power performed by the compressing engine, multiply val- 
ues of Wm or W'm by the following coefficient: 

 

REMABKS ON AN ADJUSTABLE DRAWING-BOARD 
TRESTLE. 

BY J. HENRY HARDEN,  M.E., PHILADELPHIA. 

I DESIRE to call the attention of the Institute to a new form of 
drawing-board trestle. With the ordinary four-legged trestle, com- 
monly used, one has not the means of adjusting the height of the 
board to the draughtsman. To obviate this inconvenience, and at 
the same time to enable one to incline the board, I have devised an 
arrangement of curved and straight slots and thumb-screws, by 
means of which the board can be raised three or more inches, and 
placed at any desired angle of inclination on either side. Figures 
2, 3 (Plate I) show side and end elevations of the trestle for a 
single board, and Figure 4 for two boards. The latter form is 
adapted for use in schools, or where it is desired to economize space. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE 
NORTH SHORE OF LAKE SUPERIOR. 

BY T.   STERRY HUNT, LL.D., F.R.S. 

IN my address on the "Geognostical Relations of the Metals," 
delivered before the Institute on the 20th of February last (Vol. I 
Transactions, p. 331), I spoke of the rocks in the vicinity of Thunder 
Bay, Lake Superior, where I indicated two series of uncrystalline 
rocks resting upon the Huronian schists, the lower one consisting of 
dark-colored argill ites and sandstones overlaid, apparently in slight 
discordance, by nearly horizontal red and white sandstone and marls, 
which were compared with those of Sault Ste. Marie, and those of 
the Portage Lake district, on the south shore. These latter sand- 
stones, according to Brooks and Pumpelly, overlie unconformably 
the Keweenaw series of copper-bearing amygdaloids, sandstones, and 
conglomerates, and are in turn overlaid by the Trenton limestone. 
I then proposed to call this lower series of Thunder Bay, that is to 
say, the dark-colored argillites and sandstones which are traversed 
by the silver-bearing lodes of that region, the Animikie group. 

Shortly after the publication of that address I received an abstract 
of a paper on the geology of that region by Professor Robert Bell, 
read before the Montreal Natural History Society, February 24th. 
He there confirms the statement made in my address that the gold 
of Lake Shebandowan occurs in the Huronian, which is also seen to 
be cut by the silver-bearing lodes just mentioned. Professor Bell, 
in this paper, proposes to designate, both what I have called the 
Animikie group, and the overlying red and white sandstones, by 
the name of the Nepigon group, for the reason that the upper series 
is best displayed about Lake Nepigon. This latter series is by 
Logan supposed to be overlaid by the copper-bearing amygdaloids 
with conglomerates and sandstones of the north shore (apparently 
identical with those of Keweenaw); and the whole together, includ- 
ing the Animikie group, constitute his Upper Copper-bearing group. 
These copper-bearing strata are by him supposed to be overlaid by 
the red and white sandstones of St. Mary, which are apparently the 
same with those sandstones which, according to Brooks and Pum- 
pelly, overlie unconformably the similar cupriferous rocks of Portage 
Lake, and are, in their turn, overlaid by the Trenton limestone. 

Thus the sandstones which at Thunder Cape overlie the Animikie 
group are by Logan placed in the midst of the Upper Copper-bear- 
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ing series, and far below the paleozoic sandstones of the south shore. 
Macfarlane, on the other hand, looks upon these two series of sand- 
stones as identical, and at the same time ascribes to them a mesozoic 
age, which is inadmissible for the latter series. It is not here the 
time nor the place to enter into a discussion of the vexed question 
thus presented; but I venture to suggest, as a probable solution, 
that the horizontal red sandstones of Thunder Bay, whether identical 
with those of the south shore or not, and whether paleozoic or meso- 
zoic, are really newer than the adjacent cupriferous arnygdaloids, and 
are not to be confounded with the sandstone strata which, on both 
sides of the lake, are found interstratified with these, forming integral 
parts of the more ancient Keweenaw or copper-bearing series. Since, 
therefore, a difference of opinion and a doubt exists as to the strati- 
graphical equivalence and the age of these sandstones of the north 
shore, it is well to distinguish them by a local name; and that of 
the Nepigon group, proposed by Professor Bell, is very appropriate. 
It should, however, in my opinion, be confined to the upper division, 
and should not include the gray sandstones and argillitcs to which I 
have given the name of the Animikie group, and which, so far as 
yet known, are not met with beneath the red sandstones of the south 
and east shores of Lake Superior. 

 

EXPERIMENTS AT THE LUCY FURNACE. 

BY E. C. PECHIN, OF DUNBAR, PA. 

THE Lucy furnace, owned by Messrs. Carnegie, Kloman & Co., 
and located on the Alleghany River, on the outskirts of Pittsburgh, 
is a splendid modern furnace, 76 feet high, and 20 feet bosh. She 
had been working well on low grade ores of about 50 per cent., 
producing daily 68 to 75 tons. There was on stock 500 tons of 
Republic ore, one of the purest and best of the Lake Superior ores, 
averaging over 68 per cent, of iron, which had been procured for 
the purpose of making a trial for Bessemer iron. This was charged 
by itself, and Mr. Skelding, the founder, reports that he did not 
succeed in getting a single cast when it came down, before the fur- 
nace chilled from the hearth to the top of the boshes, some 25 feet. 
Every effort was made to save her, without avail, and the disagree- 
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able duty of cleaning her out was begun. The hearth was dug out 
some five or six, or perhaps eight feet up, when Mr. Skelding re- 
marked, in the hearing of one of the proprietors, that he wished he 
had a cannon. A mortar was forthwith procured from the arsenal, 
and they commenced firing shots up into the chilled mass. A large 
number of shots were fired, and with considerable success, bringing 
down from time to time portions of the chill. But by and by the 
mass became pasty, and the cannon-balls, of which they only had 
three, stuck fast. Mr. Skelding put in a large charge of powder, 
and then, to the astonishment and amusement of the bystanders, 
rammed the mortar full of cotton-waste, and on top of this placed 
a lump of hard ore, weighing about 50 pounds. It is uncertain 
whether he said “presto, change,” but this novel shot brought down 
the scaffold and cannon-balls, and Lucy once more breathed freely. 
Each one must decide for himself whether it was the cotton-waste, 
lump of ore, or prestidigitation that accomplished this remarkable 
result, but accomplished it was, and the furnace is again running and 
doing exceedingly well. As far as the writer knows, no patent has 
been taken out for this process (for a wonder), so that it is available 
for any furnace-man that is so unfortunate as to have a scaffold. 

Another experiment is shortly to be tried at this furnace, which 
is novel, at least in this country. It is proposed to use two tiers of 
tuyeres, one eighteen inches above the other--seven below and five 
above. In the Engineer of March 15th, 1867, appears an article 
entitled, "On the Production of High Temperatures," and signed 
“T. F. B.” The writer argues strongly and elaborately in favor of 
employing different ranges of tuyeres. The subscriber has had 
several conversations with Bennett, the author, in which he con- 
tended that by elevating the zone of fusion, a larger product and 
superior material would result. He was very anxious to have some 
furnace try the experiment, but none were ever fixed for doing it. 
The Lucy furnace will test his theory on a large scale, and under 
most favorable circumstances, and the result will not be without in- 
terest to all in the business.* 

* The double range of tuyeres resulted in no benefit, and after a trial was
abandoned. 
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THE CALORIFIC VALUE OF WESTERN LIGNITES. 

BY B. W. RAYMOND, PH.D., NEW YORK. 
 

THE important question of the metallurgical value of the coals of 
the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Coast is to be settled, of course, 
by practical experiment. Meanwhile, as I have had occasion to 
point out, the proximate analyses of these coals throws little light 
upon it, and is, indeed, likely to mislead the metallurgist, if he com- 
pares it with the results of similar analyses upon bituminous and 
semi-bituminous coals. With the view of showing how large a pro- 
portion of the material usually classed as “volatile matters” consists 
of combined water, or oxygen and hydrogen presumably in chemical 
combination, I have collected a number of ultimate analyses from 
various sources, in the following tables. The numbered analyses in 
the first table-are as follows: 

  No.1. Monte Diabolo coal--Analyst, H. S. Munroe, Col. School of Mines. 
2. Weber Canon, Utah,               “ “ “ 
3. Echo Canon,                           “ “ “ 
4. Carbon Stat'n, Wyoming, “ “ 
5.             “                  “                    “ “ “ 

 

6. Coos Bay, Oregon, “ “ 
7. Alaska,                                       “ “ “ 
8. “ “ “ 
9. Canon City, Colorado,              “             Dr. T. M. Drown, Philadelphia. 

10. Baker Co., Oregon, “ “ 
11. Block coal,Sand Cr'k, Ind.,  “ Prof. E. T. Cox. 

 
This table affords some suggestive comparisons, to facilitate which 

a remark or two, explanatory of its construction, will be useful. In 
the ultimate analysis of coals, the proportions are frequently calcu- 
lated (as, for instance, in the report for 1872 of Prof. Cox, State 
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Geologist of Indiana) upon the dry coal--that is to say, excluding 
the percentage of moisture. Thus the analysis (No. 11 above) of the 
Sand Creek block coal is given in that report (p. 18) as follows: 
Carbon, 76.38 ; ash, 4.71; hydrogen, 4.71; oxygen, 12.32 ; nitrogen, 
1.88--the previously given proximate analysis having shown 4.50 
per cent, of moisture. To secure uniformity in the table, I have 
reduced these results to the basis of a full analysis, including the 
moisture. The justice of including the moisture of the coal in cal- 
culations of its calorific power would be unquestionable, if the mois- 
ture were a constant element. This it is not; it varies in amount, 
according to the local conditions affecting the samples taken. But, 
on the other hand, some moisture is always present; and an amount 
not exceeding five or six per cent, is scarcely too great to be included 
in an estimate of average quality. Prof. Frazer's proximate analyses 
of New Mexico coals give an average of 3 per cent.; of the Boulder 
Co. coal of Colorado, 16 per cent.; of the Evanston coal, 5.83 per 
cent.; and the average of 93 analyses of Indiana coals, made by Prof. 
Cox, gives 5.87 per cent. of moisture. Now this moisture is a greater 
detriment to the heating power of the coal than an equal amount of 
ash, since the water requires to be evaporated, while the ash does not. 
I have therefore included in the above table the percentages of mois- 
ture, as a basis for caloric calculations, though in several instances 
(notably Nos. 4, 6, 7, and 10) the amount of moisture is, perhaps, 
abnormally great, and the calorific power resulting from the calcula- 
tion may be less than the average of the coal would give. There 
are, it will be noticed, three columns of calorific powers. In each 
of these the amounts are expressed in Centigrade heat units, and 
therefore indicate directly the pounds of water which could theo- 
retically be raised from zero to the boiling-point by the combustion 
of one hundred pounds of fuel. The first column is obtained in the 
following manner: The amount of combined water is found by add- 
ing to the oxygen one-eighth its weight of hydrogen; the remain- 
ing hydrogen is multiplied by 34,462, the number of heat units 
evolved in the combustion of hydrogen; and the amount of carbon 
is, in like manner, multiplied by 8080, the caloric modulus for 
carbon. The sum of these two products is the number of heat units 
generated by the complete combustion of one unit of the fuel, con- 
taining the given proportions of carbon and available hydrogen. 
The heat units due to the combustion of the sulphur are disregarded, 
in view of the small amount of sulphur, its low calorific capacity 
(about 2240 units), and the circumstance that it exists "partly in the 
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form of pyrites, the decomposition of which still further diminishes 
the amount of heat from this source, and partly as sulphuric acid, 
causing a net loss. 

The second column of calorific? powers is obtained by a similar 
calculation on the supposition that the moisture is absent. The third 
column gives the closest approximation to the available heat, and is 
obtained by deducting from the figures in the first the amount of 
heat units required to vaporize the moisture and combined water. 
This is 537 units of heat for each unit of water. 

The last column gives in Centigrade degrees the maximum 
theoretical temperature to be obtained by the perfect combustion of 
the fuel. It is calculated in the following manner. The quantity 
of carbonic acid, sulphurous acid, water, and nitrogen, resulting 
from the combustion of one unit of the fuel in atmospheric air is 
determined, and the quantity of each of these substances is multiplied 
by its specific heat. The sum of these products, which we may call 
the temperature unit, is the number of heat units required to raise 
the mixture one degree in temperature. Dividing the number of 
heat units given in column III by this temperature unit, we obtain 
as a quotient the number of degrees Centigrade through which the 
temperature of the fuel will be raised, or, in other words, the average 
temperature of the products of combustion, on the supposition that 
the initial temperature is zero, that the combustion of carbon and 
hydrogen is complete, that no superfluous air is admitted, and that 
there is no loss by radiation and conduction during the process. The 
calculation may. be illustrated by displaying a single example in 
detail.  

We have in analysis No. 1 of the table the following constitution 
of the fuel: Carbon, 59.72; hydrogen, 5.08; nitrogen, 1.01; oxygen, 
15.69; sulphur, 3.92 ; moisture, 8.94; ash, 5.64. To find the com- 
bined water, we add to the amount of oxygen the proportional amount 
of hydrogen, or one-eighth, since water consists of one part hydrogen 
and eight parts oxygen. This gives us 17.65 combined water, leav- 
ing 3.12 of hydrogen available for the generation of heat. But the 
moisture and combined water must be evaporated by the combus- 
tion of the rest of the fuel; and the heat absorbed in this evapora- 
tion is 537 heat units. Hence, to evaporate 26.59 hundredths of 
water will require (temperature apart) 142.78 heat units, which must 
be subtracted from the calorific power in column I, leaving 5757.22, 
as per column III, the available amount of heat. 

We now proceed to determine the temperature of the products of 
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combustion.    A simple calculation based upon the chemical equiva- 
lents shows that those products will be as follows: 

59.72 carbon will unite with 159.28 oxygen, forming 219.00 C02 
3.92 sulphur "           3.92        "         " 7.84 S02

3.12 hydrogen        " 24.96       " " 28.08 HO 
26.59 combined water and moisture,.  26.59 HO 
Total oxygen required from the air, 188.16 
Amount of nitrogen corresponding to 

this amount of oxygen in the air, 629.86 
Amount of nitrogen already in the fuel,   .        1.01 
Total nitrogen in the products of combustion, 630.87 N 

The specific heat of carbonic acid--that is, the number of heat 
units required to raise a unit of this gas one degree of temperature-- 
is 0.216; the specific heat of sulphurous acid is 0.155; that of steam 
is 0.475 ; and that of nitrogen is 0.244. Applying these numbers, 
we have for the heat rendered latent by each substance in one hun- 
dred units of the above mixture of gases : 

CO2 219.00 x0.216 = 47.304 
S021 7.84 x 0.155 =    1.215 
HO, 54.67 x 0.475  =  25.968 

        N, 630.87 x 0.244      = 153.932 

 
That is to say, it will require 228.419 units of heat to elevate the 
total products of combustion of 100 units of fuel one degree Centi- 
grade; or, 2.28419 is the specific heat of the products of combustion 
of one unit of the fuel. Dividing 5757.22, the number of available 
heat units from the combustion of one unit, by 2.28419, the heat 
absorbed for each degree of temperature, we have 2520, which is the 
temperature in degrees Centigrade of the products. It need scarcely 
be said that the unit of weight employed is immaterial to this calcu- 
lation. The temperature is the same, whatever the quantity of fuel, 
provided the combustion takes place as above supposed, and the 
gases are not compressed. 

It should be remarked, finally, that the oxidation of iron in the 
ash has not been taken into account in the foregoing calculations. 
The analyses give no means of determining it; but it is certainly 
insignificant as a source of heat, and its contribution to the resultant 
temperature would be reduced by the diluting effect of an additional 
quantity of nitrogen in the air required for its oxidation. 

Pure carbon yields by combustion to carbonic acid 8080 heat 
units; and the theoretic resultant temperature of the carbonic acid 
produced is 2720°. It will be seen that some of the coals in the 
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table, particularly the lignites of Canon City, Colorado, and Carbon 
Station, Wyoming, approach the calorific power of carbon. 

Moreover, several of the lignites nearly equal, and that of Canon 
City surpasses, the black coal of Sand Creek in calorific power. Yet 
the latter is successfully Used in the smelting of iron. We are there- 
fore led to conclude that high metallurgical temperatures can be 
obtained from the best lignites of the Rocky Mountains, and that 
only their physical behavior, which hinders a complete combustion, 
prevents their use, even in shaft furnaces. That they can be utilized 
by means of gas producers, I think there is no room to doubt. 

 
THE MANUFACTURE OF BESSEMER PIG-METAL AT THE 

FLETCHERVILLE CHARCOAL FURNACE, NEAR 
MINEVILLE, ESSEX COUNTY, NEW YORK 

BY T. F. WITHERBEE, PORT HENRY, ESSEX COUNTY, N. Y. 
THE Fletcherville Furnace was built in 1864 and 1865, making 

its first blast from August until October of the latter year, when it 
was blown out to prevent its "bunging-up." Repairs were made 
in time to enable it to be blown in again December 12th, 1865, 
the blast ending October 7th, 1866. Total product 1921.15 tons 
iron, an average of 6.8.2.5 tons per day, from ores yielding 44.8 per 
cent. Consumption of charcoal 223.2 bushels per ton of iron. The 
furnace journal up to this time shows no record of furnace dimen- 
sions, or temperature of the blast, but as near as can be ascertained, 
they were as follows, viz.: 

Height of stack, 42 feet. 
Diameter of bosh, 11 feet. 
Angle of bosh, 7½.inches to 12 inches rise, about 58°. 
Diameter of open tunnel head, 42 inches. 
Number of tuyeres 3; each 3 inches in diameter. 
Dam 15 inches high.    Tuyeres 24 inches high.    Tymp 22½ inches high. 
Diameter of steam cylinder, 201/4 inches. ) } Stroke 5 feet. 
Diameter of blast cylinder, 64 inches.     } 
The engine is direct-acting horizontal non-condensing. 

December 26th, 1866, the furnace was again put in blast, having 
been considerably altered in the crucible; the height of stack, bosh, 
and tunnel head remaining as before. 
Six tuyeres were put in, three in each of the side arches. The 
hearth or crucible was rectangular in form, 3 feet wide x 3½ feet 
long x 6½| feet high. Inclination of bosh 58°. Height of tuyeres 
26 inches; nozzles 2¼ inches diameter. Temperature of blast esti- 
mated to be about 500°. 
VOL.II.—5 
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During this campaign 22391/2 tons of iron were made, 1841½ tons 
of which was No. 1 Foundry ; average per day 8.7.0.14 tons. The 
ores used were from the new bed, and local ore from lots Nos. 75 
and 85 iron ore tract, and yielded 52.8 per cent. No analysis of iron 
had been made up to this blast, nor had the production of Bessemer 
pig been attempted. 

The furnace was again blown in November 21st, 1867, the hot 
blast having been enlarged, in the meantime, by the addition of 12 
new pipes, making in all 30 U pipes, each leg 8½ feet long x 7 inches 
outside diameter. The-temperature of the blast averaged 750°, and 
the total production, 2395½ tons, giving an average of 7.16 tons per 
day. Of the total make of iron 1907½ tons were No. 1 Extra. 
Yield of ore 53.2 per cent. Consumption of charcoal 196.4 bushels. 
Notwithstanding the increased temperature of blast and yield of 

ore, the make of iron per day shows a falling off, as compared with 
the previous blast, which fact was attributed to the very low yield 
of the ores used during the first one hundred days, which, for each 
month, was respectively 36.6, 49.7, and 49.7 per cent. 

An effort was made at this time to find more suitable ores for furnace 
use, and to that effect not less than ten different kinds were experi- 
mented with, and with one exception, always as mixtures. The ores 
used, all magnetites, were from the following mines, viz.: "Old Bed," 
"New Bed Pure," "Old Bed Shaft," "Miller Pit," "New Bed 
Lean," "No. 74," "No. 75," "No. 85," "Humbug Hill ," and 
" Camel Hill." Iron from the latter, worked alone, contained over 
5 per cent, of silicon. Iron made from a mixture of " New Bed 
Pure" and "No. 85" ore, contained by analysis: 

Iron...................................................................92.82 
Silicon,...................................................................... 2.64 
Phosphorus, ............................................................ 066 
Sulphur,.......................................................................... trace 
C on combined,...................................................................1.17 
Carbon graphitic .................................................. 2.88  

 
Iron made this blast constituted a part of the first Bessemer charge 

blown at Troy. 
The furnace was idle from September, 1868, until October, 1870, 

the writer in the meantime having obtained permission of the com- 
pany to enlarge it to its present dimensions, being led thereto by the 
results obtained by Mr. J. B. Baileyj at Shelby, Alabama. 
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The stack was raided by a wrought-iron shell to 60 feet in height, 
and tunnel head enlarged to 8 feet in diameter, and closed with a 
bell arid hopper; diameter of bell 4 feet, all the other dimensions 
remaining the same. 

A peculiar method of "blowing in" was employed, followed by 
decidedly peculiar results. Charcoal was charged to the top of the 
boshes, followed from that point by light, though increasing, charges 
of ore and flux to the top. When filled the coal was ignited, and 
in one hour blast put on. In one hour more a terrible explosion 
occurred, shattering the stack from top to bottom, bulging out one 
side over 12 inches, the gases escaping and burning out in all direc- 
tions. At the time the fuel was lighted, everything was cold and 
damp, the fire used in drying the new lining having been out nearly 
two months. 

An after-examination showed the explosion to have been caused 
by gas leaking through the lining and collecting between the inner 
walls of the stack proper, amongst the boulder stones with which it 
is filled, being confined there by reason of the stacks having been 
recently "pointed up." The proper temperature obtained, the ex- 
plosion naturally occurred. 

In three hours from the time blast was applied, forge cinder ap- 
peared, and continued, with scarcely an interruption, until the end 
of blast, November 4th, 1870, just thirty days, 93 tons of poor 
white iron having been made. 

Upon blowing out the lining was found to be perfect, receiving 
no damage from the explosion. From the boshes upwards, a dis- 
tance of 20 feet, no combustion had taken place. The first charges 
remained lodged as was evidenced by the absence of any glazing, 
and the fresh red color of the fire clay cement still remaining on the 
bricks. The charges in the upper part of the stack must have slipped 
through those lodged on the boshes. 

The trouble was readily traced to the faulty construction of the 
"bell" and the too fiat bosh. The bell, being too large, distributed 
the charge too close to the lining, the ore remaining mostly where it 
fell, and nothing but the coarse coal and wood rolling to the centre, 
which, being the most open part of the charge, presented the easiest 
outlet for escaping gases. The annular ring containing most of the 
ore and flux, being thus robbed of a great portion of its carbon, and 
also deprived of the necessary heat and reducing gases, arrived at 
the tuyeres in an unreduced condition, hence the forge cinder. 

The trouble experienced during the last blast suggested alterations, 
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which were made, and the furnace was again "blown in." The side 
tuyeres were raised to 30½ inches, and two back tuyeres were set in 
the back arch, only to be used in case of an emergency. The tymp 
was also raised to 29½ inches. The bell and hopper were removed, 
the hopper being put back in an inverted position, which increased 
the height of stack to 61½ feet. 

The bell was made into a cover which was operated by a lever 
attached to a vertical shaft, counterbalanced by a second lever and 
weight, the shaft sliding in its boxes sufficiently to allow the cover 
to be swung around, off from the hopper. It gives complete satis- 
faction, being in use now, enabling the ore and flux to be put in in 
any way thought best. 

It, however, has always been charged by a travelling bell and 
hopper, the discharge of the materials being regulated by a suspended 
ring below the bell, which when lowered, turns the charge well towards 
the centre, and when raised, allows the ore or flux to spread naturally 
from the bell. The bell and hopper are suspended from an over- 
head railroad track, extending over the tunnel head and through the 
top house; a portion of the track is attached to the elevator and goes 
up with it, matching the track over the tunnel head at the top. 

In commencing this blast, the stack was filled entirely with wood 
and coal in equal proportions. The wood of ordinary length, 4 feet, 
was sawed twice in two, and pieces more than 10 inches in diameter 
were split once. A goad start was effected, and the consumption of 
fuel per ton of iron was soon reduced to 150 bushels of coal, and 
continued about the same until March 25th, 1871, at which time 
anchor ice accumulated in the water supply pipe--causing tuyeres to 
burn out for want of water. Not being prepared for such wholesale 
destruction, only two new ones were available for setting. Those 
were set, one in each side arch, and in the succeeding twenty-four 
hours two more were put at work in the back arch. 

This distribution of the tuyeres put the furnace so much out of 
balance that the stock soon began to descend the fastest at the back 
side, eventually ending in a "scaffold" and a "slip," filling all the 
tuyeres with iron, as well as the crucible to the top of the tymp. 
Two tuyeres were immediately raised above the obstruction, and the 
blowing again resumed, just in time to take advantage of the lighter 
burden that the furnace had been charged with two days previously. 
All efforts to clear out the crucible below the top of the dam-plate 
were unavailing. Tuyeres were added from time to time until the 
usual number, six, were in position. Number one iron was mostly 
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made for seven weeks, from four tons per day the first two weeks, 
to six for the last five, at which time the writer determined to try a 
long-contemplated experiment, the successful termination of which 
offered reasonable assurances of the production of Bessemer pig. 

As is well known to most members of the Institute, nearly all 
of the Champlain ores are too much contaminated with phosphate 
of lime to admit of being converted into Bessemer pig by any blast- 
furnace process known at present. The exceptions are the mines of 
Messrs. Hammonds, in Crown Point, New York, from which their 
charcoal furnace was supplied with ore, yielding' about 50 per cent. 

In Moriah, N. Y., the “New Bed,” “Barton,” and “Fisher”  
mines each produce ore of suitable quality--the two latter rather 
by accident, as only the pure ores from either will answer the pur- 
pose. The three mines mentioned are all on the same vein. All of 
the Moriah Bessemer ores yield by analysis from 68 to 71 per cent., 
the difference being made by variation in the small amount of sili- 
ceous matter present. The quantity of Bessemer ore from the 
Moriah mines does not at present exceed 10,000 tons per annum, 
nearly all from the New Bed; the production, however, can probably 
be extended considerably. 

A combination of materials had long been sought for to work in 
connection with the New Bed pure ore, but while the ore itself was 
suitable, the lean ores, clay, and limestone, used with it to form a 
cinder, invariably added more than the allowable amount of phos- 
phorus to the iron. 

Taking advantage of the fact that blast-furnace cinder is, for all 
practical purposes, free from phosphoric acid, it being rarely found 
in excess of .008 per cent., it was decided to use it as a mechanical 
element of the charge, and to provide for the small percentage of 
siliceous matter in the ore, from 2 to 4 per cent., by the addition of 
sufficient limestone to form a bisilicate cinder. The alumina, mag- 
nesia, and other elements found in the charge, being in such minute 
quantities, were not considered in the synthetical construction of the 
cinder. Nearly the entire amount of alumina found in the secon- 
dary cinder is from the  “old cinder,” made when the ore was grouted 
with clay-wash, clay being in use about the time of the experiment. 

Since nothing was to be lost and everything to be gained, every- 
thing but New Bed pure ore, cinder and limestone was discarded, 
the ore being tried upon its merits. 

The furnace journal, under date of June 1st, 1871, bears the fol- 
lowing memorandum, viz.: 
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“Meorandum of chemical composition of charge, June 1st, 1871, 
calculated from analysis of ore and flux. 

 
By comparison it will be seen that the latter charge agrees theo- 
retically with the former, near enough for practical purposes. Ac- 
cordingly the furnace, without any previous preparation, was charged 
with 40 bushels coal, 15 bushels wood, 1050 lb. ore, 60 lb. lime- 
stone, and 260 lb. old cinder. The result of the first twenty-four 
hours' working was anything but encouraging--forge cinder at once 
appearing, and a “ bunging up ” scrape evidently close at hand-- 
leading to the substitution of the previous charge. 

The next day 11 tons of No. 1 iron were produced, which 
naturally led to the second trial of the experimental charge, the 
proportions of which have not been changed from that time until 
the present, except a variation of 1 or 2 per cent. in the amount of 
lime- stone added, in every case followed by a return to  the 
theoretical requirements of a bisilicate cinder. The added cinder is 
merely used to make up a sufficient quantity to insure good 
working. Thirty- six hours after the experimental charge was in the 
crucible the second time, the hearth was free from obstructions for 
the first time in .nine weeks. As would naturally be supposed, 
considerable ” cut and 
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try” was required before the proper weight of charge, pressure of 
blast, size of nozzles, and distribution of the charge by the hopper, 
was arrived at. 
The only irregularity the furnace was subject to was  “ shedding ” 
the ore, or more properly, a slipping through of the ore, which was 
put mostly into the centre of the furnace. This derangement was 
almost entirely cured by increasing the size of the charge, the coal 
being increased from 20 to 80 bushels and the wood to 30 bushels, 
and ore and limestone in proportion, the cinder remaining nearly 
constant. The same trouble invariably appeared when the sizeof 
the nozzle was increased above 1¾ inches in diameter, or when the 
pressure of the blast was much reduced, the materials would then 
get hard in the centre and remain free at the tuyeres, allowing the 
iron and cinder to hang around them, sometimes “ ironing them up.” 

In view of the above, putting the charge so much in the centre 
might be urged as an objection, but after nearly two years' trial, it 
has proved to be the best practice, only requiring a strong blast, 
something like a “ blowpipe jet,” to keep the middle in proper con- 
dition. After running on the new plan three months, and establishing 
the success of the method beyond a doubt, the furnace was blown out 
and repairs made, going into blast again October 17th, 1871. 

No alterations were made except raising the tuyeres to 44 inches 
from the bottom, and putting in a tuyere in the back arch, close to 
the bottom of the crucible, to heat the hearth when blowing in—the 
tuyere being withdrawn as soon as cinder appeared, and the hole 
closed up permanently, blast then being applied through the  side 
tuyeres. 

The filling was the same as the last blast, coal alone being charged 
to the top, and the result a good start. This method has been ad- 
hered to to the present time, and the writer is of the opinion that the 
trifling amount of extra fuel used is more than compensated by the 
certainty of a hot furnace and a hot blast. 

The last three months of the blast suffered by a broken bed pipe in 
the oven, and by exposure of the hot blast conductor while building a 
new oven; the increased temperature of the blast attained by its use, 
over 400°, necessitated an addition of 600 lb. of ore per charge. 

Owing to the failure of the charcoal supply, and to compare an- 
thracite iron with charcoal iron. anthracite coal was substituted for 
charcoal, the other elements of the charge remaining the same. At- 
tention is called to the analysis of the charcoal and anthracite cinders. 

The anthracite was charged directly on top of the descending 
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charges of charcoal, and, notwithstanding the immense weight of 
material, as compared with the weight of charcoal charge, no evi- 
dence of crushing was apparent, and the furnace, to say the least, 
never worked any better, over 12 tons per day being produced the 
last three days, when the anthracite was descending. Owing to the 
absence of wood from the charge, the pressure of blast was increased 
from 1½ to 2¼--the quantity of air remaining the same--no doubt 
also partly due to the weight of the anthracite charges. 

As regards the crushing of charcoal in a stack of that height, a 
little reflection and experiment would probably convince any one 
that it is not at all likely to occur. The weight of material when 
using charcoal in the Fletcherville furnace, if calculated on the area 
of bosh clear down to the bottom of the stack, and supposed to be 
equalized like a column of water, only amounts to 8 lb. per square 
inch, and can never exceed 10 lb. Any one doubting the ability 
of any kind of charcoal used in a blast furnace, to sustain a greater 
pressure per square inch than the figures given, is requested to try 
the experiment on cubes, even only one inch on a side. They will 
be found to sustain very much more. 

The production of anthracite iron for the week was 57 tons, all 
white iron but the last day, when 17 tons No. 1 were made. No 
trouble was found in using anthracite, except want of blast, owing 
to want of boiler capacity. 

The low percentage of phosphorus, .008 per cent., in the iron 
(anthracite), was doubtless owing to the low temperature of the 
crucible at the time. 

The recapitulation of the results shows that the yield exceeds the 
chemical analysis nearly three per cent. In view of the method of 
charging, no explanation is deemed necessary; the three per cent. 
gain will be found, by a careful calculation, to still leave a margin 
of loss equal to two per cent. nearly. Since October 17th, 1871, the 
furnace has been worked with the old “ blue oven ” front, which is 
described and illustrated in nearly all works on the blast-furnace, 
that is, a hole at the bottom to let the iron out, and another above 
the dam to let the cinder out. It gives complete satisfaction, prob- 
ably making from ½ to ¾ of a ton of iron per day difference. 

In order to ascertain the greatest proportion of wood that could be 
used for charge, it was added until the last addition of wood added 
nothing to the carrying capacity of the fuel, that point being reached 
when the charge was: coal, 20 bushels; wood, 40. The proportions 
now settled upon as giving best results, are 80 bushels 
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of coal and 15 of wood, the latter being necessary to keep the stock 
free and open. 

The practice is now to weigh everything excepting the wood. 
The wood used for coal is over one-half soft, such as spruce, hem- 
lock, pine, etc., and the remainder maple, beech, and birch, with 
some ash and poplar. In any case it would probably give the best 
results to weigh the charcoal--when wet, adding enough to compen- 
sate and more, too, for the water. 

A sample of New Bed pure ore is here open for inspection, in 
order to call the attention of members to its extreme fineness of sub- 
division. It is in just the condition in which charged into the fur- 
nace, and runs ahead of the charcoal and wood charged with it, about 
six hours, or five charges of eighty bushels of coal and fifteen of 
wood. By taking the precaution to charge a sufficient amount of 
fuel ahead of it to intercept it, the running ahead is of no importance 
and causes no derangement in the working. 

Previous to the present blast the furnace was thoroughly over- 
hauled, two new locomotive boilers being added, aggregating 75 
horse-power--making the engine perfectly independent of the fur- 
nace if required--enabling the ovens to always have plenty of gas. 
The new boilers are arranged to use either fine charcoal, wood, or 
gas from the furnace. 
   A second new oven has also been added, a duplicate of the one 
built last blast, each consisting of fifty pistol pipes, twelve feet long 
and ten inches diameter, and ten bow pipes, five at each end, twelve 
feet long and ten inches diameter. Gas is admitted into a combustion 
chamber at one end, and passes into a pipe chamber near the bottom, 
and is also taken out near the bottom at the opposite end, very much 
like the Ford system, the blast, however, passing through in the 
same direction as the gas. One thousand degrees is constantly main- 
tained if required, and more heat could readily be obtained if accom- 
panying risks were taken. The two ovens expose 3400 square feet 
of internal heating surface, nearly two square feet to each cubic foot 
of air blown. So far but one stove has been in use, May being the 
fourth month of the blast, and the charge consisting of 
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The monthly recapitulation for April is appended, viz.: 

 
The unusually low consumption of fuel is mostly due to the tem- 

perature of the blast, it averaging 967º for the month. 
It is designed, in order to carry the blast to the utmost limit 

allowable in iron pipes, to alter the engine to a condensing one--the 
condenser and air-pump being now at hand. This will allow a great 
proportion of the gas now used for steam to be directed to the second 
oven, with the expectation that for every 100° the blast can be raised 
150 lb. ore can be added to the burden. 

In view of the small quantity of cinder in the charge, it becomes 
a question whether or not all the cinder added could not be dispensed 
with, depending entirely upon the six per cent. or less of limestone 
now used. The iron in the crucible would still be sufficiently pro- 
tected, since the height of the tuyeres allows a thick stratum of 
coal to be between them and the iron, the effect of which would be 
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to change the C02 formed at the tuyeres to CO before it could 
possibly oxidize the iron in the crucible. 

All the iron from No. 1 to No. 3 is used at Troy for Bessemer 
steel, and the remainder is used at various places for car-wheels and 
malleable purposes. 
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THE PRESIDENT said that he was very glad that this paper had 
been received, and was sorry that Mr. Witherbee was not present to 
discuss the subject in person, it being one of the most valuable papers 
that had been contributed to the Institute. He would like to in- 
quire of Mr. Firmstone what he considered was the cause of the 
explosion; the gas could not explode between the walls of the fur- 
nace without being mixed with atmospheric air. 

MR. F. FIRMSTONE : When a blast-furnace stack is built, there 
are seams left open in it. There are a great many men who say that 
blast-furnaces ought to be built without mortar at all. and for vari- 
ous reasons; one is to permit the gas to pass freely through the 
lining, Mr. Witherbee mentioned that he had the furnace pointed 
on the outside, thus preventing free circulation of air and gas in the 
body of the masonry. It was this confined body of air and gas 
which exploded. In the same way, two years ago, there was a very 
violent explosion in the culvert of a furnace at Danville. The cul- 
vert was built to carry the water-pipes conveniently to the tuyeres, 
and after blowing six hours there was a very violent explosion, 
which was sufficient to break off short one of the iron gas-pipes, 
The cause was the same as in the other instance ; the furnace leaked, 
and the gas forming an explosive mixture with air, was lighted 
through some accident, and blew up with sufficient violence to shake 
everything for a considerable distance. This shows how desirable 
and necessary it is to have good ventilation around the furnace. 
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A PROCESS FOR DISINTEGRATING OR SUBDIVIDING 
          IRON. 
                BY J. J., BODMER LONDON, ENGLAND. 

 

IN 1855, Franz Uchatius patented, in England, his process of 
manufacturing cast steel. The first experiments, on a practical 
scale, were made at the Ebbw Vale Iron Works, Monmouthshire. 
The charge consisted of a mixture of cast iron with about 20 per 
cent. of a pure iron ore, and with or without other ingredients. In 
order to obtain the cast iron in a subdivided condition, Uchatius 
granulated molten pig-metal by running it into water, which during 
the operation was kept well agitated, and found that "the finer the 
iron is granulated, the softer will be the resulting steel." 

The writer is not aware that granulated iron has been used prac- 
tically, otherwise than in the above-named process; and until 18G6 
no other process of subdividing iron than by granulation was known. 
In April, 1866, an English patent was obtained by the writer for 
subdividing blast-furnace and other slags and metals in a molten 
condition, by passing the same through one or more pairs of rolls. 
In reference to iron the idea was, in following up the direction 
pointed out by the Uchatius process, to obtain better results in the 
puddling process by means of a thorough amalgamation (not simply 
a mixture) of the iron with the oxides and other ingredients in the 
charge itself. 

Experiments were made. A quantity of iron direct from the blast- 
furnace was subdivided (or laminated) by passing it through a pair 
of plain rolls. The rolls were hollow, and water was made to pass 
through them to keep them sufficiently cool. Without giving differ- 
ential speed to the rolls, sheets were obtained about one-sixteenth 
inches thick, and from about one hundred square inches surface, 
downwards. With differential speed, the iron falls from the rolls in 
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the shape of scales, as minute as may be desired, and easily regulated 
by the proportions of the wheels. In order to try the effect of a 
mixed charge (iron and oxides), small laminated iron was mixed 
with roll scales, and throughout about a dozen charges of 4¼cwt. in 
the common puddling-furnace, charge for charge, was made in twenty- 
five minutes' time. 

In charging the subdivided mixture, it was spread over the whole 
of the surface of the furnace bottom. In from three to five minutes 
after closing up the furnace door, the surface of the charge was in a 
viscous, half-molten condition, and rabbling commenced. The tem- 
perature of the furnace, however, proved insufficient, the charge 
never melted completely, and although the balls shingled well, the 
iron was not strong. 

This result appeared to prove that with sufficient heat the desired 
object would be obtained, and a further patent was applied for by 
the writer, in 1869, describing the means of producing a perfect and 
uniform amalgamation of iron and oxides, with or without other 
ingredients. 

The specification describes different ways of carrying out the pro- 
cess. The main features are these : 

1. The oxides and admixtures are fed upon the stream of liquid 
iron, on its way to the subdividing rolls.    A plain and very reliable 
measuring apparatus is here made use of. 

2. The oxides and admixtures (issuing from the measuring appar- 
atus) are fed upon the subdividing rolls simultaneously with the 
liquid iron. 

3. The oxide and admixtures are melted by themselves, with or 
without iron, and are then fed together with the stream of iron, or 
separately, but sumnltaneously with the latter, upon the subdividing 
rolls. 

In either case, the result is a scale, every particle of which consists 
of the exact proportions of the ingredients of the charge; and the 
writer cannot but believe that, with the required degree of temper- 
ature for the treatment of such a mixture, very perfect results would 
be obtained, either in the puddling or in the last melting process. 

At the meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute at Liége, August, 
1873, the subject of using granulated iron in the puddling process 
was discussed in connection with a granulating apparatus. A paper 
was read in relation to it by Mr, Charles Wood, of Middlesbro, and 
Mr. S. Danks made important statements, based upon his own prac- 
tical experience. At the Cincinnati Works, Mr. Danks had used 
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thousands of tons of stove plates in his puddling machine, and had 
found that iron charged in the form of thin plates melts more rapidly 
and more uniformly than in any other shape or form, and that the 
yields and quality were of the best he ever obtained. [The writer 
has not a report before him which renders Mr. Danks's statement in 
his own words, but believes the above to express what he said.] 

Now, whilst running liquid pig-metal into water agitated by any 
of the well-known means is certainly a simple process, there are 
three points, in respect of which laminating or rolling appears to be 
preferable. 

1. The mechanical arrangement for granulating in water should 
insure a subdivision into minute particles, an admixture of larger 
lumps being objectionable with reference to uniform melting.   Lam- 
inated or rolled iron, on the other hand, permits of the use of com- 
paratively large sheets, which, being all of one uniform thickness, 
melt with the greatest ease and uniformity.    At the same time, in 
cases in which minute subdivision is required, the rolling process 
produces the same to perfection, by increasing the differential speed 
of the rolls. 

2. Iron granulated in water easily sticks to and twines itself in 
the fettling, thereby chilling the same to some extent, which is not 
the case with laminated iron. 

3. Running iron  into water,  unless the operation  is carefully 
watched, easily leads to accidents by explosion, whilst the laminat- 
ing process does not give rise to danger.    A side-runner into the 
pig-bed is kept in readiness, and in case of a hole breaking out, the 
side-runner is thrown open, and no damage can occur to the rolls. 

 
THE MODE OF SUBDIVIDING AND SPECIAL USE OF 

SUBDIVIDED BLAST-FURNACE SLAG. 

BY J. J. BODMER, LONDON, ENGLAND. 

THE four different modes, more or less practiced for subdividing 
slag (that is, producing slag sand), are the following: 

1. Crushing the slag from the lump in Blake's crusher, by edge 
runners or other suitable means. 

2. Blowing water, steam, cold or hot air, into the stream of vis- 
cous slag whilst it runs from the furnace.   So treated, the slag takes 
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the form of a fibre, similar to spun glass; and where the stream of 
slag is imperfectly hit by the current, globules are formed, from the 
size of a pea clown to that of a small pin's head. Such slag fibre 
has been used for packing steam pipes, covering boilers, and similar 
purposes, as a non-conductor of heat. 

3. Running the slag in its liquid condition into water.    This is a 
very  simple  and  easy mode of subdividing it. The slag thus 
obtained is of a spongy, porous nature, and exceedingly light.    For 
practical purposes this process does not offer, however, the advan- 
tages which might be expected. . Spongy slag has been tried largely 
for ballasting purposes on railways and roads in Belgium; but it 
has not been found suitable, because the light and spongy particles 
keep moving and changing position, and do not settle down into a 
sufficiently firm and solid mass.    It is, however, well adapted for 
certain descriptions of concrete.    It holds water most tenaciously, 
and hereby offers advantages in regard to the gradual hardening of 
the lime.    How far its great sponginess, however, interferes with 
the resistance to crushing power, the writer has no experience. 
Where employed in the manufacture of bricks, in the process de- 
scribed as "Bodmer's Patent," spongy slag has to be crushed, before 
it can be used, in order to permit its attaining the required degree 
of dryness. 

4. Passing the liquid slag through rolls (Bodmer's Patent).   This 
mode of disintegrating or subdividing blast-furnace slag consists in 
passing the slag in its fluid state, direct from the furnace, into a pair 
of rolls revolving either with equal or with differential surface speed. 
If the object in view is simply to obtain the slag in a convenient 
form for its removal, the rolls may be opened as wide as practicable. 
From rolls going at equal surface speeds, the slag issues in the shape 
of a belt of the width of the rolls, and of a thickness of about one- 
quarter inch (more or less).    The slag may be allowed to deposit 
itself in layers in the truck or bogie, placed underneath the rolls; 
or it may be fed upon a roller forwarding apparatus, upon which it 
will cool in moving along, and drop in pieces into a bogie or other 
receiver; or it may be forwarded by a screw, a chain belt, or other 
means.   With plain rolls going at differential surface speeds, or with 
one or both rolls corrugated, the slag will issue in larger or smaller 
pieces or slabs.    Slag produced in this manner and without coming 
into contact with water, retains its crystalline fracture and hardness, 
and is in the most favorable condition for ballasting, and for the 
manufacture of concrete. 
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If the slag is intended to be used in the manufacture of bricks, 
mortar, or other cementing compounds, plain rolls, going at differ- 
ential speed, are used, set more or less close, according to the desired 
thickness of the scale. When the slag on issuing from the rolls is 
allowed to drop into water, it is rendered amorphous, without becom- 
ing spongy, and without retaining the water in the manner peculiar 
to spongy slag. Such slag being very friable, can be further disin- 
tegrated, if desired, with the greatest ease. 

With nearly closed rolls, and considerable differential speed, a 
very thin and fine scale is produced, especially suitable for slag 
cement. 

Instead of employing one pair of rolls only, at the blast-furnace, 
two pairs, one pair discharging itself into the other, may in many 
cases be used with advantage. 

 

BLAST-FURNACE SLAG CEMENT. 

BY J. J. BODMDER, LONDON, ENGLAND. 

ALTHOUGH the similarity between puzzolana, or trass, and blast- 
furnace slag, as seen by comparison of the analyses, is a well-known 
fact, blast-furnace slag has not been used commercially as a substitute 
for those cementing materials. The reason, the writer apprehends, 
lies 'in the fact that unless such slag is disintegrated or subdivided 
by rolls, the process must either be too costly, or the material is not 
in a fit and proper condition for the purpose. In order to produce 
a reliable slag cement, the slag must be ground together with the 
lime into an impalpable powder. The subdivided slag must, there- 
fore, be perfectly dry, and, at the same time, friable. The stronger 
the hydraulic properties of the lime, the more reliable the slag cement 
will be, and practice has proved, that the slag from a gray-iron fur- 
nace gives the best results. The slag cement which has given the 
results shown in the annexed table, under pressure tests, was com- 
posed of six parts of slag, from a blast-furnace producing No. 3 
foundry iron, and one part of lime, of medium hydraulic properties. 

The above-described class of cement bears storing as long as most 
Portland cements, and the cheapness of its production is self-evident. 
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It is applicable in the manufacture of concrete bricks, paving blocks, 
roofing slates, grindstones, water-troughs, cisterns, and especially in 
the construction of sewers, and river and sea walls. 
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THE MANUFACTURE OF COMPRESSED STONE BRICKS. 

BY J. J. BODMER, LONDON, ENGLAND. 

THE substances or materials employed in this manufacture, are 
the same as those used in the preparation of mortar and concrete, 
viz., the different kinds of lime and sand. Instead of, or in conjunc- 
tion with, sand there may be used calcined clay, blast-furnaec slag, 
clinkers or ashes from furnaces, natural puzzolana, powdered chip- 
pings from stone quarries, etc. Of the different kinds of sand, pit- 
sand--siliceous sand, as it commonly occurs mixed with gravel--and 
the sand found on the seashore, where the salt has been washed out 
by long exposure, whilst out of reach of the tide, may be used. 
The purer the above-named materials are from admixtures of clay, 
earth, or organic substancas, the more complete will be their com- 
bination with the lime, the quicker will the manufactured brick or 
block set, and the more satisfactory will be the quality which it ulti- 
mately attains. For this reason, subdivided blast-furnace slag is 
preferable in most cases to sand, and the only sand which, in refer- 
ence to setting capacity, is analogous to blast-furnace slag, is the 
volcanic sand occurring in different localities in North and South 
Wales, as an almost pure calcined silica. The lime used for the 
manufacture may be either slaked or unslaked. In the first case, 
(slaked), in order to obtain satisfactory results, the lime must be 
strongly hydraulic. The use of unslaked lime, however, is by far 
preferable. A process for using fresh or unslaked lime has been 
patented in England by Major-General Scott. Lime thus prepared 
is called "selenitic lime," and consists of a mixture of fresh (un- 
slaked) lime with sulphate of lime, or plaster of Paris. The gray- 
stone lime, for instance, found by the Medway, is mixed with from 
5 to 7 per cent. of plaster, which has the effect of keeping the lime 
from slaking when water is added. This mixture also partakes of 
the nature of cement, and when used for mortar, or concrete, attains 
in a shorter time a greater degree of hardness than the same lime 
would ever have obtained after being slaked. 

Bodmer's process for the manufacture of artificial stone bricks 
consists chiefly in the use of automatic measuring, forwarding, and 
mixing apparatus, by means of which the materials arc supplied and 
unite in a continuous stream, and are accurately measured. They 
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are then mixed and amalgamated automatically in a very perfect 
manner. Both the lime and the plaster are used in the form of 
powder. Supposing that two kinds of lime are used, besides plaster, 
each of these substances is fed into a separate hopper, from which 
they drop into a measuring apparatus. The outflow and speed of this 
apparatus is so arranged that, for instance, 80 per cent. of one kind 
of lime may be fed out during the time in which 20 per cent. of the 
other kind and 5 per cent. of plaster are delivered. 

The stream formed by the three materials then flows into a dry 
mixing apparatus, in which a most perfect amalgamation of the par- 
ticles takes place. Issuing from this, it is made to pass through a 
pair of rolls, going at differential speed, which grind up and rub the 
particles into each other. The sand, or subdivided slag, is fed into 
a similar measuring apparatus, from which it issues in a uniform 
layer on an endless india-rubber belt. 

The proportions of sand, or slag, and lime depend chiefly upon the 
quality of the latter, and may consist of 5/8 lb. or more of sand or 
slag to 1 lb. of the lime mixture. The lime mixture drops from the 
rolls upon the travelling layer of sand or slag (which has been moist- 
ened as required, by a watering apparatus), and the several ingre- 
dients arc made to travel into a mixing drum, and from that to a 
final amalgamating apparatus. From this last-named apparatus the 
now finished mixture is carried by a belt to the press. 

There are three methods of mixture: 
1. Dry Mixture.--In this process just as much water is added as 

is required for complete mixture of the sand and lime, so that, on 
pressure being applied, no moisture is given off.    But each grain of 
sand, or slag, must have its coating or skin of lime. 

2. Half-wet Mixture.--In tin's process an excess of water is added; 
the mass is allowed to lie till this excess is absorbed; and before the 
mixture begins to set, it is fed into the press.    The coating of each 
particle of sand, or slag, with lime, is in this case more certain and 
complete, and this process, under certain conditions, possesses many 
advantages over the foregoing.    The dry mixture, however, is more 
convenient to work, and is giving most satisfactory results. 

3. Wet Mixture.--In this process still more water is added, and 
the mixture is simply filled into moulds, or used for mortar and al- 
lowed to set without pressure.    If, instead of, or in conjunction with 
lime, cement is used in order to quicken the hardening process, this 
method (wet-mixing) is preferable for forming large blocks, etc. 

Pressing.--For the forming or pressing of the bricks a hydraulic 
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press is used, which is supplied by a pump and accamulator. The 
press has a horizontal turntable, in which there arc six pairs of 
moulds. While two pairs are being filled, by means of a hopper, 
two others are under pressure; and the last two pairs deliver finished 
bricks on the surface of the table, from which they are taken off, put 
on barrows and carried out to the shed, or into the yard, where they 
are piled up and left until required for use. 

From six to eight weeks are required for the hardening of sand 
and lime bricks. The time depends chiefly on the quality of the 
sand and lime, and partly on the weather. The hardening process 
goes on for years, and the difference in hardness may be observed 
from month to month. 

The before-mentioned press is calculated for seven strokes per 
minute, that is to say, for a production of 28 bricks per minute. A 
pressure of 10 cwt. per square inch, or 20 tons per brick of 9 x 4½ 
x 2 3/4 inches is found sufficient. 

Two men and four boys are required for the whole of the manu- 
facturing process. The number of hands for wheeling and piling 
the bricks depends upon the distance of the press from the shed or 
field where the bricks are deposited. 

The same principle of press is applicable in the manufacture of 
bricks from common clay or fire-clay; as also for fuel bricks, as- 
phalt bricks, and many other descriptions of compressed materials. 
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Cost of Manufacture of Blast-furnace Slag Bricks in Materials and
Wages.--Bodmer's Patent.

The slag is supposed to be delivered in a subdivided condition at the 
brick works. 

Weight of bricks, about 3 tons per 1000. 
Mixture, about 52 cwt. of slag with 8 cwt. of lime. 
Wages calculated upon 2 men at 5d. per hour, 58 hours per week. 
                               10 boys at 2½ d.    " " " 

 

MR. PECHIN had tried some experiments, on making slag bricks in 
a small way, with interesting results. He had mixed a highly cal- 
careous slag, which would disintegrate of itself on exposure, with 
lime, and formed a plastic mass, which could be readily moulded. 
When bricks thus made were once dry, water had no effect on them. 
On treating a glassy slag in the same way, the process of hardening 
was much slower, but after the lapse of two weeks the one brick was 
as hard as the other. He had furthermore noticed a difference in 
the working and hardening of the mixture when different amounts 
of lime were used. Thus, when five to six of slag and one of lime 
were used, the mass was very plastic and could be readily moulded, 
whereas, when four parts of slag were mixed with one of lime, the 
mass set so quickly that it was impossible to work it. The value of 
cinder in replacing sand in mortar, he thought, was considerable, 
not only on account of the superiority of the mortar, but also as a 
saving of lime. 

DR. HUNT remarked that the action of blast-furnace cinder on 
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lime was analogous to the action of puzzolana and volcanic ashes. 
Caustic lime has but little action on crystalline silicates, but when 
these silicates have been submitted to high temperatures, near or 
beyond fusion, they then acquire the property of combining with 
caustic lime in presence of water. Volcanic ashes may be considered 
to be finely comminuted cinder, and, mixed with fat lime, gave the 
famous cement of the Romans; and it is now known that this ce- 
ment can be imitated by using calcined clay with lime. We may 
compare a blast-furnace to a volcano, and the slag to its lava. 

MR. F. FIRMSTONE mentioned an instance of the formation of a 
V ery hard stone from blast-furnace cinder without any admixture. 
There have been some pieces of cinder at the Glendon Works which 
have lain in a moist place for ten or twenty years. They arc now 
so hard that they will turn the point of a pick. 

It was suggested that during this time they may have taken up 
lime from the water. 

 

THE WYANDOTTE SILVER SMELTING AND REFINING WORKS. 

BY W, M. COURTIS, M.E., WYANDOTTE, MICHIGAN. 

SINCE many accounts of Silver Islet Mine, in Lake Superior, have 
already been published, it is supposed that the members of the In- 
stitute are familiar with the location and character of the mine. To 
many, however, a more detailed account of the ore and manner of 
treatment will, perhaps, not be without interest. 

The extraordinary richness of Silver Islet ores, and the difficulty 
of obtaining correct assays, induced the company to erect smelting 
works of its own. Accordingly, ground was broken at Wyandotte, 
Mich., early in the spring of 1871, and the work was pressed on 
with indomitable energy by Captain E. B. Ward of Detroit, as presi- 
dent,'and Mr. Thomas MacFarlane, the discoverer of Silver Islet, 
as superintendent of the works, so that by July 1st the works were 
so far completed that smelting could be commenced. 

The intention was to work Western ores with those from Lake 
Superior, since the latter contain but a small amount of lead. Hence 
the capacity of the works is much larger than is needed for the pres- 
ent yield of the mine. The planned process for treatment was smelt-
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ing with lead ores, desilverizing the lead by Balbach's process with 
zinc, cupelling the rich lead, and refining the crude silver. 

Since the supply of Western ores was uncertain, and prices and 
freights were high, a sufficient supply could not be obtained; and 
hitherto the works have been in operation but a few months each year. 
Yet they have produced a very large amount of silver--931,203 
ounces in fine silver up to September 1st, 1873. 

The process has been smelting for rich lead at once, and cupelling 
and refining the bullion. In addition has come : treatment of the 
matte to save the nickel; refining the nickel matte ; extracting the 
silver from the marketable nickel speiss; and treatment of the refuse, 
too poor for smelting. 

The works occupy three stone buildings, 150 feet long by 47 and 
50 feet wide. The first building contains the offices, laboratories, 
engine, and boiler, No. 8 Root's blower, No. 8 Blake's pump, crush- 
ing-room, with Blake's crusher, and two 30-inch mills, Dodge's pan- 
amalgamator and settler (used for experiments at present). The 
second building has the refining-room, with 7 wind-refining fur- 
naces ; the cupelling-room, with two large English cupelling-furnaces ; 
the bottom-room, where the tests are prepared; the smelting-room 
and charging-floors, with a block of four low blast-furnaces (Krumm- 
öfen), and two reverberatories; and a blacksmith's and carpenter's 
shop at the end of the building. In connection with the blast-fur- 
naces is a flue-chamber about 150 feet long and 4 feet square. 

The third building contains two cupelling-furnaces, and the plant 
for the zinc process, with the furnaces for refining 25 tons of bullion 
daily. 

The low blast-furnaces, though perhaps not the most economical 
for general application, answer their purpose very satisfactorily, and 
have the advantage of being easily regulated in case a charge should 
not work well, besides involving but small costs for repairs. The 
former is a very important item in working ore of about 1000 ounces. 
Water-backs have been used, and lately water-blocks at the sides 
seem to show increased economy in the working of the furnace. 
These furnaces measure about 4 feet from tuyere to top, 3 feet 3 
inches from front to back, 1 foot 9 inches wide at tuyere, and a few 
inches wider at the mouth; from tuyere to sole, about 15 inches. 
The sole inclines to the tapping-hole. One tuyere is generally used. 
At one time, the height of the furnace was changed to 14 feet, and 
two tuyeres were used, but owing to want of ore and other circum- 
stances it was changed back, though the running was quite successful.
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A campaign in the usual furnace lasts four or five weeks, after which 
it is best to blow out and put in a new bottom. When brick sides 
are used, they are by that time cut out so much that the furnace 
requires greatly increased care in working. The bottom is made of 
brasque, composed of three-fifths coke and two-fifths fire-clay by 
measure. A little more fire-clay is usually added in preparing it. 
The mixture is ground together in the mill until it is as fine as flour. 
This makes a better bottom than coarser material, as it docs not take 
up the lead, and, if moistened just enough, will not crack. 

At first, the ore was separated into four classes : A I, containing 
between 2 and 4000 ounces silver per ton, or 7 to 14 per cent.; II, 
600 to 2000 ounces, or 2 to 7 per cent.; III, above 100 ounces, or 
0.3428 per cent.; and IV, the waste of the mine, averaging 40 
ounces, or 0.14 per cent. The latter forms the larger part of the 
ore, and hereafter will be either concentrated or amalgamated as may 
prove most economical. At present, only two classes are made: 
smelting ore, which averages between 900 and 1000 ounces; and 
No. 4, or waste for the present. 

The minerals observed in the ore or gangue are: 

 
The presence of the following substances has been proved by tests: 

cobalt, in the niccolite; gypsum, probably resulting from the decom- 
position of some sulphurets. As the vein runs under the water of 
the lake, ore is obtained that has been exposed to its action, both 
from the vein and as boulders, of which the gangue has become quite 
soft, and is usually stained green from the presence of nickel. The 
niccolite is so intimately mixed with native silver and sulphurets, 
that it is impossible to say whether the pure niccolite contains silver; 
but from the tests made it would seem that it does not. 

The country rock is diorite in clay slate, pieces of the former 
being inclosed in the ore. The native silver is generally dissemi- 
nated through the ore in more or less dendritic masses, the points 
of native silver forming nuclei for the deposit of niccolite and sul- 
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phurets. Sometimes masses are found weighing several pounds. An 
analysis of a piece of native silver covered with a white powder, gave 
the following results: 

Treated with water it showed HC1, in solution; then treated with 
acetic acid, it showed CO2, HC1, CaO, MgO, Ag2O, FeO; dissolved 
in cone. HNO3, it left a brown powder of Fe2O3, which, treated 
with HC1, left a black powder, from which NH4HO dissolved AgCl. 
The balance was Ag2S. The mass, therefore, contained more Ag2S 
than appears in the following analysis, which shows the composition 
of the part insoluble in water and acetic acid: 

 
Sample A I contained Ni 2.53, Co 0.65, determined by blowpipe 

analysis, and As 6.85. 
The average yield in fine silver of 389 tons, smelted in 1871, was 

969.8 oz. per ton, or 3.325 per cent.; in 1872 the average of 350 
tons was 911.6 oz., or 3.126 per cent. 

The yield on the assay was for the two years 99.15 per cent., being 
for the first year about 97½ per cent., and for the second over 100. 
This was partly due to the difficulty of getting a correct assay; but 
mostly to the working up of material left as waste the first year. 

As there are grains of metallic silver in the ore, it is difficult to 
get correct samples. To approximate as closely as possible, four 
samples are now made of each lot of 13 tons; three assays are made 
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from each sample, and the mean of the 12 assays is taken as correct 
for the lot. 

The ores used for mixing have been pure galena, argentiferous 
galenas from Colorado, and ores from Little Cottonwood, Utah, the 
latter being the most satisfactory. Colorado ores generally contain 
too much zinc to be used in large quantities with rich ores. Only 
enough galena is used to furnish sufficient sulphur for a fluid matte. 

The fluxes used are limestone and iron cinder from rolling-mills, 
or iron blast-furnace cinder, when a siliceous slag is required. 
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The first contained 2.23 sulphur, and needs a correction for oxy- 
gen. 

The ore and flux are made up into charges of about six tons, 
each charge intended for twenty-four hours. Two and a half tons 
of Silver Islet ore is called a unit and the proper amount of lead 
ore and fluxes are estimated on this basis. The amount of lead in 
each charge is so arranged that one pound of the silver-lead (Werk 
blei) produced will contain one ounce of silver, or between six and 
seven per cent. silver. 

The fluxes are added in proper proportion to produce a basic slag, 
in which iron predominates; and when the ore is running siliceous, 
enough lime is supplied to keep the specific gravity of the slag so 
low that the matte can separate perfectly. About ten per cent. of 
slag from the same furnace is added, partly to use up any rich slag, 
but especially to make the charge more fusible. Old tests, refining 
ashes, sweepings, etc., are added in small amounts, in proportion to 
the production, that there may be no accumulation of silver in un- 
necessary products. Roasted matte, as well as iron cinder, is used 
to make a fluid slag and throw down the lead from the galena. 
Experience shows that a mixture of both in a charge gives better 
results and a cleaner slag than either alone. The largest amount of 
Silver Islet ore put through in twenty-four hours is 2.7 tons to a 
furnace; the average is about two tons, on account of lead ores being 
used instead of litharge. 

PRODUCTS. 
Silver-lead, containing six to eight per cent. of silver, which is 

cupelled. 
Matte.--Enough sulphuret is given to each charge to keep the 

matte fluid, and prevent the formation of sows. As the ore has but 
little sulphur, Western ores are used, and the matte is only partially 
roasted. To have the furnace work well, a cake of matte, at least two 
inches, should be produced with each tapping. If iron slag is used 
alone, the matte becomes thick and spongy, and incloses shots of 
lead, which makes the assay very high and, consequently, the loss 
greater. 

The matte is roasted in heaps and used over again until the result- 
ing matte contains so much nickel that it can be worked for speiss 
in the reverberatory furnace. During the roasting, there is a partial 
sweating out of the speiss contained in the matte, so that the lumps 
that are melted together contain a larger percentage of nickel than 
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that better roasted. These are therefore sorted out to be treated in 
the speiss process. The poorest matte, containing 0.28 per cent. 
silver, was produced when working Utah ores, which were also 
favorable to the concentration of the nickel. The following analyses 
of matte show the increase of nickel as it was worked. The copper 
and a trace of gold that is found in some of the products comes 
mostly from Western ores. 

 
No. 3 was matte produced in a high furnace. 
Flue-dust collects in the chambers to the amount of about ½ per 

cent. of the material smelted. The largest and richest part 
settles 
in the first chamber, that from the chimney containing less than 
one- 
third as much silver as that from the first chamber. 

It is mixed with lime-water to a paste, dried, broken up, and 
smelted on the charges. The following are analyses of dust : 
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The assay is generally less than five ounces in silver, and some- 
times less than one, while the lead contained is usually less than one 
per cent. If the charges are put up so that the slag will be very 
poor in silver, the loss in labor and fuel more than balances the 
saving in silver. 

 
CUPELLATION OF SILVEB-LEAD. 

The furnaces are English, with blast below the fire-grate, and on 
lead bath; the fuel used is Briar Hill soft coal. The tests are made 
of ground limestone and fire-clay in the proportion of 3 to 1, 
stamped into the ring while moist. When full, the tests hold about 
650 lb. of silver; but the cupellation ends when there is about 
500 lb., lasting three days, in which 3 to 4 tons of silver-lead have 
been cupelled, and consuming 1350 lb. of coal per ton. The work 
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done by the cupellers has been improving steadily, the litharge 
being poorer and a larger amount of lead being put through per 
hour. As none of the workmen employed have had any previous 
experience in smelting, it has not been without a great deal of atten- 
tion that they have attained their present skill. The old tests are 
broken up by hand to detach the buttons of silver; the part satu- 
rated with lead is smelted on the charges, and the balance is mixed 
with new material to make tests. One test will sometimes outlast 
two cupellations; but it is safer to use new ones. The greater heat 
required at the end of the process is apt to injure the bottom so that 
flakes come off, thus. making the material too thin for a second 
cupellation. 

 
The balance is oxide of lead. 
The litharge is used in the charges to supply load. The crude 

silver is refined in graphite crucibles, and cast into bars weighing 
450 ounces. The slag from refining contains shots of silver, and is 
therefore melted down on the lead-bath in the cupclling furnace, 
the skimmings going to the blast-furnace. 

The fineness of the bars is 999, and generally 999.5 thousandths, 
by United States mint assay. 

VOL.  II.--7 
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In the refining slag, which is mostly silicate of lead (sand being 
used in refining), the following metals have been found: 

 
NICKEL   AND   COBALT. 

Nickel and cobalt are found in all the products, especially in a 
green coating that covers the tests, and part of which seems to be a 
compound of nickel, similar to the Kupfer-glimmer found in Gaar- 
Kupfer containing antimony. 

From the analyses of the mattes it will be seen that the nickel 
contained in the ore is collected in the matte, the percentage increas- 
ing each time the roasted matte goes through the low furnace. When 
it reaches about 14 per cent. the matte begins to take the appearance 
of speiss. It is then smelted in the reverberatory with screenings 
from the roasting piles, which contain a good deal of arsenic, sul- 
phuretted lead ores, and siliceous chimney-slag, or other material, to 
take up the oxidized iron. The slag, containing some nickel, goes 
to the blast-furnace; the silver-lead is cupelled; the matte, poor in 
nickel, is roasted; and lastly, the speiss, containing 25 per cent. of 
nickel and cobalt, is reserved for further treatment. 

The process for treating the speiss has not yet been fully decided 
upon. At present it is melted on a lead-bath, which takes up about 
two-thirds of the silver. It is then ground fine, roasted with salt, 
and the silver extracted with a solution of CaCl2. The residue will 
be either sold in this state, or, if it proves more profitable, the nickel 
and cobalt oxides will be extracted. At present, experiments are 
making to determine which is best. The speiss after leaching shows 
but a few ounces of silver per ton, and laboratory experiments show 
that when the proper roasting furnaces are in use the loss of silver 
in residues will be very small. As there are several tons of nickel 
now on hand in the different products, its value will form a consid- 
erable item in the economical working of the ore. 

H. C. Hahn, Ph.D., chemist at the works, to whom I am in- 
debted for assistance in preparing this article, and who made all the 
analyses of the different products, instituted the following experi- 
ments to determine the solubility of AgCl in different chlorides used 
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cold.    From the table it will be seen that CaCl2 is a much better 
solvent than NaCl, commonly used in the Augustine process. 

At Tajowa, in Hungary, in 1868, a cold solution of salt was used, 
flowing continuously; and it was our purpose to imitate thin process 
on a small scale, on account of its simplicity. A solution of hypo- 
sulphite of soda, of the same strength that was used in the Patera 
process at Joachimsthal, would dissolve about twice as much silver 
as concentrated CaC12; but the latter is to be recommended, as it 
dissolves six times more than salt, and can be used in the automatic 
process of Tajowa. 
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The object of trying the compound solutions was to determine the 
possibility of using some material that was at hand. 

A concentrated solution of limestone answers the purpose very well. 
Experiments have been made in amalgamating No. 4 ore, over 30 

tons having been treated to get an average; and it is intended to 
continue the experiments, to determine whether the large loss in 
quicksilver is due to the machinery and process used, or results 
from the character of the ore. 

The ore cannot be chloridized, on account of the large amount of 
lime it contains. After roasting and chloridizing, only 43 per cent. 
of the silver was produced, while an average of 87 per cent. was 
obtained by raw amalgamation. The niccolite goes into the amal- 
gam, and, on smelting, the silver-sponge obtained is separated on 
top of the bullion as a speiss, which contains about 4 per cent. of 
silver, 8 per cent. of nickel, and 3 per cent, of cobalt, 
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the pens of a thousand assistants, collecting, collating, and condens- 
ing the figures and experiences of a large empire. 

At no distant day, it is to be hoped, our people will open their 
eyes to the necessity and utility of a Government Mining Bureau, 
which, by faithful attention to its duties, may do as much for the 
future development of our mineral resources as has already been 
done for Germany. 

 

ME. RAYMOND alluded to the concentration of nickel in the 
Wyandotte matte by repeated roasting, and said the experiment was 
made some years ago, on the Hudson, to concentrate, by kernel- 
roasting in heaps, the small percentage of nickel contained in the 
magnetic pyrites of Anthony's Nose, on the Hudson, of Litchfield, 
Conn., and other places. The result was a perceptible concentration 
of nickel. He believed, however, that the percentage of this metal, 
in the deposits referred to, had been found too variable, as well as 
too small, to permit commercial operations. 

DR. HUNT said, that Mr. Thomas Macfarlanc, formerly man- 
ager of the Wyandotte works, had recently visited the so-called 
nickel mines at Litchfield, and on the Hudson, and had expected to 
be present at this meeting. If he were, he could doubtless make 
some interesting communications on the subject. Dr. Hunt had 
visited Anthony's Nose, and described also the continuation of this 
formation on the west side of the Hudson. Parties engaged in the 
attempt to smelt the nickeliferous ores had shown him a piece of so- 
called second matte, said to contain eight to ten per cent. of nickel. 
He found, however, upon examination, that it did not contain more 
than one per cent. 

 

COKE FROM LIGNITES. 

BY A.   EILERS,   M.E.,   NEW YORK, 

I PRESENT herewith, for the inspection of the members of the 
Institute, a specimen of coke, made in gas-retorts from the lignite 
of Trinidad, Colorado, 
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As far as I am aware, this is the first good coke for smelting pur- 
poses ever made from lignite alone in America. It has so far always 
been found necessary to mix bituminous coal from the coal-measures 
proper, tar, or similar materials, with lignites, in order to produce a 
coke, which even then was in most cases only an indifferent fuel for 
the shaft-furnace. As you see, the coke here presented will answer 
for all purposes of lead and copper smelting in shaft-furnaces, and 
if made in proper coke-ovens it will probably be sufficiently dense 
to carry the high smelting-column of the iron blast-furnace. The 
second piece of coke, in which pieces of charred coal are seen held 
together by a regularly coked material, is made from a mixture of 
three parts of Canon City, and one part of Trinidad lignite. It is 
sufficiently firm for use under the retorts and for household pur- 
poses, while the residuum remaining in the retorts, when Canon 
City lignite alone is used, cannot be employed for any such pur- 
poses, as it does not swell at all, but retains the structure of the coal, 
and breaks nearly all into pieces of less than a cubic inch in size. 
By effecting the above mixture the whole residuum has now a 
market value, and an excellent gas is produced at the same time. 
The specimen of Trinidad lignite presents, as you see, no marked 
characteristics which would distinguish it from a good bituminous 
coal. 

One pound of it furnishes 4.25 cubic feet of purified gas, without 
the use of an exhauster, and 55 per cent. of the coal remain as coke. 

Trinidad, where this coal occurs on tertiary strata, is ninety miles 
south of the present end of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, 
and for that distance the lignite is now brought in wagons. This 
brings the cost of a ton in Denver at present up to $20, which is, of 
course, too high a price for metallurgical purposes. But the gas- 
works at Denver find it to their interest to use it even at present, 
together with Canon City lignite, which costs $7, in the proportions 
above given. The Trinidad bed is reported to be from four feet to 
nine feet thick, the extent not being stated. Mr. William J. Fay, 
Superintendent of the Denver Gas-works, reports that there is very 
little sulphur in this material. 

The importance of this bed for the metallurgical interests of the 
far West cannot be overrated, when we know that, at present, Eastern 
coke costs, at Denver, $22, and at Salt Lake City $30 per ton. It 
is expected that the Rio Grande Railroad will reach the locality in 
less than six mouths, when the coal can be laid down in Denver for 
about $8 per ton. 
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A MODIFICATION OF COINGT'S CHARGER. 
 
BY FRANK FIRMSTONE,  GLENDON IRON WORKS,  EASTON,  PA. 

IN April, 1873, No. 2 furnace at the Glendon Iron Works being 
out of blast, it was decided to alter it from an open to a closed top. 
The three side flues, through which. a part of the gas was formerly 
taken off, were 15 feet below the top, and as, for various reasons, it 
was not convenient to cut new flues through the brickwork at the 
top, as is commonly done with closed-top furnaces, a modification of 
Coingt's charger was employed. 

This apparatus, as figured by De Vathaire,* consists of a cup or 
hopper, like that used with the cup and cone, and a central pipe for 
taking off' the gas, which descends some distance into the furnace, and 
has a projection around it forming a seat for a ring of a triangular 
cross-section, which closes the opening between the cup and the cen- 
tral gas-pipe. The charge is put into the cup, and by lowering the 
ring, is thrown into the furnace, a part going outside of the ring 
toward the walls, and a part through the inside toward the gas-pipe. 

In this form the apparatus was not applicable, for : 1st. With a 
gas-pipe three feet in diameter, in a top eight feet in diameter, the 
openings left by lowering the ring would not be large enough to let 
lump coal pass through. 2cl. For the charger to shut tight, the ring 
must bear equally against the projection made for it on the gas-pipe, 
and against the edge of the cup. This would not be difficult to 
effect when the apparatus is first put up, but a comparatively small 
change in the relative position of the parts, such as is almost certain 
to occur from expansion, would cause the ring to touch the pipe or 
the cup, whichever happened to be the lower, first, and leave a leak 
between it (the ring) and the other. In the plan adopted (Figs. 5 
and 6, Plate I), the central opening in the ring is closed by the bot- 
tom of the gas-pipe, whereby more room is left for the passage of the 
stock when the charger is open, than if the pipe descended into the 
furnace; and the pipe, instead of being rigidly supported, rests on 
the ring, when the charger is closed, and follows it for two or thrce 
inches as it opens, until stopped by the counter-balance lever C. 
When the ring is raised to close the furnace top, it comes in contact 
first with the bottom edge of the gas-pipe, then both are raised to- 
gether, until stopped by the ring touching the edge of the cup. In 
this way a good joint is made at both places. 

 

* Etudes sur les Haut Fourneaux, page 108. 
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To enable the gas-pipe to follow the ring, the joints at A and B are 
constructed as shown in Fig. 6, being, in fact, cup and ball-joints, 
such as arc used for furnace belly-pipes. The cast-iron flanges being 
turned, the one to a concave, the other to a convex spherical surface 
having a common centre, it is evident that the pipes may be turned 
freely through a considerable space in any direction without opening 
the joint. 

The central pipe is suspended from the horizontal pipe by two eye- 
bolts passing over trunnions, the upper ones cast on the cup-flange, 
and the lower ones fastened to a wrought-iron ring encircling the 
pipe, and sustaining it by four angle-iron brackets riveted on. (Fig. 
6.) The joint at B is constructed in the same manner. The eye- 
bolts are adjusted by means of turnbuckles, but need not be drawn 
up very tight; in fact, the bolts at the joint B are only necessary to 
keep the horizontal pipe from being moved by an explosion or other 
accident. 

The ring is suspended by two opposite rods to the short arm of a 
forked lever embracing the central pipe, and is raised by a blast- 
cylinder acting on the long arm of the lever. 

As the cylinder employed is not large enough to raise the ring and 
the weight of the movable part of the pipe which rests on it, a part of 
the weight is taken up by the lever and counterweight C. It would 
perhaps be better to make the cylinder large enough to raise the 
whole weight and let the pipe be stopped by a saddle on the top of 
the column D. 

The introduction into the Lehigh Valley of the "double cone," 
or ring-charger, and the plan of closing the central opening in it by 
a hanging stopper is due to Mr. Bowman of the Carbon Iron Com- 
pany, who invented it, and had it in use at one of their furnaces at 
Parry ville in January, 1872. He has since taken out a patent for it. 
At Parryville it replaced a cup and cone, and the central opening 
was closed by an egg-shaped stopper suspended from a cast-iron 
girder laid across the top of the furnace, the gas passing off by the 
flues already existing close to the top. 

The cup and ball joint used in the Glendon apparatus might be 
applied to a cup and cone, with the gas taken off at the top of the 
cone (Hoff's apparatus), and also, although not so readily, instead of 
the water-joint used in Langen's apparatus. 
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MR. PECHIN asked what was the advantage gained by taking off 
the gases in this way. 

MR. FIRMSTONE replied, that in the instance referred to, it was 
simply a matter of convenience, as they did not wish to cut away 
any of the masonry of the furnace, which they would have been 
obliged to do if they had taken off the gases in the usual way by flues 
in the upper part of the stack. For the same reason it was to be ap- 
plied to a furnace blown by water-power, which would run sonic- 
times as a cold-blast charcoal-furnace, and sometimes with coke and 
hot-blast. The main advantage of this system is, that the flues are 
independent of the masonry. He did not attach any importance to 
the fact that the gases were taken off from the middle of the stack. 

 
WHAT IS THE BEST SYSTEM FOR WORKING THICK COAL 

SEAMS? 
BY OSWALD J.   HEINRICH,  M.E., 

Superintendent of the Midlothian Collieries, Virginia. 

THIS question having been repeatedly raised, and particularly 
revived in a discussion at the last meeting of the Institute, I beg to 
submit the following remarks, based partly upon personal experi- 
ence, partly upon the results of large works in Europe, establishing, 
years ago, the practicability of certain methods, which may there- 
fore be considered to have passed the stage of mere experiment. 

Before entering upon the merits of one system or the other, it is 
indispensable to lay down some recognized principles, which ought 
to serve as guides, in arriving at fair judgments in questions of this 
character. 

In a profession like that of mining, locally so much influenced by 
combinations of circumstances too various to mention, it is difficult 
to do more than lay down the main features of a system based upon 
general laws and recognized facts, leaving the details to the sound 
judgment and experience of the engineer, who, by virtue of his 
education, ought to be able to make such choice and such modifica- 
tions in the plans of a mine as the particular case demands. 

Mineral resources, in some countries the sole property of the owner 
of the soil, in others controlled by the strong hand of a government, 
are nevertheless a gift of nature, in which, indirectly, the whole of 
the human race has as real an interest as the immediate owner him- 
self. This interest requires, at least, that no unnecessary waste of 
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such resources should be permitted. While it is an easy matter, in 
the days of plenty, to waste millions and still gain thousands of 
immediate profit, it is often enough the case that such a course may 
afterwards require the otherwise unnecessary expenditure of thousands 
to recover portions of the wasted millions. All countries afford more 
or less illustration of this principle; but this country must be con- 
fessed to occupy, with respect to the waste of mining, at least, an 
unfortunate pre-eminence. 

There may have been excuse in years past for the use of ruder 
systems in the old world, but there is little for us. Hundreds of 
years of dearly bought experience in other lands may be used, if we 
will, as guide and warning. We ought to consider it the duty of 
our profession, by all rational means, to resist the demands of short- 
sighted greed and false economy, tending to squander our national 
reserves of wealth and power. 
Standing upon this simple and broad platform it becomes, to a 
great extent, a matter of mathematical calculation, which one of the 
various plans now followed in well-established and conducted mines, 
or what combination of such methods as have proved advantageous 
in certain localities, shall be chosen in any given case, so as to utilize to 
the greatest extent consistent with the fair remuneration of the operator, 
all the resources of a coal-field. In order to do so, the 
following items are principally to be taken into consideration. 

First and foremost, the thickness and pitch of the deposit; the 
extent of the property, or the circumscribed limits of a pit to be 
opened ; the possibility of obtaining all, or the larger portion, of the 
marketable mineral; the conditions of the inclosing stratification; 
the hardness of roof and floor; the number of available seams and 
their distance from each other; the existing irregularities in the for- 
mation, as far as they are known; the quality and quantity of availa- 
ble materials for support, namely, timber, rock, or other waste mate- 
rials, and their cost, even for years ahead. 

In connection with the prices of material used for support must 
be considered the price of the skilled labor and the market value of 
the mineral, which is the object of mining, independently of extra- 
ordinary and temporary rise or fall. 

Another very important condition in the choice of the system is 
also the possibility of securing to the greatest extent the life, health, 
and comfort of the men employed, for which a ventilation sufficient 
for all contingencies, and the security of the spaces where men are 
working, are indispensable. Where explosive or deadly gases are 
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liable to occur (as they will more or less occur in all coal mines), 
ventilation is of the utmost importance. The influx of water and 
the liability of mines to take fire by spontaneous combustion, if 
badly worked, are also weighty considerations in the choice of the 
system; and the latter has unfortunately not yet received in this 
country the attention it deserves. 

For economical reasons, it is advisable in coal mining to open out 
large spaces in order to obtain the coal generally in coarse grades, 
reduce the amount of slack, and keep up a regular supply; but care 
should be taken not to leave too much ground open, since the air 
and the pressure of the roof will deteriorate at least certain qualities 
of coal, and in some mines will, in connection with other defects, 
give rise to spontaneous combustion. 

Generally in coal seams the amount of waste rock obtained is far 
inferior to the amount of useful material to be excavated; and there- 
fore other means must be supplied to protect the extensive openings, 
which, except in rare cases, cannot be left open, or without support. 

From past experience, taking everything into consideration, the 
best systems for mining coal may be classified according to size and 
pitch of seam. 

I. For seams of 10 feet thickness and less: 
1. For the dip from. 45° to vertical: 

A. Overhand stoping.    (Exploitation par tallies & gra- 
dins renverses ; Firstenbau.) 

B. Working by longitudinal pillars.    (Exploitation par 
serres longitudinales ; Streichender Pfeilerbau.) 

2. For the dip from 45° to horizontal : 
A. Pillar and chamber work. (Exploitation par serres 

hautes et courtes; Kurzer und langer Pfeilerbau; 
Felderbau.}  

B. The longwall system.  (Exploitation par willes gran- 
des, droites et couchantes; Strebbau mit Breitem 
Blick; Stossbau ; Diagonaler Pfeilerbau.) 
II. For seams over ten feet in thickness : 

1. For the dip from 45° to vertical, working by crosscuts or 
benches, and "gobbing-up."    (Ouvrage à travers et par 
remblais; Querbau mit Bergversatz.) 

2. For the dip from 45° to horizontal, working by posts and 
stalls, pillar work with and without gobbing-up, or par- 
tially so. (Exploitation par serres à methode par rem- 
blais; Pfeiler und Felderbau mit oder ohne Bergversatz.) 
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There being little dispute in regard to the methods employed in 
working scams of medium size, we will here only consider the sys- 
tems in use for mining thick coal seams. The questions which must 
be particularly considered are twofold, viz.: 

Can and should we extract all the coal in thick seams? 
If we extract all the coal, how can the workings be supported? 
and, if necessary, the surface protected above the mines ? 

In answer to the first inquiry, we must admit that the entire seam 
ought to be extracted by all means, if it can be done at reasonable 
profit, and without violating the second conditions. 

In answer to the second inquiry, we must decide what, under the 
peculiar circumstances, will be the cheapest material to furnish the 
proper security for the mine, taking everything into consideration, 
whether the value of the coal left behind, or that of timber, or other 
material suitable for support, and the labor required for its applica- 
tion. All other conditions upon an equal footing, we may be justi- 
fied in leaving coal behind for support, if the use of other materials 
exceeds in expense the value of this coal. If, on the contrary, those 
materials, particularly when intrinsically worthless, are cheaper, or 
even not greater in value than the excess of coal extracted, then, for 
reasons of national economy, we ought to avoid the irremediable loss 
to the public treasury involved in leaving coal behind. 

From the experience of works now operating, we know that, even 
in thick scams, from 80 to 95 per cent, of the coal contained in the 
searm has been obtained under certain systems of working ; by other 
methods, at least 60 per cent. has been averaged, while by others 
(employed on probably the most valuable coal, anthracite), we are 
informed that the average yield is but 35 to 40 per cent. of the 
whole mass. The largest yields above-named have been obtained, 
without injury to the mine, only where the system employed in 
working homewards was by cross-sections and gobbing-up, or by 
panel-work with support of timber; but by the latter system, if the 
unavoidable gob left behind is liable to fire, the yield has been se- 
cured with the universal result of spontaneous combustion, injury to 
the surface and a sacrifice of timber, amounting to from 2/3 to 2 cubic 
feet of timber for every ton of coal. 

The lowest yield is obtained by pillar-work, leaving the entire 
pillars behind, or probably weakening them to some extent in work- 
ing homewards, but losing also much of the top coal. 

Taking, therefore, the first result as a standard, a given piece of 
land may yield a regular profit at a certain rate per ton for a number 
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of years; the second method will yield the profit in round numbers 
for two-thirds, and the third for only one-third of that time. 

In similar proportion it will require an increased cost of produc- 
tion, or decreased profit, to redeem with interest any capital invested 
to develop the mine and erect the necessary machinery, buildings, 
etc., generally much reduced in value if they cannot be worn out 
upon the spot. 

It would be beyond the limits of this communication to enumerate 
all the various instances which may naturally influence a compara- 
tive illustration by numerical figures, in order to show the advan- 
tages of a system adopted to work a thick seam. For bravery, I will 
take as a sample, one which may be considered likely to occur in 
thicker coal seams. By substituting the proper prices for work, 
etc., according to localities, this illustration may answer in other 
instances. 

Suppose we have a seam of 30 feet thickness at various angles of 
pitch, from 20 to 60 degrees. As frequently happens in thick scams, 
the mass may be separated into benches by dividing slates, as, for 
example: 

Feet of coal Feet of 
waste. 

 
Let us endeavor to estimate the cost of winning and extracting the 

coal in this seam, first by pillar or panel-work, and then by cross- 
working and gobbing-up. In both instances a vertical lift of 48 
feet shall be taken in hand. The winning of the ground shall be 
accomplished by running gangways in all three benches in the, first 
instance, and at the top and bottom in the second, making such com- 
munications for carrying the air, as are also needed for the down- 
ward transportation of coal or other materials. By such a plan for 
the pit, pillars may be formed 40 yards long, 15 yards wide on the 
base, and 16 yards in vertical height, containing in all 9600 cubic 
yards, of which, in round numbers, about 7040 are coal, and 2560 
waste. Allowing, for convenience, one ton of coal to the cubic yard, 
and a waste of coal in mining of 8 per cent., we may, in round num- 
bers, obtain from the whole mass 6500 tons of coal. Allowing, also, 
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an increase of bulk of one-third in the loose mass of the waste slates, 
we shall obtain about 4000 cubic yards of waste in the mine. 

COST OF WORKING BY PILLAE SYSTEM WITHOUT GOBBING-UP, BUT 
USING PARTIAL SUPPORT BY TIMBERING. 

Winning the ground is accomplished by driving gangways in the 
top, middle, and bottom seam (in the latter only when working 
homewards); for ventilation and other purposes, connections are 
made with upper levels by upsets. Working homewards, the top 
bench is worked independently and ahead of lower benches, by long- 
wall, leaving a safety pillar of 3 yards at the lower gangway, prop- 
ping the top and filling in with waste, so far as it is obtained in the 
mine. The middle bench is split by two upsets and two headings, 
respectively 4 yards and 3 yards wide, and 3 yards high, leaving 
pillars of 3 yards square for support. The bottom seam is worked 
in the same way, but one foot of top coal is left to support the divid- 
ing slate. 

Top bench: 
40 yards driving gangway, propping and lagging up the 

higher side, at $3, .................................................... $120 00 
12 cubic feet timber, and preparing the same, at 6 cents 

(for every yard of drift), 480 cubic feet, ......................... 28 80 
Extra labor in transport of timber, at 25 cents per yard,10 00 

Coal obtained from level, 160 tons, at ................... $158 80 (A) 
Working homewards, with props for support at every 

square yard; cutting coal at 50 cents per ton, includ- 
ing putting up props, 800 tons, at 50 cents,....... $400 00 

2400 cubic feet timber, at 6 cents, ................................... 144 00 
Extra labor for transport of timber ..................................50 00 

Coal obtained, 800 tons, at ...................................$594 00 (B) 

Middle bench: 
40 yards driving main gangway, 3 2/3 x 3 yards high, and 

timbering the same, at $6 per yard, .............................. $240 00 
1600 cubic feet timber and preparing it, at 7 cents, ... 112 00 
Extra labor for transport  of t imber, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .33 00 

Coal obtained, 480 tons, at ...................................$385 00 (C) 
96 yards upsets, 4 yards wide x 3 yards high, without 

timbering, at $5 .......................................................$480 00 
40 yards cross-heading, 3 yards x 3 yards high, without 

timbering, at $4.50,......................................................18000 
Coal obtained, 1512 tons, at................................. $660 00 (D) 
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Total amount of coal obtained from all three benches (A, B, C, D, 
E, F) 3925 tons, at $2666.68 cost; or nearly 60 per cent, of the 
coal, at 68 cents per ton. 

The diagrams, Figures 7 to 10, on Plate I, illustrate the working 
of seams of coal on the two systems. 

Figure 7. Working homewards by splitting main pillars into 9 
pillars of smaller size. Ground plan, on plane of pitch, in main 
seam through D, E. Figure 8. Vertical section through A, B, of 
Figure 7 for one lift, 16 yards high. U, upsets; H, headings; M, 
main gangway; C, coal; S, slaty partings; R, roof; F, floor. 
Figure 9. Working homewards by crosswork and gobbing-up sys- 
tem. Plan through E, F (Figure 10) of pillar, indicating in dotted 
lines the communication with upper levels and shaft, used to deliver 
material from surface. M, main gangway; L, maintop level for 
transportation of gob; T, headings, from which the crosscuts arc 
started ; I, II, III, working faces; A, backings to be gobbed-up in 
rear of faces; P, crosscuts; J, main hoisting-shaft; K, delivery- 
shaft for material from surface. Figure 10. Vertical section through 
G, H, for one lift of 16 yards, divided into 4 sections, indicated by 
dotted lines. R, roof; F, floor. The arrows indicate the course of 
transportation. 

COST  OF WORKING BY  GOBBING-UP, USING  WASTE OF MINE,  AND 
OBTAINING  OTHER WASTE  FROM THE  SURFACE. 

For winning the ground, gangways are driven in the top and 
bottom seams, and connected by crosscuts at every 40 yards. The 
whole pillar of 16 yards high is worked in four lifts, 4 yards high 
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each, laid off as aforesaid; and in working homewards, bench after 
bench is obtained, either longitudinally or crosswise, from floor to 
top, in each lift, the dividing slates being used to fill in behind, to 
enable the men afterwards to get up to the next higher lift, the de- 
ficiency of waste being supplied from the surface, and filled in from 
an upper level. 

Driving 40 yards gangway in top bench, 2 yards x 2 yards 
high, at $4,.................................................................. $160 00 

Driving 40 yards gangway in bottom bench, at $4 per yard,160 00 
Timbering the same, ..........................................................92 80 
26 yards crosscutting, 3 yards x 4 yards high, at $6, ............ 156 00 

Coal obtained, 454 tons, at ............................................ $568 80 
Or, in 4 lifts, 4 yards high, 1816 tons, at$2275 20
................................................................................................... (A) 
Remaining 7784 cubic yards of material to cut, at 30 cents 

per yard, .............................................................2335 20     (B) 
5600 cubic yards of waste furnished from surface, including 

transportation, at 25 cents, ..................................1400 00      (C) 
Labor for gobbing-up 9600 cubic yards, at 5 cents,480 00 (D) 

Coal obtained, 6500 tons, at total expense of .........$6490 40, or 
nearly 92 per cent, of coal, at 99 cents per ton. 

COMPARISON. 

Allowing in both instances all other mining expenses at §1 per 
ton more, and assuming the market price of the coal at the mines to 
be $2.50 per ton, we have: 

3025 tons, at $1 68 cost = $6,594, sell at $9,812; profit, $3218 
6500       "        199   "   =12,930,     "      16,250;       "       3315 

One acre of ground, underlain by the above seam, will contain 
56,628 tons. Allowing eight or nine per cent. waste, and putting 
the capacity of an established pit at 100,000 tons per annum, it 
would require the exhaustion of two acres of ground every year. 

Suppose, now, the area commanded by this pit is 100 acres; it 
would require fifty years for its exhaustion. If, then, the invest- 
ment to get the pit in operation will be, say, $200,000, with one 
year's interest at seven per cent.,* it would be necessary to refund 
$214,000 in the course of fifty years, or at the rate of $4280 per 
annum, which upon 100,000 tons production would be 4.2 cents per  
ton, increasing the cost of coal by gobbing-up, to $2.032 per ton. 

 
 

* No profit can be expected from a mine until it reaches the mineral.    Then 
. 
one year more is allowed to win sufficient ground to enable the mine to pay 
its 

ith t i j t th
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By using pillar-work at the same rate of production, allowing 60 
per cent, coal obtained, one acre will yield 33,976 tons, which would 
require about three acres per annum, and exhaust the ground in 
thirty-three years. It will, therefore, require $6485 per amum to 
redeem the investment. This increases the cost of raising coal in 
the pillar-system to 6.5 cents per ??? more, making the total in this 
instance to be $1.745 per ton. 

In the first instance, a profit of $46,800 per annum (exclusive, of 
redeeming capital with interest of the first year) is realized for fifty 
years, equal to $2,340,000 total profit from the property. In the 
second, a profit of $75,500 per annum is realized for thirty-three 
years, equal to $2,491,500 from the same property. If we take into 
consideration that we redeem in the first instance a public treasure 
of 1,602,400 tons of coal, which at the above profit will represent a 
capital of $749,923, or nearly §14,998 per annum, which at 7 per 
cent. interest would give $1050 annually, or $52,500 in fifty years, 
it would swell the total profits by the gobbing-up system to $2,392,- 
500, if only the interest is added, and to $3,089,923 if the whole 
capital represented by this coal is added to it. In the first instance, 
the profit is only $99,000 less; in the second, even $598,423 more 
than by working the pillar-system. 

I am sure that in representing both systems, everything has been 
thrown in favor of the pillar-system. It is doubtful if in many 
instances the high percentage of 60 per cent. will be realized, par- 
ticularly in seams liable to fire, or which give off much gas. In 
such instances, costly sacrifices of large pillars of coal or expensive 
dams will have to be resorted to, the surface being also more liable 
to be disturbed. If, therefore, all this and other important items 
mentioned in the beginning of this communication arc considered, 
the small amount of apparent excess of profit from the pillar-system 
will be fully balanced, if not overcome, in the gobbing-up system ; 
and, at least, we may be justified in Baying, that both systems are 
equally profitable, where waste can be obtained at the above figures; 
but the gobbing-up system will furnish by far the safest pit. If the 
yield of coal should fall below 60 percent, in using the pillar-system, 
it would throw everything in favor of the rival plan. 

From my own experience I can furnish an instance where, follow- 
ing this system as near as practicable in an old pit surrounded by 
old works, I have obtained as large a yield as 80 per cent., raising 
from one acre of ground, in a seam twenty feet thick, averaging from 
12 to 15 feet coal, 19,057 tons. I am, therefore, fully satisfied that 

VOL.   II.--8 
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in favorable ground, and in a pit laid off for this work, as high a 
percentage as I have assumed in the above calculation can be ob- 
tained. For further information I have computed the results of 
labor obtained in various mines in different countries, reduced as 
nearly as possible to our standard weights and measures. Most of 
them arc given in a celebrated work on coal-mining by A. T. Pon- 
son. The duration of work is eight hours per shift. 

 
The small production at the Hagenbach mines is, to a large 

extent, 
clue to the inferiority of the seam, which varies very much, 
compel- 
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ling the excavation of rocky substance, the coal being more in pockets 
than in a regular seam. 

At Stockheim, Bavaria, the system of crossworking and gobbing- 
up is used in a seam which varies from 3 to 90 feet, including the 
dividing slates, and has a dip of 26°. At this place- the increased 
cost for gobbing-up is estimated at 5 per cent, of the cost of produc- 
tion. But so low a figure will seldom be arrived at. In France it 
is said to be from 8 to 10 per cent. From my experience, I think I 
can safely say that it can be done in this country by giving proper 
facilities, at from 12 to 15 per cent. of cost of production. 

In a country like ours, where skilled labor in mining is obtained 
with difficulty, and at very high prices, the gobbing-up system rec- 
ommends itself particularly. While for timber-work we require, in 
thick seams especially, the most skilful and the strongest labor, in 
gobbing-up we can use with even greater advantage any common 
laborer, and even boys. Tedious and expensive as this system may 
therefore appear, it will be in fact less so if the two classes of labor 
are compared. 

Before closing my remarks, I will add that the gobbing-up de- 
pends, as in any case where large masses have to be removed, upon 
the cheapest possible means of getting and transporting the waste. 
Any unnecessary rehandling has to be avoided from the place of get- 
ting to the place of storing the stuff. All the material has to pass 
in its way of transportation downwards, as hoisting or reshovelling 
would increase the cost too much. For this reason a pit must be 
provided with two shafts at least, of which one connects with the 
upper works forming the main inroad of the material. If possible 
the stuff may be dropped down in a shaft, provided 110 large rocks, 
etc., are intermixed, and provided this shaft is not the main upcast 
(otherwise it will impede the circulation of the air). Any material 
can be used, such as sand, gravel, clay, small and big rocks (the latter 
are indispensable sometimes for walls), furnace cinders, ashes, etc. 
The latter should be used with care, and be intermixed with clay, 
being otherwise liable to heat. Bituminous slates and bony coal can 
be used if surrounded tightly with packings of clay, and afterwards 
submerged. Otherwise they should be used in dry parts of the 
mines, and with caution. 

The object of this communication is to draw the attention of 
engineers and proprietors of mines to this subject for duo reflection. 
The importance of the subject is worth a fair and impartial investi- 
gation, and, where suitable opportunities offer, even an experimental 
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trial. Where prejudices and old customs are set aside, I feel assured 
it will succeed, if the locality is otherwise favorable. Where it is 
successful, it will add much to redeem in future valuable materials 
now lost, and mostly lost forever. 

 
MR, ROTHELL remarked, that he was glad this subject of the 

economical working of coal-seams had been again brought up. It 
could not be discussed too often. He thought that the importance 
of the subject was beginning to be realized in the anthracite regions, 
and that already a change for the better had set in. When we con- 
sider that 50 or 60 per cent, of anthracite coal is lost in mining, the 
necessity for reform in methods of working is apparent. Where the 
operators arc likewise the owners of the mines, they realize the im- 
portance of economy in working. 

In the bituminous region of West Virginia, the cost of mining by 
the chamber and pillar system was 10 per cent, more than by long- 
wall, and the men made 10 per cent, more wages on the latter sys- 
tem. The loss of coal in pillar working was 40 per cent., against 
10 to 15 per cent, in long-wall, and the coal obtained by the latter 
was much better and larger. 

THE PRESIDENT said that although it was not the custom of the 
Institute to return formal thanks for each paper read, he knew he 
expressed the sentiment of the meeting in thanking Mr. Heinrich 
for his admirable analytical discussion of this subject. It is just 
such papers that our profession needs. He appreciated, moreover, 
the feelings of the members in hesitating to discuss the paper on 
first hearing--it was one requiring careful study. 

 

TESTS OF STEEL. 
BY A. L. HOLLEY,  C. E., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

THE intention of this paper is not to discuss this important sub- 
ject in all its bearings, but merely to point out why mechanical tests 
of steel, as ordinarily made, arc not, alone, of any special value to 
engineers--certainly not to general mechanical engineers. 

The agents of the Barrow Hæematite Steel Company, one of the 
largest and most successful Bessemer establishments in England, 
have recently distributed a report, made by Sir William Fairbairn, 
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on the transverse, tensile, and compressive resistances of certain bars 
of this ????- The number of tests is very large; they seem to be 
careful and minute; and the modulus of elasticity, the work up to 
the limit of clasticity, and the limit of working strength, are fully 
tabulated according to the latest formulae. 

This is very well--indeed it is indispensable, as far as it goes; but 
it goes no further than to inform the ordinary engineer that there is 
an unknown substance which possesses these physical properties. As 
to what the substance is, the report gives him no working knowl- 
edge, for not a single analysis is given of any of the bars tested. 
The most that is said of some of them is that they are either " hard" 
or "soft," which is sufficiently evident from the experiments, "A 
bar of steel" is, in the present state of the art, a vastly less definite 
expression than " a piece of chalk." To the engineer who wants 
steel for a specific purpose, it gives only the faintest clue, to say that 
steel is hard or soft. There are a dozen grades of both hard and 
soft steel, adapted to different purposes. Rail steel is soft, and 
boiler-plate steel is soft, as compared with many structural steels, 
and with the whole range of spring and tool steels; but the one 
perfectly adapted to rails would be useless for boilers. 

In order that engineers may know what to specify, and that man- 
ufacturers may know not only what to make, but how to compound 
and temper it, the leading ingredients of each grade of sled must 
be known. Pure iron would be unfit for nearly all structural pur- 
poses. Upon the substances associated with it depend its hardness, 
malleability, stiffness, toughness, elasticity, tempering qualities, and 
adaptations to various structural uses. These ingredients are indeed 
impurities, but the term "impurity" unfortunately implies a defect, 
whereas the thing may really impart the essential quality. All the 
usual ingredients give what is called "body" to steel. Carbon, 
within specific limits, as is well known, gives hardness, elasticity, 
resistance to statical strains, and tempering qualities. Under certain 
conditions of composition it even gives resistance to sudden strains, 
Manganese (and this fact, by the way, is not so generally known) 
gives, in the proportion of ¾ to 1 per cent., hardness, toughness, 
malleability, and elasticity. Chromium imparts similar qualities, 
but to what precise extent we do not know, in default of a proper 
comparison of chemical and mechanical tests. Silicon, although con- 
sidered a bane by steel-makers generally, and, singularly enough, 
advertised as the great panacea for the weaknesses of steel by certain 
modern inventors, has probably, in proper proportions, a healthful 
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influence on the physical properties of steel. Even phosphorus, the 
arch-enemy of the Bessemer and open-hearth manufacturers, may in 
some degree be a valuable ingredient. 

Whether or not certain foreign substances, which, separately 
added, produce similar results, would produce a better result if 
combined in certain proportions--for instance, whether carbon alone 
in any degree, or silicon alone in any degree, would make as good a 
steel for certain uses as carbon and silicon combined, it is, in default 
of proper experiments, impossible to state. The probability is, that 
there is a proportion of carbon and manganese which would give the 
highest possible value to all structural steels. We formerly added 
spiegecisen to decarburized Bessemer metal solely to impart man- 
ganese to the oxygen of the oxide of iron formed in the Bessemer 
process. We now add a larger proportion of spicgeleisen, not only • 
to remove the oxygen, but also to mix manganese with the steel. 
And we think we find that if the proportions of silicon and phos- 
phorus are sufficiently low, and carbon does not exceed a third of 
one per cent., manganese to the amount of three-quarters per cent, 
to one per cent, gives the resulting product a high degree of tough- 
ness and hardness combined--a degree of suitableness for rails, which 
no proportion of either carbon or manganese, not associated, can 
impart. 

When we consider that two or three-tenths of one per cent., 
and 
in sonic cases a fraction of a tenth of one per cent, of foreign metals, 
will change the character of steel in a high degree; and when we 
farther consider that the physical results of these combinations have 
never been tested or analyzed in any thorough and comprehensive 
manner, we may well reiterate the common expression, that the iron 
and steel manufacture is in its infancy. 

But it is not necessarily in its infancy. We simply do not de- 
velop it. The general complaint of engineers and machinists is, 
that they occasionally get, but can never get regularly, the precise 
quality of steel they require; and yet it is probable that thousands 
of tons of steel have been made which are suitable for each of these 
purposes, but have been used for others, and that the precise grade 
required in every case could be reproduced by the ten thousand 
tons. The trouble is that neither the user nor the maker knows 
what the material is. They have put no mark on it by which they 
can recognize it; they have kept no recipe. All they can do is to 
use ingredients of the same name, and approximately the same 
quality, and to guess at the physical properties of the product, aided 
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by such crude tests as can be made during manufacture. Mr. Wil- 
liam H. Barlow, in a late address on modern steel before the British 
Association, says that one reason why steel is not more used for 
structural purposes is, that the. metal is of various qualities, "and. 
we do not possess the means, without elaborate testing, of knowing 
whether the article presented to us is of the required quality." But 
neither Mr. Barlow, nor any of his associates in government experi- 
ments, proposes the true solution of the difficulty. It is no more 
necessary to test one or two of each lot of bars to destruction, in 
order to find out the quality of the rest, than it is to burn up a 
Chinese village to get roast pig. 

If the user would analyze not one, but twenty samples of the steel 
that meets a particular want, and then base his order on an analysis 
that should come within the highest and lowest limits of the sam- 
ples, he would get substantially the same metal every time. The 
problem is a more difficult one for the steel-maker, since he must 
analyze the many materials that go into his product; but if he im- 
poses the same restrictions on the makers of these materials--in 
short, if from the ore and limestone and coal, up to the finished bar, 
each user buys by analysis, and pays in porportion to uniformity, the 
production of steel of the most multiform grades and qualities, each 
homogeneous and uniform to any extent of production, becomes a 
possible, if not a comparatively easy, matter. 

What are Sir William Fairbairn, and Mr. Barlow, and Mr. Kir- 
kaldy, and the other great experimenters in the physical properties 
of steel--in its adaptation to certain specific uses--what are they 
doing to relieve the engineering world from these uncertainties ? They 
are simply discovering the vast number of qualities which steel may 
be made to possess, without giving more than a clue to the method 
by which these qualities may be predetermined and reproduced. 
They are going to a vast expense of time and material to inform us, 
not that a certain combination of metals, but that a bar of steel, has 
such resistance and elasticity. This sort of experimenting has much 
the same value as the steam-engine tests of a late chief engineer in 
the navy, of whom it is said, that in a coal-consumption test he 
would calculate the ashes to ten places of decimals, and guess at the 
coal put into the furnaces. 

Moreover, Sir William Fairbairn may be doing injustice to other 
steel-makers, to Brown, Cammell, and Bessemer, bars of whose steel 
he has also similarity tested, and found not quite so suitable for cer- 
tain purposes as the Barrow bars are. But he neglects to make it 
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clear that the disparaged bars may be better than these particular 
Barrow bars for other purposes. He makes the mistake which we 
should suppose Sir William, of all men, would not make, of being 
absurdly general and random in one element of his conclusions, 
while he is fractionally accurate in others--of cramming the whole 
matter of chemical ingredients into the terms "hard" and "soft." 

The first and casiest step in the desired direction is to find out what 
X is. It is not necessarily a bar of steel made by Turton & Sons, 
which one tool-maker will swear by, and another will swear at; nor 
is it necessarily a boiler-plate steel which Park Bros. made once, and 
Firth got at twice, and Singer, Nimick & Co. hit two or three times. 
It is a steel which Turton, and Firth, and Park, and Singer, can, 
either of them, make by the ten thousand tons, if you will only tell 
them what it is made of, as well as what its physical qualities are. 
In the various uses to which engineers have applied steel, there are 
a vast number of specimens which have long fulfilled all the require- 
ments. When more steel of the same sort is wanted, the usual 
method is either to apply to the same maker, who kept no complete 
record, and docs not know what is wanted; or to get bids based on 
a stercotyped and very inadequate physical test, for instance, that 
the bar must stand such and such a blow from a drop The lot of 
steel is made, and is, as well it may be, very heterogeneous in physi- 
cal character, although it may be in accordance with the one test. 
The result is that, under wear, some of it fails, or, under load, an 
excessive margin of safety must be allowed. The obviously rational 
way to reproduce a lot of steel which is proved suitable for any pur- 
pose, is to analyze many samples of it--at least for carbon, mangan- 
ese, silicon, phosphorus, and any clement which exceeds a tenth 
of one per cent., and thus to give the steel-maker a recipe for mak- 
ing it. 

It may be suggested that this chemical synthesis of steel will be 
ruinously costly. For certain exact purposes, such as the members 
of a long-span bridge; or for certain fine purposes, such as gun-bar- 
rels, the cost of analyses, or any loss in applying to other uses the 
lots of steel that were not up to the mark, would be very small com- 
pared with the extraordinary margin of strength that must be given 
to an uncertain metal, and compared with the cost of occasional fail- 
ures under final test. And this cost, whatever it is, the user--that 
is to say, the public, should and must bear. 

But steel-makers will find that working by analysis is not so very 
formidable after all.    The color-test of carbon is already applied to 
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all charges of all Bessemer and open-hearth makers, and it is one of 
the most important. There is another view of the case. After a cer- 
tain. experience in comparing mechanical tests, which arc compara- 
tively easily made, will the more costly determinations of manganese, 
phosphorus, etc., the expert will not need to analyze every charge. 
He will learn to read manganese, approximately, in an clastic limit 
test, just as the expert blacksmith can now read carbon quite accu- 
rately by the water-hardening test. Herein will lie one of the values 
of the combined mechanical and chemical tests, that they will sup- 
plement and prove each other. 

When the proper amounts of carbon, manganese, silicon, etc., for 
certain uses are known, it will not be impossible to approximate to 
them, in the Bessemer process, to a very helpful degree, and in the 
open-hearth and crucible process, to a reasonably accurate degree. 
Of course, the character of the ingredients must be much more 
definitely known than at present, and numerous batches of nomi- 
nally the same, ingredient, such as pig-iron, blooms, or puddle-balls, 
must be mixed, so as to largely dilute any high degree of impurity 
which any one batch may contain, 

The thing first in order is, of course, to ascertain the mechanical 
properties of all grades of steel--not merely the individual resist-- 
ances to destructive strains, which are but the stones that compose 
the mosaic, but the resistance within the elastic limit, which is the 
finished picture. To this end experiments like those of Sir William 
Fairbairn are indispensable, but to these must be added analyses of 
every grade of steel that can be produced, or the character of the 
metal is but half known. 

In the present state of constructive and metallurgical art, it thus 
seems not only vitally important, but highly feasible, to increase in 
a large degree the uniformity of all grades of steel, and to make 
grades adapted to all special uses, instead of following the hit-or- 
miss and large-margin system, or want of system, that now obtains. 
Of course the change must come slowly, and its early stages will be 
attended with difficulty and expense; but there can be no question 
as to its ultimate success and its immense advantage in constructive 
and manufacturing engineering and art. 

What probable expense of experimenting is to be considered when 
it will increase, possibly double, the resistance of metals to specific 
stresses, and decrease the present enormous margin of safely? It 
seems unaccountable that government commissioners have so long 
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neglected the chemical half of the problem--have so long neglected 
to complete the circuit, so that the metal will tell us its own story. 

DR. DROWN remarked that, while fully appreciating and indors- 
ing Mr. Holley's views with regard to the importance of careful and 
minute analyses of steel as a basis for the manufacture of its different 
varieties, it occurred to him that, perhaps, it might be found that 
steels having identically the same chemical composition would show 
different physical properties consequent upon variations of treat- 
ment, whether cast moderately or very hot--whether rolled or ham- 
mered, ctc. He had seen stated, for instance, that phosphor-bronze 
showed great difference of physical properties with the same chemical 
composition, though he did not know whether this statement was to 
be relied on. 

MR. BRITTON gave an account of a long series of analyses he had 
undertaken on rails to determine the effect of foreign ingredients. 
He obtained pieces of iron rails of all kinds--good, bad, and indif- 
ferent. In some that had been in use twenty-five to thirty years, and 
had literally worn out, he found 0.3 per cent. of phosphorus, and 
0.06 per cent, of carbon. The amount of sulphur was very low. 
Although these rails were said to have been made from a single 
billet, he had, by polishing and immersion in acid, found unmistaka- 
ble signs of piling. From these analyses he concluded that in iron 
rails 0.3 per cent. of phosphorus might exist without damage. In a 
number of rails obtained from the Pennsylvania Railroad, which had 
been in use eight to ten years, and had proved to be in every respect 
good rails, his analyses revealed a great deal of what he would call 
worthless iron. The top, for instance, was decidedly cold short. It 
was, therefore, to the judicions combination of different characters 
of iron in piling, that the good quality of the rails was due. 

DR. HUNT dwelt on the importance of a close study of the effects 
of minute variations in chemical composition of the metal on its 
physical properties. Thus, in the case of Swedish iron, so justly 
esteemed for its purity, we know its excellence is in inverse propor- 
tion to the amount of phosphorus it contains. If there are isomerie 
conditions under which the same substance may exist in combination 
with iron, it is important to know it; and in no way can we arrive 
at a satisfactory comprehension of the whole subject, than by just 
such a thorough chemical investigation as Mr. Holley suggests. 
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THE ORE KNOB COPPER MINE AND SOME RELATED 
DEPOSITS. 

BY T.   STERRY HUNT,  LL.D.,  F.R.S.,  BOSTON,   MASS. 

THIS remarkable mine, to which attention has lately been drawn, 
is situated not far from the New River, in Ashe County, North 
Carolina, on a spur of the Blue Ridge which lies between the main 
crest of this name and the so-called Iron Mountain, a part of the 
Unaka or Smoky Mountain range. It is on a true fissure-lode, 
which cuts the strata of gneiss and mica-schist of the region. 
These, which have the lithological characters of what I have called 
the Montalban or White Mountain series, have here a dip of about 
forty-five degrees to the southeast, while the lode is vertical, with a 
course north 60° east. Both the country-rock and the lode, as is 
usual in this region, are decomposed to considerable depths; and the 
latter exhibits a cap of hydrous peroxide of iron or gossan, blocks 
of which, left by the denudation of the softer inclosing rock, arc 
scattered over the surface, and first called attention to the locality as 
a source of iron ore. In sinking upon this lode, it was found that 
the porous gossan at a certain depth became charged with carbonate 
and red oxide of copper, and lower down was replaced by sulphu- 
retted ores of this metal of remarkable richness. This deposit was 
worked for copper, in an irregular manner, before the late civil war, 
but was afterwards abandoned, and only reopened during the pres- 
ent year, by Messrs. S. S. & J. E. Clayton, of Baltimore. The outcrop 
has been traced for 1900 feet, and the sulphuretted copper ores have 
been met with in five shafts in a distance of 661 feet, a drift having 
moreover been carried for the above distance through the solid ore. 
The breadth of the lode, so far as opened, varies from six to eight 
feet to fourteen feet in places, and that of the outcrop of gossan is, 
in some parts, twenty feet. 

After comparing this deposit with the copper mines of Ducktown, 
Polk County, Tennessee, and those of Carroll County, Virginia, it is 
evident that we have, at Ore Knob, to do with the same kind of 
black ores as were met with in these mines, and will be noticed fur- 
ther on. Beneath the gossan, at Ore Knob, is found, in sonic parts, 
an iron-black, friable, drusy, crystalline, sulphuretted ore, inclosing 
grains of quartz, garnet, and magnetite, besides a black non-mag- 
netic mineral, not attacked by nitric acid. This ore contains about 
36 per cent. of copper, and portions have the mineralogical charac- 
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ters of the vitreous and purple ores, while others contain a larger 
proportion of iron sulphide, and approach copper pyrites in compo- 
sition. Along the northwest side of the lode, at Ore Knob, is a 
vein-stone of glassy quartz, carrying purple ore, but with this excep- 
tion the whole breadth of the lode, so far as now opened, consists of 
these friable and imperfectly crystalline ores to a depth of between 
twenty and thirty feet, where they arc replaced by a more solid ore, 
consisting of an admixture of pyritous copper with iron pyrites, car- 
rving, on an average, about 12 per cent. of copper. At the time of 
my visit to the mine, in July last, about 1400 tons of ore had been 
raised, consisting almost wholly of the dark-colored friable varieties, 
and averaging more than 25 per cent, of copper. These ores are 
rapidly oxidized by exposure to the air, yielding much sulphate of. 
copper. 

The decay of the ore in the vein, and that of the feldspathic 
rocks which inclose it, have gone on together, and are examples of 
that wide-spread decomposition which we find in the crystalline 
rocks of the Appalachians wherever they have escaped denudation. 
The vein occurs on the northern slope of a hill, upon the crest of 
which the sulphuretted ore was found beneath the gossan, at a depth 
of 68 fret, and in the four succeeding shafts, at intervals in a dis- 
tance of 6G1 feet down the slope, at depths of sixty, fifty-one, forty- 
eight, and forty feet from the surface; the plane of decomposition, 
or rather that of oxidation, sloping less rapidly than that of the sur- 
face of the soil. 

It is very instructive to compare this deposit with those of Polk 
County, Tennessee, and of Carroll County, Virginia, which I have 
lately examined. The first of these are at the celebrated Ducktown 
mines, well described in the report of Messrs. Trippel & Credner 
to the American Bureau of Mines, in 1866. In this, as in the . 
earlier published reports of Messrs. Whitney, Blake, and others, 
these deposits of Ducktown are indicated as conforming in dip and 
strike with the inclosing mica-schist, and not as fissure-lodes. Not- 
withstanding their apparent intercalation, I am, however, disposed 
to regard them not as contemporaneous with the strata, but as sub- 
sequent deposits in rifts and fissures. This relation of contempo- 
raneous or subsequent deposition is evidently the fundamental dis- 
tinction in mineral deposits, and in the latter case it is but a secon- 
dary consideration whether the opening in the strata, in which the 
endogenous mineral mass has been formed, is transverse or, for 
greater or less distances, conformable to the stratification. It is 
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doubtless, in some cases, difficult to distinguish between the con- 
temporaneous impregnation of a sedimentary deposit and the pene- 
tration by diffusion which often attends the subsequent deposition of 
a metallic ore in fissures, since, in the cases where these conform to 
the strata, the local impregnations sometimes give the aspect, of a 
passage from the lode to the adjacent rock. Fine examples of lodes 
intercalated for considerable distances with the strata are. seen in the 
granitic vein-stones which abound in the gneisses and mica-schists of 
the Montalban series in some parts of Maine, as already described 
by me elsewhere; and also in the thin parallel veins which, at Win- 
slow, in that State, carry cassiterite and mispickel in a gangue of 
fluorite, quartz, and mica. These are intercalated between the beds 
of a micaceous limestone with great regularity, and arc only here 
and there seen to traverse the beds, thus-revealing their posterior 
origin. They were described and exhibited by me at a former 
meeting of the Institute, and an account of them will be found in 
our first volume of proceedings. 

In both of these cases, however, the endogenous character and 
posterior origin of these deposits is evident from their structure and 
mineral composition, and it is in like manner, after a careful study 
of the Duektown copper deposits, and a comparison of them with 
that of Ore Knob in North Carolina, and with others in Carroll 
County, Virginia, that I feel constrained to regard them as having 
been formed in the midst of the strata, and as apt in any part of their 
distribution to appear as transverse veins. There are, it is true, in 
this immediate vicinity, impregnations in the mica-schists which 
simulate closely those of contemporaneous origin, but the groat 
masses of pyritous ores and other associated minerals, as disclosed 
in the deep workings of the East Tennessee mine at Ducktown, have 
all the characters of true vein-stones. The massive pyrrhotine and 
chalcopyrite which form the metalliferous parts of the deposit, are 
traversed by large crystals of zoisite, idoorase, hornblende, and pyrox- 
ene, the latter sometimes an inch in diameter and six inches in 
length. The hornblende crystals are often curved, and sometimes 
partially broken across, and their transverse fissures are filled with 
sulphurets, which are also occasionally interposed between the 
cleavage planes of the angite crystals. These silicates arc sometimes 
incrusted with chalcopyrite, with galena, with blende, and more 
rarely with crystallized chalcopyrite; molybdenite is also met with. 
But for these associations of sulphuretted ores it would be impossible 
to distinguish specimens of these silicates from those met with in the 
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Laurentian vein-stones, so well known to mineralogists, and the re- 
semblance to the latter is still more complete in the great masses of 
white eleavable augite rock which form portions of the vein-stone, 
and in others which are an aggregate of long prisms of greenish 
hornblende imbedded in a gangue of white crystalline calcite. With 
these arc associated varieties of finely fibrous hornblende, greenish, 
brownish, or snow-white in color. The disposition of these masses 
is more or less regular, and, in some cases at least, parallel to the 
plane of the lode. In one instance a layer of prisms of white horn- 
blende, two or three inches in length, is arranged in a columnar 
manner, transverse to the wall, the interstices between them being 
filled with chalcopyrite. Layers of vitreous translucent quartz, with 
inclosed masses of sulphides, are also found, having all the aspects 
of ordinary qnartzose vein-stones. A pale cinnamon-colored garnet, 
sometimes in crystals half an inch in diameter, is also met with im- 
bedded in quartz, or more frequently in chalcopyrite. The latter 
also occasionally contains large and fine crystals of mispickel. A col- 
lection of these various minerals and mineral aggregates, all of which 
I obtained last summer from the workings at the East Tennessee 
mine in Ducktown, would, I think, convince the student familiar 
with vein-stones that this great deposit, whatever its attitude with 
regard to the inclosing rocks, is of posterior formation, and identical 
in the mode of its generation with ordinary concretionary veins. 
Similar evidences, though less completely displayed, are seen at the 
Isabella and Mary mines, which are opened in the same vicinity in 
lodes distinct from the East Tennessee mine. 

It is worthy of remark that garnet and hornblende like those of 
Dncktown, arc found with the copper pyrites of the Ore Knob, the 
character of which as a true fissure-vein is well defined. Passing 
thnnec into Carroll County, Virginia, large interstratified copper lodes 
are met with, apparently identical with those of Ducktown, and often 
bounded by layers of vitreous quartz, which sometimes forms large 
crystals rounded on the angles and incrusted with copper sulphides. 
Similar specimens occur in the clearly transverse lode of Ore Knob. 
In the Carroll County deposits, moreover, fragments of mica-schist, 
which forms the inclosing rock, are found imbedded in the sul- 
phurets of the lode, and the contact of the wall-rock with the layers 
of quartz is perfectly well defined. It should be said that both here 
and .at Ducktown, the country-rock, as at Ore Knob, presents the 
characters of the Montalban series. Mica-schists, occasionally with 
garnet, staurolite, and kyanite, predominate, and are associated with 
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a blackish, very hornblendic gneiss, and also with a fine-grained 
grayish-white gneiss, which, at depths where decomposition has not 
penetrated, resembles that obtained at many places in Maine and 
New Hampshire. A rock of this kind is quarried near Hillsville, 
in Carroll County, Virginia. 

The great ore-deposits of Ducktown are certainly very variable in 
breadth, ranging from three hundred feet to not more than twenty. 
They are, according to Credner and Trippel, occasionally pinched 
out in their longitudinal extension, and so succeeded by others as to 
allow of their being described as lenticular masses arranged en éché- 
lon. At the same time the length of these is very considerable ; one 
at Ducktown has been worked continuously for the black ores for 
very nearly a mile, and another has been opened for a still greater 
distance in Carroll County, Virginia, where also large quantities 
of black ores like those of Ducktown and of Ore Knob were ex- 
tracted before the war. 

The curious phenomenon of the occurrence of the black ores in 
these deposits between the gossan above and the unchanged pyritous 
ores beneath has often been described, and- there seems no reason to 
question the received explanation that they owe their origin to the 
reduction, in some imperfe?ly explained way, of the sulphates for- 
merly generated by oxidation in the upper portion of the lodes, 
which, as is well known, is changed into a porous mass of hydrous 
peroxide of iron holding more or less oxide and green carbonate of 
copper in its lower portions. Pyrrhotine, as I have found, is not 
without action on copper solutions, and its agency has been, with 
great probability, suggested by Prof. Henry Wurtz as accounting for . 
the precipitation of a copper sulphide. The analyses by Trippel 
and others have shown that this black ore is chiefly a sulphide, in 
which iron sometimes predominates, while more generally it contains 
a large proportion of copper, and approaches in composition to 
copper-glance, crystals of which species, according to Mr. August 
Raht, occur in druses in some varieties of this ore, while in other 
eases it approaches more nearly to erubescite or to chalcopyritc in 
its composition. Some of these ores hold grains of native copper 
or crystals of red oxide; while copper-vitriol, as a result of oxida- 
tion, often impregnates these more or less porous or cellular ores, 
the drainage-waters from which contain large quantities of this salt. 
The production of cement copper obtained at Ducktown by pas-sing 
the water from certain of the workings over scrap iron is equal to 
about 5000 pounds monthly, and the water holds, in some cases, as 
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much as one part in a thousand of copper, although the solutions are 
generally much more dilute. 

The black ores arc found in direct contact with the unchanged 
sulphides of the Ducktown lode, and it is by an error, that the con- 
stant existence of a zone of pyrites free from copper between the over- 
lying black ore and the productive masses of yellow copper beneath 
has been asserted. The fact is, that these great pyritons lodes vary 
in composition in different parts, both horizontally and vertically, 
and it has sometimes happened, that a portion comparatively poor in 
copper has been met with just below the black ores, while elsewhere, 
at the Mary mine in Ducktown, excellent yellow ores are found 
in that position. The breadth of these deposits is very great. The 
chief western lode at Ducktown varies from twenty to ninety feet, 
while the great middle lode, on which the Isabella and Eureka 
mines are situated, attains more than three hundred feet. All the 
portions of these immense lodes not being equally rich in copper, it 
has been found advantageous for the purpose of exploring them, and 
of determining what parts may be rained with the greatest profit, to 
make use of the annular diamond drill, which has just been em- 
ployed at Ducktown with remarkable success. The great 300-foot 
lode, dipping to the southeast at a high angle, has been traversed by 
two borings nearly at right angles to the plane of the lode, and the 
inspection of the cores removed shows the existence of two large 
bands of workable copper ore, interposed in the enormous mass of 
pyrites. 

The; copper deposits of Carroll County, Virginia, occur, as has 
already been said, under conditions precisely similar to those of Duck- 
town, with outerops of gossan, which were at one time worked as iron 
ores, and subsequently, before the war, furnished large quantities of 
the so-called black copper ores, yielding from twenty to forty per cent. 
of the metal. One of these interbedded lodes has been traced for a 
distance of several miles, and opened in many places along a distance 
of about five miles. The black ores, where they were thickest and 
most abundant, were alone extracted, and the unchanged ores be- 
neath, though in many cases carrying a good deal of copper, were 
neglected. The chief lode varying generally from twenty to forty 
feet in width, attains in one part about two hundred feet. Other 
parallel lodes have been observed in the vicinity, and it is known 
that- the adjacent counties of Floyd and Grayson all contain large 
deposits of a similar kind. From the exposures seen, and the facts 
made known in the vicinity of Hillsville, there is little doubt that a 
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system of exploration like that which has been pursued at Ducktown, 
would develop in this region large quantities of copper ore, in addi- 
tion to which, the iron pyrites which forms the greater part of the 
lode, would furnish a supply of sulphur ore comparable with that 
which the deposits in Spain now furnish to Great Britain. The day 
is probably not far distant, when these stores of sulphurate in South- 
ern Virginia will be rendered available, not only for the extraction 
of copper, but for the manufacture of sulphuric acid, for the purpose 
of preparing the great supplies of mineral phosphates which abound 
in South Carolina, and are now treated with the acid made from 
Sicilian sulphur. 

 

ME. RAYJTOKD. —With regard to the change in the gossan men- 
tioned by Dr. Hunt, and the explanation he gives, I think we may 
be helped to a comprehension of the matter by a little different state - 
ment of it which probably, after all, if analyzed, would prove to be 
but another way of putting Dr. Hunt's views. Since the gossan is 
acknowledged to be the product of superficial agencies, and particu- 
larly of percolating waters, it is evident that the line of drainage 
along the vein will be likely to be the lower limit of the Zone of 
gossan ; but this line will not be parallel with the surface. It may 
follow, roughly, some of the inequalities of the surface, but its general 
tendency will be less steeply inclined. In other words, water will 
run under ground in an inclination less steep than that of a hillside. 
It is, indeed, .by the operation of causes, among which this principle 
is one, that the present surface, resulting from gradual degradation 
of mountains, is less steep than the former surface. Disintegration 
and denudation continually reduce the talus. 

With regard to the view expressed by Dr. Hunt, concerning the 
nature of the cupriferous deposits of Ducktown, Twin., I would 
call attention to the fact that in pronouncing these deposits to be 
fissure-veins, Dr. Hunt contradicts the opinion of Professor Cred- 
ner, who, some eight or nine years ago, examined the mine and 
declared the deposits to be lenticular masses merely. His descrip- 
tion of them will be found in a report issued by the " American 
Bureau of Mines," for which he furnished the field-notes. He decided 
against the theory of fissure-veins, in this case, because he found 
that the inclosing slates had continued unbroken at the points where 
so-called faults in the ore deposit occurred, bringing the thin edge 
VOL. 11.-9 
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of one ore body en échélon, as it were, to the edge of another; also, 
because the form of the ore bodies is lenticular; and, finally, 
because, so far as he could observe, the copper pyrites in depth oc- 
curred in a central zone of great purity and massive character, 
shading off on both sides to a mere impregnation in the country 
rock. Concerning Dr. Credner's competency and trustworthiness as an 
observer, there can be no question, but Dr. Hunt has had the advantage 
of the additional development of the underground working of these 
mines, of the light thrown upon them by the features of the Ore Knob 
deposit, and, finally, of explorations made across the veins by means of 
the diamond drill. The last item is worthy of attention. Every mining 
engineer knows how  tittle we are usually able to see of the structure 
of a vein by  assing through the underground workings. We are, for 
the mostart, merely inspecting cavities from which the original 
aterial has been removed. The walls may not be accessible; or they 
may have been blasted away. The floors of the galleries may be 
covered with slime, or running water, or planks, and both roof and 
floor may consist of timbering and waste rook, giving us no view of the 
rock in place, except where, the vein being pinched or barren, pillars 
left standing present us with sections of it. The heads of new drifts and 
cross-cuts, and the sides and bottoms of shafts, afford us, in most 
cases, our principal data, which we reinforce by cross-questioning 
workmen, to discover 
how the vein appeared in this or that place now empty, or  nacces- 
sible. It is evident that the cores furnished by the diamond drill, 
constitute an important addition to the evidence upon which the 
mining engineer may determine the character and value of the de- 
posit. It is from such evidence as to the cross-section of the Duck- 
town veins that Dr. Hunt declares them to possess a banded struc- 
ture, with interstitial space and vugs characteristic of deposits pos- 
terior in origin to the inclosing rocks. 

Du. HUNT desired to do full justice to Mr. Credner for his 
investigations. He thought the nature of the fissures which contain 
the ore might be well illustrated by what is called " shaky" lumber, 
where a board shows a number of small fissures or   acks, irregularly 
scattered through it, but all in the direction of its fibres. On the 
other hand, a regular fissure-vein might be compared to a single 
straight crack in a board. 

MK. RAYMOND said the occurrence of fissures in the same belt, 
having the same general strike and dip, and parallel with the in- 
closing rocks, though not continuous with each other, is a phenom- 
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enon more common perhaps in America than elsewhere. He be- 
lieved it to be (as Professor Blake suggested at a former meeting), 
the result of the greater simplicity and extent of our geological for- 
mations, which' are characterized by the action of similar forces 
throughout considerable areas. He considered, for instance, the 
so-called mother-lode in California, to be not a continued fissure, but 
a series of fissures in a zone of maximum tension along the flank of 
the Sierra. Prof. Blake showed, long ago, that the Princeton vein 
on the Mariposa estate in California, although having a general 
coincidence with the inclosing rocks, does not everywhere follow 
their stratification, but at certain points, for short distances at least, 
clearly cuts across them, as, when we separate by force two pieces of 
wood which have been glued together, the new fissure may follow 
the former line of separation, but it is likely that in many places it 
will depart from that line, the wood giving way rather than the glue. 
That this belt along the Sierra is really a zone of tension seems to 
be indicated by the reverse dip of the slates, which, on the surface, 
may dip towards the axis of the mountain, instead of running upon 
the mountain, as one would naturally expect. Prof. "Whitney's 
survey has shown that, in some of the deep canons which intersect 
the Sierra on the west, this reverse surface-dip of the slates can be 
plainly seen to change 'to a vertical, and, at a greater depth, to an 
eastward dip. If this is generally the case throughout the belt re- 
ferred to, then the slates on the surface arc bent backwards like the 
leaves of a book, and nothing is more natural than that they should 
part, as leaves in that position would, in lines more or less nearly 
parallel by stratification. 

 

THE MINING INDUSTRY AT ILLUSTRATED
AT THE VIENNA EXPOSITION.* 

BY E. W.  RAYMOND, PH.D.,  NEW YORK. 

AT the Liege meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute of Great 
Britain, in August, 1873, and also at the Vienna Convention of 
Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, at the end of August, and at 
the convention of German geologists, at Wiesbaden, in the first part 

* Extract from the President's address.
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of September, it was clearly to be seen that the resources and indus- 
tries of the United States are objects of deepest interest abroad. The 
convention at Vienna was intended to be international in character, 
but the preparations were made so hastily and at so late a day, that 
the committee having the matter in charge did not feel justified in 
attempting to carry out the whole programme. Indeed, at one time, 
in an ill-founded fear lest the attendance should not be respectable 
in numbers, they publicly announced that the meeting would not be 
held. But a great many persons who, like myself, were already on 
the way, and who did not notice this change of plan, went to Vienna, 
notwithstanding; and so it came to pass that a large number of en- 
gineers wore gathered, among them such men as Akerman, of Sweden, 
Fricsc, Patera, Von Hauer, Posepny, Ruecker, Thierry, Groeger, and 
many others, of Vienna, Abdullah Bey, of Constantinople, the ven- 
erable Gactxsehmann, of Freiberg, Brassert, of Bonn, and a distin- 
guished array from Bohemia, Transylvania, Hungary, and Germany. 
Under the circumstances, the business of the convention was confined 
to the conclusion of arrangements for a more formal gathering here- 
after, and the appointment of a committee to take this matter in 
charge. 

The meeting at Vienna fell short, in this way, of the results at 
first anticipated. It nevertheless afforded me an excellent opportu- 
nity of personal intercourse with men who actively represent the dif- 
ferent branches of mining and metallurgy abroad. Frequent conver- 
sations with them showed me that it is the general impression that deep 
mining for the metals in Europe is on the decline. The greatest 
activity at present is devoted to iron, coal, and salt. The increasing 
cost and, in a large, number of instances, the decreasing product of 
the silver mines in depth has led to a general discouragement of that 
industry. One effect of this has been a decided advance in the direc- 
tion of concentration; another will perhaps be the gradual discon- 
tinuance of many mining operations, not because the deposits are 
actually exhausted, but because the determination and the capital 
are, wanting to continue the necessary costly explorations, and to re- 
construct the ancient underground workings, so as to permit the in- 
troduction of the best machinery for extraction. Thus, the mines at 
Freiberg, that ancient city of technical industry and instruction, are 
palpably diminishing in product, and consuming their known re- 
sources of ore. Had the deep Elbe, adit, long ago advocated by the 
lamented Von Herder, been begun in time, it might now be avail- 
able as a means of prolonging and perhaps rejuvenating this famous 
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industry. Meanwhile there is no reason to expect au immediate 
collapse. It is not in a day that such an industry can fall from the 
proud eminence it has laboriously won and maintained for centuries. 

Evidently, however, the eyes of men are universally turned in 
looking for the future of vein mining to new lauds like Australia 
and America, and to those old lands in the far East, which, under 
the magic touch of modern civilization, have regained their youth. 
To this country, where natural obstacles and high rates of labor call 
forth so many ingenious economical devices, the world is looking for 
contributions to mechanical progress in mining; for the solution of 
many problems which have been neglected abroad. It is upon our 
virgin soil and upon the basis afforded by our scarcely diminished 
mineral wealth that the great experiments will be tried, and it is the 
superior, restless, and daring ingenuity of our people which may be 
expected to strike out new lines of practice. It is true, we are defi- 
cient still in disciplined judgment and in knowledge of established 
principles; but these things we shall acquire, partly by the help of 
our own experience, partly by the importation of men and ideas from 
abroad. Grafted upon our wild but vigorous stock, the science of 
the Old World will bear new and more glorious fruit. 

The acknowledgment I have made with regard to the mining and 
metallurgical engineers at Vienna, will apply with equal force to the 
German geologists, assembled in convention at Wiesbaden. It was 
evident that no topic discussed at that convention, with a single ex- 
ception, more profoundly interested the whole body of distinguished 
savants present than the geology of the United States. The excep- 
tion to which I refer was the masterly paper of Baron Von Itieht- 
hofeir on the geology of China, the first fruits of a prolonged and 
able examination of that almost unknown empire. 

The Vienna Exposition naturally afforded an opportunity for ob- 
taining a very excellent and comprehensive survey of the present 
condition of the mining and metallurgical activity abroad. The 
representation of the United States in this department was so imper- 
fect as not to throw much light upon the question of our condition 
and prospects; bst this, although it might be a disadvantage to Eu- 
ropean visitors, was a matter of relatively little importance to Ameri- 
cans, who visited Vienna, not to see their own country, but to study 
the rest of the world. It is not possible, without much more detailed 
labor than I have been able to bestow upon this subject, to give au 
exhaustive report upon mining and metallurgical science as illus- 
trated at the Vienna Exposition, but I have thought that a few gen- 
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eral statements, embodying some of the more salient and interesting 
features, would not be without interest on the present occasion. 

First and foremost, the professional visitor to the Exposition could 
not fail to be impressed with the universal practice in Europe of 
basing industries of mining upon the thorough preparatory works of 
geological surveys.    Surveys now going forward upon the continent 
surpass all previous undertakings of this character in minuteness 
and in extent.   One of the most interesting exhibits of this kind con- 
tained in the Exposition was that of the Imperial Royal Geological 
Institution of Austria, which has its headquarters in Vienna, and is 
carrying on through that vast empire a most valuable geological 
survey.    The Institution exhibited a copy of its great geological 
map of the empire, not yet published, together with numerous min- 
ing maps, and a collection of 1600 samples of characteristic minerals, 
including ores, fuel, and building materials from all parts of the em- 
pire. The additional exhibition of fossils possessed a great interest 
for the palæontologist. An exhibition of artificial crystals, the fin- 
est, perhaps, of this character in the world, could not fail to attract 
both the amateur and the scientist. Prussia, Bavaria, Baden, Sax- 
ony, and other states, made exhibition of maps, plans, samples, etc.; 
from the geological surveys which in those states are the basis of 
the mining industry. It is easy to say that mining owes little to 
geology. This is, indeed, quite likely to be the case in a country 
like our own where the miner has only to pursue his explorations in 
untrodden soils, and to skim the cream from the rich mineral treas- 
ures which Nature has provided; but in older lands, where the richer 
and more easily discovered deposits are beginning to be exhausted, 
and the future of mining is a question of serious anxiety, the ex- 
plorations and determinations of the geologist are vitally important 
both to the technical industry and to the state itself.    One of the 
most beautiful geological maps exhibited at Vienna was that of a 
portion of Sweden, which attracted great attention on account of its 
large scale (one to 50,000) and its minute accuracy.    On this map 
the peculiarities of the surface formations are rigorously laid down, 
even where they consist of nothing but comparatively thin deposits 
of alluvium.    The result is that no deposit appears to be continuous 
over large areas, and where we would color a whole county as gran- 
ite or sandstone, the Swedish map shows it spotted all over with 
small areas of earth, gravel, etc., and only here and there outcrops 
of the granite or the sandstone.    You will perceive that the prin- 
ciple here involved is highly important.    Such a map could not be 
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considered satisfactory by the geological student, since neither to his 
eye nor to his reason does it clearly indicate the geological structure 
of the country on a grand scale. On the other hand, furnishing as 
it does a minutely accurate photograph, so to speak, of the actual 
surface foundation, it is, indeed, most valuable for the farmer, since 
it permits what our ordinary geological maps do not, a careful classi- 
fication of soils, and a determination of localities useful for brick- 
clays, fire-clays, etc. It is, in other words, a highly detailed and 
scientific form of the ordinary surveyor's report, and, it seems to me, 
is not to be despised by the geologist. In fact, our geological maps 
ought hereafter to be prepared in both ways; once for the descrip- 
tion of the structure of the country, and once for the description of 
its surface. 

England, being at a great distance from the Exposition, did not 
make a very extensive display of her mining and metallurgical in- 
dustry ; yet single exhibitors were not wanting, whose products 
reflected great credit upon their country. One of the most interest- 
ing things in the English department, was the collection of samples 
of the wrought iron produced in Sicmen's direct-process furnace, and 
also a model of the furnace, as well as of the Siemens-Martin steel 
furnace, which it is probable will be the chief consumer of the wrought 
iron produced by the direct process. It was reported at Vienna, as 
the claim of the inventor, that 50 per cent. of iron was obtained from 
67 per cent. ores. Models of Whitwell's hot-air stove for the blast- 
furnace were also exhibited. The Oriental colonies of England 
were in some respeets more worthily represented than the mother 
country. The salines of the Punjaub, the rock salt and the marine 
salt of the Peninsula, the product of which amounts to 12,000,000 
hundredweights per annum, and yields to the government a profit 
of £5,000,000 sterling, were represented. Also the coal of the inte- 
rior, half a million tons of which are annually mined, more than 
half of this quantity being consumed by the railroads. A curious 
illustration of the advantage, both of geological science and the 
interchange of information, is found in the circumstance, that since 
the great discoveries of potash salts at Stassfurth, in Prussia, accom- 
panying the beds of ordinary rock salt, these substances have also 
been recognized in the Indian deposits, and may be expected to add 
an important element to the Indian industry. Samples of Wootz 
steel were also on exhibition. The copper production of India is 
small, and confined to one work. Tin occurs both in granite and, 
as stream tin, in alluvial formations. The production of Malacca 
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is now about 200,000 hundredweights. Galena, native sulphur, 
excellent graphite for crucibles, alluvial gold and diamonds are the 
principal other mineral products. The famous days of the mines of 
Golconda are, however, past. The present product is comparatively 
small, and the occurrence of large and valuable stones is exceedingly 
rare. In this direction, however, it is not at all improbable that 
thorough geological surveys might lead to the discovery of new 
localities not less productive than those which once supplied the 
world. Speaking of diamonds, I am reminded of the exhibition of 
these stones from Africa, particularly of the " Star of Africa," which is 
one of the largest stones ever brought from those fields. It weighed 
83 carats at the time of its discovery, and 46½ carats after cutting, 
and is valued at £40,000 sterling. Diamonds were also exhibited 
from Queensland, which distinguished itself, moreover, by a gold 
bar of 104 pounds, and by a fine piece of malachite, exhibited at the 
Exposition. Of course, however, the grand display of malachite 
was from Russia. 

The industries of Sweden were represented not only by an ex- 
tremely comprehensive, well-arranged exhibition of products, but 
also by a special catalogue, compiled with great labor and beautifully 
printed, which contains perhaps the most comprehensive view of 
the condition and prospects of that prosperous country that can any- 
where be obtained. It is evident from this volume and from the 
exhibition of products, that the iron industry of Sweden is about to 
undergo a radical change, since the new works that are being erected 
arc mostly arranged for the Bessemer process, which must be con- 
sidered very suitable for Sweden, since on the one hand, most of the 
Swedish ores are well fitted for it, and, on the other hand, the con- 
sumption of fuel required by this process is not much more than 
half as great as in the Lancashire hearth process, hitherto in gen- 
eral use. The product of Bessemer metal in Sweden was, in the 
year 1871, only 189,000 hundredweights, and it must be confessed 
that the Bessemer process, though early adopted in some localities, 
has made on the whole but slow progress in the kingdom. The 
principal cause of this circumstance lies in the great expense con- 
neeted with the Bessemer plant and the necessity of conducting Bes- 
semer operations on a large scale. Moreover the Bessemer process 
is more naturally fitted, not for the manufacture of wrought iron, or 
of ingots and bars, but for the immediate manufacture of rails or 
other products from the cast ingots. But this secondary manufac- 
ture has yet to grow up in Sweden and to make its market in foreign 
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lands. Nevertheless all the new iron-works on the railroads are 
Bessemer works. In the year 1872 four new ones were completed, 
a fifth is to go into operation, and many others arc in prospect. 
Martin steel has been manufactured since the year 1868, in one or 
two places, in small quantities. Cast steel is manufactured accord- 
ing to Uehatius's method from granulated pig mixed with pulverized 
rich ores and some coal. The melting takes place in plumbago 
crucibles in English wind furnaces heated with coke. The iron and 
steel manufacture of Sweden is not yet sufficient to supply entirely 
the necessities of the country itself, but it is rapidly attaining these 
dimensions. Next to iron, the copper industry is perhaps the most 
important, and this produced in 1871, 33,426 hundredweights of 
copper, and 2272 hundredweights of blue vitriol. Gold is still 
extracted in small quantities from the copper pyrites of Falun. 
Argentiferous galena is mined in a few places. The old works of 
Sala still continue to be the foremost. The product of silver in the 
year 1871 was 2292 pounds, and of lead 2095 hundredweights. 
Nickel is produced in small quantities. Zinc is not produced in 
Sweden. Considerable quantities of zinc blende are shipped, par- 
ticularly from Ammeberg, out of the country. The shipment of 
this zinc ore in 1871 was 756,853 hundredweights. Sweden pro- 
duces no salt except from the sea, and the artificial evaporation has 
long been given up on account of the price of fuel. 

Manganese ore is obtained in several mines; sulphur is manufac- 
tured from pyrites, mostly at Falun; graphite is produced in West- 
manland; and felspar, for the porcelain fabrication, is quarried in 
many parts of the country, particularly in the Stockholm district. 
At the famous quarry of Ytterby occur, together with the felspar, a 
number of very rare minerals, containing the alkaline earths of 
Erbium, Terbium, and Yttrium. 

The product of manganese ore, graphite, and sulphur was, in va- 
rious years, as follows: 

1860. 1870. 1871. 

Manganese ore, cwt., …  16,488  9156 

Graphite,     “ … 900 900 l1l1 

Sulphur,     “   …   4002 11,121 7871 

"Russia," it has been said, "belongs to the future." One is 
sometimes tempted to reverse the statement, and to say, "the future 
belongs to Russia;" so clear is it that the vast industrial and natural 
resources of this half Asiatic empire, when once under active and 
skilful development, with the facilities of communication and trans- 
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portation which other nations enjoy, will revolutionize in many 
respects the commercial relations of Europe. The most character- 
istic mineral product of Russia at present is platinum, of which the 
annual exportation, though small--only 1000 lb.--is all-important 
to certain sciences and industries. The English department of the 
Exposition, by the way, contained a platinum retort, valued at 
$19,000, and capable of concentrating 20,000 lb. of sulphuric acid 
daily; also, a large ingot of palladium, valued at about $10,000, 
and extracted from $5,000,000 of platiniferous gold. 

The extent, beauty, and scientific arrangement of the numerous 
exhibitions illustrating the mineral industries of the German Empire 
were such as to preclude a description on the present occasion. I pass 
the subject, therefore, with this simple mention, remarking only that 
it is one upon which I can the better afford to de silent here, since 
abundant information concerning it is easily accessible; and the 
Exposition, though it afforded an attractive and striking illustration 
of these manifold and productive industries, can scarcely be said to 
have shown them in any novel light. 

In the departments of mining and metallurgy, as in almost all 
others, the Austrian Empire was facile princeps at the Exposition. 
The extraordinary extent and splendor of its display in many indus- 
tries was but the natural result of the patriotic pride of its citizens; 
but patriotism cannot extemporize mines and furnaces, or the skill 
to analyze and explain their operations. The exhibition of Austria 
(in which term I mean to include the Hungarian Kingdom) consti- 
tuted an amazing revelation of natural resources, and of the national 
power to wield them; and its effect upon the beholder would have 
been still more profound had it been collected in one place, instead 
of being distributed among many independent halls and buildings. 

One of the most striking of these was the exhibition of the Min- 
istry of Agriculture (which, in Austria, includes the administration 
of mines). Here might be seen the crude and manufactured products, 
models, maps, drawings, tools, technical descriptions, and statistics, 
and complete histories, illustrating the mines operated by the state. 
Among these are eighteen salt works, which yield a net revenue of 
$8,000,000, The celebrated mine of Wicliczka, so nearly ruined by 
inundation three or four years ago, testified its renewed activity by 
a magnificent pyramid of rock-salt, and a collection of tools, maps, 
etc., constituting a complete synopsis of its history. The Ausseer 
Works exhibited a map dated 1611. The copper-smelting works of 
Brixlegg, in the Tyrol, were represented by a stately obelisk of pure 
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copper, and by a large collection of maps, drawings, specimens, etc. 
In the display of products, etc., from Idria, was included a kettle 
containing 15,000 pounds of quicksilver, in which floated a 48-pound 
cannon-ball. The ancient industry of Przibram, in Bohemia, had 
gathered itself for at least one more demonstration of vitality, and 
crowned its exhibition with a solid block of pure silver, weighing 
1000 pounds. The mining and metallurgical activity of Cariuthia 
was superbly represented by an array of iron, steel, lead, and copper 
products, which filled a large separate building; and Styria was 
scarcely behind its sister province. 

A fine display of mining machinery was made by the Machine 
Manufacturing Company, formerly Danek & Co., of Prague. This 
concern comprises three establishments, employing 1500 workmen 
and 100 engineers, draughtsmen, etc., and supplying the whole of 
Bohemia. Its exhibition included hoisting and pumping engines, 
stone-breakers, concentrating machinery, etc. One pumping engine 
was exhibited which was built in 1845, and had run without inter- 
ruption twenty-seven years. I am free to say, however, even in the 
face of such testimony, that I do not find the forms of foreign mining 
machinery superior to our own. In several particulars we arc far in 
advance, notably, I think, in stamp mills, stone-breakers, machine 
drills, and direct-acting steam pumps. 

The enormous increase of the wealth of Austria during the last 
decade has scarcely been realized by the outside world. Of all 
European countries (except Russia), this is the most richly endowed 
with undeveloped resources; and the stimulus of a liberal political 
administration, with the introduction of capital and science and rail- 
road Communications, has imparted a startling rapidity to the devel- 
opment of those resources. It has been, perhaps, an enigma to many 
how a nation notoriously bankrupt, with a regular annual deficit in 
its finances for more than a generation, defeated in war over and over 
again, could continue to borrow money at not unreasonable rates. 
The secret lay in the undeveloped wealth of Austria and Hungary, 
which constituted in the eyes of the money-lenders a guarantee of 
future payment. 

That this confidence was not misplaced, the following figures will 
show: 

The Austrian mining industry, exclusive of iron-refining and the 
salines, produced, in 1855, the value of §13,300,000. In 1871 the 
product was $28,350,000. The product of coal--an excellent measure 
of internal industry, since Austria does not export coal largely--was 
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             36,800,000 cwt. in 1855, worth $3,100,000; and 171,500,000 cwt. 
in 1871, worth $14,850,000. In 1855 there were produced 4,260,- 
000 cwt. of pig-iron, worth $7,950,000; in 1871 the quantity was 
5,830,000 cwt., worth $10,150,000. To arrive at an estimate of the 
total product of mining and metallurgical industry, we have to com- 
bine several items. 

Thus, to the general mining product, value, ............ $28,350,000 
We add the gross returns of the salines, value,.......... 10,500,000 
And the additional value of the iron refined,............. 10,000,000 

Total product for 1871, ............................... $48,850,000 

This production employs directly 101,032 men, women, and 
children. 

Italy leads the world in the production of a single substance-- 
sulphur, which is obtained from the volcanoes of Sicily. The 
amount in 1871 was 6,860,000 cwt., and the product in all the rest 
of the world for the same year was but 152,500 cwt., distributed 
among Greece, Egypt, Roumania, Algiers, Caucasus, and America. 
No account is here taken of the insignificant manufacture of sulphur 
from pyrites. Sulphuric acid is manufactured in great quantities by 
that method, but not so the sulphur itself. 

I could detain you much longer with these disconnected reminis- 
cences of a picture which is deeply impressed on my memory, but it 
would not be possible by such repetition of mere details to commu- 
nicate to you the inspiring effect produced by the mighty whole. 
Sooner or later, by one way or another, the inspiration will certainly 
come to every one of us--the sense of the greatness of this age and 
the swift uprising of the peoples, east and west, to take part therein 
--the joy of life in such a stirring time, the consciousness of respon- 
sibility, the burden of duty, the buoyancy of hope. 

 

REMARKS ON THE OCCURRENCE OF ANTHRACITE IN 

NEW MEXICO. 

BY R. W. RAYMOND, PH.D.. NEW YORK. 

THE specimen of anthracite which I exhibit is from the Ortiz 
Mine Grant, about fifteen miles southwest of Santa Fe. The beds 
belong to the lignitic formation of the Galisteo, which Hayden and 
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Lesquereux believe to be Tertiary, but which Newberrry long ago 
pronounced, on the evidence of distinctly cretaceous overlying strata, 
to be cretaceous. The anthracitic character has been imparted to the 
lignite by dykes of porpliyritic material, many of which occur on the 
Grant. It is probable that the eruptive rocks have overflowed, as 
well as broken through, the coal-bearing sandstones, and hence that 
a large part of the many thousand acres probably underlain by the 
coal in this locality would be found more or less affected, giving 
anthracite or semi-anthracite. The coal presents the usual anthracitic 
characters, having somewhat less specific gravity, and perhaps more 
water than the hardest Pennsylvania coals. According to the analyses 
of Leconte and others, it contains from 85 to 93 per cent, of fixed 
carbon; but I was surprised the other day to find in Hayden's re- 
port of the Geological Survey of Wyoming and contiguous Terri- 
tories, published in 1871, a series of analyses by Prof. Persifor 
Frazer, Jr., according to which the amount of carbon is only sonic 
69 per cent. The coal analyzed is there described as "bituminous 
coal from Old Placer Mines, San Lazaro Mountains, New Mexico," 
which is the exact locality from which the specimens analyzed by 
Leconte and others, and the specimen now exhibited to the Institute, 
were taken. The specific gravity of the coal analyzed by Professor 
Frazer is given by him as 1.443. The discrepancy between his an- 
alyses and earlier ones is in the amount of " volatile substances," in- 
cluding both hydrocarbons and oxygen or " combined water," aggre- 
gating nearly 21 per cent. The matter requires further explanation. 
If there has been no mistake as to the specimens analyzed, we must 
conclude that the character of the coal is variable--an hypothesis not 
unlikely, considering the admitted nature of its metamorphosis, but 
one which I hesitate to adopt, in view of the uniform appearance of 
the coal and its behavior under the boilers of the New Mexico Min- 
ing Company, where it was burned for several months continuously, 
giving an intense heat, and the short blue flame of anthracite, with- 
out any appearance of hydrocarbon. The specimen exhibited had 
lain exposed to the weather for four years without physical alteration. 

 During my examination of the locality I found a new exposure 
(probably the effect of a recent rainy season) where, in the side of 
the bluff, five coal-beds were seen in situ, one above the other, within 
a vertical section of a little over one hundred feet. Three of them 
were workable beds, having (to judge from the outcrops) three to five 
feet of good coal each. I cannot be positive that this was all an- 
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thracitc, no analysis having been made ; but the broken outcrops had 
that appearance. The locality is very near that of the " Old Placer " 
mine. 

PROF. FRAZER: During Hayden's geological survey of Colorado 
and New Mexico, in 1869, I visited the Real Dolores, and was di- 
rected by Colonel Anderson to the outcrop of the anthracite bed 
spoken of by the President. It lay from one-half to three-quarters 
of a mile from the Old Placer colony, near the foot of the "Apache 
lookout," a high bluff to the north of a ravine on the south side of 
which the opening was made. 

I had seen Leconte's account of this coal, and expected it to look 
just as this specimen docs. We found a dyke crossing the line of out- 
crop, and ascribed the production of anthracite from the lignite to 
its influence. The first specimen, of which I made an analysis in 
Laramie with the mouth blowpipe (and which was very small), gave 
a percentage of fixed carbon nearly as great as that reported by 
Lcconte. The other specimens which 1 found among my other col- 
lected minerals were carefully analyzed by me at the University of 
Pennsylvania, and a mean from the whole was taken, with the result 
published, as supplementary to Hayden's report of the next year. 
The appearance of the specimens which gave this unexpected varia- 
tion was in every respect (as nearly as I can remember) like that 
now exhibited. 

MR. ROTHWELL thought the experiments that had been made on 
the weight of coal when exposed to atmospheric influences, and to 
heat, might throw considerable light on the subject of the lost car- 
bon in coals in situ. 

MR. F. FIRMSTONE mentioned that they had not been able to 
notice any deterioration in anthracite coal when exposed to the 
weather, so far as its effect in the blast-furnace went. He cited the 
case of a pile of Buck Mountain coal which had been exposed in the 
yard for two or three years, and at the end of that time was used in 
the blast-furnace with equal effect to fresh coal. He couldn't say 
that the pile itself might not have lost in weight. 

MR. J. C. KENT had had a similar experience. He had been ac- 
customed to consider "freshly mined coal" to be superior to that 
which had been exposed, perhaps from the fact that miners of coal 
were so careful to emphasize its " freshness." He had, however, 
used in his furnaces some coal that had lain three years in the yard, 
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and it did full duty in  the furnace, and no diminution of amount 
and quality of gas could be noted. 

MR. LOISEAU stated, in answer to a question, that he had made 
some of his artificial fuel from anthracite coal-dust that had been 
exposed for twenty-five years, and. that it had been burned in stoves, 
grates, and furnaces, and under boilers with the best effect. 

 

REMARKS ON THE OCCURRENCE OF SOUTH AFRICAN     
DIAMONDS. 

BY R.   W. AYMOND,  PH.D.,  OF  NEW YORK. 

I HAVE the pleasure of exhibiting samples of the rook in which 
the South African diamonds are said to occur, for which I am in- 
debted to Mr. Franz Groeger, of Vienna, formerly an assistant of 
the Royal Imperial Geological Institution, whose account of the 
general geology of Southern Africa was contained in a recent num- 
ber of the proceedings of that Institution. The rock is apparently 
a sort of tufa, evidently of volcanic origin. Mr. Groeger assured 
me that it could be seen in situ, bounded by uplifted stratified rocks ; 
and that diamonds had been mined from it, by means of shafts, some 
distance below the surface. Groeger calls it " greenstone-tufa," and 
says of it, in the proceedings of the Geological Institution, " it breaks 
through the younger members of Group III [lower Trias and Jura], 
. . . .  and crops out in oval masses, filling fissures..............The oc- 
currence of this tufa is not locally limited, but has been traced and 
proved already over a large territory." 

 

DR. HUNT remarked that the material looked like the trass of the 
Rhine region. He thought it a new occurrence for diamonds. He 
believed diamonds to belong to ancient crystalline rocks, although 
these materials might be brought up by volcanic agency, and the dia- 
monds remain unaltered. In the volcanic rocks of Auvcrgne, crys- 
tals of sapphire, zircon, and spinel are found ; and yet no one sup- 
poses that these minerals have been generated by volcanic agency. 
He had had a conversation with Bertrand de Lom on this subject, 
who agreed with him that these minerals, being hard and resistant, 
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had escaped the fusing action, and remained in the mass unchanged. 
Zircons, with rounded angles as if from partial fusion, are, moreover, 
found elsewhere imbedded in basalt. 

MR. RAYMOND: Is not itacolumite considered the home of the 
diamond ? 

DR. HUNT : Of late years doubts have been thrown upon the 
statement that diamonds occur in itacolumite. 

MR. RAYMOND : But they certainly occur in the vicinity of ita- 
coliunitc in Brazil, Georgia, etc. 

DR. HUNT : It has been said that diamonds have been found in 
itacolumite, yet, on the other hand, it has been suggested that this 
occurrence might be accounted for by the recementing of a mass of 
sand into a rock like itacolumite. Itacolumite has not been noticed 
in the Golcouda and South Africa diamond fields. 

MR. ROTHWELL remembered well having seen in the collection of 
the School of Mines, in Paris, a diamond imbedded in itacolumite. 

DR. HUNT had seen a diamond imbedded in a mass of quartz 
crystals from Brazil, but immersion of the mass in warm water soon 
caused the gem to leave its setting, where it had been fastened with 
glue. 

 

ALABAMA COAL AND IRON. 

BY RICHARD P. ROTHWELL, M. E., NEW YORK. 

A REFERENCE to the geological map of Alabama shows the coal- 
measures of that State to form three distinct fields. The Coosu, or 
most easterly, contains about one hundred square miles ; the Cahaba, 
or middle field, which is also the most southern true coal in the 
United States, contains about 230 square miles ; and the Warrior 
field, which contains in the State of Alabama some 5000 square 
miles, is the southern extremity of the great carboniferous deposit, 
which extends through Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky, 
Tennessee, and Georgia. 

But very little has yet been done towards developing those coal- 
fields, partly owing to the absence of all commercial manufacturing 
enterprise in the South under slavery, and partly owing to the want 
of capital and the disturbed condition of the South since the war. 

During the past three or four years I have devoted a large part of 
my time to the examination of the coal and iron ores of this range, 
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and particularly to the coal in the Warrior and Cahaba fields, and 
the iron ores which are found in such abundance in their vi- 
cinity. My surveys and examinations have been directed especially 
to the Cahaba field, which, from its geographical position as the 
most southern coal in the State, and the most accessible by water 
communication, counting the Alabama River as the only avail- 
able stream at present, and on account of its presenting the 
greatest variety and, I believe, the best quality of coal easily acces- 
sible, will, undoubtedly, be the centre of a large industry, and must, 
in the near future, become one of the principal coal-producing dis- 
tricts of America. 

Under the stimulus of State aid a number of railroads have been 
built in Alabama within the last six years, and the prospectuses and 
reports of these have invariably counted on a large part of their 
profits coming from carrying coal and iron ; but, strangely enough, 
none of the roads were built where alone they would make the devel- 
opment of the coal-fields possible ; so we have to-day the somewhat 
peculiar phenomenon of a market at the iron ore deposits, in the 
cities of the South, and in the Gulf and export trades, calling for an 
amount of coal the carriage of which would in itself make a railroad 
profitable; a coal-field in which we know there exists an abundance 
of coal of excellent quality in large veins; and on each side of the 
field, railroads which have become bankrupt, because, through some 
strange design, they have avoided the very source from which not 
only their own prosperity, but also that of the entire State must 
come. Most of these roads appear to have been designed rather with 
the view of obtaining the State grants than of developing the great 
natural resources of this favored country, for they have avoided, 
where possible, crossing the coal-fields, or encouraging, till recently, 
by moderate freight charges the establishment of mining industries. 
Under these circumstances, and in the absence of anything deserving 
the name of a geological survey of the State, we can scarcely be sur- 
prised at the almost complete ignorance that prevails concerning the 
quality of the Alabama coals, and the number, thickness, and posi- 
tion of the coal-beds. The information which I have to give-- 
though only a general review of what my examinations have put me 
in possession of--will doubtless, therefore, be of interest to many, 
both in and out of our Institute. 

No developments of any value have been made in the Coosa field, 
beyond proving the fact of the existence of several workable beds of 
coal, which were exploited some years ago for the supply of the 

VOL.   II.--10 
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blacksmiths in the vicinity. The Coosa River could be made navi- 
gable only by a large expenditure of money, building locks and 
dams, and the coal-basin is not crossed by any railroad. The Selma, 
Rome and Dalton Railroad passes near the southern edge of this 
field, and the South and North Alabama road follows up the lime- 
stone valley, which lies between this and the Cahaba field. 

At the base of the coal-measures in Alabama, as in ether portions 
of this country, we find a series of hard, coarse-grained, and heavy- 
bedded sandstones. They do not, however, resemble the conglome- 
rate we find at the base of our anthracite coal-measures, nor are they 
even as coarse as the sandstones which lie below the West Virginia 
coals, on the Sewall Mountains and the New River, but they have 
the same effect on the topography of the country; for, being much 
harder than the rocks immediately containing the coal-beds, they 
form a well-defined ridge, running in an almost straight northeast 
and southwest line, as the western limit of the Cahaba field. 

The dip of these rocks does not usually exceed twelve degrees, 
and is frequently less than ten. Crossing the field in the direction 
of the dip (i. e., southeast), and limiting our remarks to the southern 
portion of the field, where the measures are regular and the width 
of the field greatest (about twelve miles), we note that the inclination 
of the measures increases from six to ten degrees on the western limit 
to twelve or fifteen degrees on the Cahaba River, in the vicinity of 
the Lilly Shoals, and from that to the eastern limit of the field, the 
dip increases much more rapidly, though still with tolerable regu- 
larity, till along the eastern edge of the field the rocks are dipping 
from forty-five to seventy-five degrees, or even vertical in a few places, 
the dip being constantly in a southeasterly direction. The Cahaba 
coal-field is limited on its southern and eastern sides by a fault which 
cuts off the coal-measures, and brings to the surface, on a level with 
the highest coal-beds of the field, silurian rocks, which belong fully 
7000 to 8000 feet below them. The vertical displacement of this 
enormous throw, or fault, must therefore be but little less than 10,000 
feet, or nearly two miles. I know of no other such fault in any 
part of the world. 

The Silurian rocks, which have also a steep southeast dip, are for 
the most part limestones, metamorphosed by the action of the agents 
which caused this great rupture of the earth's crust, and cherts, 
which evidently have replaced limestones, and are, in many places, 
psendomorphs of calc spar, and contain occasionally characteristic 
silurian fossils, orthoceratites, etc. In hardness, these rocks do not 
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vary greatly from the softer sandstones, and coarse and loose pebbly 
conglomerates which here constitute the higher coal-measures, and 
we do not, therefore, find any very marked ridge along the southern 
and eastern sides of the field as we do on the west, and as we would 
find were this field really a true trough-shaped basin, instead of 
being a monoclinal basin, as it is. This very remarkable feature 
exerts a notable influence on the economic value of the field. In 
the first place we have here a very much greater thickness of meas- 
ures than exists anywhere along the eastern side, and probably in 
any part of the great Warrior field, which is a true trough-shaped 
basin, with a very moderate inclination of the measures. The 
greater inclination of the Cahaba beds causes them to outcrop within 
a limited area, and as we have here a greater total thickness of meas- 
ures, so have we a greater number of coal-beds, and, consequently, 
a greater variety of coals than, I believe, exists in any part of the 
Warrior or Coosa fields. It is true, however, that there is more 
coal which can be worked above water level in the Warrior field than 
in the Gahaba, though, since in either case the hills rarely rise more 
than 150 to 200 feet above the level of the creeks, no very largo 
amount of coal will be obtained level free. From the topographical 
features of the country, a railroad crossing the southern portion of 
the Cahaba field would be graded at a considerable elevation above 
the streams, the coal would have to be raised either in shafts or on 
planes to the level of the railroads; there would, therefore, be the 
less inducement for opening mines on the lowest water level, except, 
of course, drainage levels. The small inclination of the beds would 
make it necessary to open all the lower beds by means of vertical 
shafts, which would be located with reference to shipping facilities 
on the railways. The surface of the field is very broken, valleys 
being cut in every direction, it is therefore an exceedingly difficult 
country in which to select the most desirable route for a road; not 
that there are insurmountable, or even very great obstacles to the 
construction of a road with moderate grades and good alignment 
across the southern portion of the field, but, because the road should 
be built with the special object of developing the coal-mining inter- 
ests, and should run irrespective of minor difficulties, in that portion 
of the field where the largest beds and the best qualities of coal are 
accessible at moderate depths, and where the regularity of the meas- 
ures gives promise of freedom from those faults and disturbances 
which are so serious a drawback and source of expense in practical 
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mining operations.    These are considerations which appear to have 
been overlooked in the location of all the Alabama railroads. 

The surface of these coal-fields is nearly everywhere covered by a 
virgin forest of yellow pine, oak, chestnut, and other valuable tim- 
ber. The soil is light, and not suitable for agricultural purposes, 
except in the river and creek bottoms, which are of very limited area. 

The climate is exceedingly healthy, except in the bottoms, where, 
at certain seasons of the year, ague is prevalent. 

Number and Thickness of the Coal-beds.--The coal-measures of 
the Alabama fields consist of a series of sandstones, conglomerates, 
and shales, among which we find some ten or twelve veins of work- 
able thickness, i. e., from two feet (average thickness of clean coal) 
upwards, besides a number of smaller beds, several of which are 
from 15 to 18 inches in thickness. These ten or twelve workable 
beds are distributed in two series or groups, as we find in all our 
coal-fields, notably in West Virginia, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. The 
lower group contains seven or eight workable beds, varying in 
average thickness from 3' 0" to 7' 0" of clean coal, and making an 
aggregate thickness of workable coal in the beds thus far proved 
of from 30 to 35 feet, while the upper, or Montevallo, series, which 
occupies but a very small area along the eastern side of the field, 
contains some three or four workable beds, giving an aggregate 
thickness of about 12 feet, making the total thickness of coal in 
the field, in beds of workable size, at from 40 to 50 feet. The 
enormous thickness of measures which exists between the lower beds 
of the lower series and the beds in the Montevallo, or upper, group, 
renders the lower coals so deep as to be forever inaccessible where 
we have the upper beds, hence the maximum available thickness 
of coal as yet proved in any portion of the field will not exceed 
30 to 35 feet; while, if we take the area of the Cahaba field at 230 
square miles, the average thickness of workable coal over the entire 
field would probably scarcely attain 15 feet; for in a great part of 
the field along the western side, where the measures are nearly hori- 
zontal (5°--10°) there are but two workable beds. This estimate, 
so much lower than we have been accustomed to see stated in reports 
and newspaper articles, is probably not very different from the 
thickness which the same method of estimating would give for any 
of our other bituminous coal-fields. 

Without describing in detail the peculiarities of the different veins, 
which would be out of place in a general paper of this kind, though 
of very great importance in determining on the establishment of 
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mines, I may say that the veins of the Cahaba coal-field arc gen- 
erally free from shale partings, that is, they form generally a single 
bench of coal, and in that respect will be found better adapted for 
clean mining than most of the beds of the Warrior field, where some 
of the larger veins have got a number of shale bands running through 
them. The thickness of the largest bed as yet proved in the Cahaba 
field is about 9' 0", but where examined, two feet of these nine 
formed a shale band, leaving the coal in two divisions of about 
5' 6" and V 6"; where, unfortunately, the thick bench conies on 
the top, the probability, therefore, is that the lower bench will be 
abandoned. Another vein worked to some extent during the war 
is represented to have a thickness of 7' 0" of clean coal. The good 
quality of the coal from this place is quite evident, for there still 
remain at the pit-head several hundred tons of it in large lumps, 
which have resisted very successfully the action of the atmosphere 
for some eight years now, having been all that time exposed to the 
sun and rain of a warm climate; and it is still so serviceable a fuel 
that many of the farmers send for miles to get it for their winter 
supply. The sections, Fig. 11, Plate I, one across the southern or 
widest portion of the field, the other across the basin, on the line of 
the South and North Alabama Railroad, will give the general fea- 
tures of this field, and show the remarkable fault which limits the 
coal-field on the south and east. The South and North Alabama 
Railroad section shows also one of those peculiar contortions in the 
rocks which we frequently find in the coal-fields; it is very well 
defined at this point, and has the effect of greatly interfering with 
mining operations, for such plications are the results of a crushing 
of the measures which makes the coal faulty and not unfrequently 
sulphury, even at some distance from the anticlinal and synclinal 
axes. In general, we may remark that wherever the disturbance of 
the measures is so great as to leave the beds standing at a high angle, 
say 60° to 80°, or vertical, we almost invariably find the veins are 
subject to great irregularity, both in the thickness and hardness of 
the coal; they are, in short, “faulty,” and this is as true in the 
anthracite as in the bituminous fields. The rolls which we find in 
the narrow compressed part of the field where the South and North 
Alabama Railroad crosses, disappear, or at least, so diminish in im- 
portance in the southern portion of the field that they cannot be 
designated as anticlinals, for they do not divide the field into separate 
basins. On the “Four Mile Creek” section, to which I refer, these 
rolls barely change the degree of dip over a very limited distance 
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from, say, twenty degrees to horizontal or nearly so. Undoubtedly 
they will exert an influence on mining operations, even though they 
arc not of such magnitude as to divide the field into different troughs 
or synclinal basins. Their position in the field, especially in that 
portion of it where the most desirable coals are accessible, has re- 
ceived much attention in my examination, but to name these points 
without reference to elaborate maps would be of little interest. 

The following arc the workable beds proved on or near the line of 
the South and North Alabama Railroad. I place them in their 
order of superposition, commencing with the highest, the thickness 
being the average of clean coal where examined : 

 
It is true that at this point the measures are compressed and these 

veins may become thicker as we get some distance away from the 
line of greatest disturbance, as we find in the southern portion of the 
field where the beds are much larger, being but little disturbed. The 
developments thus far made are not sufficient to enable us to identify 
the beds in different parts of the field, but I give an approximate 
section of the measures in the “Four Mile Creek,” as follows: 

 
There are, probably, other workable beds not yet known. We 
can assume the thickness of coal in the southern portion of the field at 
35' 0" to 40' 0" in the lower group, and about twelve feet in the upper 
group. 
 The great fault which limits this coal-field on the east has left 
none of the upper groups of coals, and, probably, not even the two 
highest veins of the lower group, on the line of the South and North 
Alabama Railroad. 

While our data are not sufficient to identify the several beds in 
different parts of the field, yet the dimensions of the veins I have above 
given are from openings made mostly during the war, when the needs of 
the Confederate Government caused it to make exten- 
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sive surveys and examinations of the field (the notes of these were, 
unfortunately, destroyed during the latter part of the war), and to 
open mines in a number of places. The fact is therefore fully 
proven that Alabama possesses an abundant supply of coal in easily 
accessible beds of good workable thickness. I have made careful ex- 
aminations of the quality of the coal of all the workable beds from 
which it was possible to obtain satisfactory samples for analyses. I 
was unable in most cases to procure such large amounts of the 
coals as would have been desirable; for the only manner in which 
to obtain samples whose analyses will give the average quality of a 
bed is by taking a large number of freshly mined average specimens 
from the different divisions of the vein and crushing and mixing 
them previous to taking the samples for analysis. In sonic cases it 
was impossible to do this, so that, though care was taken to get what 
appeared average pieces, it is possible the run of the bed would not 
equal the analysis I have given. As a means of comparison with 
coals from other fields, the results will probably be satisfactory, for 
in most cases samples for analysis are taken in the same manner as 
were these, and the published results consequently indicate almost 
invariably a quality of coal superior to the average production of 
the mines. It is also essential that the coal be freshly mined, for 
experiments have been made that show that the deterioration which 
coal undergoes by even a very limited exposure to the atmosphere is 
quite considerable. For example : 

According to Dr. Richter, the weather waste of a coal depends on 
its ability to absorb oxygen, converting the hydrocarbons into water 
and carbonic acid. Grundman found that coal exposed for nine 
months to the atmosphere lost 50 per cent. of its value as a fuel. 
He states that the decomposition takes place in the middle of a heap 
the same as on the surface, and it reached its maximum about the 
third or fourth week; and one-half the oxygen was absorbed during 
the first fourteen days. He also found that a coal poor in oxygen 
absorbs it most rapidly, and that the presence of moisture is an im- 
portant condition. Coal which made, when freshly mined, a good 
compact coke, after eleven days' exposure either would not coke at 
all or it made an inferior coke. For gas purposes the coal is also 
greatly injured by the loss of its volatile hydrocarbons. 

Varrentrapp, of Brunswick, found in his experiments that oxida- 
tion of the coal takes place even at common temperature, where 
moisture is present. Coal exposed to a temperature of 284° Fahr. 
for three months lost all its hydrocarbons, a fact which shows that 
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the conversion of bituminous into anthracite was not necessarily ac- 
companied by a high temperature. 
“Ho found also that the weather waste in some cases amounted to 

33 per cent., and in one instance the gas-yielding quality decreased 
45 per cent., and the heating power 47 per cent., while the same coal 
under cover lost in the same time but 24 per cent, for gas purposes, 
and 12 per cent, for fuel.” 

The harder varieties of bituminous coal, such for example as the 
cannel and splint coals of West Virginia, Ohio, and Indiana, do not 
appear to lose much by exposure to the atmosphere, except it be in 
heaps of slack where the conditions are favorable to the generation 
of a high temperature. Anthracite appears be still less affected 
by exposure, for the fine coal which has lain for the past twenty 
years in our culm-banks, exposed to the rain, and under conditions 
the most favorable for decomposition, being mixed with shales con- 
taining a large amount of iron pyrites, which in decomposing gener- 
ate a very high temperature in the whole mass, is yet found to burn 
well, almost as well as that freshly mined, while large lump coal has 
been used in our blast-furnaces after an exposure of twelve years, 
and no perceptible difference in its quality could be noticed. It is, 
nevertheless, quite certain that most varieties of bituminous coal de- 
teriorate very rapidly, and to an extent but little appreciated. 

These important results should be borne in mind not only in pro- 
viding for the storage of coal, but also in selecting samples for anal- 
ysis. 

The following table gives the composition from some seven differ- 
ent beds. For obvious reasons the numbers of the samples do not 
indicate the number of the bed as given in the previous table, and 
while generally in ascending order, they do not commence with the 
lowest bed of the field. These analyses, made with much care, will 
be found of value and interest, and though only a part of those I have 
made, they may be taken as representing fairly the quality of the 
Cahaba coals. 
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Cahaba Coals. 

 
The above table shows that the Cahaba coals arc of remarkably 

fine quality, being chiefly distinguished for their dryness, small 
amount of ash, and large amount of fixed carbon. We note par- 
ticularly (as a subject worthy of further attention, and on which I 
desire to have the experience of other members) the regular increase, 
with but little exception, of the amount of moisture in the coal as 
we go from the lower to the higher veins; it would appear that, pos- 
sibly, with a sufficient number of analyses of freshly mined coal, we 
might be able to determine the relative height in the series of the 
several veins of any given field by this test alone. I believe it has 
been asserted that the quantity of oxygen in the coals of a given basin 
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varies directly with the geological height of the vein. Unfortu- 
nately I was not enabled to apply this test, but it is a matter of great 
interest if by careful analyses we can determine the relative ages of 
coal-beds of the same field, and possibly even of different fields. 

Some of the above coals make an excellent coke suitable for blast- 
furnace use, and as some of them are dry-burning coals that do not 
cake, they would probably work raw in the furnace. Judging from 
the analysis alone, we would be inclined to consider all of the 
Cahabas as drier-burning coals than those of Indiana or Ohio, while 
in reality the opposite is the case. The block coals of Ohio and 
Indiana, so largely used raw in the furnaces of the Mahoning Valley, 
do not cake in burning, while the Cahaba coals do, though the former 
contain about 3 per cent. more of volatile combustible matter, and 
nearly 6 per cent. less fixed carbon than the latter. It is noticeable 
that these Indiana and Ohio coals, ranked among the best furnace 
fuels we have in this country, contain on an average 2½ to 3 per 
cent, more moisture than the Alabama coals; in fact, the analysis 
would indicate that the Cahaba coal is a better fuel, and together 
an exceptionally pure coal. It has been fully proved as a steam 
generator and is highly esteemed, and the coke from several of the 
veins was used very successfully in the smelting of iron for the can- 
non foundry of the Confederate States, at Selma, during the war. 

It may be found that it will be desirable in the case of a few of 
the good coking seams to crush and wash the coal before coking, and 
this will be more necessary in the Warrior field than in the Cahaba, 
the veins proved in the former containing more soft shale partings 
which, in the mining, will break up and cannot be separated from 
the coal. The coals of the Warrior field appear also to be softer and 
more friable in general, than those mined on the Cahaba. 

The property which makes one coal cake or melt in burning, and 
another burn without change of form, is not to be determined by 
their composition alone, for we find coals almost identical in chemical 
composition, as are these Cahaba coals, and yet one cokes well, 
making a hard, compact, silvery coke, and another burns without 
change of form. It appears to me probable, that in non-coking coals 
the carbon is in thin layers, which are separated by exceedingly thin 
leaves of a carbon which has partially lost its volatile constituents, 
We not unfrequently find in the "partings" between successive 
layers of both bituminous and anthracite coal, layers of charcoal, 
mineral charcoal, if we may so call it. And again, we know that on 
heating a piece of the hardest anthracite with the most perfect con- 
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choidal fracture, we can readily distinguish under the microscope 
the original bedding planes of the coal, and can usually even divide 
the piece into leaves. Now, where these leaves arc separated by thin 
layers of what we may call oxidized coal--that is, coal which, from 
exposure, or other cause when being deposited, has lost a portion of 
its volatile constituents, bringing it to the condition of this mineral 
charcoal, it is probable the coal would not melt or cake in burning 
even where the amount of coal in the partings is so small that it 
would not change noticeably the composition of the entire vein, while 
where the bed was deposited in a continuous manner or without 
these partings of non-coking carbon we would have a coking coal. 
The Cahaba coals contain a small amount of sulphur principally in 
the form of sulphuret of iron. I have determined separately the 
amount contained as sulphate of lime, alumina, etc., since in that 
condition it is not supposed to exercise the injurious influence in the 
blast-furnace which it does when occurring as sulphuret of iron, 
The quantity of sulphur contained in these coals varies considerably, 
but the best veins are sufficiently free from it to be suitable for use 
raw in the blast-furnace, where the nature of the coal in other re- 
spects will allow of this. In all cases they arc so free from sulphur 
as to produce coke of great purity. 

The cost of mining in the Cahaba and Warrior fields will vary for 
the different veins, according to their thickness, the amount of shales 
interbedded in the coal, the nature of the roof of the vein, the loca- 
tion of the veins, and other conditions of a practical nature, which 
will require careful consideration for each special case. For a large 
output the cost should not exceed $1.75 per ton in the railroad 
wagons, including in this, interest and wear and tear of improve- 
ments, but not royalties, for where the land can be bought at from 
$3 to $10 per acre, it is not necessary to count royalty or sinking- 
fund for the property, the increase in the value of the surface much 
more than covering the first cost of the land. 

I had intended giving in this paper some particulars as to the 
great iron ore deposits which are found in the immediate vicinity of 
the coal-fields of Alabama, but I shall not at present take up that 
subject further than to say that the limonite or brown hematite de- 
posits are of the most wonderful extent and richness. I have never 
seen deposits of this kind of ore in any other part of the world to 
equal them. The ore can be mined at a cost of about $1 per ton, 
and will yield in the furnace, when roasted (in which process it 
loses about 12 per cent, moisture), from 50 to 60 per cent, metallic 
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iron. From the very nature of their origin--depositions from fer- 
ruginous springs--these limonite deposits are of irregular and un- 
certain extent, and require a careful study in each particular case. 
The red or fossil ores being in regular stratified beds are easier 
studied. They occur to the west, south, and southeast of the Cahaba 
coal-field, and extend in an unbroken line through many hundred 
miles. Those beds are from 10 to 30 feet in thickness in the vicinity 
of that part of the coal-field which I have examined, but in many 
places the ore is “lean,” seldom yielding over 40 per cent. in the 
furnace, even from the better portion of the bed. These ores are 
somewhat siliceous, and their treatment alon in the charcoal fur- 
naces of that region has been attended with considerable difficulty; 
most of the furnaces now use a mixture of limonite and red ore, and 
produce an excellent quality of pig-iron. The charcoal iron manu- 
factured from the limonites alone stands at the very head of our 
American iron, “Shelby” and “Bibb” ranking with the famous 
Salesbury car-wheel iron of Connecticut. 

The Blackband ore of the coal-measures is found from 16 to 20 
inches thick in the Warrior field, and forms a continuous bed within 
a short distance of, and between, two of the best coal-veins of the field. 
It is of fine quality, yielding in the assay about 34 per cent. of iron 
and 12 per cent, carbonaceous matter, and 1.35 per cent. manganese. 
There has been but very little magnetic ore yet found in Alabama; 
that which occurs near the Coosa, on the line of the Selma, Rome, 
and Dalton Railroad, is quite siliceous, and contains, also, an injuri- 
ous amount of phosphorus. Indeed, all the Alabama ores contain 
more or less of that bugbear of our iron and steel producers, though 
we have the analyses of ores from a few deposits of limonites, where 
the quantity of phosphorus is so small that it would probably per- 
mit of their use in the manufacture of Bessemer metal. 

Without going into any detailed estimate of the cost of producing 
pig-iron in Alabama, I may say that there is no other place in 
America in which coke iron can be produced so cheaply as in well- 
selected locations in the vicinity of the Cahaba and Warrior coal- 
fields. 

For a large production, we may put this cost of pig-iron at $12 
to $13 per ton, and this includes interest on capital, etc., etc. 

This iron can be delivered in New York at an additional charge 
of about $10 per ton. Under these circumstances, it is scarcely 
necessary for me to add that Alabama is destined, at no distant day, 
to take a prominent place among our producers of iron. With the 
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very large home market for her coals, among the furnaces, factories, 
cities, railroads, and steamboats, and a very large foreign market, in 
which they could compete with advantage were the mines developed 
on a large scale, and the enterprise carried on with sufficient capital 
to insure certainty in the supply, there can be no doubt that Ala- 
bama will, before many years have passed, contribute to the coal 
production of the United States a quota proportionate to the enor- 
mous extent and richness of her fields. 

MR. STEARNS: Do the anticlinals in the south part of the Cahaba 
field die out in the south ? Might not a mistake be made in this 
point which would alter the geological section? 

MR. ROTHWELL : They die out, showing only as a slight flatten- 
ing of the clip. A mistake in this matter is not likely, since the 
rocks in the south part of the field, both in the upper and lower 
measures, are quite clearly shown. The beds of creeks crossing 
them .give excellent sectional exposures, so that a change in dip 
could not be easily passed unnoticed. 

MR. RAYMOND : May not content of water have something to do 
with the variable behavior of these coals in the manufacture of coke? 

MR. ROTHWELL : Our dryest coal in the Alabama .field is a very 
good coking coal; other coals occurring close by will not coke. 
One thing which may have affected my experiments, it must be con- 
fessed, is the fact that I was often unable to get freshly mined coal 
from the desired localities, owing to the suspension or abandonment 
of mining operations. 

DR. HUNT: I have reason to think there arc allotropic differ- 
ences in fuels. Some years ago, in studying bitumens, I found that 
certain bitumens are fusible, although bituminous coals having 
apparently the same chemical composition will not melt. Since 
coking is partial fusing, this analogy is suggestive. The case is even 
stronger with the bitumens, some of which are found to be com- 
pletely soluble, though chemically identical with insoluble varieties. 
A parallel instance is afforded by two isomcric silicates, one of which 
is attacked by acids, while the other is not. This difference in be- 
havior corresponds to a difference in density and hardness. 

MR. ROTHWELL : I should like to get the opinion of the mem- 
bers concerning the apparently universal increase in the proportion 
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of moisture in these coals, as we pass from lower to higher beds of 
the series. Is this fact significant and likely to be maintained 
throughout ? I have thought that it would afford us a useful means, 
in conjunction with stratigraphical observations, for the identifica- 
tion of the beds. 

DR. DROWN: I believe it has been argued that the proportion of 
oxygen increases in inverse ratio to the age of coals; those of the 
greatest antiquity having the least oxygen. 

MR. RAYMOND : It seems to me that the variations in moisture in 
different parts of the same bed would prevent the employment of 
this evidence in distinguishing beds. 

MR. ROTHWELL : We find these beds quite uniform in this respect. 
MR. RAYMOND: At all events, this is a feature which we could 

not expect to hold good on a very large scale. Within a single lim- 
ited field like the Cahaba, it may offer us some ground for compar- 
ison, but it will remain at best an uncertain matter. 

MR. CORYELL said he had not personally visited the locality of 
the fault, described by Mr. Rothwell as bringing the Silurian strata 
to the surface by a vertical throw, so that the carboniferous strata 
abut upon them. It seemed to him more probable that the carbo- 
niferous strata were simply overthrown so as to have a reverse dip. 
He had found similar instances which, at first sight, seemed to be 
faults. 

MR. ROTHWELL pronounced this hypothesis inadmissible for the 
present ease, and insisted that the features of this case are perfectly 
clear to any geologist who has the opportunity to examine them. 

MR. HEINRICH said he had not seen the locality described by Mr. 
Rothwell, but had no doubt that gentleman's view was correct. He 
was familiar with similar faults in Virginia. 
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THE TREATMENT OF GOLD AND SILVER ORES  BY WET 
CRUSHING AND PAN AMALGAMATION 

WITHOUT ROASTING. 

BY J.  M.  ADAMS,  M.E., SILVER CITY,  IDAHO. 

IT is my purpose to give some of the results obtained by an expe- 
rience of nearly seven years in working ores by the method fre- 
quently called the Washoe Process, and in several mills of winch I 
have had charge, but principally in the Owyhce Mill, at Silver City, 
Idaho, which had twenty 650-pound stamps, and sixteen pans. I 
shall discuss here merely the mechanical details for working ores gen- 
erally, subdividing the subject as follows : 

1. Preparation of the ore for the stamps; 2. The crushing in the 
battery; 3. The settling of sand or pulp in vats or tanks; 4. The 
treatment in the pans; 5. The results obtained in settlers, agitators, 
and concentrators; 6. The straining of quicksilver, cleaning of amal- 
gam, and retorting; 7. The saving of slimes and their subsequent 
treatment; 8. The loss of quicksilver. 

For descriptions of the various kinds of orcbreakcrs, stamps, tanks, 
pans, settlers, etc., I must refer to the various works on these sub- 
jects, prominent among which are the reports of the United States 
Commissioner of Mining Statistics, and the volume on "Mining In- 
dustry," the third volume of the United States Geological Survey on 
the Line of the Fortieth Parallel through the gold and silver bear- 
ing regions of the great West, undertaken under the able guidance 
of Clarence King, assisted by Mr. James D. Hague and others. In 
this discussion it will be assumed that the general arrangement of 
the quartz mill is understood; and the question will be treated how 
to secure, from such a mill, the greatest economy in working, com- 
bined with the largest results. This place seems fittest for a single 
preliminary suggestion--namely, that there should be double "floors" 
throughout the mill, so that nothing can sift through and be lost. 
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1. Preparation of Ore for the Stamps.--The more uniform in size 
the ore is prepared for the stamps, the more easily can it be fed into 
the mortars. The ore should be so fine that a single blow of the 
stamp will be sufficient to shatter thoroughly each piece of ore. If 
a large piece is fed into the mortar, it may not. -be broken up thor-oughly 
until after several blows or drops of the stamp. Besides, a 
large piece raises the stamp, and reduces by so much the fall, thereby 
taking away part of the effect, and consequently diminishing the 
production. In preparing ore for the stamps, in my first experience 
at the Owyhee Mill, I used merely rock-hammers. The stamps were 
dropping 60 times a minute and were given 8½ inch average drop, 
running without resetting till the average drop was 10 inches. Break- 
ing by hand on average hard ore we could not work over 28 tons a 
day. Then by breaking very small by hand we increased our pro- 
duction to 30 tons a day. But afterwards, by erecting a Blake's 
crusher, the production of the same stamps was raised to 33 tons a day; 
by breaking the ore very fine, we increased it to 37 tons a day on the 
same ore; and finally, by accelerating the rate of running the battery 
to 93 and 95 drops a minute, and keeping the same height of drop, but 
using a coarser screen, we were able to increase our production to 45 
and 48 tons of ore crushed in twenty-four hours. But in break- 
ing the ore very fine we found that the lowest end of the die or fixed 
breaking surface in the crusher wore away much faster than the 
middle or the upper part. True, we could turn the die, and so get 
wear from the upper part; but the middle part was wasted and lost 
to us except as old iron. We overcame this by adding to the pattern 
of the die a projection on the lowest end, thus increasing the thick- 
ness at this place, and in this way we were able to get full wear of 
the whole die. The most economical method of preparatory crush- 
ing would be to have two breakers, one set above the other. The 
mill having, as every mill should have if practicable, plenty of natu- 
ral fall--in other words, being built on the side of a steep hill--the 
first breaker should be placed above, and set so as to crush to a di- 
ameter of two inches. Of course, a long, flat, and thin piece might 
go through, but at least one dimension will not be over two inches 
in diameter. All the fine, as well as the coarse ore, should pass 
through this breaker. When the ore is dry, let a very small jet of 
water flow into the mouth of the breaker to prevent the dust from 
flying. This dust involves a loss, and also injures the machinery. 
From the first crusher let the ore pass by chutes into the second. 
This should be set so that the breaking surfaces almost meet at the 
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lower end. From here chutes should lead to each battery of ten 
stamps or two mortars. If the ore contains much clay, it may be 
necessary to separate the fine ore and clay, and deliver it to the bat- 
tery floor without going through the rock breakers, which the clay 
tends to choke up. The consumption of iron per ton of ore prepared 
in this way for the stamps will be about 0.3 of a pound. 

2. The Crushing in the Battery.--Here might come a discussion as 
to the relative advantages of self-feeding and feeding by hand. Even- 
tually, I believe that automatic feeding will be universally adopted, 
especially for ore broken to a uniformly small size. Even under 
present circumstances, the automatic feed is more economical than to 
have a man feeding who is careless, lazy, or inexperienced. For a 
good battery-feeder give me a small, intelligent, active, and wiry 
man--a tall or stout man cannot stand the jar of the battery con- 
stantly and do good work. A tough man can endure feeding twenty 
stamps for twelve hours. If ten stamps or less arc to be supplied 
with ore, self-feeding is more economical than feeding by hand, as 
performed by ordinary workmen; but if the mill is pressed with 
work, and the pans are of sufficient capacity to crowd the battery, 
the self-feeding apparatus is not so good as a man, faithful and skil- 
ful. Even if he must be paid $5 a day, he will more than earn his 
wages by the increased production of the whole mill. Low feeding 
is the best; let iron almost wear on iron. The skilful workman will 
feed low and uniformly, and not by sight, but by the sound of each 
stamp, and specially to each stamp. Under this system a stem may 
break occasionally; but it does not take long to put in another. The 
broken stems can be repaired by cutting off above the break, and 
welding on a piece of a bar of rolled iron, which is subsequently 
turned off in a lathe. Even if three stems out of twenty are broken 
every month, the cost of repairing, etc., amounts to little com-red 
with the increased production obtained by low feeding. 

The stem almost invariably breaks in one place, namely, where it 
comes out of the stamp-socket or boss. We avoided this evil par- 
tially by boring out the socket and increasing the size of the stem 
where it enters the socket. The broken surface of the wrought-iron 
stem shows the iron to be thoroughly crystallized; its fibrous con- 
dition having been destroyed by the constant jar. A bar of round 
iron should be always on hand, with which to repair broken stems. 

As regards the weight and speed of the battery, my experience 
favors light stamps and the utmost speed. The 0wyhec Mill battery, 
650-pound stamps, with 8½ inches drop (running to 10 inches before 
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setting), was run at a speed of 93 drops a minute, the cams having 
been cut off, so as to have short cams. Such a speed gives no time 
for the stem to settle in the sand; and as long as bolts are kept 
tight, nuts secure, and guides snug, no serious breakage need be 
apprehended. On ordinary ores the consumption of iron per ton, 
including the old iron thrown away, is about two pounds. 

As regards the supply of water for the battery, there should be 
as much fall as possible from the battery to the tanks, so that the 
conducting troughs will keep clear and not choke up; they will 
then require no excess of water. The supply to the battery must 
vary according to the clay in the ore. Use as little water as prac- 
ticable, consistent with keeping the screens perfectly clean. The 
more clay, the more water needed; the more clay, the greater neces- 
sity for careful low feedin in order to avoid the choking up of the 
mortar. If too much water is used, to remedy the effect of careless 
feeding an unnecessarily large amount of slimes is carried off out of 
the mill in the waste water from the battery and tanks. To avoid 
loss of slimes, it is well to use a rather coarse screen, say No. 4 
punched Russia iron--especially in clayey or slimy ores, so as not 
to puddle or churn the ores in the mortar more than necessary. This 
is particularly to be looked after, when the ore is largely true silver 
ore, or the gold very fine. As regards setting the battery, it is, in 
my judgment, preferable to give the central stamp of the five in each 
mortar the most drop, those adjacent on each side one-fourth inches 
less, and the outside ones one-fourth inches less still. But some 
millmen prefer an even set. 

Many persons advocate amalgamation in the battery, in order to 
catch part of the gold and native silver in ores containing, in ad- 
dition to these metals, silver sulphuret, chloride, etc., or gold coated 
with oxide of iron, etc., and therefore requiring subsequent reduction 
and grinding in the pans. But there is a strong objection to amal- 
gamation in the battery. The amalgam thus formed is mostly a 
gold amalgam, and hence is worth much more than the ordinary 
amalgam of a silver-mill--and of this the workmen are well aware. 
It is, therefore, an additional temptation to stealing. The only 
benefit to be claimed for it is the possible catching of some of the 
gold otherwise floating away in the water and catching in the slimes. 
It will be found, however, that this amount of gold is very small. 
By determining the proportion in weight of battery slimes, that is, 
the fine clayey material carried away-in the waste water from the 
tanks and battery, which has never been in the pans, and by ascer- 
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taining the value of the slimes in gold, proportional to the value of 
the ore in gold, it will be found that, as a rule, the entire loss in 
gold in the slimes is not over one per cent. of the entire amount of 
the gold in the ore. This is not a very heavy loss; and besides, 
most of this gold can be collected in the slime-yards, while, of the 
remainder, much is so fine that it is doubtful if quicksilver in the 
battery would catch it. The saving, then, is very small, if there be 
any, on ordinary ores. But on the other hand, it is not practicable 
to use quicksilver without a mechanical loss; and the quicksilver 
being more or less charged with gold, the loss of such as is not 
gathered and united, involves more or less gold also. Every cast- 
ing, such as a shoe or die, in the battery, is full of flaws and blow- 
holes. Hard gold amalgam collects in these, and in spite of the 
most careful picking and breaking (to say nothing of the occasional 
carelessness of workmen), every shoe and die, when used up and 
thrown away, contains a very considerable amount of gold amalgam. 
The cracks in the wooden troughs get filled with gold amalgam, the 
settling vats or tanks have their scams, after a long time, caulked 
with it; and in the slime-yards will be found some of the gold par- 
tially amalgamated. Why should we then amalgamate in the bat- 
tery, when we know that, except a very small and doubtful saving 
from the gold of the slimes (which seems offset by the mechanical 
losses above alluded to), all this gold is saved just as thoroughly in 
the cast-iron pans. The pulp is not concentrated before entering 
the pans; if it underwent such a process, of course there would be 
additional chance of loss of line gold, and additional argument for 
amalgamation in the battery. It will be perceived that the reasoning 
just given applies therefore to the Washoe process, and not neces- 
sarily to gold mills where pans are not-used. Yet even there the 
practice of amalgamation in battery is not universal, nor indeed the 
best. 

3. The Settling in the Vats or Tanks.--There should he as many 
tanks as possible, in order to settle the maximum quantity of slimes 
inside the mill; and the system should be so arranged that, as each 
tank is emptied of sand, the escape or waste water can be turned 
into it. Each tank thus becomes in turn the final one of the series, 
and receives all the water after settling through all the other tanks. 
There should never be more than three tanks full of sand; the 
remainder, even where there are twenty of them, should be used for 
the settling of the slimes in the water. 

Each thankful of sand must be settled or prepared so that the con- 
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tents can be easily handled with the shovel and charged into the ear 
for transferral to the pans. In other words, the superfluous water 
must be removed; and this should be done without allowing the 
slimes to pass out of the tank, only to be carried by the current 
through the other tanks, and thus be driven ahead constantly to- 
wards the escape. Hence, it is well not to settle the sand at all till 
the tank is full of sand. Then let the spouts be turned into the 
next tank, and put in the plugs of the full one, thus cutting off com- 
munication, and isolating this tank, after which the sand may be 
settled with crowbar and shovel, and the water bailed out. 

The ore is now in the shape of a wet, coarse sand, called pulp, 
containing, according to its original nature and the character of the 
crushing, more or less slime (locally called "slum"). So far the 
process has been entirely mechanical; and the efficiency which has 
been achieved in this part of the treatment is measured by mechanical 
tests. The result with the arrangements above described may be 
summarized as follows: 48 tons of hard ore crushed with 20 stamps, 
of 650 lb., dropping 8½ inches, 95 times a minute, the ore from the 
breaker being fine, No. 4 screen being used. This is per twenty-four 
hours 2 4/10th tons per stamp, or 1.39 tons per horse-power developed. 

4. The Treatment of the Pulp in the Pans.--There are many 
different styles of pans. I prefer the Wheeler for a small pan, and 
the Stevenson mould-board pan where a large one is desired. The 
general principle is the same. The ore is to be heated and ground 
thoroughly to an impalpable substance; an active motion or circu- 
lation given to the pulp; the silver thoroughly reduced; the gold 
thoroughly brightened and cleaned from its occasional intimate 
mechanical mixture with foreign minerals; and finally the gold and 
silver arc to be as entirely as possible taken up by the quicksilver. 
Chemicals are used, partly to reduce the ore, partly to save quick- 
silver and keep it clean, and partly to reduce by cheaper means what 
would otherwise be reduced at the expense of the quicksilver. 

When each charge is drawn it is well to wash out the pan with 
water, so as to get all the quicksilver possible out of the pan. There 
will still remain from 30 to 60 pounds in a flat-bottomed pan (though 
this form is on other accounts to be preferred) under and around the 
dies or the lower grinding surface; and there will be also more or 
less amalgam sticking in various places on the sides of the pan, the 
muller, etc. Charge the pan with the muller raised, and turn live 
steam directly into the pulp. This method is preferred because, in 
this way, the pan is heated much more rapidly than by a jacket, or 
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taining the value of the slimes in gold, proportional to the value of 
the ore in gold, it will be found that, as a rule, the entire loss in 
gold in the slimes is not over one per cent. of the entire amount of 
the gold in the ore. This is not a very heavy loss; and besides, 
most of this gold can be collected in the slime-yards, while, of the 
remainder, much is so fine that it is doubtful if quicksilver in the 
battery would catch it. The saving, then, is very small, if there be 
any, on ordinary ores. But on the other hand, it is not practicable 
to use quicksilver without a mechanical loss; and the quicksilver 
being more or less charged with gold, the loss of such as is not 
gathered and united, involves more or less gold also. Every cast- 
ing, such as a shoe or die, in the battery, is full of flaws and blow- 
holes. Hard gold amalgam collects in these, and in spite of the 
most careful picking and breaking (to say nothing of the occasional 
carelessness of workmen), every shoe and die, when used up and 
thrown away, contains a very considerable amount of gold amalgam. 
The cracks in the wooden troughs get filled with gold amalgam, the 
settling vats or tanks have their scams, after a long time, caulked 
with it; and in the slime-yards will be found some of the gold par- 
tially amalgamated. Why should we then amalgamate in the bat- 
tery, when we know that, except a very small and doubtful saving 
from the gold of the slimes (which seems offset by the mechanical 
losses above alluded to), all this gold is saved just as thoroughly in 
the cast-iron pans. The pulp is not concentrated before entering 
the pans; if it underwent such a process, of course there would be 
additional chance of loss of line gold, and additional argument for 
amalgamation in the battery. It will be perceived that the reasoning 
just given applies therefore to the Washoe process, and not neces- 
sarily to gold mills where pans are not-used. Yet even there the 
practice of amalgamation in battery is not universal, nor indeed the 
best. 

3. The Settling in the Vats or Tanks.--There should he as many 
tanks as possible, in order to settle the maximum quantity of slimes 
inside the mill; and the system should be so arranged that, as each 
tank is emptied of sand, the escape or waste water can be turned 
into it. Each tank thus becomes in turn the final one of the series, 
and receives all the water after settling through all the other tanks. 
There should never be more than three tanks full of sand; the 
remainder, even where there are twenty of them, should be used for 
the settling of the slimes in the water. 

Each thankful of sand must be settled or prepared so that the con- 
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if required by the richness of the ore. Three-quarters of an hour 
before discharging, the muller is raised, since, if the pan is in good 
order, the charge should be by this time thoroughly ground, and 
raising the muller avoids further cutting up of quicksilver by the 
grinding. At the time of raising the muller, the chemicals used for 
saving quicksilver may be added. Fifteen minutes before drawing 
the charge sufficient water is added to thin the pulp thoroughly. 
This prepares the charge to flow readily out of the pan, and also 
stirs up any pulp that may be moving sluggishly. At the same 
time, the mass is considerably cooled. 

The range of these remarks being purely mechanical, the subject 
of chemicals (mainly salt and sulphate of copper), in the pans will 
not be here discussed. Suffice it to say at present, that my practice 
and numerous experiments hare disposed me strongly in favor of 
using chemicals, and using them largely. When only a low per- 
centage is expected, and from a docile ore, there is often no need of 
any chemicals at all, though even then a judicious use of suitable 
reagents will save some of the quicksilver. The more refractory 
the ore, the greater necessity for chemicals, and for high heating of 
the pans. From ordinary and docile ores 80 per cent. of the assay 
can, in some cases, be readily obtained without use of chemicals, by 
enforcing all the small mechanical details such as those I have re- 
ferred to, and by keeping the quicksilver in perfect order. The 
additional percentage obtained running up to 95 per cent., and 
over, which I myself have frequently obtained on gold and silver 
ores, is only to be gained by the use of chemicals. 

The most important point in the process is to keep the quick- 
silver always bright, clean, active and in good order. In working 
an ore that fouls the quicksilver, if it is not practicable to keep the 
quicksilver clean in the pan, it should at least be put in perfect order 
before it is again used for another charge. In such cases, it is im- 
portant to keep the pan as free from quicksilver as possible during 
the first part of the process. For cleaning quicksilver, sodium 
amalgam, caustic potash, dilute acids, cyanide of potassium, etc., are 
used. Even in working docile ores, it is well to keep a cleaning 
mixture on the quicksilver under the strainers. 

The consumption of iron in the pans is about 10 lb. per ton of 
ore; but this, I think, can be diminished without loss of efficiency 
in grinding. 

From the pan the charge is drawn into the settler. 
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5. The, Results Obtained in Settlers, Agitators, and Concentrators.-- 
On drawing the charge, the greater part of the quicksilver runs 
quickly into the bowl or reservoir of quicksilver in the bottom of 
the settler, whence it flows out, free from sand, through a siphon 
into a kettle outside. It is preferable to fill the settler, when the 
charge is drawn, with water falling as a rain, and when the settler 
is full, to let nothing run out, but turn off the water and run the 
stirring-arms in the charge for an hour. This collects the floured 
quicksilver somewhat, and settles it. Then turn on plenty of water 
and let the settler discharge through the top plug-hole as long as 
possible. The operation should be so timed as to reach the bottom 
hole of each individual settler only just in time to receive the next 
charge. The settler will never choke with heavy sand, if the pan 
has ground well, and the driving-belt is in good shape. In the 
settler accumulate some coarse sand, some unreduced sulphurets, 
amalgam, quicksilver and iron from the pans; and once a week the 
settler should be cleaned out, and the concentration reworked in 
the pans. 

A good supply of water should be kept constantly running in the 
agitators. Here there will be found some coarse sand, containing a 
little quicksilver, amalgam, sulphurets and considerable iron; but 
the saving is very small. The floors throughout the mill should be 
kept clean, and the whole mill as neat and free from dirt as possible; 
no loose quicksilver should be found on the floors, on the tables, or 
anywhere ; all drains should lead into the agitators ; and the quick- 
silver floor, unless the weather be too cold, should be washed with a 
hose every day. 

Except on ores containing a large proportion of heavy sulphurets, 
or containing much slime that coats quicksilver, I have found but 
little benefit in concentrators applied to tailings from the pans. In 
ordinary cases, they collect little except iron from the pan and coarse 
sand. The pans grind so fine that the precious metal left in the 
tailings is very difficult to concentrate after leaving the agitators, 
provided the ore has been well worked. It is nccessary to have a 
regular supply to the concentrator; and this may be effected with 
siphons of 11/2 inch and 2 inch pipe. I have found Hungcrford's 
concentrators very good for slimes and slimy ores, since the shaking 
collects the floured and slime-coated quicksilver  very well. After 
leaving the concentrators, the tailings were run, in the Owyhcc mill, 
over a double set of blanket sluices, 250 feet long; but it was found 
that on. the ores then worked, the saving did not pay for the labor 
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employed in frequent washing; and at last the blankets were washed 
only about once a week. 

6. The Straining of Quicksilver, Cleaning of Amalgam, and Retort- 
ing.-- The quicksilver collected in kettles outside the settler is 
strained through canvas sacks; the amalgam collected is cleared 
from the small mechanical impurities in a "cleaning-pan," then re- 
strained and retorted in an iron retort, beneath which fire is kept up 
for eight to twelve hours. The distilled quicksilver is condensed by 
a sleeve, around the escape-pipe, filled with water. After cooling, 
the retort is opened, and the bullion is taken out and delivered to 
the assayer. 

The retort is a source of considerable expense in milling. My ex- 
perience leads me to prefer a cylindrical retort of cast iron, weighing 
about 1200 pounds, and 14x48 inches inside dimensions. This 
style has various external shapes, doors, etc. The main trouble in 
retorting is this: with a long-continued, bright cherry-red heat at 
the last, almost, but not quite, all of the quicksilver can be volatil- 
ized. The sublimation of the last 1 or 1½ per cent, cannot be ef- 
fected without beating the retort till part of the bullion is melted, 
which requires a white heat. At this temperature the iron loses its 
tenacity, becomes spongy and rotten, and easily changes its shape. 
In a short time under this treatment the retort becomes distorted, 
even if turned around frequently, and after a time it bursts, fre- 
quently volatilizing up the chimney 200 pounds of quicksilver. 
Three or four such experiences a year are rather expensive. I have 
made many experiments, such as retorting in a vacuum, firing twenty- 
four hours at a moderate heat, etc., but finally concluded to brace the 
retort as well as possible, never heat it above cherry-red, and submit 
to the loss of one per cent, of quicksilver for the present. In one's 
own assay office I think it can subsequently be saved, during melt- 
ing, by a condensing-chamber in the stack or chimney. 

Even at a cherry-red heat, however, the retort gradually gets out 
of shape; and once out of shape it soon bursts or cracks. To pre- 
serve, the original shape as long as possible, I found it advantageous 
to hang the retort on four slings. Each of these is a semicircular 
cast-iron brace, on which the retort rests; wrought-iron rods, so at- 
tached that they can be renewed if burned out, are fastened to the 
cast-iron braces, one on each side of each brace. These rods pass 
through the brickwork, and through flat bars of iron on top; and 
have, above all, loosely fitting nuts. Of the flat bars, on the top of 
the brickwork, four pass across over the retort on top of the brick- 
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work, and two lie lengthwise, one on each side. Thus the retort is 
hung on four braces, attached to one common support. If it be- 
comes bulged at all, the sling nearest the distorted place may be 
raised by means of the nuts, and in the next heat the retort will re- 
same its proper shape. In this way, and by a careful and moderate 
heat, I was able to make retorts last one year and a half in constant 
use. 

7. The Saving of Slimes and Subsequent Treatment.--By slimes or 
slums I do not mean to include any slimes whatever from the pan 
tailings. If the ore has been properly and exhaustively worked, 
there is not left in any part of the tailings from the pans, any gold 
or silver that can be recovered by working these tailings, unless they 
be roasted, or exposed to action of air and moisture for many years. 
The slimes here spoken of have never come in contact with quick- 
silver, and have never been worked at all; they are carried off me- 
chanically by the waste-water that leaves the last tank below the bat- 
tery; and they assay, as a rule, about 60 per cent, as much as the 
ore. Generally the assay buttons from the slimes are worth much 
less per ounce than from the ore, i. e., they contain proportionally 
less gold. The percentage of slums varies with the amount of clay, 
and also depends much on the quantity of water used, and the method 
of settling. In hard ores, with careful settling, slimes amount to 
2 or 3 per cent, of the weight of the ore. The gold in the slimes is 
very light and flat; the silver occurs largely in refractory sulphurets, 
and also in a very finely divided state. The slimes from ore are worth 
$16 a ton or upwards, and may be worked with profit. In one's 
own mill, working one's own ore, it would be economical to raise to a 
supply-tank above the battery, all the water escaping from the tanks, 
and let it pass again with the additional water necessary through the 
battery. Thus there would be no loss in slimes, as none would leave 
the mill. But frequently such a change cannot be made in an old 
. mill. In such eases it is necessary to build a slime-yard outside the 
mill. I built my first one in the summer of 1868, after studying a year 
on the best way to save the slimes; and subsequently I added others, 
constituting a Series, in each of which in succession all the battery- 
water settled before finally escaping. By means of a bull-wheel, 
rope, car, and railroad, the slimes were delivered, when they were to 
be worked, directly to the pans. The richest of the slimes settled 
in the first yard, since none of them had ever been in contact with 
quicksilver, or worked in any way; and they were kept entirely 
separate from the pan-tailings. Working these slimes by themselves, 
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it is difficult to obtain over CO per cent. of the assay-value, even 
when large amounts of chemicals are used. Moreover, the loss of 
quicksilver is very large. But by mixing ore and slimes in equal 
proportions, more "body" can be given to the pulp, and in this way 
I obtained almost as high a percentage as on ordinary ore, and saved 
much of the quicksilver that would have been lost. The gain was 
so decided that, not having a mine, I bought ore to mix with the 
slimes. 

S. The Loss of Quicksilvei;—Every piece of wood that has come 
in contact with quicksilver, the canvas straining-sacks, the worn-out 
pan-shoes and dies, even after careful washing and breaking, the 
thoroughly washed and shaken quicksilver-flasks, the used-up kettles 
and dippers, the floors, etc., all have quicksilver sticking to them; 
the men carry quicksilver on their boots and clothes, and it is found 
scattered in very small quantities outside of the mill. It goes every- 
where. Drop a globule on the floor; you cannot entirely recover it. 
Climb up 40 or 50 feet to the cross-timbers in the top of the mill; 
collect some of the dust on top of the timbers; examine it with a 
glass or wash it, and you will find quicksilver. Some is lost every 
time crude bullion is melted. Every pound of quicksilver is han- 
dled probably forty times a day, and every time there is a little 
loss. (Quicksilver should be handled as much as possible mechanic- 
ally, being raised by steam in pipes, or some other arrangement.) 
Quicksilver not covered with water or other liquid evaporates in the 
air. These losses can only be prevented partially by the greatest 
cleanliness. 

Again, quicksilver charged with copper readily becomes coated 
with small particles of iron. In the pulp it is readily coated by 
iron pyrites, grease, slimes, etc., or reduced to great fineness by 
grinding. In these "floured" and coated conditions, much of it 
will float away and be lost, unless means are employed to collect it. 
I have found cyanide of potassium very effectual for this purpose; 
thorough settling also collects a good deal. Ores containing much 
talc likewise act unfavorably on quicksilver. As soon as quicksilver 
is fouled and becomes sluggish, it not only loses to a large extent its 
amalgamating power, but also is easily cut up and floured. 

In addition to the sources of mechanical loss -above mentioned, 
much of the quicksilver is lost chemically. The water from the 
settler, if "filtered " and concentrated, will show quicksilver present 
in solution. Sulphate of copper in solution is decomposed by quick- 
silver; some of the quicksilver becoming sulphate of mercury, 
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while the precipitated copper forms a copper amalgam with the 
remaining quicksilver. Chloride of (silver also can be decomposed 
by quicksilver, chloride of mercury being formed. If binoxido of 
manganese is present in the ore, it occasions a heavy less of quick- 
silver, also, as I believe, by chemical action. And I might mention 
other chemical reactions, causing loss of quicksilver. Hence the 
importance of keeping the pan as clean as possible of quicksilver in 
the first half of the period of working the charge. The grinding in 
the first half will not cut up and flour the quicksilver; the chemicals 
can act on the ore, and not on the quicksilver; and the silver min- 
erals will be reduced by the chemicals, instead of having the expen- 
sive quicksilver consumed by reducing some of the minerals or 
combinations. By observing this rule, by using chemicals for sav- 
ing quicksilver at the end of the charge, and by subsequent careful 
settling, I have found it possible to diminish very much the loss of 
quicksilver that would otherwise occur. 

In conclusion, I have only to say that, in my opinion, even base 
and refractory ores can frequently be worked more profitably by this 
process, than by the vastly more expensive methods of dry-crushing, 
roasting, smelting, etc. 

Much of the credit to be given for many points brought forward 
in this paper, is due to Mr. William F. Carter, mechanical engineer, 
who has worked with me constantly for several years past. 

MR. RAYMOND said, we have, in the papers read by Mr. Holley 
and Mr. Adams, a good illustration of the importance of little things 
in the perfection of a process. As to the question, whether we shall 
try to extract all the gold and silver from the ore at once, or whether 
we shall aim only to extract part, and then work over the tailings 
to get the rest, there might be a difference of opinion. It is the same 
question that agitates coal-miners, as to the relative advantages of 
long-wall and pillar system. Mr. Adams is, however, just in his 
statement, that there is nothing in the tailings which can be gained 
by simply repeating the operation, except what has been unneces- 
sarily lost in the first operation. 
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BROKEN STAY-BOLTS. 

BY W.  S.  AYRES,  C.E.,   EASTON,  PA. 

THE boiler from which  these stay-bolts have just been obtained 
was that of the locomotive Catasatiqua, Lehigh Valley Railroad,  

built at the company's shops, South Easton, 
Pa., in 1864. The iron is Lowmoor, and has 
been in use nearly ten years. The stay-bolts 
have become highly crystallized from some 
cause, and are very brittle, only requiring three 
blows of an ordinary machinist's hammer to 
break them. On the other hand, when annealed 
they are remarkably tough., as shown by the 
doubled sample.  

The majority of the broken bolts were found 
to be along the curve of the shell from a to c, 
Fig. 6. All of them were broken just inside the 
shell, and in no case next the fire-box. The frac- 
tures seem to have been of slow procedure, be- 
ginning at the top of the bolt, gradually work- 
ing deeper and deeper until the pressure of 
 

steam overcame the tenacity of the remaining parts. Unequal con- 
traction and expansion of the parts of the boiler seems in this case to 
be the only existing cause for a fracture. 

We cannot, from the data obtained, prove to an absolute certainty 
the manner in which the combined forces generated by the unequal 
contraction and expansion of the parts have arrived at their resultant 
work ; but we can, from these data and from existing circumstances, 
arrive at what seems to be a fair supposition, and thus at least antici- 
pate the truth. The contraction and expansion n locomotive boilers 
has a large range between its extremes, and is very variable, both 
with reference to time and to their component parts. The shell and 
fire-box do not, perhaps, at any time, contract and expand at the 
same rate, nor proportionally; but, on the contrary, owing to the 
great changes in temperature that take place both in the atmosphere 
around the shell, and in the fire in the fire-box, their condition is 
often changed suddenly, and widely from that which they just pre- 
viously had. This racking tendency produces strains in the different 
parts, and it is fair to suppose that the continual motion of the two 
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parallel sheets producing a constant vibratory movement in the stay- 
bolts has caused them to become so highly crystallized. 

That the bolts should be broken just inside the shell, and never 
next to the fire-box, and that the fractures should always begin at 
the top side of the bolts, seems a little strange and is worthy of 
notice. The shell and fire-box are riveted to a ring at the bottom 
of the boiler, and their contraction and expansion act from the same 
starting-point. Being sheets that are parallel, or nearly so, they 
expand or contract in parallel directions. 

We will now suppose the shell and fire-box to be cool, and of 
about the same temperature. On introducing a fire into the fire-box, 
the sheets forming it at once expand, and the shell also, but slowly, 
owing to the non-conducting property of the water between the two. 
The stay-bolts, it is true, conduct some heat to the shell, but most 
of the heat absorbed by them is again given off to the water circu- 
lating around them before it reaches the shell. The stress on the 
stay-bolts increases in intensity as their position is more remote from 
the starting-point of expansion, so that the bolt situated at the point 
c, has the greatest deflection of all from its normal position. In the 
shell, along the curve from a to c, there is a reversing-point of the 
too component curves, and a bolt passing through this point perpen- 
dicular to a tangent to the curves (as they are generally made;), 
would, under the supposed conditions, act as a lever in an upward 
direction, and would have a tendency to give more concavity to the 
two curves; and the shell, being acted upon in this way, would 
have spring enough in it to accommodate itself to a marked deflec- 
tion of the bolt. Now this is apparently what takes place, both in 
the shell and in the fire-box, when a new fire is built, or when the 
heat in the fire-box is at any time intensified. Therefore, under this 
extreme condition, the bolts would not suffer a strain sufficient to 
crack them. 

But now suppose the shell and fire-box to be heated, as would be 
the case just after the boiler had been in use, and suppose the tem- 
perature of the atmosphere to be low, as in winter; then, on remov- 
ing the fire, there would be a strong current of cold air drawn in by 
the draught up the stack, rushing directly against the sheets of the 
fire-box, which would, of course, be suddenly cooled more than the 
shell, causing the stay-bolts to act as levers in a downward direction. 
Under these conditions, it is supposed that the stay-bolts arc sub- 
jected to a combination of strains which prove destructive. The 
crown sheet of the fire-box being suddenly cooled, draws the tops of 
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the two side sheets closer together, and the shell, being still extended 
by expansion, actually has a greater diameter in its circular part-- 
two circumstances which together produce a tension in the bolts. 
This tension, which is largely reinforced by the pressure of the 
steam, has a tendency to make the curve of the fire-box above the 
reversing-point move concave, and to straighten out the corresponding 
curve of the shell. It will be seen that the contraction of the crown 
sheet, when considered in connection with that of the side sheets of 
the fire-box, has a tendency to preserve the normal position of the 
bolts with respect to the side sheets, and that the tension produced 
in the bolts assists the side sheets (by giving them more concavity), 
in accommodating themselves to the strains produced in them by 
their lever action. But in the shell a different effect is being pro- 
duced. As the arcs between the bolts are small, being but four and 
a half inches each, and as the radius of the curve is large, the rise 
of each arc is very small; therefore, the tensile strain in each bolt, 
tending to straighten this curve, produces a thrust of great magni- 
tude, closely approaching its maximum, each way from the bolt. 
Now, when the bolt acts downward as a lever, its force must not 
only meet with the resistance to flexure of the rigid shell itself, but 
also with a component of this thrust. A simple diagram of the 
forces will clearly illustrate their action. It is in this manner that 
the lever action of the bolts is supposed to meet with a firm resist- 
ance in the shell, and that the crystallized bolts break, beginning at 
their upper side and next to the shell. 

To prevent this rapid crystallization of the bolts, and their break- 
age in this manner, it will only be necessary to so construct the 
boiler, that the length of the bolts increases as their position becomes 
more remote from the starting-point of expansion. The rate of 
increase of the length depends upon the laws governing the proof 
deflection of beams, as each bolt closely resembles a beam fixed at 
one end and loaded at the other. According to Rinkine, the proper 
factor of safety for wrought-iron boilers is 8, and using this factor, 
it is found by calculation that the proof deflection of the sample bolt, 
31/2 inches by 3/4 inch, should not exceed 0.00225 inch. The top- 
most bolt is about three feet from the starting-point of expansion, 
and if, after the boiler has been heated, the side sheets of the fire- 
box should be cooled to a temperature of 10° F. less than that of 
the shell, the deflection of the bolt would be 0.00247 inch, which, 
even for this small difference of temperature, is in excess of the proof 
deflection. 
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As the deflections of similar beams, under their proof loads, vary 
directly as the squares of their lengths, and allowing 20° for the 
limit of difference of temperature between the shell and the side 
sheets of the fire-box, the topmost stay-bolt will have to be 5.19 
inches long, in order that its deflection may not exceed the proof 
deflection. The bolt situated at a point midway between the top- 
most one and the fire-box ring below, would have to be 3.66 inches 
in length, and so on. 

A boiler constructed in this manner would conform to many prin- 
ciples of theory, and from the example cited, it would seem that 
practice would be largely benefited by such an alteration. 

 

THE "DIRECT PROCESS" IN IRON   MANUNFACTURE. 

BY THOMAS S.  BLAIR,  PITTSBURGH,  PA. 

I FEEL a certain sense of responsibility in bringing before yon the 
subject of the direct process in iron manufacture. I am aware that, 
in such a body as I have now the honor of addressing, there are few 
who are not already so well informed upon its past history (hat it 
would be a weariness to them to listen to anything else than an 
account of practical success. Yet, to claim that success involves so 
much that, if I do not make good my claim, I deservedly expose 
myself to severe criticism. 

The whole literature of the art, so far as it relates to the direct 
process, is, up to this time, but a history of failure. It is safe to say 
that more money, time, and talent have been fruitlessly spent in the 
pursuit of this object than in all the other unsuccessful efforts in the 
whole line of iron metallurgy. A distinguished authority in patent 
law has remarked that "the invention records of the United Slates 
and of foreign countries are filled with the waifs and abandoned 
relics of these abortive struggles." 

Dr. Percy, whose great work may be taken as an epitome of all 
that was worth mention, whether useful or curious, in pig-iron 
metallurgy, up to the date of its publication (1864), after giving 
elaborate accounts of various attempts at the direct process, condenses 
his own opinion of all that had been then effected, into a brief but 
summary comment upon a pamphlet of one of the sanguine inventors 
who had said: "It is evident that the present mode of working iron 
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ores, whether rich or poor, is not the most rational or economic one, 
although almost the only one in general use. They convert iron 
already malleable into east iron, to be reconverted, at much labor 
and cost, into malleable iron again." 

To this Dr. Percy rejoins: "These questions are extremely obvi- 
ous. They have been repeatedly proposed before, but never yet 
satisfactorily answered." Elsewhere he speaks of Chenot (who came 
so near success that the jury of the French Exposition of 1855 
thought he had attained it, awarding to him one of the great gold 
medals; and Le Flay pronounced his invention "the greatest metal- 
lurgical discovery of the age") as "poor Chenot," and ridicules the 
claims set up for him. 

Gruner (in his "Steel and its Manufacture," 1867, translated by 
Lenox Smith, 1872) says: "Several metallurgists have thought that 
instead of .smelting ores in a blast-furnace, it would be better to 
simply reduce them to the condition of soft or carburized sponge. 
They hoped to obtain purer products and consume less fuel by 
operating at a lower temperature. They were completely deceived. 
When the sponges are made, instead of cast iron we have blooms of 
less purity, since they contain, besides the usual cinder, the earthy 
substances in the ore. And if the sponges are melted in crucibles 
instead of forging them directly in the form of blooms, we shall have 
a homogeneous product, but it will be iron or crude steel of inferior 
quality, unless the iron sponge undergoes fining like pig-metal. In 
the direct methods whose object is the abolition of blast-furnaces, 
the addition of carbon mixed with the ore cannot be avoided; and 
it is this which destroys all profit in the processes invented by 
Chenot in France, Renton in America, Gurlt in Germany," etc. 

Baucrmann, who comes later than Percy (1868), gives but slight 
attention to the direct process. Speaking of the various processes 
for the direct production of wrought iron from the ore, he says: "As 
these methods arc only applicable to the treatment of easily reducible 
ores, and are essentially slow in work, giving only a small production 
from a plant of considerable extent, as compared with the open fire 
(Catalan forge), they have not as yet been found to possess sufficient 
advantages to be generally adopted on a large scale." 

Crooks and Rohrig's work (1869), adapted from Professor Kerl's 
Metallurgy, gives small encouragement. In the volume on iron 
they say, in their definition of wrought iron: "It is usually pro- 
duced by the conversion of pig-iron, and, in rare cases, is obtained 
direct from the ore. "And again, under the caption, "Methods of 
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Making Wrought Iron Direct from the Ore:" "At present this 
process is seldom used on account of its numerous disadvantages. 
It requires pure, rich, and easily fusible ores, and is, performed in 
interrupted operations; much iron is scorified, the consumption of 
fuel is very large; and lastly, the product is seldom uniform, :and is 
mixed with slag, which can only be removed by repeated welding.' 
After describing the Catalan forge, etc., they .proceed us follows: 
"Gersdorff roasts sparry iron ore in revcrberatory furnaces, and heats 
the roasted ore, together with coal, in crucibles. Clay heats ore and 
coal in a retort, and treats the reduced iron in a puddling furnace. 
Renton reduces the iron ores in vertical, slightly heated tubes, by 
means of carbonic oxide gas, and forms the reduced iron into balls 
in a puddling furnace, Chenot submits the ores to a reducing 
• roasting, to transform them into magnetic oxide, which he finely 
crushes, and by means of an electro-magnetic apparatus, extracts the 
magnetic components; he then reduces the or?vith carbonic oxide 
gas, grinds the resulting spongy iron, mixes it with soda, presses it 
into cylindrical shape, and at a suitable temperature draws it out 
into bars. Roger heats the iron, together with coal, in a rotating 
cylinder, and forms the balls in a puddling furnace. None of these 
methods seem to have met with any practical success." 

In their volume on steel they say, under the heading, "Steel 
Direct from the Ore:" "Gurlt proposes to treat rich, pure iron ore 
in cupola furnaces by means of carbonizing and reducing gases, and 
to melt the resulting product in a gas reverberatory furnace, but this 
method has not proved successful when carried out on a large scale. 
By Chenot's method, rich, pure ores are reduced in cupola furnaces 
by interstratified layers of charcoal; the resulting spongy products 
containing various amounts of carbon, are sorted and ground in mills, 
and the mass is pressed into cylinders and melted in crucibles, some- 
times together with coal and a purifying and scorifying flux of 
manganese. This method has been tried in Belgium without eco- 
nomical success, and it docs not permit the production of cast steel 
containing a fixed proportion of carbon," 

The newest and most promising way of producing steel direct 
from the ore is Mr. Siemens's method with the regenerative gas- 
furnace. This is the method described by Mr, Siemens before the 
Chemical Society of Great Britain, May 7th, 1868. The main 
feature is the vertical hoppers in which the ore was to be reduced, 
and the product dropped thence into the bath of an open-hearth 
furnace. (Further on we shall see that Mr. Siemens states that it 
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has been abandoned.)    Neither Kohn nor Fairbairn appear to have 
thought the subject worthy of serious notice. 

Under date of February 27th, 1869, we have the record of the 
opinion of a metallurgical chemist, known to you all as an eminent 
authority. I allude to Mr. George J. Snelus. I quote from an Eng- 
lish patent granted to him, of the date just mentioned : "In the 
ordinary process of making iron, the ore is reduced under such con- 
ditions that it immediately takes up carbon and is converted into 
cast iron. Several attempts have been made to produce wrought 
iron direct from the ore, but either owing to the process not being 
continuous, or its requiring too much time and fuel, or its inappli- 
cability to the treatment of fine ore, and the incomplete reduction of 
the ore, none of these attempts have yet been successful in such a 
degree as to afford the means of making iron or steel so economically 
as can be done by first forming pig-iron in the blast-furnace." 

On this side of the Atlantic, with one notable exception, the 
direct process received little attention in the literature of iron metal- 
lurgy. The exception I refer to is the report of Dr. T. Sterry Hunt, 
addressed to Sir "W, Logan, Director of the Geological Survey of 
Canada, 1869. In this report the author says: "In accordance with 
the well-known fact that the reduction of oxide of iron takes place 
at a temperature very much below that required for its subsequent 
carburization and fusion, it has been shown that the charge of ore in 
the blast-furnace is converted to the metallic state some time before 
it descends to the zone in which melting takes place. It forms, when 
reduced, a spongy mass, readily oxidized, which, by proper manage- 
ment, can be compressed and made to yield malleable iron, or by ap- 
propriate modes of treatment, may be converted into steel. This 
fact has been the starting-point of a great number of plans designed 
to obtain malleable iron and steel without the production of cast iron 
and the employment of the processes of puddling and cementation. 
This, it is true, is attained in the Catalan and blooming forges, but 
the attention of many inventors has been, and still is, directed to the 
discovery of simpler, or at least more economical, methods of obtain- 
ing similar results." 

Dr. Hunt then proceeds to sketch all the attempts at the direct 
process, in this country and abroad, worthy of mention, up to the 
date at which he wrote, pointing out in each case the difficulty or 
drawback developed in practical working. It is a brief but com- 
prehensive history of the subject, and tells the same story in every 
case,--failure to reach any large results. 
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The British Iron and Steel Institute may certainly be taken as 
embodying the latest and most advanced ideas in everything that 
relates to iron metallurgy. At its meeting in London, March 19th, 
1872, the discussion which arose respecting the Danks puddling fur- 
nace, brought out incidentally an expression of opinion on the direct 
process from some of its most eminent members. Mr. Edward 
Riley said: "As regarded making wrought iron direct from the ore, 
he believed there was certainly very little hope of that being carried 
out practically or profitably. He thought no one could conceive any 
method more simple than the present process of throwing materials 
into the blast-furnace for the purpose of reducing them, and was 
sure that all improvements in iron should commence with ?? pig- 
iron, They could make it in any quantity, and they ought to start 
-there. He could not conceive of any other process of making iron 
cheaper." 

Mr. Isaac Lowthian Bell "thought that a certain amount of dis- 
respect had been shown," in a previous part of the discussion, "with 
regard to the blast-furnace, in speaking of it as a roundabout way 
of doing the work which was performed by it. There was no doubt 
that they combined the iron with the carbon or silicon in the smelt- 
ing process, which had subsequently to be dispersed; but they must 
remember that the blast-furnace, at the same time, got rid of earthy 
impurities generally found associated with iron ores. He therefore 
quite agreed with Mr. Riley that, although it might be a round- 
about way in the first instance; they could not conceive any means so 
simple for getting rid of a large amount of extraneous matter as blast- 
furnaces." 

These views appear to have been acquiesced in by the members 
generally. At their meeting in April, 1873, Dr, C. W. Siemens 
read a paper which, from the distinguished position of its author, 
and the character of its reception by his associates, may reasonably 
be supposed to represent the condition at that date of the art of iron 
making in Great Britain, so far as relates to the direct process. 
After describing the various attempts made by him to bring the di- 
rect process into practice, and explaining the reasons which induced 
him to abandon them, one after the other, he uses these words: 
"These experiments convinced me that the successful application of 
reduced ores could not be accomplished through their conversion 
into spongy metal, and fully explained to me the want of success 
which has attended the previous efforts of Clay, Chenot, Yates, and 
others, to produce iron direct from the ore." He then describes a 
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new method and apparatus wherein he begins by abandoning one of 
the cardinal features of a truly direct process, a feature pointed out 
by Dr. Hunt in the extract I have already quoted, viz., that the re- 
duction of the oxide of iron can be obtained at a heat much below 
that required for its consequent combustion and fusion. Dr. Sie- 
mens, despairing of realizing this feature, begins, in his new process, 
by fusing the oxide. 

Such, I think, may be called a fair statement of the literature of 
the subject up to the present time. Furthermore, its uniform and 
consistent record of failure is borne out by the facts. It would have 
been, for example, impossible for a metallurgist so intelligent and 
deservedly esteemed as Gruner is, to commit himself to the state- 
ments I have quoted, if, at the time he made them, there had been 
in existence, as an article of manufacture on a large scale, a true iron 
sponge. He speaks of the " earthy substances " as causing " im- 
purity," and says that the sponge when melted will, it is true, give 
a homogeneous product, but of inferior quality, " unless the iron 
sponge undergoes fining like pig-metal." Had he been acquainted 
with iron sponge whose only " impurities" (in quantities sufficient 
to be objectionable) were silica and alumina, could he have fallen 
into the error of stating that the impurities could not be removed 
by the state of fusion, but only "when the iron sponge undergoes 
fining like pig-metal ?" 

So with his statement that the necessity of adding carbon in the 
direct process " destroys all profit" in it. Had he been acquainted, 
I say, with true iron sponge, and familiar with its manufacture into 
iron and steel, he would have recognized the fact that in iron sponge 
we have the least possible affinity between the earthy substances and 
the metal. And he undoubtedly would have been thus informed had 
such practice been known in the art. 

But setting aside all these, I come down to the present hour and 
present place, and our own country, and I ask you here present, who 
are familiar with all the industries of the nation, whether you have 
knowledge of any direct process for the production alike of iron and 
steel, now carried on upon a working scale, as a successful rival of 
the ordinary indirect methods? 

When one considers that the immense results which must flow 
from the successful achievement of the direct process are understood 
by all scientific men, and have been by them so understood for years 
past, it seems like presumption to attempt to carry off a prize which 
all have hitherto either dispaired of, or, seeking, have failed to win. 
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It seems so plain, so easy, yet has still remained, as it were, just out 
of reach. There must be, one would say, some hidden but insuper- 
able difficulty, else the problem had long since been solved. Con- 
sider for a moment how inviting a field it is. Nature provides us 
with the metal we want, chemically combined with oxygen, and me- 
chanically mingled with other substances. Let us withdraw this 
oxygen from the iron only, leaving the rest as compounds, it alone 
being elementary. Now let us melt the product, so that the iron 
shall, simply by difference of gravity, be separated from the dross, 
and then poured into proper moulds. Here we have but two steps, 
each of great apparent simplicity--first, reduction; second, fusion. 
Such is the ideal, which by contrast makes the old system appear so 
crude, unscientific, and roundabout, that the term direct applied 
to the new method sounds like the promise of a great and beneficent 
revolution. 

We know that carbon at a certain heat will dissociate the iron 
and the oxygen, yet leave the other mineral matter of the ore unre- 
duced, giving metallic iron--wrought iron--as the result. We 
know further, that we have at command furnaces in which the prod- 
uct can be melted down in a bath of cast iron, and so treated that 
it shall result in ingots of any desired degree of carburization. We 
know that if the reduction of the ore can be effected the elements of 
cost in fuel, labor, etc., will make the product cheaper than pig-iron, 
and also that the melting process is less costly than puddling, whereas 
its product is of far greater value. Why is it, then, that while the 
whole iron industry of the world is struggling by small economies 
to realize a return upon its capital, this most plain, most prominent 
of all economies remains unpracticed? 

There has been a link missing--without it, all is naught. There 
has been no thorough, uniform, economical process of reduction. 
The missing link is true iron sponge. It is that which I come here 
to exhibit to-day; to tell you how it is obtained, and to show you 
that, by the means I shall describe, it is within the reach of all. 
Let me be your guide while we travel together, in thought, from 
the point at which I started to the final point of success. It shall 
not be the path I travelled. This time we will take the smoothest 
and shortest way. 

We are in a chemical laboratory. We take a small porcelain tube 
and fill it with a mixture of pulverized peroxide of iron and char- 
coal ; next we seal the ends of the tube hermetically, then expose it 
to heat, by immersing it in a bath of brightly red-hot sand for a 
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certain time (varying with the character of the ore), then take it out, 
cool it, and, after cooling, break it open, and pour out the contents. 
Carefully separating and testing them, we find that we have obtained 
particles of metallic iron. Now, what conditions did we observe to 
get this result? 

First. There was contact of the iron oxide with carbon. 
Second. There was isolation from the free oxygen of the atmos- 

phere. 
Third. There was the heat of bright redness. 
Fourth. There was a certain duration of time. 
Fifth. There was continued isolation from the air until cold. 
Hence, we have established the fact that if a peroxide of iron be 

brought into contact with a sufficient quantity of carbon, with per- 
fect isolation from the atmosphere while exposed for a sufficient 
length of time to a sufficient heat, and then cooled down to a sufficient 
degree while still isolated from the air, the oxygen and the iron will 
be dissociated, the oxygen passing off in a gaseous form, leaving the 
iron behind. Now, chemistry supplies all the data for filling up 
with absolute figures the blanks in this statement, and we have in 
consequence a formula by which, if strictly carried out, we can 
achieve the first of our two great steps in the direct process--we can 
gain the metallic iron directly from the ore. Hence the chemistry 
of the operation is clear, and it becomes simply an engineering ques- 
tion how to meet all the necessary conditions, so as to conduct it on 
the large scale. 

First, we investigate previous attempts, striving to detect what is 
defective, recognizing what is correct, and supplying what yet is 
wanting. Proceeding in our course of elimination, we first reject all 
those methods in which it is sought to yoke the production of the 
iron sponge directly with a method of treating it; those, for example, 
which arc meant to reduce the ore in one chamber and pass it as 
fast as reduced (or supposed to be reduced) into another chamber for 
after-treatment--welding, melting, etc. The operations cannot be 
made synchronous. One or the other must be disarranged in order 
to accommodate its fellow. 

Confining ourselves, therefore, to the simple question of reduction, 
we finally give the preference, among the multitude of contrivances 
and appliances, to the vertical chamber, to be filled at top, and 
drawn at bottom, and working continuously. But in all these we 
discover one fatal defect; there is no adequate provision for the iso- 
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lation of the material, either while under treatment, or while cooling, 
or both. 

We experiment ourselves, and despair of obtaining the desired 
result by any arrangement of valves, or slides, or the like contri- 
vances. The dilemma is this : we want an apparatus that, as I have 
said, shall work continuously, and on a scale of considerable mag- 
nitude, taking in and discharging material at short intervals, yet 
always closed to the entrance of free oxygen. Or, otherwise stated, 
we must have a chamber so open at top and bottom that we can 
dump in a cartload of crude material above and draw out a cartload 
of finished product below, yet be all the time hern. tically scaled 
against admission of air. Now this chamber--assuming that we 
have settled upon the plan of filling it with ore and solid carbo- 
naceous matter, and heating them through its Walls--must be sur- 
rounded by heat for a certain distance down and by a cooling medium 
below that, because we intend to reduce and then cool down. Well, 
we find that our difficulty as regards the keeping out of air at top, 
takes care of itself. The solid oxygen and solid carbon, down in 
the zone of reduction, are combining as carbonic oxide, and, by 
virtue of their great expansion, forcing their way upward and out 
so that they arrest every particle of free oxygen before .it can pene- 
trate downward. As to the bottom, however, we have not this 
resource, and must find another. We get it by giving to our cham- 
ber such proportions that there shall always be above the place of 
egress a column of material, so cool itself as to be proof against the 
influence of oxygen, and of such a height as to form a packing, which 
shall seal up all that material above it which has not yet reached the 
safe degree of cooling. 

By this device, which, surely, is as simple as anything in metal- 
lurgical engineering, our dilemma is answered. We are now operat- 
ing, in regular practice, at Glenwood, cylinders of three feet internal 
diameter, and forty feet in height, which are open tubes, so far as 
relates to the taking in and discharging of their contents, but as re- 
lates to access of air in their working zones, are scaled retorts; the 
seal above being the ingoing material itself and the gases percolating 
upward through it; and the seal below, the material which, by cool- 
ing, has become indifferent to exposure. For the first time, then, in 
the history of attempts at the direct process we have at our command 
complete isolation, yet continuous working. 

Let us next take up the question of imparting and maintaining the 
necessary heat. Here at once another difficulty confronts us. We 
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must work upon a scale of considerable magnitude, and our reducing 
chambers must, therefore, be of considerable area. But their con- 
tents are very poor conductors of heat, and a little experience will 
convince us of the impracticability of getting an evenly-distributed 
temperature by conduction from the outside through a mass of, say, 
three feet diameter. Now, we must have uniformity of temperature 
to get uniformity of result, and the system we have adopted obliges 
us to impart the heat by conduction. We could conduct it, we will 
say, through three inches of the materials, in time enough to answer 
all practical purposes, but not through three feet. 

Let us see, therefore, if we cannot bring every particle of the 
material within three inches of a sufficiently heated surface. Thus 
stated, you will probably guess at the solution of the problem. It 
is this: When charging your material into your cylinder, cause it to 
pass between heated surfaces in streams whose greatest distance, in 
any part, from a sufficiently heated surface, shall not exceed your 
limit of three inches. 

This, you will readily perceive, may be done in many ways. Let me 
describe to you one of the arrangements which I employ. It accom- 
plishes very economically the purpose just explained, and performs 
another function which I will refer to directly. 

In the top or mouth of the reducing cylinder, I suspend an inner 
cylinder or thimble of cast iron, with walls, say one inch thick, and 
having an outside diameter of twenty-eight inches. 

Now, the reducing cylinder has an inside diameter of thirty-six 
inches; hence there is left an open space or annulus between the 
two of four inches across. 

I charge my materials into this annulus only, so that all have to 
pass downward through it, and none can be more distant than two 
inches from the heated surface, either of the cylinder or of the 
thimble. I make the thimble long enough–say six feet–to insure 
that all the materials shall have acquired the temperature desired 
before they descend below the annulus. 

This “initial heating,” as I call it, establishes one of the primary 
conditions with which we started out—the imparting of the necessary 
degree of heat—the only duty required of that portion of the heating 
chamber which surrounds the cylinders below the level of the bottom 
of the thimble being to prevent the escape of the heat thus imparted. 
You will observe that this device completely meets the whole diffi- 
culty as to the conduction of the heat, so that—whatever the diameter 
of the reducing cylinder—it is only a question of what diameter and 
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length you will give the thimble, in order to impart to your ma- 
terials the temperature you wish. 

We have now got thus far. Our reducing furnace shall consist 
of one or more cylinders (adopting the cylinder as the preferable 
form of chamber), which shall be heated externally for a certain 
distance, from the top downward, then cooled the rest of the distance 
downward to the base, excepting the room required at bottom for 
raising the telescopic sleeve for the discharge of material. 

At its top is the thimble for initial heating. 
Let us now revert to our original statement of the conditions to 

be met, and see if we have fulfilled them. 
First, We provide the contact of iron ore and carbonaceous matter 

by mingling them before charging into our cylinder. 
Second. We isolate these materials from free oxygen while in the 

zone of reduction. 
Third. We conduct the required degree of heat through the mass. 
Fourth. Our apparatus enables us to hold it under treatment for 

any length of time desired. 
Fifth. We have continued the isolation until the product was too 

cool to be oxidized on exposure to the air. 
Thus we have realized, upon a working scale commensurate with 

the requirements of the art, the laboratory experiment of the sealed 
tube, and the manufacture of iron sponge becomes as simple as any 
of the ordinary operations in the art of iron making. 

From the general principles above laid down, it will be easy to 
plan a good working reducing furnace; but there arc a number of 
details, both of construction and management, which I think may 
interest you. 

I have already alluded to the thimble arrangement for the “initial 
heating,” as having another recommendation beyond its convenient 
form. What I referred to is this: When the carbon dissociates the 
oxygen from the iron, carbonic oxide is formed, and this, rising as 
I have said, passes outward by way of the interior of the thimble, 
as furnishing a line of less resistance than the annulus, packed as 
the latter is with the ingoing materials. As it ascends through the 
thimble it is met by the air, which, in virtue of its greater weight 
(being colder), and from the tendency to transfusion in gaseous 
bodies, descends into the thimble, and a perfect combustion of the 
carbonic oxide is kept up. 

Thus the carbon, which had served as a chemical agent in the 
reduction of the ore, is made to do duty once more, as a fuel. 
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Speaking of fuel, I would say that my method of heating the 
cylinders is to place the portion of them to be heated in a chamber 
of brick, which is supported on iron pillars; thus leaving the cool- 
ing zone accessible below. This chamber is heated by letting into 
it streams of gas at different levels, with an air inlet adjacent to 
each inlet of gas. All, of course, are arranged so as to have the 
gas supply under convenient control. Aside from the economy of 
gaseous, as compared with solid fuel, it is incomparably easier, to 
keep a chamber such as this at a uniform temperature with gas than 
to heat it by burning coal or wood on grates. 

While on this subject of fuel, I may say that I am tired of the 
ordinary form of gas-producer. It is certainly a clumsy affair. 

I hope to have something interesting to say, upon a future occa- 
sion, as to a better form throughout. Meantime I would suggest to 
others who find the clinkering to be as much of an annoyance as I 
do, to try--as I shall soon--in the present form of producer, a water- 
box all round, as high up as clinkers form, and water-bars like those 
sometimes used under boilers. 

I not only introduce the gas into the heating chamber, but also 
carry a pipe into and project it downward nearly to the bottom of 
the thimble. By this means, whenever the gases developed in the 
cylinders, as before explained, do not suffice to keep the heat of the 
interior of the thimble up to the point desired, I turn on other gas 
enough to make up the deficiency. 

Thus I secure perfect control of the heat of the thimble, and make 
sure that the material in the annulus will always be hot enough to 
be ready for dropping when a charge is drawn from below. In this 
way the output of the furnace is limited to but one consideration, 
to wit: what duration of exposure to a red heat is necessary to per- 
fect the conversion. The amount of fuel required for heating is 
about one-third of a ton of iron in the sponge turned out. Any 
description of fuel commonly used in gas-producers will answer. 
As to the cooling, the reducing-cylinders underneath the heating 
chamber are prolonged simply in wrought iron of one-fourth inch 
thickness, and each is surrounded by a jacket, which is kept full of 
water continually changed. The wrought-iron cylinder ends about 
eighteen inches above the floor, and a sleeve, working telescope- 
fashion, closes the remainder of the connection when let fully down. 
By raising this sleeve more or less, as required, the material gushes 
out underneath, and as it does so the whole column of material in 
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the cylinder descends, leaving a space at the top of the annulus, 
which is immediately filled up with fresh material. 

I do not find that the size of the ore makes any practical differ- 
ence, whether it is, say, two inches through, or any smaller. This 
fact has been observed in experimental work heretofore, but I have 
never seen, nor been able to frame for myself, any explanation that 
is quite satisfactory. I suggest it as an interesting subject for our 
fellow-members of the chemical profession. 

It has been stated in the books that the sesquioxide of iron in the 
process of reduction first becomes magnetic oxide, then protoxide, 
then metallic. This appears to be demonstrated by the fact which 
may often (if not always) be observed in pieces too large to be “done 
through” (as the workmen phrase it), in the time during which they 
were under treatment. 

If the size of the piece is large, say four inches, and the core is 
still quite raw, but the outside completely reduced, the concentric 
layer next to the core will be protoxide, the next magnetic oxide, 
and the next the iron-sponge. Not that these layers arc distinctly 
defined, but merge into each other at the points of contact. But if 
the size is kept within the limit named, there is usually no distinc- 
tion to be observed, and the pieces, if anything near raw at the core, 
will usually show signs of protoxide on the surface. 

I must, however, qualify my remark as to the comparative time 
required for the reduction of pieces of different sizes. I did not 
mean to include ore in fine particles. This does appear to be more 
rapidly reduced that that which is coarser, but as it is cheaper to 
break the ore only to a moderately small size, and the fine powder 
is hence an insignificant fraction, I have not observed it closely in 
this particular. 

With respect to the time required for treatment, it varies accord- 
ing to two sets of conditions. 

The first is that of chemical composition. The sesquioxides arc 
more easily reduced than the magnetic, and the latter than the pro- 
toxides. Hence, hasty reasoners, who might argue that because the 
sesquioxide had to pass through the stages of magnetic and protoxide 
before becoming metallic, it must, therefore, be the hardest to reduce, 
would find themselves in direct opposition to the fact. The expla- 
nation, I suppose, is this : Where the oxygen most abounds, reduc- 
tion is easiest to commence, and once on the move, the operation 
proceeds rapidly. 

The second set of conditions are those of mechanical structure. 
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The massive materials are, as one would naturally suppose, harder 
to operate upon than those which are loose and open. The brown 
hematites are capital subjects for the reducing furnace. As soon as 
they reach a red heat, the water of combination is driven off, leaving 
an open, sponge-like structure, and, being also sesquioxides, we have 
both the chemical and mechanical conditions for speedy reduction. 
The compact hematites, such as the Iron Mountain ore of Missouri, 
and the red specular of Lake Superior, though sesquioxides, have no 
combined water, and are of a dense structure. In consequence they 
require a much longer treatment. The magnetic oxides, such as 
those of Lake Champlain and the iron sands of the St. Lawrence, 
being both very compact, and leaner in oxygen, require a longer 
time still than the compact hematites; while the protoxides, when 
in such a shape as, for example, the dense tap cinder from the pud- 
dling furnace, are extremely obstinate under treatment. 

Among the curiosities of the reduction of iron oxides, is the fact 
that the intensity of action bears but slight relation, within certain 
limitations, to the degree of heat employed. This is a fact noted by 
Mr. I. Lowthian Bell, in his experiments with the blast-furnace. It 
suffices for our present purposes to state, as relates to it, that there 
would be no particular acceleration of the process gained by pushing 
the heat to a degree, that involves danger of welding the material 
together while under treatment, 

But I am able to announce to you another very important fact, 
and one not to be found in the books, namely, that at the tempera- 
ture of reduction--say a fairly bright red heat, and with carbon 
alo?ie as the reducing agent--no carbon whatever is taken up by the 
iron. I think it sufficiently indicates the state of the art of iron- 
sponge making as it has been hitherto, when I tell you that I asked 
this question direct of one of the most distinguished and most prac- 
tical of the foreign authors I have already quoted, and the answer 
was that, to the best of his knowledge, the point had never been 
settled. Now, if you will consider for a moment the immense im- 
portance of this question--the question whether your product is to 
be wrought iron alone--a product which you can employ as iron or 
carburize with precision to the temper desired, or whether it is to 
become an unsettled and uncertain carbide of iron, to be sampled and 
analyzed, every lot, before using, and from which carbon must be 
removed if wrought iron is to be made from it; when I say, you 
consider the magnitude of this question and the fact that neither the 
man of science nor the practical manufacturer had any answer for 
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it, you will agree with me that the art had not yet made much prog- 
ress. 

But at all events, the question is now set at rest. I have had 
frequent analyses made of iron-sponge, produced from various de- 
scriptions of ore, and in no case has combined carbon been found. 
The iron-sponge, sensitive as it is to many chemical reactions, only 
takes up carbon (when presented unaccompanied by an accelerating 
agent) as other wrought iron does, to wit: at the recognized heat of 
cementation, a heat far higher than we need to (or ought to) employ 
in the reducing furnace.  

With respect to the carbonaceous matter used as the reducing 
agent, I would state that, in regular practice, we have, up to the 
present time, made use of charcoal. We have tried both coke and 
anthracite, but merely in an experimental way. We have not been 
prepared to remove the sulphur from either, and--having so many 
other things to get into working order--have preferred to run no 
risks in this particular. Our experiments have been conclusive, 
however, as to the reducing power of these substances, and we shall, 
early in the spring, take measures to use coke from washed coal. 
We have experimented with a Bradford separator, and find that the 
fine “slack” of the Pittsburgh coal can be so freed from sulphur 
that even, if none were driven off in coking, and the whole of it 
absorbed by the iron in the reducing cylinder, there would not be 
over 0.08 per cent, in the iron. For the country cast of the Allc- 
ghenies, the anthracite culm should furnish an exceedingly cheap 
reducing agent. I am informed that there is no difficulty in remov- 
ing the sulphur by treatment with steam charged with alkaline 
vapors, and at moderate cost. I have not yet had any practical 
experience, however, in tin's matter. 

The estimate of quantity required per ton of iron produced is very 
easily made. For brevity's sake we will consider only the scsqui- 
oxides, as they require the largest ratio of carbon. They curry 70 
per cent, of iron to 30 per cent, of oxygen. Now, every 30 parts, 
by weight, of oxygen take up 22½ parts of carbon, so that we employ 
22½ parts of carbon for every 70 parts of iron, or 32.14 parts of 
carbon to the 100 of iron; in round numbers, one-third ton of 
carbon to the ton of iron in the sponge. It may occur to you that 
this is the theoretical quantity, and that in practice it must require 
more. But such is not the case--at least to any appreciable extent. 
No carbon is used in the reducing cylinder except what is taken up 
by the chemical operation referred to above. None of the other oxides 
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of which the ore is composed are reduced, and there is no tree oxygen 
present to consume any carbon. Whatever excess, beyond the amount 
absolutely required, we may mix in with the ore, to secure a suffi- 
ciency throughout the mass, is regained at the bottom of the cylinder. 

I would now ask your attention to the fact that, in my statements 
respecting reduction, I have hitherto confined myself to the case of 
reduction by carbon only. You are aware, however, that there are 
certain substances, such as cyanogen, hydrogen, etc., which, when 
present with carbon, exert a singular power in accelerating its com- 
bination with iron. Some of these substances, as, for example, 
hydrogen, arc also in themselves powerful reducing agents. You 
will see at once how the employment of these may vary the results. 
The hydrocarbons, for example, will produce reduction at a lower 
temperature or with great saving of time, but will yield an irregu- 
larly carburized sponge. The field is too large to enter upon here, 
and must be passed over with this brief notice, to be reverted to, 
however, for a moment when I come to speak of the second branch 
of the direct process, viz., fusion. 

There is another feature of the reducing operation which has been 
remarked upon by some accurate observers, such as Mr. I. Lowthian 
Bell, but which appears to have been unsuspected by the generality 
of those who have attempted to make iron-sponge. It is this, that 
the resistance of the oxygen against its dissociation from the iron 
increases in inverse ratio to the quantity remaining. Thus, to get 
out fifty per cent, of it, for instance, is a very easy and a very short 
operation ; to get out the next twenty-five per cent, may perhaps 
not take much longer additional time than to abstract the first fifty 
per cent.; but the refractory quality in the oxygen keeps rapidly 
rising until it becomes practically almost a matter of impossibility 
to get out the last remnant of it. Ignorance of this simple law has 
kept many a sanguine inventor pursuing an ignis fatuus, and at its 
door must be laid the corpse of many a once cherished, but now 
lifeless “process.”  

From it arises the talk, sometimes so freely indulged in, about 
iron-sponge as a well-known article, quite at command if wanted. 

As a curiosity in this line, let me quote from an English patent 
of 1870, taken out by a practical manufacturer, a manager of steel 
works: “The reduction of the ore to the condition of spongy metal- 
lic iron is a matter of comparatively little difficulty, and may be 
effected in various ways,” etc. 

These so-called iron-sponges carrying, say ten  per cent, of the 
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iron as protoxide, arc not the materials with which to obtain a vic- 
tory over the old, well-established, indirect process. They will give 
too poor an account in yield, however used, and they are especially 
objectionable for open-hearth practice. Dr. Siemens covers the 
whole ground in a few words, in his American patent of April 11th, 
1871: “The metallic oxide corrodes the banks of the metal bath.” 
Let us turn now to the second step in the direct process, the fusion 

of the iron-sponge. I will pass by all other methods of treatment 
and confine myself to this, the most important. The open-hearth 
gas-furnace enable us to produce a homogeneous product east into 
ingots. We will not stop here to discuss the various definitions of 
“steel” as distinguished from “iron.” For present purposes we will 
adopt the popular conception, and apply the term steel to what a 
blacksmith would call steel, that is, whatever will “take a temper,” 
and iron shall mean what the blacksmith would call iron, that is, 
what will stand the same heat and weld the same way as that which 
he has always called iron, and which will not take a temper. 

These ingots of iron or steel (according to the ratio of carbon con- 
tained) are produced by melting wrought iron in cast iron. Here 
then is an operation for which the sponge is especially adapted. 

It is more fusible than any other form of wrought iron, and its 
mineral portion will be separated by the act of fusion without any 
special treatment whatever. 

I had no other idea than to use the “Siemens” regenerative gas- 
furnace (that being the one invariably employed heretofore in open- 
hearth practice) until I came to arrange for a license, when I was 
informed by the agents in this country of Dr. Siemens, that my 
license must contain the stipulation that I could only employ in the 
furnace such materials as he (Dr. Siemens) would permit me to use; 
and my iron-sponge was not embraced in the list. After repeated 
efforts I found it impossible to shake his determination that his fur- 
nace should not be employed for any other direct process than his 
own. I was, therefore, obliged to look elsewhere, and, happily, 
found what I sought in the gas-furnace of Mr. IT. Frank, of Pitts- 
burgh. 

This furnace works on a system of “continuous regeneration,” the 
waste gases passing continuously in one direction outward, and the 
air and gas supply passing continuously in one direction inward. I 
regret that the length of this paper compels me to omit a detailed 
description of this most satisfactory furnace. It gives all the heat 
that can be used (the endurance of the structure being the limit), and 
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works with the greatest steadiness. All clogging of the regenerators 
by tar and soot is avoided by the simple expedient of alternating the 
currents of gas and air so that the air is made to pass through the 
chamber where the gas had previously been, thus burning out all 
those deposits, while the gas finds a clear passage in the other cham- 
ber where the air had been flowing. It is only necessary to make 
this alternation between heats, so that, from the time of charging 
until the cast is made, the only manipulation called for is the adjust- 
ment of the inlet-valves for gas and air, and of the damper of the 
stack. 

Our present practice at Glenwood is to take the iron-sponge and 
press it, while cold, into blooms of six inches diameter and about 
twelve to eighteen inches in length. A specimen of these is exhib- 
ited here. The pressing is performed by hydraulic machinery, and 
the force exerted is about 30,000 pounds to the square inch, or bout 
900,000 on the bloom. Thus prepared, we charge them it?  an 
auxiliary heating-furnace, where they are brought to a bright-red 
heat, and then thrown into the bath of the melting-furnace. We 
use no other form of wrought iron whatever. Otherwise there is 
nothing peculiar in our operations, and everything goes on just as if 
we were melting ordinary blooms, except that the fusion is much 
more rapid. We have no difficulty whatever with the lining of the 
furnace, owing to the small amount of protoxide left in the sponge, 
there being decidedly less than is usually found in puddle-bar. It 
is here that the perfection of the reduction tells. 

We have operated hitherto with ores so rich--Iron Mountain of 
Missouri, and Red Specula of Lake Superior--that we have no 
excess of slug. On the contrary, we generally find it expedient to 
throw in a little cinder from a previous cast, when using ores which 
carry so much earthy matter that the slag would be in excess, we 
shall "bleed" it away, to the extent desired, from a cinder-notch 
which we have provided in the wall of the furnace. 

I propose to do away with pig-iron, at first in part, finally 
altogether. There are two ways of doing this, both of which I shall 
practice long enough to determine which seems preferable, and hope 
to have the pleasure, on some future occasion, of reporting the re- 
sults to you. 

In the first method I avail myself of the system of rapid carburi- 
zation practiced in "case-hardening" and in the melting of wrought 
iron in crucibles, viz., the employment of an accelerating agent, such 
as cyanogen, along with common carbonaceous material. Mixing 
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one or more of these agents with charcoal-dust, and the resultant 
mixture again with sponge before pressing, I have a bloom which 
holds the carburizing materials in intimate contact with the particles 
of iron, and it is a question to be developed by experience what 
amount of carbon can be imparted to the iron up to the time of its 
fusion. 

In the second method I take up Gurlt's idea of the carburization 
of sponge by hydrocarbon vapors, and apply it to my reducing-fur- 
nace in this way : I have tapped a gas-pipe into one of the cylinders, 
so as to furnish an inlet by which I can force gas into and among 
the contents of the cylinder. This inlet is placed just above the 
cooler, so that the gas will enter when the material is yet hot, but 
has passed below the zone of reduction. I generate gas from ben- 
zine, in an apparatus placed at such a distance from the building as 
to be safe, and under pressure sufficient to overcome the resistance in 
the cylinder. I shall thus get the carburizing action without any 
other extra expenditure of fuel than the small amount required for 
generating the benzine gas. The apparatus is now just ready to go 
into operation, and I expect to impart such a quantity of carbon to 
the sponge as to render it readily fusible without the aid of a bath of 
cast iron. 

I consider it a very desirable step in the perfecting of the direct 
process, that we should dispense with cast iron in the open hearth, 
for two cogent reasons: first, because we have now turned the 
tables, and wrought iron is cheaper than pig; and second, because 
the less pig we use the better the quality of the product. Dr. Sie- 
mens, in the paper from which I have already quoted, puts this 
matter in a very clear light. Speaking of the desirability of a direct 
process, as regards the question of quality, and referring to one of 
Mr. I. Lowthian Bell's diagrams of a blast-furnace, he says : 

“It shows that the reduction of the metallic oxides to spongy iron 
is accomplished within the first twenty feet in their descent in the 
furnace, and at a comparatively low temperature. This upper zone 
is followed by one where the limestone is decomposed and the car- 
bonization of the spongy metal is commenced. Between this second 
zone and the zone of fusion in the boshes of the furnace, one of great 
magnitude intervenes, where apparently no other change is effected 
than an increase of temperature of (the) spongy metal, but where in 
reality a very powerful reducing action is accomplished of substances 
which had much better not be joined to the iron. It is well known 
that almost all the phosphorus contained in the ironstone and the 

vol.   II.--13 
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coke is here incorporated with the spongy iron. The silica is re- 
duced to silicon, and, together with arsenic and other bases which 
may be present, combines with the iron. The final action in the 
blast-furnace only consists in fusing those reduced substances and 
forming the slags which envelop and protect the fused metal." 

On the other hand, as I have already explained, the low temper- 
ature at which the reduction of the iron oxide takes place in the 
direct process gives no opportunity for reduction of the other oxides 
accompanying it. Hence, though the mechanical union remains, 
there is no chemical affinity, and as we, in our second step, produce 
the fusion under conditions which do not allow time for the reduc- 
tion of the other substances, we get away our iron uncontaminated. 

Here, again, I have to regret that time and your endurance do 
not allow me to do more than refer to some exceptions to this, in the 
case of sulphur and phosphorus. As to the former, it is perhaps 
unnecessary for me to explain how the difficulty can be overcome. 
As to the latter, I will say, speaking from absolute experience, that 
no difficulty arises where the phosphorus exists--as in the Lake 
Champlain ores--in the condition of phosphate of lime. With re- 
spect to other phosphorus-bearing ores, I hope to make a special 
report to you, when I can enter into details which are inadmissible 
here, and after I have more extended experience. I must also defer 
anything beyond a mere casual reference to titanium, which gives 
no trouble in the direct, process. 

Dismissing these" interesting topics, I close my explanatory state- 
ments, trusting that nothing further is needed to satisfy you that 
you have now presented to you a perfectly practical and thoroughly 
direct process for obtaining the ingot of east steel or homogeneous 
iron. 

Little need be said as to the value of this product. Open-hearth 
practice has already established the fact that steel fit for all purposes 
short of edge tools can be produced (even. when using the system of 
melting wrought into cast iron), and that the homogeneous metal is 
the type of all perfection in wrought iron. With respect to the 
results which will follow the introduction of the direct process into 
the field of iron metallurgy, I do not venture any prediction as to 
how speedy or how slow may be the revolution. Some time must 
elapse, during which the old system will regulate the market price, 
while the new system will (for those employing it) regulate the cost. 
But with such data as I will now very briefly call your attention to, 
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it is easy to see that the old system must either be greatly cheapened, 
or it must, sooner or later, be overgrown by the new. 

The direct process demands so much smaller an amount of fuel 
that the proper plan for realizing the most profitable results in prac- 
ticing it will be to go to the mines, and there produce the sponge at 
least; in many cases the ingot also. The extreme simplicity of the 
plant required, and the ease with which the process can be conducted 
on a small scale, if desirable, also point to the mine as the proper 
locality for the works, up to, as I say, the sponge always, the ingot 
often. 

Take, now, such a locality, where ore of 50 per cent, metallic iron 
is worth $4 per ton, and charcoal is worth 6 cents per bushel. We 
have: 

2 tons ore at $4,.................................................................. $8 00 
40 bushels charcoal, at 6 cents,.................................................. 2 40 
Gas-producing fuel (wood), say,.............................................1 00 
Wages, say, ........................................................................3 00 

1 ton iron in sponge, .............................................. $14 40 

Let us add $5.60 per ton for transportation to a manufacturing 
centre, making the cost of the sponge, say $20, delivered. Add $2. 
per ton for cold pressing. 

One ton of ingots will cost about as follows: 
 

3/4 ton cold-pressed blooms, at $22,......................................... $16 50 
15 per cent. waste on the same, ............................................. 2 48 
1/4 ton Bessemer pig, at $45,..................................................11. 25 
71/2 per cent, waste on the same, ............................................84 
Wages, per ton,..................................................................... 5 00 

  Maintenance of furnace, etc., ....................................................... 2 CO 
Spiegeleisen,1/25 th ton, at $70 per ton, ................................ 3 50 
3/4 ton fuel for producers, at $5 per ton,.............................. 3 7ft 

Cost of 2240 lb. ingots,.............................................. $45 82 

Assuming that we shall be able to substitute carburized sponge 
for the Bessemer pig, we reduce this to about $38.50. 

The figures must be varied to suit every different locality, and in 
those where ore is a high-priced commodity and fuel cheap, there 
will not be as great a difference in favor of the direct process as where 
those conditions are reversed; but there will always be enough to 
give it an advantage that must tell eventually. 

Finally, there is one aspect, at least, of this branch of the subject 
that must be gratifying to all. I refer to the humanitarian view. 
The word “puddling” finds no place in the direct process. No such 
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exhausting, overtaxing labor is demanded in any of its operations, 
and, as it is the truly scientific method of iron metallurgy, so does 
it, in common with all true science, point to the ultimate reconcile- 
ment of capital and labor. 

I desire, before closing, to take this opportunity to acknowledge 
my indebtedness to my associate and colaborer, Mr. Morrison Foster, 
of Pittsburgh, whose assistance, from the first inception of my experi- 
ments up to the present time, has been of the greatest value to me. 

 

PROF. EGLESTON desired to know how complete the reduction 
was, how much oxygen remained in the sponge, and how the im- 
purities common to iron ores were eliminated. He said that in the 
paper just read there were some severe remarks on the crude con- 
dition of iron metallurgy, especially the blast-furnace process. He 
desired to say that the blame did not lie at the doors of scientific 
metallurgists in this country. It must be remembered that most of 
the experiments abroad had government aid for their experiments, 
and government furnaces at their disposal to practice on. For the 
last thirteen or fourteen years he had endeavored to make experi- 
ments on blast-furnace gases, but had never been able to overcome 
the prejudice of furnace-men to having holes made in the stack of 
the furnace. Prof. Egleston spoke of some investigations made by 
Director Jüngst, of Gleiwitz, on the temperatures at which ores 
begin to lose oxygen in the blast-furnace, and the temperatures at 
which reduction is complete. The temperature of incipient reduc- 
tion is stated by Jüngst to be much lower than is generally sup- 
posed. Regarding the elimination of sulphur from coal by washing 
and coking, Prof. Egleston spoke of the works of the Orleans Rail- 
way, at Aubin, in the south of France, which he had studied, where 
a refuse coal containing 12 per cent. of ash and iron pyrites in large 
quantities, in lumps from the size of a hickory-nut to fine grains, 
was worked so as to contain only 3 per cent, of ash and 0.5 per cent, 
of sulphur. 

MR. BLAIR: We find 95 to 98 per cent, of the iron reduced. 
The impurities in the ore, as se??a, alumina, lime, etc., are all con- 
tained in the sponge; but when the sponge is introduced into the 
bath of molten pig metal, the earthy ingredients melt and rise to 
the surface in the form of slag. In rich ores the amount of slag is 
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not enough to cover the molten metal, and slag is added as such. 
In poor ores the amount of slag may be too large, and provision is 
made in the cinder-notch for tapping it off. The height of this 
notch is raised or lowered by means of fire-brick, according to the 
height of metal in the furnace. 

MR. F. FIRMSTONE asked Mr. Blair what became of the phos- 
phorus in the ore in his process. 

MB. BLAIR : We have made steel in crucibles from sponge made 
from Lake Champlain ores, which contained a large amount of apa- 
tite, and found no phosphorus in the steel. The case might be differ- 
ent where the phosphorus was combined with the iron in the ore. 

MR. RAYMOND remarked that it might make considerable differ- 
ence if the phosphorus was combined with manganese in the ore. 
He had heard of a case recently, in which Bessemer pig was said 
to have been made from an ore containing 0.58 per cent, of phos- 
phorus, and at the same time considerable manganese. It may be 
that phosphate of manganese is reduced with great difficulty, or that 
manganese will tend to carry off the phosphorus in the slag. He 
would like to ask Mr. Blair what became of the carbonic oxide 
escaping from his cylinders. 

MR. BLAIR: It is burned within the thimble to carbonic acid, 
and exerts no injurious influence on the workmen. He had had a 
few quite serious cases of poisoning with carbonic oxide arising 
from his gas-producers, and had invariably found ammonia (spirits 
of hartshorn), applied to the nostrils, a prompt and efficient remedy. 
When nausea is produced by inhaling carbonic oxide, a few drops 
of the aromatic spirits of ammonia give relief. 

PROF. B. SILLIMAN said that the question of the influence of 
manganese in smelting ores containing phosphorus was an interest- 
ing, and, to a considerable extent, an unexplored field. He had in 
mind a case where a spiegeleisen, containing 11 per cent. of man- 
ganese, and 0.1 per cent. of phosphorus, was said to be made from a 
spathic ore containing but 0.5 per cent. manganese, and 0.6 per cent. 
phosphorus. He thought that this could only be explained by the 
addition of manganese in some form to the charge, and in this con- 
nection the unexpectedly small amount of phosphorus in the spiegcl 
was suggestive. 

MR. E. B. COXE : The subject of poisoning by carbonic oxide is 
one of such great importance that I think that all possible publicity 
should be given to the antidotal effect of ammonia mentioned by 
Mr. Blair. I think it very probable that the  “white damp"  of the 
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mines is carbonic oxide, and its fatal effects are well known to 
miners. 

MR. E. C. PECHIN: I have listened to the very able paper read 
by Mr. Blair with melancholy pleasure. As a humanitarian I am 
delighted, as a pig-metal manufacturer I am in the depths of despair. 
I am placed in a position which must appeal powerfully to your 
sympathies. A few weeks since I was blown up by physical force-- 
to-day I am blown away by scientific investigation. All my beauti- 
ful plans for new furnaces must be stowed away with the inscription, 
“ What might have been if it hadn't been for Blair.” In behalf 
of the pig-iron makers of the United States, I appeal to Mr. Blair 
to follow the example of Dr. Siemens, to surround his process with 
such restrictions, and to charge such excessive royalties, that we may 
for this generation, at least, rather die by slow combustion than meet 
a violent and hasty death by carbonic oxide. 

ME. BLAIR reminded Mr. Pechin that he had used the expression 
that the old process will be overgrown, not overthrown. 

DR. HUNT expressed his pleasure at the results obtained by 
Mr. Blair, whose works near Pittsburgh he had an opportunity 
of visiting in November last. He felt a great interest in the ques- 
tion of iron-sponge, from the fact that he had been the friend of 
Adrian Chenot, who had, in 1855, works in operation on a consid- 
erable scale at Clichy-la-Garenne, near Paris, and had assisted him 
in some of his experiments just before his sudden and accidental 
death at the end of that year. Chenot died with many of his plans 
unrealized, leaving behind him no one fully competent to carry on 
his work. Dr. Hunt testified that, notwithstanding the difficulties 
encountered, Chenot did succeed, at least with the readily reducible 
and porous Spanish ores, in obtaining a complete reduction, as the 
regular daily manufacture from the sponge of cast steel, which he 
had personally overlooked and followed, sufficiently showed. The 
apparatus of Chenot was essentially that of Mr. Blair, but there were 
practical difficulties in the way of heating the column which have 
been overcome by the latter by means of his simple and ingenious 
initial heater, in which the gas wasted from the top of Chenot's fur- 
nace performs the work of heating the ore in the upper part of the 
cylinder; while by the happy device of using a mixture of charcoal 
in powder, instead of in lumps, the difficulty of preserving the re- 
duced ore from the influence of the air below is resolved. By these 
additions to the furnace of Chenot, Blair has continued and perfected 
his work. 
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But the ready production of iron-sponge was but one part of the 
problem ; its utilization was still more difficult. The conversion of 
the sponge into cast steel by cementation with oil, and fusion in a 
crucible, as practiced at Clichy by Chenot, was, at best, but a slow 
and troublesome method; and the attempt to weld the sponge, into 
blooms, as tried at Clichy, and afterwards practiced at Baracaldo, in 
Spain, was an expedient not easy of execution, and applicable only 
to very pure ores. The work of Chenot, of Gurlt, and of others, 
in making iron-sponge, was in vain ; the time had not yet come for 
its economic utilization, nor was it until the brothers Martin, with 
the aid of the Siemens gas-furnace, succeeded in producing steel on 
a large scale in the open hearth from the fusion of soft iron with 
cast iron, that the true use of the sponge, as a substitute for puddled 
iron, was found. 

This new process again turned the attention of inventors to the 
production of iron-sponge, and three or four years since a reduction- 
furnace, erected for the purpose at Westport, on Lake Champlain, 
succeeded in producing sponge which, at the Bay State Works, at 
South Boston, gave in the Siemens-Martin process a soft steel, with 
excellent results. This reduction-furnace, which the speaker had 
examined, seemed, however, but indifferently fitted for its work, and 
was soon abandoned., The simple, cheap, and efficient apparatus of 
Chenot has, in the hands of Mr. Blair, received such improvements 
as made it, in the speaker's opinion, admirably fitted for the purpose 
of reducing iron ores to sponge. He regretted exceedingly that the 
beautiful and ingenious reduction-furnace constructed by Mr. Ed- 
ward Cooper, at Trenton, which many of the members of the Insti- 
tute had an opportunity of inspecting in October last, was not al- 
ready in operation, so that we might be enabled to judge of its 
practical efficiency. For the rest, the speaker entertained no doubt 
that the economic production of iron-sponge, and its utilization in 
the open hearth, in accordance with the Siemens-Martin plan, was 
destined to be one of the great metallurgical problems of the future. 

One of the most important advantages of this process is the fact 
pointed out by Mr. Blair, that the mechanical impurities of the re- 
duced ore are readily and completely eliminated by the process of 
dissolving it in a bath of molten metal. The iron is reduced to the 
metallic state without the reduction of phosphorus and silicon, and 
the compounds of these are not attacked by the metallic bath, which 
takes up the reduced iron as mercury takes up the precious metals 
in the process of amalgamation. 
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NOTES UPON HYDRAULIC FORGING, 

AS  PRACTICED   AT THE  IMPERIAL   STATE   RAILWAY WORKS, VIENNA. 

BY PROF.  W. P. BLAKE, NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

FORGING under the hydraulic press, which was introduced by 
Haswell in the year 1861 at the machine shops of the Imperial State 
Railway Company of Austria, has since been greatly improved, so 
that at the present time there are very few parts of machines which 
cannot be produced in this way, and at no greater cost than iron 
castings. The process is now used at Vienna chiefly for such parts 
of locomotives as cross-heads, link-bars, axle-box frames, etc., es- 
pecially where the form is intricate, and there are many angles and 
projections. These objects weigh from 50 to 150 lb: or more, and it 
is claimed for them that they are not only much cheaper than ordi- 
nary forgings, but are much more regular in form and stronger. 

The results which Mr. Has well has attained, after years of patient 
experimenting, were well shown in the Austrian Department of the 
Vienna Exhibition by a collection of the pressed objects in iron and 
steel, just as they left the moulds, with some of them cut asunder 
longitudinally and the surfaces etched, so as to show the internal 
structure or direction of the grain. Through the courtesy of Mr. 
Haswell and his son I saw the hydraulic presses in full operation at 
the works, drawing down large Bessemer ingots, cutting them up 
into blocks of convenient size, and forming various parts of locomo- 
tives. 

They have two large hydraulic presses in use; the largest, with a 
piston 24 inches diameter, gives 1200 tons pressure, and the second, 
with an 18-inch piston, gives 600 tons pressure. The pressure in 
the pumps is 600 atmospheres. The action is vertical; the piston 
descends upon the work, and for forging ingots is armed with a ham- 
mer-like head. An ingot of No. 7 soft Bessemer steel, which was 
forged in my presence, weighed 2030 lbs. One end being placed 
upon the anvil, the piston is brought slowly down and crowded into 
the mass as if it were putty or dough, forcing it each way, but chiefly 
in the direction of the length of the ingot, this being the narrowest 
section of the anvil and hammer. The piston is then raised and the 
ingot is moved forward for a second squeeze, and so on, until the 
first half of the ingot has been reduced in thickness, when it is 
turned on edge and the operation is repeated. The ingot is then 
turned end for end and forged until the whole length has been re- 
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duced to the required size.    It is cut into masses of the proper length 
by a chisel forced through the bar by the press. 

There is no noise or jar in the whole operation, which requires less 
time than the ordinary method of hammering or rolling. The pres- 
sure affects the very centre of the mass of the ingot. Its action is 
by no means superficial, and it is evidently far more effectual in 
modifying the structural condition of the bar than blows on the sur- 
face can be. There is no distribution of the force of the blow by 
the vibration of the foundation of the anvil and the surrounding ob- 
jects, as there is with the violent impact of a steam-hammer. The 
ingot yields gradually and bulges at the sides and ends (A, Fig. 7), 

 
and is not drawn out more on the surface than at the centre, so as to 
give a ragged hollow end (B), as is usually formed under the ham- 
mer. Before the forging is completed, a distinct structural arrange- 
ment parallel with the ingot becomes evident, and is most distinctly 
seen when the hot steel moves down under the press. Thus, as the 
piston-head sinks into the steel, the lines of structure visible in the 
sides of the ingot bend downwards. (Fig. 8.) 

 
The appearance of such structure so well marked in a cast ingot, 

without piling or folding, is not a little remarkable, and it may re- 
sult in great part from the peculiar conditions of pressure. It is 
apparently a linear arrangement of the crystals, or possibly it, in 
part at least, results from the flattening and drawing out of the nu- 
merous blowholes found radially disposed in Bessemer ingots. The 
lines or layers mark a difference in chemical composition. It has 
been shown by Belani* that the percentage of carbon varies in dif- 

 
* Kaernthner Zeitschr., 1873, p. 9; also, Jour. Iron and Steel Inst., Gr. Brit.,

1, p. 242. 
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ferent parts of hammered or rolled Bessemer steel, and he regards 
this variation as due to the pressure. On etching surfaces of ham- 
mered and rolled steel, some portions are more rapidly acted on than 
others. Analysis shows that the parts most rapidly acted on, i. e., 
having the greatest affinity for oxygen, are less rich in carbon than 
the parts less acted on. Belani thinks that the carbon is concentra- 
ted by pressure. An important subject of inquiry is here opened, 
viz., the effect of pressure upon the quality of steel or iron, and the 
strength of forgings of equal size made by hammering or by hydrau- 
lie pressure or rolling. The purely physical aspects of the question 
of structure produced by pressure are no less interesting, and there 
are many geological phenomena which are cognate. But from what- 
ever cause it originates, this structure or "grain" is an important 
factor of strength in pressed forgings, and may be said to character- 
ize them, as will presently be shown. Bessemer steel works better 
in this way than cast-steel, which is more liable to split up. 

The masses cut from the forged ingots are taken to a heating-fur- 
nace and arc made nearly white-hot, preparatory to the operation of 
pressing. The moulds or dies, which are left open at the top, are 
made in several parts, if necessary, and are securely held together by 
bands of wrought iron. A plunger-head or follower, called by the 
workmen  “the stamp,” is attached to the piston and descends into 
the cavity of the mould. The shape of this plunger-head determines 
the shape of the inside of the object to be pressed. All the parts 
being properly adjusted and the inside of the mould and the surface 
of the plunger being smeared with thick oil, a block of hot steel is 
thrown into the cavity, the plunger descends and presses the steel 
each way into all the angles and recesses of the mould. The excess 
of the metal, if any, rises on each side of the plunger and protrudes. 
This can afterwards be cut off, but a little practice enables the work- 
men to cut the blocks of the proper weight so that there is but little 
waste. When the plunger has reached the proper depth, the key 
which attaches the head to the piston is knocked out, the piston is 
raised, and the mould and contents removed from under the press. 
A few blows of the sledge liberate the forging, which is thrown aside 
to cool. If the work is well done all the angles are full and solid. 
All pieces pressed in the same mould are alike in dimensions, and 
there is no great excess at any part to be cut away. The labor and 
cost of fitting up such forgings are much less than with those made 
in the ordinary manner. 

       The structural peculiarities already mentioned are most distinct 
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in the pressed forgings made from piled iron masses, and arc beau- 
tifully shown by the etched sections. The lines of grain conform in 
a remarkable degree to the form of the mass, winding in and out 
around the curves and angles in such a manner as to give the great- 
est strength where if is most needed. These lines show in a very 
interesting way the flow of the viscid metal under the pressure. A. 
few prints taken directly from the etched surfaces will make this 
clear. Experience showed that very sharp angles in some parts of 
a mould interfered with the proper flow of the metal. The difficulty 
was removed by rounding off the angles or by building them out so 
as to give more space for the flow. The superfluous metal is after- 
wards cut away, leaving the internal curves of the grain in the best 
shape for strength.  

The rapidity with which intricate forgings are made is one of the 
greatest advantages of the method. Of such objects as cross-heads 
for locomotives, 25 to 30 can be made in a day. The moulds arc 
made of cast iron and are used cold. The plungers arc generally 
cast, and duplicates are kept on hand for use in case of breakage, 
which is not unfrequent. The process is also successfully applied 
to the forming of boiler-heads, steam-domes, etc., the large plates of 
Bessemer steel being forced through a ring. 

A great number of spokes for locomotive wheels are also manu- 
factured. The total production of pressed forgings in these works 
for nine months was 7830 pieces, weighing 1,071,200 pounds. Mr. 
Haswell has published one or two notices of the process in the tech- 
nical journals of Vienna. 

 

DESCRIPTION OF THE  SYSTEM OF  UNDERGROUND 
TRANSPORTATION BY MOVING CHAIN, ADOPTED 

AT THE HASARD COLLIERIES, BELGIUM. 

BY PROFESSOR WILLIAM P. BLAKE, NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

AMONG the many interesting objects to be seen at the Vienna 
Exhibition last summer, the model of the system of underground 
transportation by a continually moving chain, adopted at the Hasard 
collieries, at Micheroux, near Liége, Belgium, was one of the most 
attractive, and full of valuable suggestion to mining engineers. 
          These collieries are under the superintendence of the celebrated 
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mining engineer, J. d'Andrimont, to whose ability the successful 
establishment of the system at the Hasard Colliery is chiefly due. 

The following description is based upon my examination of the 
model, and of the system in operation at the colliery, and upon the 
numerical details and other data furnished by Mr. d'Andrimont, to 
whom I am also indebted for every facility for the inspection of the 
extensive collieries under his direction, and of the model boarding- 
house (“Hôtel Louise”*) which he has established for the miners 
and workmen of the company. 

This chain transportation is placed in a tunnel 3200 metres (nearly 
two miles) long. for the purpose of delivering an average of 1000 
tons of coal in 8 hours, from the interior of the mine to the branch 
railway in a ravine below the mouth of the tunnel. 

The great merit of the system is its extreme simplicity and econ- 
omy. It consists, in brief, of an endless chain, extending the full 
length of the tunnel, and kept in regular motion by a stationary 
engine. The tracks in the tunnel are double, and the chain moves 
into the mine upon one track, and out of the mine upon the other 
track. In ordinary transportation, by moving chain, or rope, the 
chain is supported at intervals by rollers between the rails, and the 
connection between the wagons and the chain has been made by a 
sort of clutch, the chain being lifted by an attendant and fastened to 
the bottom of the wagon. In the improved system there are no fixed 
rollers for the chain, except at the two extremes, or where required 
by a bend. The only intermediate supports are the wagons, the 
chain passing over the tops of the wagons and resting upon them at 
regular intervals, so that the wagons carry the chain. There is no 
fixed attachment; no clutch or attendance is required; the simple 
presence of the chain and the locking of the links, as they pass over 
the iron edges of the body of the wagon, are sufficient to keep the 
wagons in regular motion. The wagons are rolled under the chain 
at equal distances, and they go and come in constant succession, like 
clockwork, the line of empty wagons passing in, and of full wagons 
coming out. The only attendants required are at the two ends of 
the route--one group in the mine to fill the wagons and run them 
under the chain, and the other group to receive and empty the wagons 
as they arrive at the mouth of the tunnel. 

The motive power consists of two horizontal condensing steam 

 
* Named for Madame d'Andrimont, who laid the corner-stone, April 4th, 

1871. 
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engines of about 100 horse-power. The cylinders have a diameter 
of Om 65 and lm 20 stroke. There are six vertical tubular boilers, 
two of which are in work at one time. The steam is worked expan- 
sively, and with great economy, by means of carefully arranged 
regulators and cut-offs . 

The chain passes over two drums, one above the other, and makes 
four turns around each. The movement is transmitted to these 
drums by gearing. The rate of movement of the chain is about I m 
50 a second, which is equal to about three miles and a half per hour. 
The following are some of the principal data: 

Kilogs. 
Weight of the empty wagon,   . . . . . .  300 
Weight of a loaded wagon,       . . . . . .  7.50 
Weight per metro of the chain,        . . . . .  10 
Total weight in movement,      . . . . . .  250,000 
Coefficient of resistance,   . .        . .        . .        . .        .           . 2 per cent. 

There are usually 175 wagons in train; the distance between them 
is about 25 metres, and their rate of movement lm 50 per second, the 
same as the chain. At the time of my visit they were running 5 
hectolitres of coal in each wagon, and delivering 6500 hectolitres 
daily into the chutes which open below into the larger railway coal- 
wagons. 

The little wagons are of iron, with a simple timber truck, and four 
small-flanged wheels. The rails are of the Vignole pattern; width 
of track, 52 centimetres; breadth of tunnel, 3 metres; and height, 
2m 40. There are three bends or angles in the tunnel of 4°, 5°, and 
7° respectively, where there is a simple arrangement for turning the 
course of the chain. 

The engines are not placed parallel with the tracks, so as to give 
a direct movement to the chain, but are at right angles to the course 
of the chain, making it necessary to turn the chain around vertical 
rollers over the line of the tracks. The sloping position of the chain 
as it descends from these rollers towards the track permits the empty 
wagons to be rolled under it until the top conies in contact with the 
chain, and this is sufficient to catch and propel the ear. Each wagon 
thus started en route at a distance of twenty-five metres strikes a 
lever which rings a bell, and indicates to the attendant the proper 
moment for pushing the next wagon under the chain. 

As compared with the cost of transportation by horses the saving 
is enormous, as will be seen from the following figures of expenses 
of moving 1000 tons per diem: 



 
The sum of 140,000 francs includes all the plant, the boilers, the 

buildings, and the foundations. The chain cost 30,000 francs, 
and 
it is believed that it will last for 12 years. The cost of transporta- 
tion per kilometre-ton is about 3 ½ centimes, including the 
interest 
and the wear and tear. This is equivalent to about 11 mills per 
mile per ton, or $0.0112. 

An interesting evidence of the cheapness and facility of this 
method of transportation was the conveyance into the mine of 
building-stone designed for constructions on the top of the hill near 
the mouth of the shaft. Each wagon took in a load of stone, which 
was then hoisted to the surface, being delivered there much cheaper 
than it could have been by the ordinary modes of conveyance. 

Mr. d'Andrimont states his reasons for adopting this method of 
transportation as follows: 

1. The duration of a chain is about twelve years, while a cable 
will wear out in eighteen months. 

2. The moderate speed of the wagons diminishes the chances of 
their being thrown from the track. 

3. The continuous movement of the chain induces regularity and 
activity in all the work of the mine, and this without any effort of 
surveillance on the part of the foreman.    The chain plays the part 
of music in an army, the workmen time their labors by it. 

4. In case of accidents there is little damage, for any unusual re- 
sistance or change of movement is immediately detected by the en- 
gineer, and the chain is stopped.    There is, also, a telegraph with 
transmitting stations at intervals of 80 metres. 

The chain was started in December, 1872, and has since been in 
continuous operation, without accident, and very little delay for re- 
pairs. 
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Several years ago a committee was appointed by the North of 
England Institute of Mining Engineers to examine and report upon 
the various systems of underground haulage of coal. The result 
was the celebrated Report of the Tail Rope Committee, published in 
the seventeenth volume of the Transactions of the Institute. 

The four principal systems of underground haulage were consid- 
ered in the following order : 

I. Tail Rope system. 
II. Endless Chain system. 

III .  Endless Rope system, No. 1. 
IV. Endless Rope system, No. 2. 
The endless chain system is shown to have been in use since about 

1847, in the Burnley collieries, and in other parts of Lancashire. 
At the time of the report there were upwards of 40 miles of tram- 
way in the Burnley district. 

The wagons were attached at intervals of 10 to 40 yards to a 
chain which rested directly upon them, the attachment being effected 
by means of a fork placed on the edge of the wagon body. This 
device, however, appears to have been necessitated by the gradients. 
The speed varied from 2 to 4 miles per hour. 

The committee concluded that “as far as the cost of maintenance 
and working charges are concerned, the endless chain system can be 
applied, with few exceptions, to every condition of wagon-way with 
greater economy than any of the other systems." They found the 
cost per ton per mile to vary from 1.379 to 2.993 pence for the dif- 
ferent systems, the cost of the endless chain system being less than 
any other. The following is an abstract of the general summary of 
the report: * 
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STAMP MILLS OF LAKE SUPERIOR. 

BY JOHN F. BLANDY,  M.E.,  PHILADELPHIA. 

EVERY new mining district has had its own peculiar experiences 
in inventing and experimenting upon new methods for the various 
operations of mining, and more particularly in the processes of 
crushing and dressing ores. As a matter of course, during this 
period many old things have been reinvented, patented, and cast 
aside, there to remain until at a future day other geniuses shall bring 
them forth again as new. 

In this respect the Copper Region of Michigan has not been be- 
hind other mining centres, and probably in no other part of the 
country has more money been expended in devising new machines 
and improvements upon old ones for the crushing of the rock. The 
appliances for washing the sand have not been so varied, simply for 
the reason that, having but one mineral, or rather metal, of high 
specific gravity to separate from rock material which varies but little 
in its character in any one mine, it requires much less care than is 
necessary in most mining centres of the world. 

At the beginning of operations in that district most of the work 
was in the control of Cornish miners, who introduced the simplest 
of Cornish mills, namely, wooden stem pestles, with wooden shafts 
and cams. These were well suited to the small mines, and particu- 
larly to the limited means of transporting more expensive machin- 
ery. As these facilities improved, they were enabled to change to 
iron, and to vary their patterns of rods, shafts, cams, and mortars. 
The most approved pattern, finally obtained, is the square or round 
stem, with collar adjustable by means of keys. In its present form 
it is a bar of cold rolled shafting, an eye in the top, an adjustable 
collar with key-plate and keys, the head and a shoe of chilled iron. 
The stem is fitted into the head by a slight taper. The battery has 
heretofore been of wood, lined with chilled cast plates, and bed-plate 
of the same, but within the past year the California pattern has been 
introduced. The screens are of sheet-steel, drilled with 16 holes to 
the inch. 

During this period of trial and gradual improvement in the pestle 
stamps, in the years 1855-6, the Ball steam-stamps were intro- 
duced, and after years of labor and expense, have been made the 
most efficient and powerful machines ever yet used for the pur- 
pose. It is ostensibly the Nasmyth steam-hammer, and yet the 
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many devices for the motion of the slide-valves, the continuous and 
uniform running, the turning of the steins, the mortar, grates, and 
regulation of feed, make it a very different machine from the ordi- 
nary steam-hammer. 

The movement of the valves and revolving of the stamp is taken 
from a separate engine, which is usually run by the escape steam 
from the stamp cylinder. This engine is at the same time used to 
drive the washing machines, and also the lathes and other tools in 
the repair shop. 

I cannot bring out the various points in the machine in any better 
way than by quoting from the circular of the proprietor of the 
patent, who says: 
"Some of the points in which they excel all other machines for 

crushing ores are as follows: 1. It is complete in itself, and inde- 
pendent of the other machinery in the mill. 2. It is a direct-acting 
steam-stamp, the piston-rod being connected direct with the stamp 
shaft, and all moving parts working in a vertical line, which pre- 
vents wearing of the parts. 3. The stamp shaft is both raised and 
forced down by the direct action and expansion force of the steam, 
which allows running at a high speed, without any shock or inju- 
rious effect upon the machine. The average speed of the stamps 
now in use being ninety strokes per minute, of twenty-four inches 
lift, or more than double the speed of other stamps. 4. All connect- 
ing parts are made with elastic connections or cushions, which de- 
stroy the effect of concussion or crystallization of the stamp shaft 
or other parts, which is a common occurrence with other stamps. 
5. All the boxes or wearing parts are bushed, and the mortar is 
lined throughout with boiler plate or hard iron, which protects the 
machine from wear, and can be replaced with but little loss of time 
or expense. 6. The mortar at all times has a large quantity of 
rock in it, which prevents the stamp-shoe or head from coming in 
contact with the die, which does away with the noise and prevents 
the abrading of the copper,* common to other stamps, which arc 
obliged to crush directly upon the die. 7. The space occupied upon 
the floor by one stamp, whch crushes 100 to 120 tons of rook per 
day, is but 15½ by 12½ feet. 8. It is the most durable stamp in 
existence. 9. In workmanship and material it cannot be excelled. 
. 10. It does its work cheaper and better than any other stamp." 

 
* This is a matter or much importance, as the scale or leaf copper is difficult 
to catch on the jigging machines. 
VOL. II.--14 
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The last three propositions are, of course, open to argument, par- 
ticularly the last one, and upon it depends the whole question. As 
to its durability, there can be no question of that, provided the 
workmanship and material are what they should be. The fact that 
there is but little beside the stamp-shoe and mortar that is subject 
to severe wear, is evidence that they must be durable. I am not 
able to say what amount of rock has been crushed by one stamp 
without a renewal of the cylinder or mortar. 

The latest printed statement I have of the expense of running the 
Pewabic Mining Co.'s mill, is for the year 1869. The report for 
that year says : "The amount of rock stamped this year, with two 
heads of stamps, was 43,199 tons--700 tons more than in 1868 ; and 
the reduction in mining cost from $1.21, in 1868, to 90 4/100 cents, 
in 1869, is equivalent to a saving of $13,219.20. (The extraordi- 
nary repairs, amounting to 9/100 cents, is not included in the 90 4/100.) 
The average amount of rock stamped during the first three years, 
when the mill was new (say from 1860 to 1863), with four heads, 
was 37,862 tons per year, and the cost 94.7 cents gold per ton, in- 
cluding repairs. Last year, two heads stamped 43,200 tons, at a cost 
of 97.3 cents, currency, per ton of rock. Had it been possible for 
the mine to supply rock for four heads, the cost of stamping would 
not have been far from 60 cents per ton." The actual running time 
for the two heads is given as 250 9/24 days, or 172 4/5 tons per day, for 
the two heads. 

Number of tons of rook stamped per cord of wood, 10. 
Average monthly wages of men and boys, .............................$40 42 
Cost of fuel per ton of rock stamped, .............................................40 

Lower figures are now claimed for the mill at the Copper Falls 
mine, but I have not been able to get any detailed statement of 
expense. The cost of fuel is still considered very high, and may 
yet be reduced. This seems to be principally due to the fact that 
there is great loss of pressure in the steam passing from the boiler 
to the cylinder, as it requires 90 lb. in the boiler to show 70 lb. 
effective pressure in the cylinder. It is proper to state that at the 
Copper Falls mill the rock passes through a 9 x 15 inch Blake rock- 
breaker before going to the stamps, whereas, at the Pewabic mill, it 
was broken by hand. This cost is not, however, included in the 
above figures. 

For comparison, we have the following figures of costs of the 
Quincy Company's mill, for the year 1868. This is the most improved 
pestle mill of the district, containing 64 heads, and is well known 
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for the efficiency of its management. The total number of tons 
stamped in the year was 36,557 tons; running expenses, $1.031 per 
ton ; repairs, $0.249 per ton; total, $1.28; average number of tons 
stamped per cord of wood, 8.69 tons; highest average for any one 
month, 11.15 tons per cord; average wages not given, probably 
about the same as above. The reports of this mill are very com- 
plete. 

The report of the Central Company's mill for the year 1872 gives 
9834/100 cents per ton total cost; average number of tons per cord 
of wood, 10 13/100 average wages, $47.72. This mine is working 
almost altogether upon a fissure vein, whereas the Pcwabic and 
Quincy mines are working upon the same belt of rock, and within 
a few hundred feet of each other. 

The figures given above do not show sufficient difference to estab- 
lish the questions of cost, but I am satisfied that the improvements 
made since then in the steam-stamps, would prove much more 
favorable to them in the comparison. I have been unable to obtain 
statements of a later date. 

It is but proper to state that there are those who still contend for 
the pestle stamps, on the ground of first cost, less extraordinary 
repairs, and further, that small mines cannot afford to erect mills of 
a minimum capacity of 100 to 120 tons of rock per day--the power 
of one head of the steam-stamp. This the patentee has endeavored 
to remedy, by the construction of a smaller pattern, namely, one of 
1100 Ib. weight, with a duty of 40 tons per day. 

Such a mill has not yet been tried, and it therefore remains to be 
proven whether they can run at so small a cost on a reduced scale. 
It is further claimed that the steam-stamps require a higher order 
of mechanics to run them, together with a well-appointed machine 
shop. 

These arguments are well taken, and therefore the character of 
the mine needs to be carefully considered before deciding upon the 
kind to be adopted. If the mine is, however, of great capacity, the 
question can be quickly decided in favor of the steam-stamps. 

Within the last few years, still another machine has been intro- 
duced, which may be said to occupy an intermediate position be- 
tween the pestle and steam stamps, namely, the so-called " atmos- 
pheric stamp." This has been brought into effective operation only 
within the past year, and consequently the accurate results cannot 
yet be obtained. The peculiar feature of this machine, and the one 
from which it derives its name, is the air cylinder, which takes the 
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place of the stamp head, and to which the shoe is attached.    This 
is represented in the accompanying engraving; 
the cylinder being attached directly to the chilled 
shoe--total length 54 inches. 

Through the upper cylinder-head passes the 
piston rod, which receives motion by means of 
an ordinary connecting rod from the main crank 
axle. The piston--4½ inches diameter--is fitted 
with double reverse cup-leather packings. The 
upper end of the cylinder is bored to receive the 
piston, to a depth of 14 inches. The working 
barrel of the cylinder is pierced with two sets of 
small holes, for the ingress and egress of air, 
discharging the air behind the piston after it has 
once been used as an elastic cushion. This elastic 
cushion, besides increasing the force of the blow 
removes the jar from the machine, prevents the 
noise incident to all such implements, and, by 
hastening the descent of the head, allows an in- 
creased speed. 

The perspective engraving sufficiently illus- 
trates the connection of the heads with the crank 
shaft by means of the piston and connecting rods. 
The crank axle runs in plummet blocks carried 
upon the tops of the side frames, and can be 
driven either by a band wheel or by an upright 
steam-engine, fastened directly upon the frame 
of the battery. When more than one battery is 
used in a mill, this latter method is not advis- 
able. 

The cylinder stamp heads pass through a deep 
guide plate, which forms part of the battery 
frame. Water is introduced upon the upper side 
of this guide plate, and allowed to run down 
around the cylinders, thus affording a lubricator, 
and preventing the sand splashed up from the 
mortars from cutting the bushings of the guides. 

The removal of the shock, and the peculiar 
construction of the cylinder, enable a high speed 
to be obtained, and further it may be remarked, 
no damage can be done by a reversing of the
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engine, a frequent source of accident with the pestle mills. It is claimed 
that they can be run as high as 200 blows per minute per head, but, so far, 
experience has shown that they should not be run more about 130 blows 
per minute. 
     Sufficient time has not elapsed to give positive results as to effect and 
cost of running this mill. So far, the best work has been to 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

pulverize about 40 tons per battery per twenty-four hours, or 6 2/3 tons 
per head, of rock taken from a No. 9 Blake's breaker. It has been 
rather expensive in repairs, but the weak points, none of great im- 
portance, are being discovered, and no doubt upon the construction 
of new mills, these can be easily remedied. In general, the mill at 
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the Phœnix mine, the only one which has, to my knowledge, been 
erected in this country, is giving good satisfaction, and is watched 
with great interest by those in charge, so that its merits will be fairly 
brought out. The size of a battery is 62 inches between side frames, 
and 110 inches from crank-axle to floor. Total weight, 8 ½ tons. 

The following, taken from the London Mining Journal, gives the 
results of an experiment made with a battery of six heads in Corn- 
wall: 

“The tin ore (from the Providence mines) was reduced to the size 
of road metal, and, consequently, did not require so much stamping 
to reduce it as ore of the size usually supplied to the batteries in 
Cornwall. It was generally considered, however, by the mine agents 
present, that whereas the stamps at Providence mine reduced 1 ton 
of ore per head in twenty-four hours, the same stamps would reduce 
1¼ to 1½ ton per head in the same time, provided the ore be reduced 
to the size used in the experiment. On the other hand, there were 
no smalls stamped (and these form a large proportion of all the hard 
stuff in the county of Cornwall); this was not taken into account in 
the comparison, and tells in favor of the atmospheric stamps. The 
experiment lasted sixty-eight minutes, and the quantity of ore 
stamped was 38 cwts., making in round numbers 40 tons in twenty- 
four hours, or at the rate of 62/3 tons per head. Making the neces- 
sary allowance for size of stuff, the quantity reduced per head was at 
the rate of five times as fast as at the Providence mines; and making 
an allowance for usual stoppages of three hours in the twenty-four 
hours, and for hindrances, the rate may be safely taken at 4 ½ tons in 
twenty-four hours per head of atmospheric stamps against 1 ton 
stamped in the same time by one ordinary stamp-head under favor- 
able circumstances. At the termination of the experiment every rub- 
bing part of the machine was cool and in perfect order, although 
each head had been making from 140 to 150 blows per minute. It 
is certain from the trial of these stamps that six heads of the atmos- 
pheric battery will stamp as much ore as twenty-seven heads of Corn- 
ish stamps. The weight for performing the same amount of work 
will be as 9 to 25, and the area occupied as 1 to 4." 

Still another style of mill has been introduced, and the first one 
was started this month at the Petherick mine. This is only peculiar 
in its arrangements. The plan has been called forth by the scarcity 
of water at the location. 

The rock from the Blake breakers (two sizes) is screened; the 
coarse stuff passing thence through rollers. The fine stuff from both 
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breakers and rollers is discharged on to a jig. All the coarse stuff 
from the jig passes into the hopper of a stamp battery. In this way 
a very small amount of the rock reaches the stamps, and a very mod- 
erate amount of water can be made to handle a proportionately large 
quantity of rock, and may prove very economical. 

THE FORMATION OF FISSURES AND THE ORIGIN OF 
THEIR MINERAL CONTENTS. 

BY A. J. BROWN, TREASURE CITY, NEVADA. 

THE causes that have formed fissures in the earth's crust, and the 
agencies that have converted them into metallic beds, are amongst 
the most important and interesting subjects that can engage the 
attention of the mining engineer or the scientist. They lie at the 
very base of the whole system of vein geology, and until something 
like a correct theory can be arrived at with regard to them, the 
science as such is necessarily very incomplete. The data for such a 
theory, owing to a lack of careful and systematic observations in 
countries pre-eminently metalliferous, like Mexico and the States of 
Central and South America, are almost entirely wanting. Doubtless 
there-has been abundant speculation on the subject, from the earliest 
times down to the present, in every country where mining has been 
one of the leading industries of the inhabitants. Perhaps the theory 
of Elie de Beaumont more nearly approaches a satisfactory explana- 
tion than that of any contemporary authority. The most recent 
investigations, both in Europe and on this continent, tend to produce 
the conviction that the phenomena of metallic fissure lodes arc in 
some way connected with, and dependent upon, plutonic agencies-- 
not, however, as the direct product of volcanic activity, but rather 
as the result of chemical agencies called into play through its aid. 

Active volcanoes generally produce only the well-known types of 
volcanic rocks, though, perhaps, well-marked cases can be shown 
where these contain ores of copper, etc., evidently derived from the 
same deepseated source as their hypogene gangue. To prove that 
there is a connection between metallic lodes and plutonic rocks, it is 
not necessary that the ores should in all cases occupy fissures within 
the limits of masses of propylite, rhyolite, or other like rocks, or be 
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in all cases alongside of dykes of trap-rocks, though the latter is no 
unusual occurrence. The Comstock lode of Nevada evidently occu- 
pies, through a part of its course at least, the same fissure which 
formerly gave vent to the vast mass of propylite that covers the 
country below it, and afterwards to a limited outflow of andesite. 
Lodes arc often found occupying fissures in or beside dykes of trap- 
rocks. The Murphy Mine in Ophir Cañon, Nye County, Nevada, 
has near its western or foot-wall, a dyke of syenite, which contains 
abundant crystals of bisulphide of iron. In Bunker Hill, in the 
same range of mountains, a large fissure lode alternates from one side 
to the other of a dyke of syenite, sometimes occupying a fissure within 
the dyke for some distance. 

There is no valid reason for supposing that the forces requisite 
for the production of metallic lodes are less active in the present 
than in past geological ages. On the contrary, it is quite certain 
that valuable lodes of both silver and gold have been formed as late 
as the commencement of the Post Tertiary. Nearly every violent 
earthquake shock is attended with a fissuring of the earth's crust; 
and it may be possible, and is even probable, that the process of 
converting such fissures as remain open into metallic lodes, is going 
on at comparatively slight depths from the surface. It is scarcely 
two years (March, 1872) since the Owens's Valley earthquake gave 
us a sample of how fissures are actually formed, as well as how strata 
arc faulted and slickensides produced. At Big Pine the fissures 
were numerous and several miles in length, and attended with a 
marked faulting of the strata, in places twenty or thirty feet verti- 
cally. It matters not that most, if not all, these fissures closed with 
the subsidence of the shocks that produced them. The fact still 
remains, and is highly significant of the results of so unparalleled 
a force. The great eruption of Mauna Loa, in the Sandwich Islands, 
in 1852, was accompanied with slight but frequent earthquake shocks 
and a fissuring of the earth's crust in many parts of the island. These 
fissures varied in length from a few yards to five miles, and in thick- 
ness from a mere seam to three feet in their widest parts. Some of 
them closed with the subsidence of the shocks; some were filled with 
injections of melted lava; and a few remained open and emitted 
various gases, among which could be distinguished that of sulphur, 
which, condensing on the walls, finally closed them, so that when 
the writer revisited the islands in June, 1861, nine years after the 
eruption, veins of sulphur filled such fissures as had remained open. 
The last eruption is only known to have formed one immense fissure, 
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two and a half miles in length and half a mile wide, through which 
flowed an enormous stream of lava several miles in length. A cor- 
respondent of the Scientific Press, in the last number for 1873, men- 
tions a fissure that was formed in New Zealand during an earthquake 
shock in 1848. It was of great depth, 50 miles in length, and 18 
inches wide. In Central and South America, the fissuring and fault- 
ing of the strata is a usual occurrence during the violent earthquake 
shocks so common in those countries. Such are a few of the con- 
stantly recurring evidences that fissures are actually formed by vol- 
canic force. 

The question next naturally arises, how are they filled? and 
whence do they derive their material ? Evidently the same agencies 
that formed the fissures have also played an important part in filling 
them. In a few rare cases, ores of copper have been found so in- 
timately mixed with rocks of undoubted igneous origin, that we are 
forced to the conclusion that they were components of the original 
deposit. Such is particularly the ease in the Lake Superior region, 
and in Robinson district, Nevada. Specimens of amygdaloid trap 
from the former mines contain threads of metallic copper running 
through the substance of the rock in all directions, and also grains 
of the same metal in great abundance. Under certain circumstances 
this metal might be the product of the decomposition of sonic of the 
ores of copper; but had such decomposition taken place hero, would 
not the containing rock show some evidence of it? Or, in the case 
of those large masses of metallic copper, would it be possible 
that they could be precipitated in a metallic state from solutions, 
and that, too, in the presence of reagents such as the fixed alkalies, 
that would most probably precipitate a portion of the solution, at 
least, as a carbonate? The presence of crystals of calcite or of 
metallic copper in crystals of quartz docs not at all militate against 
the theory of contemporaneous injection or of sublimation, either of 
which will serve to account for the phenomenon. Quartz and calcite 
are almost always components of amygdaloid traps; and it is easily 
possible for them to crystallize in cavities containing particles of 
metallic copper. That such is the case, is proved by the fact that 
the copper is in nearly all cases at the base of the crystal. It would 
be quite as reasonable to contend that the trap was not an igneous 
product because it contained those crystals, as to contend that the 
copper was not a contemporaneous deposit because of their presence. 

In the central portion of the Robinson mineral belt, of Nevada, 
rhyolite occurs abundantly, large areas of which are completely im- 
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pregnated with copper minerals, not in the seams only, but com- 
pletely through the substance of the rock. Near the surface, and 
where exposed to decomposing agencies, malachite is the prevailing 
mineral; but this is replaced with chalcopyrite at a depth of 20 
feet from the surface. Assays for silver show traces of that metal 
up to $9.60 per ton. The largest area containing copper impregna- 
tions is about one hundred and sixty acres, besides which there are 
several small ones varying in size from ten to thirty acres. No lodes 
occur in the immediate vicinity, though there are some well-defined 
fissures about half a mile distant. The principal ore in the lodes is 
black and red oxide with considerable metallic copper, and malachite. 

It is also pretty certain that gold is sometimes found in igneous 
rocks, under circumstances that would preclude the possibility of its 
getting there through aqueous agencies. A case of the kind occurs 
in the Bunker Hill mining district, Lander County, Nevada. A 
dyke of igneous granite, about twelve feet thick, inclosed in argilla- 
ccous slate, contains traces of gold up to $10 per ton. 

The almost universal occurrence of igneous rocks in proximity to 
metallic lodes can scarcely be deemed an accidental circumstance. 
According to Von Cotta, and other reliable authorities, they are 
found closely associated in nearly all the principal mineral districts 
of Europe. And, so far as investigated, the same rule applies with 
equal force on this continent; the reverse is the exception. From 
the Lake Superior copper region to the gold and quicksilver belts 
of California there is scarcely a district but contains igneous rocks 
in proximity to metallic lodes. Indeed, so common is the occur- 
rence that there is no need of naming any special case. In South 
America the same rule holds good. Only those localities are prolific 
in minerals in which igneous rocks abound, as in the northern dis- 
trict of Atacama, in Chili; and Huanataya and Cerro Pasco, in 
Peru. 

The region of country comprising the Rocky Mountains, the 
Great Basin, and the Sierra Nevada range, to the Pacific Ocean on 
the one hand, and from Bearings Straits to the Isthmus of Panama, 
and thence through South America to Magellan Straits on the other; 
and a corresponding region, bordering on the eastern coast of Asia, 
and including the adjacent islands of Japan, the Indian Archipelago, 
and Australia, and New Zealand, have been in the past, as they are 
in the present, more characteristically volcanic than any like area on 
the face of the earth; they are also more prolific of huge lodes of 
silver, gold, quicksilver, copper, and other metals, than any other 
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known region. And one of the most remarkable circumstances con- 
nected with the North American belt has been the gradual shifting 
of the lines of the greatest volcanic activity from east to west; so 
that in different portions of the country they differ widely in geo- 
logical age. Those on the eastern part of the Nevada Basin range 
from the Azoic to the Carboniferous, and the metallic lodes very 
nearly correspond with the age of the plutonic rocks, not only over 
wide areas, but in special districts. In the western part; of the 
Basin, and in California, the plutonic rocks mainly beiong to the 
Jurassic and Tertiary or still later periods, and the metallic lodes, 
in the majority of cases, belong to the same eras. 

Conclusions.--1st. That fissures in the earth's crust are formed in 
nearly all cases by earthquake shocks. 

2d. That they may be filled in one of three ways: by melted in- 
jections; by aqueous agencies; or by sublimation. The chemical 
possibilities of the latter are fully equal to the performance of all 
we see accomplished in metallic bodies. It may be, and perhaps is, 
in most cases, assisted by aqueous agencies. Accidental proof of 
what can be accomplished by sublimation alone has been furnished 
in the formation of miniature lodes in smelting-furnaces in two 
known cases–one in Colorado and the other in Freiberg. 

3d. That the minerals are not derived from the immediate wall- 
rock of the fissure, but from below the zone of sedimentary rocks. 
It is scarcely possible that such vast masses as we sometimes see 
accumulated in a single fissure can be derived from the country 
adjacent. 

 

IMPROVED METHOD OF MEASURING IN MINE SURVEYS. 

BY ECKLEY B. COXE, DRIFTON, PA. 

IN making surveys in the anthracite coal regions of Pennsylvania, 
the ordinary engineer's chain (50 or 100 feet long) is generally used, 
both above and below ground. Sometimes, where it is difficult to 
chain, as, for instance, across a chasm, a wire is stretched from one 
station to the other, the distance is marked on the wire and its length 
is then measured with the ordinary chain. Having had occasion 
lately to make some surveys where it was necessary to determine 
with great accuracy the position of the land or property line, not 
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only in the gangways or levels, but also in the breasts or chambers, 
the coal on the north side of the line belonging to one party and that 
on the south side to another, and as it is very difficult to measure up 
the breasts or slopes with accuracy, and to make the proper allow- 
ance for the pitch of the vein (the true horizontal distance being, of 
course, the product of the distance measured with the chain by the 
cosine of the angle of inclination of the chain), and as the ordinary 
method of chaining up or down steep slopes on the surface, by hold- 
ing a portion of the chain horizontal and plumbing down from the 
high end, would in most cases be very difficult and dangerous, and 
sometimes impracticable, I determined to adopt a new plan which 
would do away with most of the above difficulties, and by which I 
could eliminate many causes of error from my ordinary chaining. 

My first idea was to have a fine steel-wire rope, about 300 feet 
long, stretched as much as possible in making, so as to do away as 
well as I could with that source of error, and then to have it gradu- 
ated every ten feet. I proposed using small brass tags of different 
shapes to designate the different hundred feet, thus: 

0—100 a triangle. 
100—200 a square. 
200—300 a circle, etc. 

The numbers of the ten feet spaces were to be marked by drilling 
small holes in the tags. I intended to use this for the principal lines 
of my surveys and to use the chain only for lines which were not of 
great importance. 

When I called upon Mr. Heller (of Heller & Brightly, the instru- 
ment makers, of Philadelphia) to order this measure, he suggested 
that it would be better to use instead of a wire rope, which would 
stretch, the bands which arc manufactured for hoop skirts; they are 
made of tempered steel, are very light, and will not stretch sensi- 
bly. After consultation with him, I decided to have the tape meas- 
ure constructed which is now before you. It is 500 feet long and 
weighs 2 Ib. 7½ oz. It is a ribbon of tempered steel, 0.08 inch wide, 
0.015 inch thick. At each 10 feet a small piece of brass wire is sol- 
dered across the tape, the solder, which is white, extending about 
one inch on each side of the wire. In the latter a small notch is 
filed, which marks the exact point where the ten feet ends. The 
exact distances from the zero point of the tape are marked upon the 
solder by countersunk figures. The white solder enables one to find 
the ten feet notches very easily, and, no matter how dirty the tape 
may be, by wiping off the solder with the finger, the distances are 
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easily read, as the countersunk figures, being filled with dirt, stand 
out upon the white ground of the solder. The 0 and 500 feet marks 
arc not at the end of the tape, but near it, and are also denoted by a 
notch filed in a wire soldered to the tape. 

The tape is wound upon a simple wooden reel, ten inches in diame- 
ter, which is held in one hand and turned by the other. At first 
some difficulty is experienced in winding up the tape, but a little 
practice soon overcomes it. Two brass handles, which can be de- 
tached, accompany the tape and are carried upon the reel. 

Description of a Survey made with the Tape.--The instruments used 
were one of Heller & Brightly's new 11-inch transits, two plummet 
lamps, the 500 feet tape and a 5-foot wooden rod divided into feet 
and tenths. The latter is used to measure the distance from the 
nearest ten feet to the station. There were two closed sets of lines 
or surveys, one set entirely above ground, but through the swamps 
and brush of the anthracite coal region, and one partly above ground 
and partly in the mines. The latter began at a point in the swamp, 
went overground 2400.57 feet to the mouth of the slope, then down 
the slope (pitch 37°), 276.99 feet (horizontal distance), then along 
the gangway 4272.01 feet, which formed one-half of an ellipse, then 
up through a breast (pitch about 34°) 275.44 feet (horizontal dis- 
tance) to the bottom of an air-shaft, then by two plumb lines to the 
surface, and then through the swamp 141.83 feet on the surface to 
the point of beginning. The length of the periphery of the first 
closed figure was 6660.19 feet; that of the second 7366.84 feet. 
Tables I and II show the details and calculations of the two sur- 
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TABLE II.

 
This is very accurate work for this kind of mine surveying. We 

made three other surveys on the same property with equally good 
results. 

In measuring with the tape it is better to have at. least three men, 
one at each end and one to take off the distances and note them. The 
hind chainman should be a reliable man, as he must hold the zero 
point of the tape exactly at the nail in the stake, or alongside of the 
cord to which the plummet-lamp is suspended. The front chain- 
man has merely to stretch the tape and to see that it passes exactly 
over the front station. The third man, who carries the five-foot rod, 
starts from the rear station and notes the distances of the breasts, 
etc., as he goes along until he arrives at the forward end, where he 
notes the distance of the station from the last one. In measuring 
distances of over 500 feet, a temporary station is made at 500 feet 
exactly in the line to be measured. 

Advantages of the Tape.—First, greater facility in measuring up 
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or down slopes, breasts, etc. Second, greater accuracy in measuring 
from one station to another, as the tape forms a straight line from 
one station to another, and as there is no error from the use of pins 
Third, the tape does not stretch appreciably. 

Disadvantages.—First. It is liable to break unless carefully 
handled. Second. It is necessary to roll it up and unroll it, wher 
the distances between stations vary much. 

The tape can be easily mended by any watchmaker when it breaks 
and Messrs. Heller & Brightly make a small sleeve of brass, tinned 
inside, in which the ends of the tape, when broken, are slipped and 
then soldered fast by merely heating the sleeve with a red-hot poker, 
They also have little brass clamps to fasten on the tape to mark any 
point which is to be used several times. 

When the men become accustomed to the tape they wind it up 
and unwind it very quickly. 

There are three sources of error which may be referred to, viz.: 
I. The extension of the tape by stretching. 
II.  The shortening of the tape in consequence of the tape assum- 

ing the form of the catenary curve. 
I II .  The contraction or expansion due to the change of tempera- 

ture. 
As stated above, the tape does not stretch appreciably, but this 

error being in the opposite direction is, to a certain extent, compen- 
sated for by the shortening due to the formation of the catenary 
curve by the tape. I subjoin a table, calculated by my assistant, 
Mr. Edgar Kudlich, showing the shortening of the tape due to the 
latter cause. The tension in practice is from 30 to 40 pounds. 

TABLE III. 

 
According to the table given by Haswell for the expansion of 

steel, a tape measure 500 feet long at 32° Fahr., would become 
500.6 feet long at 212°, so that a variation of 60° in temperature 
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would only cause a variation of two-tenths of a foot in a 500 feet 
tape. 

In conclusion, I would advise the use of the tape for all important 
work, while the chain should be used for filling in details, and where 
accuracy is not absolutely necessary. 

 

MR. COXE remarked in answer to questions that no correction was 
applied for temperature, and no allowance for stretching of the wire 
ribbon. He thought its extension was practically nil. 

MR. RAYMOND commented on the fact that, while mining and 
surveying instruments of all kinds had been improved so much in 
recent years as regards accuracy and precision, the method of meas- 
uring distances--the chain--had remained the same. Nothing could 
be inherently more objectionable as a standard of measurement than 
a chain, composed of links which are liable to wear by friction. 

 

THE DETERMINATION OF SULPHUR IN PIG-IRON AND 
STEEL. 

 BY DR.  THOMAS M.  DROWN,  PHILADELPHIA. 

THE method usually employed in accurate determinations of sul- 
phur in pig-iron and steel is to treat a weighed sample of borings in 
a flask with muriatic acid, and to pass the gaseous products through 
an alkaline solution of lead or silver, which precipitates all the sul- 
phur of the sulphuretted hydrogen in the form of sulphide of lead or 
silver. The sulphide thus formed is subsequently oxidized by aqua 
regia, bromine, or other oxidizing agent, and the sulphuric acid formed 
precipitated in the usual way by chloride of barium. 

I have substituted for the alkaline metallic solution, a solution of 
permanganate of potash in the strength of one gramme of perman- 
ganate to 200 cubic centimetres of water, and find that it gives results 
quite as accurate as those obtained by using an ammoniacal solution 
of silver. By the employment of the permanganate it will be readily 
seen that there is considerable saving of time and work. In order 
to test the accuracy of the method, six samples of pig-iron borings 
were weighed out (about six grammes each) and treated identically 
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in the. same way, with the exception that with three an ammoniacal 
solution of silver was used, and with the remaining three a solution 
of permanganate of potash. The sulphide of silver formed was 
filtered and oxidized by bromine water. The residues, after treat- 
ment with muriatic acid in the flask, were invariably filtered off and 
washed, then evaporated twice to dryness with aqua regia, taken up 
with muriatic acid, filtered, and the filtrate added to the main solu- 
tion containing the sulphuric acid. In using the permanganate 1 
have found it necessary to avoid a very rapid evolution of gas. It 
is also necessary to pass the gas through at least three tubes or bot- 
tles containing the solution of permanganate. The gas then gives 
not the slightest blackening when passed into a lead or silver solu- 
tion. After the evolution of gas has completely ceased, and air has 
been drawn through the apparatus for some time, the contents of the 
bottles are poured into a beaker, rinsed out with water, and any 
oxide of manganese adhering to the sides, or to the tubes, dissolved 
in a little muriatic acid. Enough muriatic acid is then added to 
the beaker to completely decompose the permanganate and convert it 
into a clear, colorless solution, in which the sulphuric acid may be 
direetly precipitated. If the solution does not become perfectly 
clear, owing to impurities in the permanganate used, filtration is nec- 
essary before precipitation. 

The following are the results obtained by the two methods: 

 
The difference in the two means is but 0.002 per cent. 
The pig-iron used contained an unexpectedly small amount of sul- 

phur. It was made from a brown hematite resembling a bog ore, oc- 
curring in vast quantities at Katahdin Furnace, Piscataquis County, 
Maine, containing three per cent, of sulphiiric acid. 

VOL.   II.--15 
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ANALYSIS OF FURNACE GASES.--DESCRIPTION OF THE 
ORSAT APPARATUS. 

BY PROF. T. EGLESTON, M.E., COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MINES, NEW YORK. 

ALL industrial establishments whose operations depend upon 
chemical reactions use gases. In the simplest case the oxygen of 
the atmosphere, heated or not, as the case may be, is used, and in 
other cases, gases which are produced by a special apparatus of more 
or less complex composition. The manufacturer depends, for the 
success of his operations, entirely upon having these gases arrive at 
the right time, in the proper proportions, at the required tempera- 
ture. It often requires but a slight variation in their composition 
to make a given process a success or a failure. In most cases the 
gas used is formed from fuel, and according as variations in its com- 
position are produced by alterations in the manner of charging the 
grate, not only different, but often directly opposite, results are ob- 
tained. 

The great industrial question of the present time, and one upon 
which the prosperity of the world depends, is how to get the great- 
est amount of useful effect from fuel, whether the caloric is used di- 
rectly or is transformed into horse-power. In almost all industrial 
pursuits this translates itself into the question of how to construct a 
fireplace and its adjuncts in such a way that the heat of the flame 
and of the products of combustion shall be made to produce a max- 
imum effect. Unfortunately, until very recently, except by compar- 
ison, there was no means of ascertaining whether the loss of useful 
effect was 80, 40, or 20 per cent, of the total amount of fuel em- 
ployed. It seems now strange that there should have been furnaces 
so constructed as to produce 20 per cent, of carbonic acid in the fire- 
place, but this has been proved by analysis to have been true. It 
does seem incredible that, notwithstanding the immense number and 
variety of furnaces used for different processes, and the great differ- 
ence, in kind, quality, and quantity of fuels consumed, there should 
formerly have been used for them all, the same stereotyped fireplace, 
varied only in its dimensions of height, length, and breadth. It is 
true that, with a good fireman, excellent effects may be, and have 
been, produced, but the manufacture is here, as in many other cases, 
dependent on the intelligence of the workman, a very uncertain re- 
liance for capital to rest upon. The workman, unless he receives a 
prime for fuel saved, or is fined for excessive use of it, may be said 
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to have no interest in the matter. It gives him much less trouble 
to charge a great excess of fuel on his grate, and leave it until it is 
time, in his judgment, to repeat the operation, than to charge it at 
such intervals, which are made independent of his judgment, as will 
insure the maximum useful effect of the fuel. To carry on any fur- 
nace successfully, it should be so arranged as to admit of varying at 
will both the quality and the quantity of heat to be produced at a 
given time. The temperature and the chemical composition of the 
gases are not independent of each other; they both depend on draught 
to regulate them, which generally means a damper on the top of the 
chimney, thus giving access to the very agents which may change 
the whole working, and which have had, until now, no other control 
than the eye of a workman, Nor can we hope for any other, until 
we shall have become so familiar with the analyses of the gases, that 
we may be able to modify the dimensions of the furnace according 
to the indications which they furnish. 

In all metallurgical operations, the action of the fuel is entirely 
that of the gas produced from it. It may be said that all furnaces 
can be divided into two classes, oxidizing or roasting, and reducing 
furnaces. The numerous varieties of fusion-furnaces arc simply an 
intermediate variety, in which the action is neutral. When reduc- 
tion is to be effected, it is by the action of oxide of carbon; and 
when oxidation is to be. produced, it is by the action of oxygen in 
excess, introduced with the products of combustion. When simple 
fusion is to be effected, it is by a neutral mixture. In all cases of 
reduction, it should be the object to have the gases contain a mini- 
mum of carbonic acid at their entry into the laboratory of the fur- 
nace, and a maximum at their entrance into the chimney. Any 
part of it existing before, is formed at a loss of all the fuel which 
produces it. The quantity of gas required to produce these reactions 
is generally large. Coal burning on a grate requires for its com- 
bustion, on the supposition that half of the air has been perfectly 
utilized, a volume equal to twenty-five times the weight of the coal. 
In a blast-furnace the weight of the air absolutely necessary is six 
times the amount of cast iron produced. It is clear that the only 
way to understand the working of such furnaces is to seek by analy- 
sis the composition of the products of combustion which produce 
the reactions. In those classes of furnaces, where the fuel comes 
into direct contact with. the material to be treated, gas cannot always 
be used, but, in such cases as reverberatory furnaces, where the fuel 
must first be transformed into gas in the fireplace, before it can be 
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used in the laboratory of the furnace, the system of transforming 
fuel into gas before it reaches the furnace, and then using it with the 
proper supply of air, is theoretically, as well as practically, the best 
method. It may not always be economical in small operations to 
use such furnaces, on account of the great expense of their construc- 
tion, but it can hardly be considered hazardous to say that the time 
will come when that will be the general method of using fuels. 
The very great practical advantage of their use is, that the labor of 
the workman is reduced to a simple manipulation of dampers, pro- 
vided only that the composition of the gases can be at any moment 
ascertained and controlled by an analysis. 

It would seem that an agent used in such large quantities would 
long ago have received the most careful study from those using it in 
such enormous masses. That it has not received it up to this time, 
when industries of every kind are receiving such important aid 
from science, is owing in part to the fact that we have all been im- 
bued with the idea that the analytical study of gases is exceedingly 
difficult; that the operations are long, tedious, and exceedingly com- 
plicated, because they involve corrections for the hygrometric con- 
dition of the gas, thermometrical and barometrical observations, to 
determine the corrections of volume; because they require delicate 
and expensive apparatus, which can only be handled with safety by 
an exuert, who can use eudiometers and manage mercury baths, and 
spend hours, if not days and weeks, in the completion of a single 
analysis. This is true when ultimate analyses are to be made upon 
which to found new theories or establish old ones. But in industrial 
language, when we speak of the analysis of gases, we do not mean 
the determination of their elementary composition, but only the per- 
centages of the different gases which may be found in any given 
mixture. The number of gases used in manufacturing operations is 
exceedingly small, and their industrial action depends, for the most 
part, on some one being in excess. The question of importance is, 
not the atomic composition of the gases, but generally, how much 
carbonic acid there is in certain parts of a furnace; whether it is 
produced before or after the action of the gases on the material to 
be acted upon, and thus to determine whether the fuel burning on 
the fire-grate is being burned to waste, is producing a proper effect, 
or a deleterious action. When the fuel does not burn properly, 
there is a triple loss of labor, fuel, and material, and this loss a 

knowledge of the composition of the gases would, to a great extent, 
prevent. Reduced even to this simple expression, the analysis of 
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the gases used in industrial pursuits has been considered too difficult 
to be effected anywhere but in the laboratory. It is undoubtedly 
true, that the Bunsen, Doyere, and Regnault methods could not, ex- 
cept in very rare cases, be introduced into industrial establishments 
for current commercial use, where the analyses, if made at all, must 
be rapidly executed, in order to give the key to what is going on, so 
that operations in course of execution can be modified or left unal- 
tered, according to the indications furnished by the analyses. 

It has for a long time been very desirable to have an apparatus 
which can be used in manufactories. None of those which arc well 
known fulfil the requisite conditions of simplicity of construction 
and celerity of action, and consequently the practice of making gas 
analyses, in industrial establishments, has been confined to the man- 
ufacture of certain chemicals, or special manufactures of recent date, 
where it has been taken for granted from the outset that the gases 
must be analyzed. 

The apparatus which M, Orsat, of Paris, France, has invented, is 
destined to make a change in this respect, for is. fulfils all the con- 
ditions which are necessary for its industrial use. It is not expen- 
sive, is easily put together, is stoutly built, so that any workman of 
moderate intelligence can manipulate it with rapidity, and obtain 
results of more than sufficient accuracy for commercial purposes. 

The apparatus consists of a cylinder A B (Fig. 11), drawn down at 
both ends, and open to receive a graduated tube of such size that 
every division will represent one-half of a cubic centimetre. The 
space between the two is filled with water, in order to have the tube, 
and consequently the gas, which is being analyzed, at a constant tem- 
perature, and thus avoid corrections for dilatation. This graduated 
tube communicates at A with a horizontal capillary tube provided 
near its extremity with a stopcock, c, through which the gases to be 
analyzed are introduced into the apparatus. At B it is connected, 
by means of an india-rubber tube o, with an opening near the bot- 
tom of the bottle D, which serves to produce a current of gas into 
the graduated tube when it is lowered, and forces the gas out of it 
when it is raised. The capillary tube A c is connected by two 
branches, H and G, each one of which has its own stopcock, with two 
bell-jars placed in cylinders E and F, which contain the absorbent 
liquids. 

The cylinder E is filled up to the mark e with a solution of caustic 
potash at 40° Beaumé. This solution must be filtered under cover. 
In the bell-glass, which it contains, a bundle of tubes, open at both 
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ends, is placed. When the gas enters the bell-jar the pressure forces 
part of the liquid into the cylinder, uncovering the tubes wet with 
the potash solution, thus presenting to the gas such an amount of 
surface contact that the absorption is almost instantaneous. 

FIG. 11. 

 
A, B. Graduated tube for measuring the volume of gas having its zero at A. C. Cock for the 

admission of the gas. D. Aspirator. E. Cylinder containing the potash solution, e. Mark to 
show the height of the solution in E. F. Cylinder containing the ammoniacal chlorhydrate. 
F. Mark to show the height of the solution in F. G. Stopcock for cylinder E. H. Stopcock for 
cylinder F. I. Stopcock for the expulsion of the gas. K. Tube for the admission of water to the 
trompe. L. Trompe. M. Tube for letting the water out of the trompe. m. Zero of the cylinder 
E. N. Tube for the aspiration of the gas. n. Zero of the cylinder F. O. India-rubber tube, 
joining the graduated tube and the aspirator. P. Stopcock for the admission of air into the 
cylinder F. 

A bent tube in the cork provides for the necessary admission of 
air. In order that all the joints shall be perfectly air-tight, the corks 
of E, F, and A, B, are covered with a sheet of india-rubber. Care 
must be taken, when the corks are put in, not to strike the bell-glass 
against the bottom or sides of the cylinder, and to see that the liquids 
have free access to the bell-jar. 

The second cylinder F also contains a bell-jar, which is filled with 
a wickerwork-roll of metallic copper, which should be slightly conical 
in shape, and reach to the top of the bell-jar. This metallic roll 
answers the same purpose as the glass-tube in E, and, becoming little 
by little dissolved in the ammoniacal solution with which the cylin- 
der is filled, absorbs oxygen and oxide of carbon. The amtnoniacal 
liquid is composed of two-thirds by volume of a solution of chlor- 
hydrate of ammonia, saturated cold and filtered, and one-third com- 
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mercial ammonia. It is colorless when prepared, hut soon becomes 
blue in contact with the copper. As it absorbs oxygen very rapidly, 
the communication with the air is effected by means of a stopcock, 
P, which is only opened while the cylinder F is in use, and must be 
closed at the end of each operation. 

Care must be taken to see that the ends of the tubes M and N 
almost touch the stopcocks, and in order to guard against accidents 
it is well, when mounting the instrument, to grease the ends of the 
tubes to make them slip easily. All the rubber connections must 
be made tight by binding them with two or three turns of copper 
wire, and twisting them together with pincers. 

The cylinders are filled with the solutions by means of a short 
rubber-tube, which is attached to the end of a funnel, and to the short 
glass tubes which pierce the corks of both cylinders. As the rub- 
ber is rapidly attacked by the solutions, it can be used but once. 

When the apparatus is ready, all of the stopcocks are opened, and 
water acidulated with five to six cubic centimetres of chlorhydric 
acid is poured into the aspirator D, it remaining on its support until 
the water reaches 100 in the graduated tube. The object of the acid 
is to overcome the tension of the ammoniacal vapors, and to neutral- 
ize the alkalies, when by accident they enter the capillary tubes. 

Before the apparatus can be used, it requires to be cleansed of the 
gas or air it may contain. The connection with the source of supply 
of gas is made at N, and if the conducting-tubes are short, the oper- 
ation may be effected through the stopcock I. By closing G and II, 
and opening C and I, and then raising and lowering the bottle D, 
the aspiration of the gas into the apparatus through C, and its ex- 
pulsion through I, may be effected. When, however, the conduit is 
long, and of a certain size, it is better to use the trompe L. To do 
this, a funnel is attached to the extremity of the tube K, and placed 
under a small stream of water, which need only be a few centimetres 
in height. The water runs into the tube L., and is discharged at M, 
and in its passage produces a strong aspiration. By keeping the 
stopcocks C and I open, the gas may be readily drawn out of the 
apparatus. It requires about a litre and a half of water to draw out a 
litre of gas, the quantity varying a little, according to the height of 
the fall of water. This quantity is a minimum for the ordinary 
dimensions of the instrument. A litre of water can thus clear of 
gas a tube four millimetres in diameter, and forty metres long. 

By means of the tube N, the apparatus is connected with any 
series of tubes, in which the gases to be analyzed are cooled, if      that 
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is necessary. The tube which penetrates to where the gases are 
generated will be of different lengths, according to circumstances. 
It may be simply open at the end; but it is well, in order to have 
an average specimen to analyze, that its end for a considerable 
length, varying according to circumstances, should be provided with 
a longitudinal slit, of at least half a millimetre in width, so that the 
specimen may be taken over a considerable length at the same time. 

The gas may be drawn very slowly, by opening the stopcock c a 
very little; or the equilibrium between the aspirator and the grad- 
uated tube may be established by means of a clamp, which almost 
closes the tube O, and then causing the trompe to work. In this 
way a specimen can be obtained which will represent the mean com- 
position of the gas. 

The first precaution to be observed, when the apparatus is to be 
used, is to bring the level of the liquid in the bell-jars to the points 
m and n, which are the zeros marked on each tube. This is done 
first for the cylinder E. All the stopcocks, except G, are closed, the 
aspirator D is raised with the right hand, while the tube O is held 
with two fingers of the left. The aspirator is then lowered, and the 
liquid rises in the bell-glass. It must be allowed to rise slowly 
towards the zero m, and as soon as this point is reached, stopped by 
a strong pressure of the tube o, which closes it hermetically. This 
requires a little practice, and if not done with great precaution, the 
liquid will be sure to rise faster than expected, and enter the capil- 
lary tubes, which causes great inconvenience. As soon as the zero 
is reached, the aspirator D is replaced on its support, and the stop- 
cock G closed with the right hand. The same operation is repeated 
with the cylinder F, except that the stopcocks H and p must always 
be opened and closed together 

The cylinders being brought to zero, the graduated tube must also 
be brought to zero. This zero is a mark on the outside cylinder on 
its upper part. The gas driven out escapes by the stopcock I. It 
is not necessary that the liquid should at first come exactly up to 
the mark on the cylinder, for the section of the capillary tube is not 
more than a square millimetre. It would, therefore, be necessary, 
in order to produce one centimetre, or an error of one per cent., that 
the tube should be one metre in length. The apparatus is thus 
made ready for work. The stopcock I is closed. The aspirator D 
is replaced on its support, and the stopcock 0 opened, The liquid 
in the graduated tube falls rapidly, and comes to equilibrium at 100. 
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The stopcock c is then closed, and the volume of the sample rec- 
tified. 

If, as is frequently the case, the pressure of the gas in the furnace 
flue, or chimney, from, which it is taken, is superior or inferior to 
the pressure of the atmosphere, a little more than 100 centimetres 
should be taken, the stopcock of admission closed, the aspirator 
placed in position for a few moments, and the stopcock of expulsion 
opened a very little. When the equilibrium has been established, 
and the gas occupies only 100 c. c., the stopcock of expulsion is 
closed, and the case is the ordinary one. 

By pressing on the tube o with two fingers, the greatest, precision 
in stopping the liquid at any given point, either in the bell-glass or 
the graduated tube, can be arrived at. It is indispensable that this 
manœuver should become perfectly familiar before commencing the 
use of the instrument for analysis. It is important that none of the 
liquids contained in the apparatus should penetrate into the small 
tubes, for their capillarity would cause part of them to be retained, 
and thus oppose the free passage of the gas, and prevent the equilib- 
rium of pressure from being re-established, and thus produce irreg- 
ularities of pressure and volume. If the liquids from E or F should 
enter them, a part of the gas might be absorbed before it entered 
the cylinders, thus rendering the analysis inexact. An accident of 
this kind may always be avoided by proper attention to holding the 
rubber tube; but if it should happen, it can be remedied without 
taking the apparatus to pieces. By raising the aspirator D, its acid 
liquid may be made to pass into the tubes, to neutralize the alkali, 
and a few drops even may be made to cuter the cylinders. By pass- 
ing a large quantity of air in both directions successively, the tubes 
may be dried out. This method, however, is long and tedious, and 
likely, if repeated very often, to injure the rubber tubes. The 
greatest precaution should be taken to avoid this accident. 

When the measurement of the 100 parts to be analyzed has been 
effected, the aspirator is raised with the right hand and the stopcock 
G opened. The liquid rises rapidly in the graduated tube, and the 
gas is forced into the bell-glass of E. The liquid is not allowed to 
go quite to the zero of the graduated tube, it being stopped at will 
by pressing on the tube o. The aspirator is now lowered, and the 
gas passes again into the graduated tube. This is repeated three 
times. The third time the whole of the gas should be made to pass 
into the potash solution, and the liquid in the bell-glass and the 
graduated tube are brought to zero, taking care that in both cases it 
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does not pass into the capillary tubes. As soon as the liquid in E 
has been brought to zero, the stopcock G is closed. The volume of 
the gas remaining is now read. To do this the aspirator must be 
raised, so that the level of the liquid shall be the same in it and the 
graduated tube. Exactly the same operation is repeated for the 
cylinder F, except that care must be taken to always have the stop- 
cocks H and P opened and closed at the same time. If there are 
more than two cylinders, the same operation is repeated for them all. 
It is always necessary, when a reading is to be made, to place the 
aspirator against the cylinder A B, and to bring the liquids in both 
vessels to the same level. This avoids the errors that would arise 
from difference of pressure, if the levels of the liquids were not the 
same in both vessels. Generally, the quantity of liquid in D is such 
that when it is placed on its support, its liquid is on a level with the 
graduation 100 in the graduated tube. 

The cylinder E will take up all the gases which can be absorbed 
by potash. In general, this will be only carbonic acid. It may, 
however, be used for the absorption of the sulphurous acid, sulphur- 
etted hydrogen, and chlorine. These gases can, however, in general, 
only be determined when they occur alone. Sulphurous acid can be 
determined in the presence of carbonic acid by the use of a solution 
of bichromate of potash in sulphuric acid, or by the use of perman- 
ganate of potash. 

The cylinder F will absorb all the free oxygen and oxide of car- 
bon. In general, these two gases cannot coexist in a furnace. If, 
however, they should be found together, and no carbides of hydrogen 
or oxygen should be produced from the fuel, a very close approxima- 
tion of their relative proportions can be obtained by calculation, as 
will be shown. 

When the liquids are freshly prepared, the absorption of the gases 
is almost instantaneous. It is well, however, to pass the gases at 
least three times through each cylinder. The degree of concentra- 
tion, however, is such that at least 2000 analyses can be made with- 
out diminishing the absorbent power of the liquids more than one- 
half. When the apparatus has been used several times a day for 
more than a year, the gases must be passed oftener. In order to 
ascertain at any time the exact strength of the liquids, an analysis of 
any chemically pure gas, prepared for the purpose, may be made. A 
mixture of equal parts of pure carbonic acid and atmospheric air may 
be used, or, what is still easier, an analysis of air, which should 
always contain 21 per cent. of oxygen, may be made. 
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The apparatus can be most advantageously used to study the 
phenomena of combustion, since carbonic acid can be determined in 
the first cylinder, and carbonic oxide and oxygen in the other. These 
two last gases, being absorbed by the same reagent, would seem to 
produce great want of exactness in the results, since they exercise a 
totally different influence in the furnace. The difficulty is, however, 
more apparent than real. In general, these two gases cannot co- 
exist, since they are mutually burned the one by the other, the result 
being carbonic acid, so that in almost all cases there will be but one 
gas. In certain special cases, they may be found together. In this 
case, their respective volumes can be ascertained by calculation, pro- 
vided that the fuel has furnished neither oxygen nor carbides of 
hydrogen. In such a case, all of the oxygen will have been furnished 
by the air. The oxygen of the air does not change its volume when 
it is transformed into carbonic acid, while it doubles it when it pro- 
duces carbonic oxide. Atmospheric air is composed of 79 per cent, 
of nitrogen, and 21 per cent. of oxygen. If the gas to be analyzed 
contains only nitrogen, carbonic acid, and oxygen, its volume will 
be exactly that of the air that produced it; the volume of the nitro- 
gen, in one hundred cubic centimetres of the gas, will be 79 c.c., 
while that of the carbonic acid and oxygen together will be 21 c.c. 
If, however, there is a certain amount of carbonic oxide present, the 
total volume read in the graduated tube will be more than 100. It 
will, therefore, be necessary to calculate what volume of oxygen cor- 
responds, according to the normal composition of air, to the volume 
of nitrogen found in the gas. If, then, this quantity of oxygen found 
by calculation is subtracted from the total volume of gas absorbed 
in F, the result will be double the volume of the oxide of carbon in 
the gas, and consequently the relative proportions of oxygen and 
oxide of carbon arc found. 

The total volume of gas to be analyzed is 100 c.c. Let x = that 
of the nitrogen, y = that of the oxygen and carbonic acid together, 
and z = that of the oxide of carbon. 

We will suppose that the 100 c.c. of gas show, after having passed 
through the cylinder E, a loss of volume equal to 4.5 c.c., and that, 
after having passed through F, a volume equal to 70 c.c. remains. 
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Substituting the value of x in (3), we have z = 22.78 c.c.    The cal-
culations and readings show the gas to be composed of-- 

Nitrogen,    . . . . . . . .  70.00 observed. 
Oxide of carbon, .................................................  22.78 calculated. 
Carbonic acid,.....................................................  4.50 observed. 
Oxygen,................................................................      72 calculated. 

100.00 
The amount of oxygen corresponding to 70 of nitrogen is 18. 61 

c.c.; the volume of air used to produce the gas analyzed is therefore 
88.61 c.c. 

If, for any reason, it should be necessary to determine at the same 
time, by direct reading, the quantity of oxygen and oxide of carbon 
another cylinder and bell-glass, containing either pyrogallate of Pot- 
ash, or sticks of phosphorus inclosed in glass-tubes, would have to 
be added to the apparatus. 

As the apparatus is destined for industrial researches, it will be 
convenient to avoid calculations as much as possible.    In order to 
make this possible, Mr. M. Fichtet has prepared the following tables 
so that in case oxide of carbon and free oxygen are present, the 
amounts may be sought in the tables.    Table I gives the increase of 

TABLE I. 
Increase in 100 c.c. of Air when any of the Oxygen is transformed into 

Oxide of Carbon. 
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volume of 100 c.c. of gas, when from 1 c.c. to 42 c.c. have been 
transformed into oxide of carbon. Table II gives the quantity of 
oxygen and carbonic acid united, the volume of oxide of carbon, and 

TABLE II. 
Number of cubic centimetres of Carbonic Oxide produced by the combustion of 

Carbon with Air, and the corresponding quantities of Nitrogen, in 100 c c. of 
Gas to be analyzed. 

 
the quantity of air employed to produce the gas, showing a volume 
of nitrogen varying from 79 c.c. to 65,29 c.c. This is the table 
which will be oftenest used. 

We will suppose that 100 c.c. of a gas is to be analyzed. It is 
passed through E, and a diminution of 5.5 c.c. found, which is car- 
bonic acid. It is then passed through F, and 69 c.c. of gas found 
to remain, which is nitrogen. .The total decrease in the gas is 100 
— 5.5 — 69 = 25.5 c.c., which represents the amount of oxygen 
and oxide of carbon together. On looking at the table we find that 
69 of nitrogen correspond to 25.32 of oxide of carbon, 25.5 -- 25.32 
= 0.18, which represents the volume of oxygen. 
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The analysis of the gas is thus: 
Nitrogen,       . . . . . .  69.00 observed. 
Oxide of carbon, ....................................  25.32 taken from table. 
Carbonic acid,        .        .        .        .        .   5 50 observed. 
Oxygen,         .       .       .       .        .        .   0.18 difference. 

 100.00 

The volume of air required to form the gas was 87.34 c.c., as 
shown by the table. 

There may be several causes which will introduce errors into the 
results given by the use of this apparatus. In industrial working 
these causes of error are of no account, and in working with it for 
scientific purposes they arc more apparent than real. It is well, 
however, to notice them. 

The gases which will generally be operated upon are not equally 
soluble, and as they all come in contact with water, it may be that 
their composition will vary while the analysis is progressing. The 
whole amount of the water with which they come in contact will be 
the surface of the liquid in the graduated tube, and that which is 
attached to its sides. If the time required for the analysis was great, 
there might be an appreciable cause for error here; but the time is 
so very short that even if any quantity, however small, did become 
dissolved, it would be given up again, after passing the gas several 
times, when it was returned to the graduated tube, since the pres- 
sure, and, consequently, the solubility of the gas, decrease in pro- 
portion as it is dissolved by the absorbing liquids. 

It may be objected that the gas absorbed at the time of a previous 
analysis may be given off when a subsequent one is being made. To 
avoid the risk of this, it is only necessary to always leave the tube 
A B, at the end of each operation, full of nitrogen. A small quan- 
tity of it may become dissolved, and may be given off during the 
analysis; but the tension being always the same, its solubility will 
be the same; so that the amount dissolved at the end of an opera- 
tion will be the same as at the commencement. 

The liquid in the aspirator may give off vapors, so that there will 
be sufficient tension to affect the reading in the graduated tube and 
introduce an error; but as the length of time the gas remains in the 
tube is small, and its temperature is always kept constant, the vol- 
umes of all the gases will be diminished in the same ratio; and, ad- 
mitting that the initial volume was not 100 cubic centimetres, we 
should still have the percentage values of the different gases pres- 
ent, even though the tension did cause an initial error of volume. 
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Another cause of error may be found in the volume of the tubes 
of the apparatus. It is, however, so constructed that this volume 
shall be a minimum, and it never exceeds half a cubic centimetre; 
so that, if the whole error should be made on only one gas, it would 
not exceed half a cubic centimetre. If, however, it was distributed 
among all the gases, it would be entirely without importance, What- 
ever may be the total value of all these sources of error, the succes- 
sive results obtained by the apparatus will always be comparable. 

If, for any reason, it should become desirable to use the apparatus 
for theoretical research, mercury could be substituted for the acidu- 
lated water in the aspirator, and thus avoid the greater part of the 
possible errors. Should there be occasion to make the, analysis of 
mixtures containing chlorine, sulphurous acid, or any other gases 
which are soluble in water, the water of the aspirator may be replaced 
by saline solutions, or by commercial sulphuric acid. 

The apparatus can be easily carried from one place to another, and 
may be placed in the proximity of the furnace from which the gas 
is to be taken. The specimens may be taken from holes made in the 
masonry, into which common gas-pipe is introduced. If the gases 
to be analyzed are at a very high temperature, and it is to be feared 
that the may be affected by contact with the iron, a porcelain tube, 
contained in an iron pipe, may be used. The gas will become rapidly 
cool enough, so that at a very short distance from the furnace a rub- 
ber tube may be safely adapted. It would, however, be well in such 
a case, if practicable, to pass the gas through a Licbig's condenser. 
When there is constant occasion to repeat the analyses at short inter- 
vals, it would be well to have the apparatus in a fixed position, and 
have the gases conducted to this point through a scries of tubes of 
small diameter arranged for the purpose, each one of which should 
have its own trompe. In this way the conduit could always be ready, 
or be purged of foreign gas in a very few minutes. By such an 
arrangement all of the furnaces, or any number of them, could be 
passed in review in a very short time, and the indications of any 
change in their working be ascertained at once, furnishing the very 
best and safest control over the workmen. They can thus always be 
under the supervision of a person at a distance. If the analyses 
have a special interest they can be conducted in the office of the 
works, the furnaces being thus under constant supervision in the 
office of the works itself. 

Generally, a single analysis is all that is required to give the key 
to what is passing in a furnace, because the regularity of the reac- 
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tions is usually due to a single gas, and because the amount of car- 
bonic acid must not exceed a fixed maximum. In such a case the 
apparatus can be placed in the hands of a workman who will, with 
a very little practice, be able himself ordinarily to indicate at once 
what changes, if any, are necessary in the working of the furnace. 

In metallurgical operations the applications of this apparatus are 
without number. The analyses can be so easily multiplied in all va- 
rieties of shaft-furnaces, from the simplest cupola to the largest iron 
blast-furnace, that the result obtained from their frequent repetition 
is even more certain than if the specimen had been taken from a large 
quantity collected at one time. In reverberatory furnaces the con- 
dition of the gas may be studied at every point, from the fireplace 
until it escapes from the chimney, while in such operations as the 
Bessemer process the gas may be analyzed every two minutes. 

In all works where carbonic acid is used directly, as in the manu- 
facture of sugar, of alkaline carbonates, and of bicarbonated mineral 
waters; in cases where it is produced by fermentation, as in the manu- 
facture of white lead, of wine, cider, vinegar, beer, or alcohol; in 
the manufacture of sulphuric or sulphurous acids, roasting ores or 
mattes, in the manufacture or use of chlorine, the apparatus is des- 
tined to be of the greatest use. It can also be applied to the anal- 
ysis of air used for respiration in places more or less confined, as in 
lecture-rooms, churches, theatres, hospitals, and mines. 

There is no chemical or metallurgical industry where the constant 
analysis of the gas, rendered possible by this apparatus, will not in 
a very short time furnish the key to effecting a considerable saving, 
and where the theory and working of the process may not be studied 
in the most minute detail. It suffices only to vary a little the char- 
acter of the absorbent liquids to make the apparatus applicable to 
the study of any gases given off in any operation. Modifications are 
now being experimented upon to make it suitable for the analysis of 
hydrocarbons and gases of a complex nature, and to perfect it, so 
that it may be used for any operation which can be performed in 
the Regnault or Doyere apparatus. 
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THE DIAMOND DRILL FOR DEEP BORING, COMPARED 
WITH OTHER SYSTEMS OF BORING,* 

BY OSWALD J. HEINRICH, M. E., MIDLOTHIAN, 
VIRGINIA. 

THE great improvements which have been made in late years in 
the different systems and instruments used to perforate the crust of 
the earth for purposes of testing and exploring for mineral resources 
or for other reasons, by means of bore-holes of greater or less diam- 
eter and to greater or less depths, are manifold. It may therefore 
be of interest to make an impartial comparison of them, or of such 
as are most commonly used. 

Being well aware of the difficulties which are encountered in such 
a task, a reasonable allowance must be made in such a comparison. 
It is a rare instance when even two decidedly different systems or 
instruments have been used in the same locality, penetrating Identi- 
cally the same strata to the same depth. The diameter of a bore- 
hole as well as its greater or less depth must also be considered in 
regard to its cost per foot, etc. But for practical purposes, for ex- 
ploration at least, we may assert this rule: 

Any bore-hole, of whatever diameter, which allows the means of 
examining the strata most carefully and completely, will be suffi- 
cient for this purpose, but that one which will do it most economi- 
cally and in the least space of time, must be considered the best 
for it. 

It will, therefore, partially depend upon circumstances, what sys- 
tem, in spite of other superiorities, may be the best in each case, and 
the following remarks may aid in deciding this question. 

To make the attempt here to review all that has been published 
upon the different systems and means of boring would be out of 
place. Reference can be had to the able publications treating upon 
this subject. 

A difference in this respect exists in regard to the use of the hol- 
low rods in connection with the diamond drill, used for that purpose. 
The great future, which appears to be evident for this instrument, 
will be warrant enough for any one, who has had the opportunity to 
test it, to give his experience to the public. Only in this way can 
we bring this system to such perfection, as it seems to deserve and 

 
* The drawings illustrating this paper are one-half the size of the tools 
represented, with the exception of the instrument used to reverse the 
current in the bore-hole (Fig. 17), which is one-third the actual size. 
VOL. II.--16 
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demand, in order to run the race of competition with others also 
deserving serious consideration. While little doubt can yet exist of its 
great usefulness in moderate depths, we must gradually approach the 
time, when, by careful use, timely improvements, and proper 
application, it will be " the boring tool of tlie future," at least to such 
depths as will be sufficient in most instances, in this country, for 
exploration, say from 1200 to 1500 feet, if even no greater depth 
could be attained. In aid of this laudable enterprise the following 
remarks, the result of actual experience and careful observation, are 
tendered to this meeting. 

The Engine and Hoisting Apparatus.--In all deep borings where 
rods or tubes are used, great delay is encountered in raising and , 
lowering the same; in this respect, time is saved in using the cable for 
boring. 

Being compelled to use tubes in connection with the diamond 
drill, the great object is, therefore, to enable us to raise them at least 
with such a speed as not to subject the diamond-bit to unusual blows. 
It is, therefore, indispensable to have a hoisting-drum, or bobbin 
and pulley of good size, say from three to four feet, to use a cable 
strong enough to raise from 4500 to 6500 pounds or more, and to 
place the drum away from the boiler, so as not to subject the rope to 
the radiant heat of the latter. Such arrangements cannot be effected 
in constructions where everything is crowded round, and bolted to, a 
movable boiler. 

It will unquestionably be better to design a construction for deep 
boring, in which the running gear for the drill as well as the hoist- 
ing gear is independent of the boiler, and not directly connected 
with it, as in most of the machines now sold. For the hoisting 
engine, the direct acting double cylinder pattern ought to be used, in 
order to arrest or withdraw the rods at any given point, indispen- 
sable in cases of accidents, as well as in cases of raising rods at a 
dead lift upon the starting-point. For a bore-hole of 1000 feet it 
ought to be an engine of at least 8 horse-power; for 1500 feet, 12 
horse-power if all speed is required in boring. If so constructed, a 
small engine upon the works may then come in handy to use for this 
purpose. The boiler should form a part by itself, and supply both 
the driving and hoisting engine. It ought to be mounted on high 
and broad wheels attached to a substantial frame, and should offer 
no difficulties of any consequence to removal in soft and marshy 
ground, the ground often selected for exploration borings. If such 
a construction is adopted, it will be easier to move, each part may 
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be put up independently and with little labor, and in case no boring 
is required, or none at the surface, each part may be used independ- 
ently. The heavy outlay for the machine may thus, to some extent, 
be converted into a useful investment for a company. 

The great weight of a line of rods for 1000 or 1500 feet, upwards 
of 4500 to 7000 pounds, makes it also indispensable that the run- 
ning gear of the drill should be firmly supported by a heavy frame 
down to the ground, bolted there to the foundation-sills, and not 
bolted to a thin shell of boiler-plate, as in some of the constructions. 
In this respect much room is left for improvements apparently very 
plain to the engineer, and it is to be hoped to the manufacturers also. 

The Derrick.--It should be of sufficient height to raise from 
thirty to forty feet of rods, certainly not less than twenty feet at one 
lift; of sufficient strength and stability to sustain the weight to be 
raised, and though it need not to be quite as strong as one used for 
other borings, it must consist of more than three simple poles. 

Only a few men, say two, being generally necessary to run the 
drill, a third will be sufficient to assist in raising the rods, if proper 
arrangements are made for it. This can be done by having a mov- 
able crane with wheels on top of the derrick to move the rods side- 
ways and to hang them on the cross-rail on which the crane runs. 
This will be more advisable than to let the tubes stand, if of such 
lengths as mentioned, although shorter lengths of twenty feet will 
stand without difficulty, if supported once in the centre. Here also 
room is left for improvement, in order to gain time for boring. 

The Bore-house.--The shorter time required to remain at one 
point, and other reasons, allow the use of a more confined and 
lighter construction of the bore-cabin. It is best to adopt a plan, 
in which the movable frames are bolted by means of a cross-stringer to 
four corner-posts secured by L shaped iron corner pieces to top and 
bottom sills. The roof is constructed in the same way, and proper 
openings are left, covered by shutters when not used. Boring can then 
go on in all seasons of the year, running day and night when in fear 
of a freeze. The whole construction can be placed under the derrick, and 
can be readily taken to pieces and removed to other places without loss 
of labor or material. 

The Rope for Hoisting Rods.--Preference ought to be given to a 
flat wire rope, although others might be used equally well, except 
where it is desirable to obtain with reasonable accuracy the course of 
the stratification by means of one bore-hole only, or, in case of a check, 
when three holes are used to determine the same in its medium 
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bearing. While a round rope will twist and untwist, a flat rope will 
keep its position when properly loaded.  

By carefully noting its line of bearing against the meridian, boring 
a core, say six inches long, and drawing the rods carefully, this core 
will be held between the core-catcher exactly in the position it occu- 
pied below. When arrived at the surface, this position is carefully 
observed, and the true pitch of the stratum obtained. A simple cal- 
culation will give the true course of deflection.  

If a denote the deflection of the rope from meridian; B the deflec- 
tion of the line of pitch from the line of rope; r the line of deflec- 
tion of strata (the strike),  

The deflection of dip-line,          δ  = ß ⎯ α     for Fig. 12.  
Northwest course,                       γ= 90 ⎯ δ     for northeast pitch.  

The angle a will be made constant for each bore-hole by putting the 
derrick in the same line of deflection, if possible in the line of 
meridian, and thus simplify the calculation. By repeated observa- 
tions accuracy will be obtained from average figures.  

In practice, a firm board with a movable socket S in the centre, is 
placed below the centre of rope to receive the bit B, and hold it 
firmly by set-screws while loosing the core-barrel. Holding a straight 
edge in the line of dip as nearly as possible, the point D can be noted 
upon the board, and so the angle B measured. Fig. 12 represents the 
arrangement; R R, flat rope; C, the core ; S, socket; 888, set-screws ; 
BB

1 
the bit; c c, core-catcher ; A B, line of rope ; DD, line of dip; St, 

line of strike.  
The Diamond Bit.--The great success in the diamond drill de-

pends, of course, on the costly material used to perform its work. 
Too much care cannot be taken in "setting the bit." The selection of 
the carbons itself is a matter of importance, particularly for a very 
hard rock. It will appear that those which have a very rough scoria-
like appearance and a brownish tint possess the most enduring 
qualities. In setting, if possible, they ought to set in a dovetail 
fashion towards the bit, and in an ascending position with the rotary 
motion, but opposing the most resistance in regard to the metal 
around it. They must also "cover" each other, so as to oppose as 
large and complete a grinding surface as possible. The whole opera- 
tion is that of the grindstone, and not of a cutting tool, differing in 
that respect entirely from the use of a diamond used for turning or 
cutting.  

Fig. 15 shows the setting of the bit. The side A is set right, the 
side B wrong. In Fig. 15 C the side D

1 
is set right, the side D wrong.  
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If the diamonds do not cover each other, grooves will be worked in 
the metal at the dotted lines d and d. 

The actual wear in the carbons is comparatively very little, and 

 
in spite of their high price, will, by proper care, be less than the 
wear in steel and charge for sharpening tools in a percussion drill. 
A heavy loss can only occur in losing diamonds frequently, gener- 
ally from bad betting, although even with the greatest care a dia- 
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mond may be lost if the metal should wear out around it before it 
is noticed. I have used one and the same diamond in three bits, 
and it perforated every inch of 826 feet of all varieties of rocks. 

 
It is also bad policy to attempt to save in cost of carbons by not 

using enough of them for one bit. 
We may say theoretically that too many carbons cannot be put in 
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a bit, since the more there are the less quickly it wears. Rapid 
wear brings frequent risk of breaking the carbons in cutting them 
out of the old bit, beside the cost of setting the new one. A bit of 
2 inches diameter of the annular pattern in deep boring ought never 
to have less than 12 carbons, and 16 will not hurt it if they should 
be of smaller size. A practical illustration of this subject occurred 
which will demonstrate the theory advanced. Bits with 8 carbons, 
four set upon the outside rim, four upon the inside, would wear out 
the metal, in spite of all efforts, more upon one side than upon the 
other. Four more small borts were set between the outside carbons 
higher up. in the solid metal. Several hundred feet were bored in 
hard rook with this bit, and no unequal wear could be perceived. The 
demonstration appears to be plain, viz.: 

A suspended rod, which the diamond drill rod represents, scarcely 
touching the ground, when set in rapid rotary motion by a force ap- 
plied at the upper end, endeavors to describe an eccentric curve 
(probably that of a spiral or evolvent) with its free end in the bot- 
tom of the hole. The walls of the bore-hole determine the limits of 
this curve, and consequently cause the bit to touch in its rapid 
motion frequently at the same point, producing a greater wear at 
that point. If, therefore, unequal frictional resistance is offered, the 
bit will wear out faster upon one point,--where the metal is exposed. 
The motion of the bit being a very rapid one, this difficulty is over- 
come by simply offering four more points of resistance stronger than 
the metal, namely, the four carbons. Care should, therefore, be 
taken not to apply economy in the wrong place. 

Accidents in Boring.--In regard to accidents in boring, delaying so 
much the operation when percussion drills are used, it appears that 
the diamond drill, if not aiming to overdo the work in deep boring, 
is less liable to them. The loss of a diamond is the accident which 
will most often occur. If one should get loose, the motion of the 
rods, if not boring in a coarse rock or conglomerate, will indicate 
it at once by certain shocks. If already crushed, the dust will be 
washed out by the common current of water, and may even be saved 
in a slime box. If not crushed, and if too large to pass the outside 
of the space (between rods and bore-hole), the reversed current can 
be applied by the arrangement proposed in the shell, Fig. 16 and 
Fig. 17. 

Fig. 16. The shell S has a valve v and cavities h; its bell-shape 
will allow it to pass over the core C, generally left at the bottom. 
Fig. 17 explains the whole arrangement. The headpiece d, with a 
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discharge-spout, is screwed to the top of bore-rod r. A stuffing-box 
S is screwed to the stand-pipe p1, and to the pipe p the force-pump 
is applied. The shell S is screwed to the lower end of rods, and 
lowered to within a half inch of the bottom. The water applied 
will take the direction of the arrows. Fig. 16 shows the shell 
closed; Fig. 17 the same when open. 

A more simple instrument, which, in most cases, will answer the 
purpose of catching the diamonds, is represented in two forms in Fig. 
18 and Fig. 19. The first is adapted to the solid concave bit, and 
consists of an old bit, B, worked out conically at the lower end. The 
pipe is tight in the headpiece h. The plate pl is held tightly; the 
core-lifter C1 prevents the tube from being forced too low, but allows 
it to rise up a little in case the core is larger. It therefore plays 
freely in the plate p. 

The space C is filled tight with a plastic mass of beeswax, tallow, 
and rosin, preferable to soap for deep borings, because the latter will 
dissolve too much by being left long in the water, which cannot be 
prevented in deep borings. The rods are lowered near the bottom, 
which is freed by washing as much as possible of fine sediment. 
Then the rods are set firm upon the bottom, and without turning the 
rods they are carefully lifted up. 

Fig. 19 represents a similar instrument for the annular bit. Here 
a conical groove, jagged inside to hold the composition better, is 
filled with the same composition C1. The operation is the same as 
above. In most instances the diamonds will be found buried in the 
composition. If no other remedy is left, of course the lost carbon 
must be crushed up and washed out. But it ought to be remem- 
bered that it is not only the recovery of the one carbon lost which 
is the object in view; by endeavoring to bore again without the 
bottom being freed of the pieces of carbon other diamonds in the bit 
may be ruined. Therefore no means ought to be spared to obtain 
those lost. 

Accidents in consequence of a break or by the rods unscrewing 
themselves will, by proper care and watchfulness, seldom occur, 
except the rods should fall down the hole from great height. The 
little difference between the diameter of the bore-hole and the rods 
will greatly tend to avoid serious accidents of this character. Ac- 
cording to the break, either the female end of a rod or a good steel 
tap to cut a new thread inside the rod, will mostly be sufficient to 
catch the rods again. If one end should be pressed in the softer side 
of a hole, the modified form of the "trumpet" used in other boring 
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can be used to straighten the rod up, and in case of the male being 
left in the hole will aid in screwing it on. It is represented in 
Fig. 13, and consists of a female with a conical thread. The exten- 
sion of the female forms a long sharp-edged lip, cut in the shape of 
a steep spiral edge. The long lip will aid in turning the rod inside 
the conical thread. 

At all events, the complicated instruments used in percussion 
boring cannot be used here on account of the small diameter of the 
hole. In such instances the ingenuity of the engineer must be called 
in requisition, according to the accident which is to be remedied. 

No dispute can now exist in regard to the great suitability of the 
diamond drill for use in the harder or hardest rocks. In fact, it 
will perform its work almost with more ease in a hard granite, or 
hard siliceous sandstone, than in softer rocks. At moderate depths, 
from 100 to 200 feet, from two to three feet per hour in hard sili- 
ceous sandstone can be made at medium speed; in softer sandstones, 
or clay slates, even greater distances were perforated. Our present 
experience confirms what might naturally be anticipated, that no 
such speed can be expected at greater depth. At depths of 500 feet 
a progress of two feet, and up to 800 feet of 18 inches per hour may 
still be accomplished easily and with safety. 

Trouble has been anticipated in perforating soft shales or fire- 
clay, which might prevent the application of the diamond drill in 
consequence of “caving,” or washing of the strata above. In regard 
to this, it can be stated that perfectly soft shales, forming plastic clay 
in the core barrel, have been perforated to the thickness of 38 inches. 
Also very fissile clay slates to the thickness of eleven feet have been 
passed without encountering any difficulty at the time or afterwards. 
In the instance of the fire-clay, it is true, the core-barrel was choked. 
But by boring an inch or two at a time, lifting the rod up and giving 
the full force of the pump upon the core, the plug of clay was ejected 
and the work went on regularly, but with reduced speed. It appears 
that this may form an objection to the diamond bit in thick strata. 
The attention of engineers ought to be called to it, and suggestions 
would be quite timely. For one, the following cast-steel bit is recom- 
mended. Figure 14 exhibits one-half of the lower (grinding) surface 
of the bit (A). The same figure in C represents half of the cross- 
section, B half of the front view, cc represent channels forming the 
steel teeth t; h h represent the perforation of the bit for the supply 
of water. A few borts 6 around its outer rim will protect the bit 
from wearing. 
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In regard to the advantages of using the annular or the solid bit 

for deep boring, in my  opinion, not  enough  experience has  been 
collected to pass judgment. The annular bit  requires raising the 
rods after every 10 or 12 feet boring. It is true, it will in softer 
rock bore further without being freed from the core. But in con- 
sequence of the greater strain thrown upon the machine, as well as in 
order to get as near as possible a true section of the column of strata, 
and to examine the bit. in time, raising is required at the rate stated 
above. Particularly in stratified rocks differing considerably in 
their hardness is this necessary, since the cores after being detached 
begin to revolve in the core-barrel upon each other and wear out 
very fast. This will be still more serious when the core-barrel is 
full of core. In this case, if a soft stratum in the core-barrel lies 
between two hard ones, no core of the soft rock, or little of it, will 
be left. Slime boxes which might be used to catch the borings in 
using the solid bit, will not answer the purpose fully here, for the 
reason that the wearing of old cores is intermixed with the borings 
of the new. In such a case they can only be used as a partial guide. 
If the core is drawn every 10 or 12 feet, more accurate allowance 
can be made for wear in softer strata. If all the cores in their rela- 
tive positions arc laid upon a bench and carefully measured, and 
attention is paid to a change in the discharged waters during the 
time of boring, timing also the boring in regard to the whole dis- 
tance, a very correct account can be kept of the strata. This part 
of the diamond drill (the bit) is still open to improvements, and I 
am informed some are now under consideration which are designed 
to test partially the strata during perforation in regard to their co- 
hesive character. 

Where the solid bit is used a tolerably accurate account can be 
kept by using changeable slime boxes. Noting every morning the 
time it requires for the slime to make its appearance upon the sur- 
face, and measuring the rods at such intervals as change of color in 
the water and character of the slimes indicate a change in the strata, 
and examining, mineralogically and chemically, the borings, a toler- 
ably correct record can be kept. But the core is still preferable, 
even fossils having been detected in it, and the solid bit can only be 
advocated where time is more an object than the knowledge of the 
stratification. 

To keep the core from wearing too much, it is advantageous to 
avoid a too rapid speed. If this is kept in mind, especially in softer 
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rocks, little difficulty will be found in keeping a sufficiently correct 
record for practical purposes, and particularly in cases where correct 
measurement (for example in the thickness of a 
coal-seam or other valuable deposit) is required. 

In case a bore-hole has diminished in size, 
reaming has to be resorted to. The ordinary bit 
ought not to be used for it. The reamer bit is of 
the shape of a conpling, Figure 20, with male at 
each end and two rows of diamonds at its outer 
surface. A guide-rod is screwed to the lower 
end. The lower rows of carbons are set a frac- 
tion less in diameter, while the upper row is set 
in full size. 

In regard to the feed of the drill, two systems 
are in use, the hydraulic and the spurwheel feed. 
The former offers unquestionably a great advan- 
tage in its simple mode of changing speed, and 
is to be preferred when the strata change fre- 
quently from the hardest to the softest within a 
few feet or even a few inches, as in sedimentary 
rocks. It would be a matter of interest to know 
if. this feed will answer for deep borings. If so, 
it should be applied instead of the spurwheel 
gearing, which involves too much loss of time in 
strata that change frequently. 

To what depth we shall be able to use the dia- 
mond drill is yet to be ascertained. It appears 
that but two difficulties have to be overcome. 
The power applied for the rotary motion on the 
upper part of the rod must be less than the 
torsional strength of the rods permits them to 
bear. Stronger rods to resist this force will in- 
crease the weight materially, and consequently 
the friction of the chuck holding the rods upon 
its bearing. In the former plan of construction 
this has already been materially felt at depths 
of 600 to 700 feet. The chuck became so heated 
that, by expansion, it stopped the rods from turn- 
ing, in spite of constant oiling. A constant stream 
of cold water had to be used to cool the chuck. The new roller disk 
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now made by the drill company is a good invention in that direc- 
tion, and obviates so far this difficulty. To what depth this will 
serve is yet to be ascertained, although this seems to be the right 
principle, preventing the difficulty by reducing sliding into rolling 
friction. At all events, those two factors appear to set the limit of 
depth yet to be practically tested. 

For deeper borings a supporting bit, if it may be so called, might 
be advisable to run in advance of a larger or several larger reaming 
bits above it. This plan would accomplish the work still more 
thoroughly than the solid concave bit, of steadying the rods. It 
would also offer the means of increasing the size of the hole, when 
such increase is desirable. 

Having thus passed over a number of practical questions in re- 
gard to the diamond drill, it may be well to compare its econom- 
ical features more closely with other means for deep boring. For 
this object the following table of executed borings has been prepared 
from reliable sources. In order to make a full and true comparison 
in regard to time as well as money, it has been indispensable to re- 
calculate as nearly as possible the expense for labor, fuel, and other 
expenditures in United States currency, and at medium prices for 
labor, fuel, materials, etc. As far as possible, those items were 
selected from sources giving such information in detail. In regard 
to labor, a uniform charge has been adopted, viz.: for skilled labor, 
such as the foreman or boring master, $2.50; engineer or mechanic, 
$2; first-class assistant, $1.50 to $2; common laborer, $l; all for a 
twelve-hour shift. If those prices differ in different localities, they 
will not affect the proportional figures obtained. Fuel has been 
charged at $3 per ton, and calculated at a rate of combustion equal 
to 10 lb. of coal to one horse-power per hour. Some modifications 
may exist in other expenditures not specially mentioned which had 
to be estimated for want of proper data. In regard to the diamond 
drill, all expenditures have been taken from actual accounts, also 
those for boring by manual labor in the same district, and can be 
fully relied upon. If full accuracy has not been obtained in all the 
places outside of the United States, the defect will be more in favor 
of, than against, the locality given. No charges have been included 
for general superintendence. An important item will be found in 
regard to interest upon the capital invested, and the wear of machin- 
ery, etc., which naturally increase considerably with the length of 
time required to accomplish the object. Not being able to procure 
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the exact outlay of capital, the following amounts have been used as 
a basis: 
Cost of tools and fixtures for boring by manual labor to 400 feet,  $386 00 
For boring by steam-power, using rods to 1500 feet, ........................................  7,200 00 
For boring by steam-power, using ropes to 1500 feet, ................................  7,55000 
For boring by steam-power, using diamond drill for 1000 feet,................  7,200 00 
For boring by steam-power, using diamond drill for 1500 feet,............... 11,000 00 

In case the rope is used and a column of rods is kept on hand, 
which in case of accidents is almost a necessity, the amount must be 
increased by $865. In the calculations this has not been considered. 

Great differences in progress as well as cost will occur, as partially 
seen from the table, in consequence of the grade of hardness in the 
strata perforated. As nearly as possible such instances have been 
chosen which, with proper allowance, form a just comparison. It ap- 
pears, from the record of strata passed, that the work of the diamond 
drill was probably performed in harder rock than that of the other 
tools. Other comparisons in this respect would be interesting, but 
could not be commanded at present. 

From an examination of this table the following conclusions can 
be drawn. 
I. Ratio of boring during a given space of time would be: 
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For reasons which need not be stated here, it ought to be men- 
tioned that, if the diamond drill had a fairer trial, it would show 
still more favorable results. 

In regard to the borings in foreign countries it would be unjust to 
omit that, in most of them, much trouble in caving and consequent 
expenditures in tubing occurred. From the statements given it 
could not be fully ascertained how far this influenced the cost, and, 
therefore, some difference may exist in the true statement of expen- 
ditures. 

This brings up a new subject, and probably in favor of the dia- 
mond drill. As formerly stated, no trouble occurred in consequence 
of caving or washing in soft strata, penetrated at least to the extent 
of 11 feet. It is, therefore, more than likely that the small diameter 
of the bore-hole required will for itself be, to a great extent, a protec- 
tion aginst caving. Not less than 15 or 18 inches diameter can be 
given to a bore-hole of considerable depth, where any of the new drop 
instruments are used. The greater exposed surface, having less re- 
sisting strength, and being subject to frequent blows by the rod or 
rope, speaks naturally in favor of the small diameter of a diamond 
drill bore-hole, with the more regular, and even motion of the tool, 
not so much subjected to blows. 

If tubing had to be resorted to in using the diamond drill, it would 
be a difficult job. First, it being ascertained (see E. B. Coxe, "A 
New Method of Sinking Shafts," vol. 1, Transactions of the American 
Institute of Mining Engineers) that no certainty exists of the per- 
fectly plumb condition of such a bore-hole, difficulty will arise in 
driving the tubes. Second, the small diameter generally used for the 
diamond drill would almost prevent tubing in great depths. Third, 
the enlargement of the bore-hole below the tubes will be far more 
difficult than with the other drills. For all these objections remedies 
might be applied in course of time, but the difficulties to be expected 
ought to be ascertained beforehand, and precautions ought to, and 
probably can, be taken from the start. 
Resuming the experience so far collected, it may be concluded: 

First.--As formerly ascertained by others, manual labor for boring 
can only be resorted to in very moderate depths, say 150 to 200 feet, 
with advantage in regard to cost and time. 

Second.--If mechanical power has to be resorted to, boring with 
the rope, and the flat rope particularly, should be adopted beyond 
depths of 200 feet, being then cheaper than solid rods. In soft rocks, 
for reasons stated before, this may even supersede the diamond drill, 
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until at least further experience has been collected. The trepan of 
Mather & Platt, at least, forms a formidable competitor to even the 
diamond drill. 

Third. In all instances where mechanical power is used, the dia- 
mond drill, especially in harder rocks, ought to supersede all other 
drills for the greater depths, except where such a scarcity of water 
exists that the necessary supply for floating the hole (which amount 
is very considerable) could not be obtained at reasonable cost. 

Fourth. For purposes of testing, the diameter of bore-hole is not 
material. For reasons already stated, and especially in bringing up 
a core which discloses the character of the strata passed through, the 
diamond drill is superior to all others. If the annular bit is used, 
the core comes up whenever the rods are drawn, while other instru- 
ments which give a core require two independent--and therefore 
delaying--operations for boring and drawing the core. 

Fifth. The diamond drill being capable of a construction which 
allows the use of each part independently, namely, the running 
gear, hoisting apparatus, and boiler, each part, if not used for boring 
at the surface, could be used either in the mines or upon the surface 
for other purposes, and this may make the cost of purchase an item 
of less importance to a mine. This is only partially true of any 
other drill and fixtures. 

The borings executed by Messrs. Mather & Platt by the use of a 
flat rope and a cutting tool formed of a number of small chisels set 
in a hollow shank, exhibits so many strong points of competition 
with the diamond drill that it may be well to calculate the time 
required to bore with the latter under ordinary circumstances, and 
with a proper construction of the apparatus. This can be done more 
accurately with this than with any other drill. 

If n denotes the number of feet to be bored, s the number of sec- 
tions of rod of a given length, t the time in minutes required to bore 
one foot, t1 the time in minutes required to raise and lower the rods, 
it would require in minutes 

 
to bore the whole distance, in which formula f(s) will be an arith- 
metical progression depending upon the length of the rods. 

The factors t and t1can be ascertained for each machine according 
to its arrangements and speed, and are, in fact, the most important 
items. If proper observations are made and published they may, in 
course of time, be accurately ascertained. For deep boring t depends 
more upon the speed of feeding resorted to than upon the hard- 
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ness of the rock to be perforated. It will be found in practice that 
for deep borings we are compelled to reduce the speed to an average 
which in shallow borings may be deviated from, according to the 
rock penetrated. This is due to the greater length of the rod and 
its consequent vibratory motion; t1 depends entirely upon the con- 
veniences at hand for raising and lowering rods speedily. 

The values of t and t1 approach nearer to an average as the bore- 
hole is deepened, calculating them upon sections of 400 feet depth. 
Long sections of rods consume comparatively less time on account 
of uncoupling, which may be averaged at about 1½ to 2 minutes for 
each uncoupling. 
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Until further experience can be collected the following figures may 
be used with safety: 

 
Therefore a bore-hole of 400 feet ought, not to cost more, in round 

numbers, than $504; one of 800 feet, $1680; and one of 1200 feet, 
probably $4800. 
Even if these figures are apparently low, the actual expenditures 

of the bore-hole at Midlothian, $2007 for 827 feet, will be suffi- 
cient proof that no other mode of boring, so far, can stand against 
this competition. 
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To build up and bring to perfection this system of boring may, 
therefore, offer a new field for the profession; and members of the 
Institute are earnestly solicited to contribute to this object all com- 
munications within their reach. 

 

MR. E. B. COXE asked if there was no possibility of the rod turn- 
ing when extracted, and thus vitiating the conclusions arrived at 
from the marking of seams, etc., on the core. Would not the slight 
amount of torsion which existed in the rod when the boring ceased, 
cause the same to revolve slightly when it was lifted ? 

Boring would be impossible without some pressure on the bit, and 
the amount of this pressure would, in any given instance, be the 
weight of the rod less that portion of the weight which was suspended 
at the surface, and therefore there must be some torsional resistance, 
however slight. 

MR. HEINRICH : With the round rope the core might turn, but 
not when the flat rope is used. The core-catcher docs not take hold 
until all boring has ceased. There is no possibility of the core turn- 
ing after the core-catcher has once taken hold. There is, more- 
over, not sufficient pressure on the bit to cause any torsional resist- 
ance; the weight of the rod is suspended by friction rollers at the 
surface, and when it reaches the bottom its weight is to a very small 
extent only relieved by the rod resting on the bottom. The pressure 
upon the bit is only just sufficient to enable the diamonds to grind 
away the surface with which they are in contact. It is not necessary 
to exert a pressure sufficient to exert a cutting action of the diamonds, 
as the surface they remove is of infinitesimal depth. The action of 
the feed is such that exactly the pressure necessary for the abrasive 
work of the tool is communicated, and no more. The length of the 
rod makes no difference, the pressure being the same with 800 as 
with ten feet of rod. This pressure varies with the speed at which 
the drill runs. I am not in favor of too great speeds, though, if de- 
sirable, it is perfectly possible to run at 400 to 700 revolutions per 
minute. 

MR. RAYMOND asked about the mode of setting the diamonds 
by hydraulic pressure described by Professor Blake a year ago. 

MB. HEINRICH replied that he had studied the subject, and thought 
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that for the side diamonds this method might be preferable, but if it 
were attempted to set the diamonds in the head of the cutter in this 
way, the metal would have to be cut away so much that the pressure 
would break the head. His practice was as follows: The workman 
carefully examined each diamond, and cut a hole which exactly cor- 
responded to the faces on the stone. All the holes for the head were 
cut and finished before any one of the stones were set. when com- 
plete, the workman put in the stone, and with a hammer closed up 
the steel firmly about it, taking great care not to carry the compres- 
sion of the diamond too far, as there is danger of cracking it. 

PROFESSOR BLAKE said that the setting of the stones by hydraulic 
pressure, formerly described by him, is no longer in use. It was 
found in practice that there was some irregularity in the work which 
was probably due to the intermittent action of the pump. At pres- 
ent the stones are set by pressure given by a screw, which is found 
to work more regularly. The hole is cut to fit the diamond exactly 
as Mr. Heinrich had described in his method, but the hole is not cut 
entirely through the steel. On the contrary, a thin bottom is left 
which is so cut as to exactly correspond to those faces of the stone 
which have been selected for the cutting surface. The latter is then 
taken to an emery-wheel and the steel-cap is ground off, leaving the 
diamond exposed. This is the method now pursued by the diamond 
drill company. 

MR. RAYMOND pointed out that this method would not permit 
the resetting; of loose stones. 

In answer to an inquiry respecting the kind of diamond used, 
Mr. Heinrich said that he had found a reddish-looking, kidney- 
shaped stone better than the common black diamond. Borts are 
used for the side stones, but for the end of the tool the black, or, 
better still, the reddish diamonds abovementioned, are the best on 
account of their greater surface and durability. 

 
SUPPLEMENT.* 

Since the communication on " Deep Boring with the Diamond 
Drill," which I had the honor to present to the Institute at the 
New York meeting in February last, I have finished the bore-hole, 
mentioned therein to be then 850 feet 3 inches, at the Midlothian 

 
* Read at the St. Louis Meeting, May, 1874 
4
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property, Chesterfield County, Va. This being, to my present 
knowledge, the deepest bore-hole yet attained by using the diamond 
drill, I take occasion to communicate the following supplementary 
remarks: 

The whole depth of this bore-hole is 1142 feet, of which the last 
4 feet 8 inches were bored in solid hard granite, the bottom of the 
coal-basin. 

Even at that depth, and in a rock of such hardness, 1 foot per 
hour has been bored. 

Whilst great delays were occasioned in consequence of the inability 
of the engine to perform the hoisting of the rods from such depth 
and in such time as it should be done, being compelled to interpose 
double-threaded blocks and falls to gain the power, the work was 
performed with almost more regularity and comparatively with more 
dispatch, even at that depth, than formerly. 

The last 292 feet were bored in eighteen 12-hour shifts, or at the 
rate of 1.35 feet per hour, at the total cost of $5.10 per foot, includ- 
ing all expenditures, even that of reaming out 400 feet of the hole 
already bored. 

The whole time occupied, including all work and repairs, was 
seventy-seven 12-hour shifts. 

The work was carried on day and night, hoisting rods during day- 
time, and boring at night. The rods were drawn every time after 
boring about 10 or 12 feet. In almost all instances of consistent 
rock a full core was obtained. Very hard sandstones of various size 
grit, medium-sized conglomerates of feldspar and quartz pebbles, 
even large, quartz pebbles the full size of the core, 1 inch diameter 
have been penetrated ; and, near the bottom of the basin, a stratum of 
a soft calcareous sandstone, or calciferous arenaceous slate, with hard 
boulders of granite in it. From the latter stratum only the harder 
boulders would form cores; all the rest of the strata would wear out 
in sand, and could only be determined by the slimes collected. Slates 
of various degrees of hardness were also encountered, but offered no 
difficulties to the instrument. 

In regard to the wear of cores (being requested in the columns of 
the Engineering and Mining Journal to give my opinion upon the 
subject of loss of cores, as experienced in borings executed in Eng- 
land), I can only state again, as I have partially done in my first 
communication, that softer rocks, and particularly softer grits, such 
as arenaceous slates, argillaceous sandstones, or even siliceous grits 
of little cohesive character, will wear out to a greater extent than 
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consistent slates, even if all precaution is taken. As an instance of 
the kind, I will here remark that I have just started again a new 
bore-hole, and through a distance of 70 feet have hardly more than 
18 inches of core, being all rocks of the nature mentioned above. 

To obtain a tolerable record of the strata, I pass the borings 
through a common slime-box with movable gate-bars. Every quar- 
ter or half hour the. slimes are examined, and samples drawn if any 
considerable variation is observed (noting at the same time the prog- 
ress of boring during the time). The strata are obtained to within 
6 or 9 inches of their thickness, and during daytime even closer 
than that, the discharged slimes being visible as soon as a material 
change occurs. 

If more solid rooks are bored through, the wear is often very 
little. I have sometimes, in hard sandstone, bored 10 feet without 
losing more than a few inches. But I doubt if any regular rule as 
to wear can be established. My practice is this: If core is ob- 
tained, the distance bored and the core obtained are compared by 
measure. From the number of cores, at least the known grind- 
ing surfaces are obtained, and for harder rock one-sixteenth to one- 
quarter inch is allowed, according to waste, for each core face. If 
any balance of loss is left over, it is added to the core of softer rocks, 
if such occur between, according to the amount of such core left, and 
according to slimes collected and timed, as mentioned before. Never- 
theless, I am paying particular attention to this very important sub- 
ject, as it influences very materially the record of the stratification. 

I may further state that I had in the bore-hole mentioned the bad 
luck to be compelled to ream out again about 400 feet formerly 
bored, in consequence of the wear in the diamond bit not being kept 
up to its full gauge, and consequently not permitting free enough 
flow of water to penetrate the greater depth. All this otherwise un- 
necessary expenditure, and the expenditures in consequence of it, 
against which proper guard is now taken, are included in the above 
cost, 

To guard against the reduction of the size of the bore-hole gauge, 
rings are applied to the bit after every 10 feet boring, and if any 
perceptible reduction of the same is noted, supporting borts are put 
in the bit to keep up the full gauge. 

Reaming a hole is worse and more costly than boring the same 
distance anew, except for larger holes where the reamer would follow 
at once the lower bit, so as to keep up the support of rods at the 
bottom. 
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Referring for the details in regard to time and expenditures to the 
tables given in the former communication, to which the present 
results have been added, it is only necessary to state that the total 
cost for this bore-hole of 1142 feet, including interest and wear of 
machinery, has been $3548.90. 

In conclusion, I can only state that valuable information in regard 
to the geological age of the district where the diamond drill has been 
used has been obtained, which, when fully verified from other points, 
will be reported to the Institute in due time. 

 

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN BESSEMER MACHINERY. 

BY A. L. HOLLEY,  C, E., BEOOKLYST, N. Y. 

THE members of the society are doubtless aware that the produc- 
tion of American Bessemer steel works is constantly increasing; 
that the same converters and machinery are doing more work every 
year. This enlarged output is due to various causes, chiefly the fol- 
lowing: 

1st. Better organization--better knowledge on the part of both 
managers and men, of the plant and the process; of the way to econo- 
mize the more exhausting labor, and of the arrangement of the 
details of labor and operations so that they shall not conflict; also, 
more pluck--a greater willingness to take risks, or, more properly, 
such an intimate knowledge of the nature and capacities of the refrac-- 
tory linings in various stages of disrepair, and the probable be- 
havior of the fluid metal at various stages of its treatment, that the 
precise nature of the risk may be better known, so that the works 
may be crowded to their full capacity. In the early practice, after 
getting four or five consecutive heats in a day, the men preferred to 
"let well enough alone," and to devote the remaining time to prepa- 
ration for another turn. Now, thirty, and sometimes forty heats are 
regularly made during the twenty-four hours, day after day, without 
the frequent occurrence and without the fear of breakdowns or 
" messes," as the spilling of steel charges was graphically named in 
Sheffield. 

2d. Although no new refractory materials have been developed, 
improved means of preparing such as we have, and of imbedding 
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them in the walls of vessels and ladles, have contributed not a little 
to the regularity and increase of production. 

3d. The principal cause of the present enlarged and regular out- 
put of Bessemer works undoubtedly lies in numerous improvements 
in mechanical details. Few of these improvements are revolution- 
ary, or even of very striking importance by themselves; but as they 
are quite numerous and pertain to all stages of the manufacture, and 
to all departments of the plant, they are in the aggregate fully com- 
petent to account for the very marked progress of the past few years. 

I desire to call your attention at this time to a few of the more im- 
portant of those improved mechanical details, and to the practice to 
which they have led. 

First. The melting department has been the subject of consider- 
able changes. The air-furnace, not yet wholly disused abroad for 
melting the charges, was thrown out almost at the beginning of our 
practice in this country, because it required four times as much fuel 
as the cupola; because it would largely increase the cost of plant-- 
some ten of the standard air-furnaces with their large elevated floor 
space and extensive foundations and buildings, would but do the 
work of three standard cupolas--and because it was soon ascertained 
that with good fuel, which is plentiful, the quality of the iron was 
not practically impaired by cupola melting. So the standard foundry 
cupola, the MacKensie, Fig. 1, Plate II, was adopted. Although 
this furnace was of a size sufficient, to melt five tons an hour, it would 
only work at this rate for one or two hours, under the necessary Bes- 
semer conditions, viz., all pig, covered with much sand, to be de- 
livered hot and in regular quantities. And after delivering fifteen 
or twenty tons it would scaffold across and stop altogether. The 
foundry practice requires a rapid and constant delivery for a short 
time; the Bessemer requires large taps (to keep the iron hot) at con- 
siderable intervals, the delivery to be maintained at the rate of eight 
to ten tons an hour for twenty-four consecutive hours. A larger 
foundry cupola might have melted iron enough, but would have 
delivered it faster than it could have been converted. It was soon 
evident that the cupola furnace must be specially adapted to these 
new conditions, chiefly in two ways; there must be room to hold large 
charges, and more especially, room to hold a considerable accumula- 
tion of slag, and such an internal shape and tuyere arrangement as 
to prevent scaffolding and the stoppage of blast. MacKensie's ellip- 
tical cross-section (designed to shorten the travel of the blast to the 
centre of the cupola) was retained, but his annular tuyere, which 
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could not be got at for cleaning throughout its whole circumference, 
was replaced by six oval tuyeres, the united era of which was twice 
that of the foundry cupola of the same diameter, so that the partial 
stopping of the tuyeres should not seriously check the blast. Con- 
venient means were arranged to clean the tuyeres, or to remove them 
and put in others while the furnace was running. The principal 
change was elevating the tuyeres some three feet from the tap-hole, 
instead of one foot, as in the foundry practice, thus forming a largo 
hearth or crucible. The result was that the furnace, otherwise the 
same as before, would melt forty to fifty tons of pig in eight or .ten 
hours. There was room during the first few hours for several tons 
of iron to accumulate for each tap, and thus to keep hotter than if it 
were almost constantly running in a small stream into the ladle. The 
slag was, by the same means, kept more fluid, so that more of it would 
follow out the iron. The considerable settling--one or two feet-- 
of the superincumbent charges, when the iron was tapped, exercised 
a scouring action and tended to prevent scaffolding. And there was 
room in the hearth for all the slag that would form in a turn's work. 
But this storing of slag was at the expense of storing iron, and the 
taps became smaller and cooler, and at last the old difficulties set in, 
and the melting was stopped by scaffolding. 

The increased converting capacity soon rendered it necessary to 
still farther improve the cupola, and as the slag was the cause of the 
trouble, it was evidently best to get rid of it somehow, as fast as it 
was produced, by tapping it off if possible. So a slag tap-hole was 
placed a few inches below the tuyeres, but a somewhat serious diffi- 
culty was encountered. During all the early trials the slag would not 
run out, and although the problem seemed a simple one, it was 
not solved without some months of experimenting. A certain amount 
of limestone flux was found necessary to make the slag fusible, and 
thus to keep it fluid; a certain regulation of the fuel charges and of 
the tapping were finally got at, and the slag tap-hole was kept hot 
(so that it would not chill the slag) by allowing the flame to blow 
through it while the slag was not running through it. The slag 
would then rise on the top of the iron as it accumulated in the hearth, 
and would, with a little assistance, or without any assistance, when 
the furnace was working properly, run out of the slag-hole. When 
the iron began to show with the slag, the iron-tap was opened, the 
hearth emptied, and the operation repeated. 

The cupola now generally adopted is shown in vertical section by 
Fig. 2, and in several cross-sections by Fig. 3. The minimum in- 
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ternal diameter is from 43/4 to 5 feet; the height of tuyeres is about 
4 feet. The upper slag tap-hole is the one ordinarily used, the lower 
one is for experiment. The elliptical cross-section is abandoned; it 
seems to have no practical advantages for furnaces of this size, and 
the lining of the flat sides is maintained with difficulty. It will be 
observed that the diameter of the furnace is but slighty reduced 
at the boshes. The result is that the lining above the tuyeres is so 
much burned away after twenty-four hours' running as to require 
patching. Restoring the inclined boshes, giving the walls some- 
what the shape they would tend to assume, will doubtless remedy 
this difficulty without promoting the formation of a scaffold, now that 
the slag can be tapped off, although the furnace was changed to the 
shape shown chiefly to avoid the shoulder or bosh upon which the 
slag tended to collect. The scouring action of the contents of the 
cupola as it settles bodily upon tapping out the melted metal, is 
evidently promoted by straight walls. The working of the cupola 
in its present shape, excepting the wearing of the walls just above 
the tuyeres, is quite satisfactory, arid if a change of shape will prevent 
this wearing without promoting other difficulties, or if the lining can 
be made to resist the action of the heat and slag by water-jacketing 
or otherwise, the cupola can doubtless be run like a blast-furnace for 
an indefinite time. 

The particulars of working vary somewhat with the fuel. Coke 
requires less blast, and is, on the whole, the more manageable fuel, 
although hard anthracite is now used with great facility. The 
charges with anthracite average as follows: Bed of coal 5400 lb., 
pig 7500 lb., limestone 100 lb., coal 650 lb., iron 7500 lb., lime- 
stone 100 lb., coal 650 lb., and so on. The charges with coke and 
anthracite mixed average about as follows : Bed of coke 2500 to 3000 
lb., iron charges same as above, and intermediate fuel charges 350 
to 450 anthracite and 300 coke mixed. Coke being more bulky 
than anthracite, a less weight of it is required to fill the hearth; 
this must, of course, be full to a point above the tuyeres. The first 
iron charge on this light bed is often reduced to 2500 or 3000 lb.; 
sometimes the iron charges are all made about a ton each, and the 
intermediate coal charges are reduced in proportion. Such thin 
layers of fuel, however, do not seem to have body enough to burn 
quickly, or with the highest economy. The proportion of coal to 
iron melted, varies with the character of fuel and other circum- 
stances, from 1 coal and 7 iron up to 1 coal and 10 iron. 

The cupola largely used in  Bessemer works abroad, is shown 
by 
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Figs. 4, 5, and 6, Plate II. This particular form is known as Ire- 
land's. The general internal shape shown, either with or without the 
two banks of tuyeres, is also largely used without Ireland's special 
arrangement of tuyeres and annular wind-box. There is a difference 
of expert opinion in England, as to the utility of the upper tuyeres 
and of the extremely projecting boshes. The whole system of work- 
ing, however, is so dissimilar to ours, that no close comparisons 
can be made. We weigh out charges of melted iron for the con- 
verter, by means of a large ladle standing on a scale in front of the 
cupola; we can thus melt continuously. As foreign works have no 
such weighing apparatus, they are obliged to melt a single converter- 
charge at a time, and since the cupola hearth must hold it all, and 
must be filled with coke to above the tuyeres, which is a larger 
amount of fuel than is really necessary to melt the single charge of 
iron, the furnace is wasteful And as one charge must be fully 
melted before the next is put on, the working is slow. Two cupolas 
are constantly in use, one melting and the other getting ready. The 
time of melting a charge is from 1½ to 2 hours. The American 
cupola melts a charge in 35 to 45 minutes, and one cupola is used 
for at least 12 hours. The English cupola, however, runs in this 
continuous, or rather intermittent manner, for a week, without cool- 
ing down or internal repairs. By that time the boshes are nearly 
burned away and require extensive repairs or entire renewal. 

The American system of construction and working is obviously a 
vast improvement over any other, and seems all that can be desired, 
except in one particular--the rapid reduction of the lining around 
and above the tuyeres. As before suggested, some increase of the 
boshes, or water-jacketing, or both, will doubtless be employed to 
remedy this one remaining defect. 

Second. In the converting department, the most important Amer- 
ican improvement has been in the means and method of rapidly re- 
newing the tuyeres. The endurance of tuyeres, and of the refractory 
bottom in which they are imbedded, although very various under 
different conditions of material and treatment, may be set down as 
not exceeding ten heats. It frequently falls below five heats. In 
order, then, to make 30 heats per 24 hours, out of one pair of con- 
verters, it is necessary to put in and dry three and frequently four 
sets of tuyeres during the day. Although one set may last six or 
eight hours, yet in order to give time for occasional extra repairs of 
the lining, and to make sure of having one vessel always ready, it 
is found, practically, that when a plant is to be driven up to a large 
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and consequently paying production, a new set of tuyeres must be 
made ready for use in two or at most three hours after the last heat 
on the old bottom. And it is furthermore found--and this is of 
equal importance--that the new bottom must be thoroughly dry 
and sound, so as to wear evenly, and to prevent the metal from 
breaking through. 

The old method of replacing vessel bottoms was knocking out the 
stumps of the worn tuyeres, inserting new tuyeres, and making the 
bottom good around them in one of two ways. 

1st. Pouring in semifluid ganister and water, and leaving it to set 
as best it might. This mud bottom was soft and porous, and unless 
fired for five or six hours, was very wet. It was, therefore, liable to 
rapid and irregular denudation, and to flaking off by the formation 
of steam. 

2d. The other method of making the bottom good around the 
tuyeres, still practiced in many European works, is waiting till the 
vessel is so cool that a workman can enter it, and then ramming 
plastic ganister around the tuyeres from within, and firing the vessel 
until the whole mass is set. Unless the vessel is cooled by water 
(which injures the lining), some hours must elapse before it can be 
entered, and the bottom cannot be thoroughly dried in half a day. 

The American works began with a much better system, viz., Mr. 
Bessemer's duplicate bottoms. The tuyeres, and the whole mass of 
ganister around them, were removed, and a new bottom, previously 
rammed and dried, was inserted. But still the difficulty remained 
of closing the annular space between the new bottom and the walls 
of the vessel. Pouring in semifluid ganister moistened and softened 
the bottom; waiting for the vessel to cool, so as to ram the annular 
space from within, consumed still more time. 

Another of Mr. Bessemer's devices was then resorted to. The 
face of the new bottom, where it came next the walls of the vessel, 
was heavily luted with a paste of clay and ganister; the bottom was 
then pressed hard into place, so that this paste would be forced into 
all the interstices and so seal the joint. 

After the most careful experimenting for several years, with flat 
joints and conical joints of every degree of taper, this method was 
abandoned in all the leading American works, as uncertain and un- 
safe. Generally, the luting would perfectly stop the opening between 
the bottom and the wall of the vessel, but sometimes an unsound 
place would be left, and the metal would break through it. The 
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cost of a few disasters of this kind was enough to pay for reconstruc- 
tion on a safe system. 

The plan finally adopted and now used almost without exception 
in America, and to some extent elsewhere, is shown by Fig. 7, Plate 
II. The duplicate bottom is so constructed as to leave the annular 
space between it and the Avail of the vessel open to the exterior of 
the vessel, so that a workman standing outside can ram the annular 
space, and thus make a sound joint without saturating it with water, 
and while the interior of the vessel is still red hot. 

The worn bottom being removed by a hydraulic lift or by any 
convenient means, the new one is inserted at once, and the annular 
space (a, Fig. 7; or F, Fig. 9, Plate II) is quickly rammed with 
plastic cakes of ganister, thus making the lining continuous and 
solid. Sometimes a part of the wall of the vessel comes away with 
the bottom, and sometimes part of the bottom sticks to the wall of 
the vessel. The annular space is thus left so irregular that merely 
luting the new bottom and pressing it up could not make a good 
joint; but when all these irregular cavities are seen and filled from 
the outside, the joint is always sound. 

The earlier joints of this kind were made more nearly cylindrical. 
The angle shown, about 45°, has been adopted, 1st. To prevent 
pulling away the wall of the vessel; the comparatively flat joint will 
obviously part more easily, leaving a cleaner fracture. 2d. The flat 
joint is employed in order to save time by a partial application of 
the luting system just described. The face of the new bottom is 
smeared with plastic ganister and pressed into place; then the joint 
is rammed from without, and more ganister is inserted where it is 
needed. 

The advantages of this system are obviously as follows : 
1st. The new bottom is immediately set, without waiting for the 

vessel to cool. The entire operation has often been performed in 
less than an hour. When one vessel is being lined and the other is 
running alone, 24 heats per day are often made on 3 bottoms in the 
one vessel. 

2d. The new bottom, having been previously baked, and not 
being saturated with water when it is inserted, is as sound and uni- 
form as the materials used can make it. It therefore wears evenly 
and never blows up from the formation of steam. 

3d. The material of the joint, being driven into all the interstices, 
and being comparatively dry, soon becomes as solid as any part of 
the wall. A. joint rammed in this way has never been known to 
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fail, as far as the author is aware; and the bursting through of the 
metal, so frequent in the early practice, now never occurs for periods 
of many months, except from the occasional failure of a tuyere, and 
a tuyere may be easily and soundly replaced by a dummy, in these 
hard dry bottoms. 

Third. A further improvement in converter bottoms consists in 
filling the spaces between and around the tuyeres with bricks, previ- 
ously rammed up and dried, or with burnt silica bricks, or ordinary 
fire-bricks. A bottom thus constructed is shown by Figs. 9 and 10, 
Plate II. There are three forms of brick, A, B, and C, Fig. 10. They 
are formed in split moulds, which are taken apart to release the brick. 
The spaces E are rammed with plastic ganister after the bricks and 
tuyeres are set. The sides of the bricks are ridged, to give a better 
hold to the material rammed into the joints. 

The chief object of this construction is to save time in drying the 
bottoms, and hence to save in the number of duplicate bottoms 
required. It has been found that a large twelve-tuyere bottom, 
some five feet in diameter, and twenty inches thick, if wet enough 
to be soundly rammed, will not thoroughly dry, in an oven heated 
as highly as possible without injuring the iron work of the cars, in 
less than four or five days. The rammed joints and spaces in the 
brick bottom, Fig. 10, will be thoroughly dried, in the same oven, 
in twelve to fifteen hours. Thus, half a dozen bottoms will keep 
two vessels going. The bricks are rammed up in any convenient 
place (not necessarily in the converting works), by common labor, 
and may be dried in quantity in a large oven. 

Another advantage of the brick bottom is, that there is no danger 
of its “blowing up” from not being thoroughly dry. There is 
always a risk of getting rammed bottoms in wet; but a wet joint in 
a brick bottom will not blow up and flake off the whole bottom. 
Fire-bricks or burned bricks will outlast several sets of tuyeres, and 
although they are expensive at the start, they seem likely to save in 
the end, and are coming into use. 

The details of vessel construction are both cheapened and im- 
proved, in the later plants, as compared with the earlier forms, as 
shown by Figs. 7 and 8. The English vessel, Fig. 8, has a wrought- 
iron trunnion-band, and wrought-iron trunnions bored out and slot- 
ted for the passage of air. The joints in the air-pipe leading from the 
trunnion to the tuyere-box, are in a confined space between the 
vessel and the pillow-block, and the pipe itself is flattened. In the 
American vessel, Fig. 7, the trunnion and its air-passage, and the 
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top part of the air-pipe, are all east together with the middle section 
of the vessel, and to make the latter strong enough, it is lined with 
three-fourth inch plate. The trunnions are made abundantly strong 
simply by being made large. The air-pipe joints, instead of being 
flattened and difficult to get at, behind the pillow-block, are moved 
to one side, Where there is plenty of room. . 

Fourth, In the general arrangement of American works lies much 
of their capacity of rapid production. The most conspicuous feature 
is the arrangement of the vessels, especially their height above the 
general floor, and the consequent shallowness of the casting-pit. 
The English vessel-centres (excepting only in the latest plants) stand 
but three or four feet above the general floor, and the bottom of the 
casting-pit must hence be eight or nine feet below it. In this con- 
fined, unventilated, and comparatively inaccessible gulf, the largest 
and the hottest manual work is performed. Here the steel is poured, 
and the red-hot ingots and moulds are handled. In the American 
plant, the vessel-centres are nine feet above the general floor, and 
the pit is but thirty inches deep--just deep enough for convenient 
casting. All the operations of casting are performed, all the ingots 
and moulds are handled, by men standing on the general working 
floor of the building. Convenient access, free ventilation, and a 
short lift of moulds and ingots are thus secured. The high vessel 
also allows the removal of the vessel-bottoms on the general floor; 
and there is a second story of working room, by means of the plat- 
forms around the vessels, at the level of their centres. The runners 
are accessible for repairs, and the vessel noses for the insertion of 
scrap, from this platform. 

The American fashion of placing the vessels side by side is not 
new. Bessemer did it in his early practice, but not in such a way 
as to realize the advantages we are considering. In the American 
plant the rear of the vessels is open to the floor in the cupola build- 
ing, from which they may be conveniently fired, and where the 
tuyere-boxes may be opened, the tuyeres repaired, and the vessel 
bottoms set. The converting-house floor under the cranes is thus 
clear for ladle repairs--12 to 15 casting ladles are required--for stor- 
ing ingot-moulds, and for other purposes requiring crane power. 
The vessel-chimneys, standing in the wall of the building, occupy 
no useful space; whereas in the English plant the vessel repairs and 
the vessel-chimneys take up valuable room under the cranes, and the 
chimneys prevent the cranes from revolving through an entire circle. 
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In the American plant the diameter of the pit is also increased, to 
allow several sets of ingot-moulds to be put in at once, and the avail- 
able pit-room is also enlarged by placing the vessel at one side of it, 
rather than on opposite sides. 

Instead of two ingot cranes, three are placed over the pit, two of 
which command the vessels. For handling a hundred and fifty tons 
of ingots and double this weight of moulds twice over every day, 
besides the mould bottoms and ladles, this additional crane capacity 
is indispensable. 

The vessel-bottoms are removed and replaced by means of a hy- 
draulic lift and a car under each vessel. The exterior trunnion of 
the vessel is supported by a beam instead of a pier, so that the ves- 
sel-bottom or a whole section of the vessel can be removed laterally 
for repairs, after it has been let down upon the car by the lift. Both 
inner trunnions are supported on an iron or masonry pier. 

Fifth. Bottom-casting, or casting ingots in groups, that is to say, 
pouring the steel into a central sprue, and allowing it to enter the 
bottom of a number of moulds at a time, through a fire-clay dis- 
tributor, has been the subject of much experimenting and many im- 
provements in this country. The stream of steel, instead of falling 
from the top to the bottom of the mould, and spattering against its 
sides, thus causing a cellular texture and incipient cracks, rises slowly 
and quietly from the bottom. The ingots are more smooth and 
sound, and the endurance of the moulds is doubled. 

Various improvements have been instituted in the general design 
and details of hydraulic and blowing machinery which we have not 
time to consider at present. 

To recapitulate, the large production of American works, as far as 
it depends on engineering arrangements and constructions, is due 
chiefly, 1st, to improved cupola furnaces and method of working; 
2d, to the means described for quickly and soundly renewing the 
vessel-bottoms and the use of intertuyere bricks ; 3d, to more roomy 
and convenient arrangement and distribution of the working parts 
and spaces ; 4th, to filling the ingot-moulds from the bottom by im- 
proved and convenient apparatus. 
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THE COALS OF THE HOCKING VALLEY, OHIO. 

BY T.   STERRY HUNT, LL.D., F.E.S., BOSTON,  MASS. 

BUT little was known of the coals of Southeastern Ohio until the 
present survey of the State under Dr. New berry began its work. 
The results of the geological investigations of Prof. E. B. Andrews 
in this region, and of the chemical investigations of Prof. T. G. 
Wormley, both of which appear in the reports of the survey for 1869 
and 1874, and more recent special reports by the former, together 
with some data for which I am indebted to the kindness of Dr. New- 
berry, and my own limited observations, have served me for the 
preparation of the following notice of the coals lying on the western 
border of the great Appalachian coal-basin in the region drained by 
the Hocking River and its tributaries, and belonging to the Lower 
Coal-Measures. Some uncertainty exists as to the place in the suc- 
cession of the lower coals to be assigned to the seams known and 
mined in the Hocking Valley. It is the opinion of Prof. Andrews 
that the inequalities of the original surface were such that we cannot 
identify in that region the lowest coals known in Northwestern Penn- 
sylvania and the contiguous parts of Ohio, but that we must rather 
count from above downwards. These conclusions Dr. Newberry is 
not prepared to accept, and further researches will be necessary before 
certainty can be attained in this matter. Meanwhile it seems, from 
a study of its relations to the Pomeroy or Pittsburgh seam, that what 
is known as the great vein of the Hocking Valley, occupies the hori- 
zon of the Upper Freeport coal, E of the Pennsylvania survey, or 
No. 6 in Dr. Newberry's enumeration, counting from the base. 
This seam, in the region in question, assumes certain characteristies 
which, taken in connection with its geographical position, give it a 
great importance among the coals of the State. The area to be 
noticed includes the whole or parts of several townships in Perry, 
Hocking, Vinton, and Athens Counties, lying near the margin of 
the basin over which the vein in question assumes the character of 
a dry-burning or splint coal, and has a thickness varying from six 
to ten and even twelve feet. Its precise limit southward cannot at 
present be clearly defined, but it has been found as far south as the 
line of the Marietta and Cincinnati Railroad, with a thickness of six 
feet, and is mined at various points along the valley of the Hocking 

River, near Nelsonville, where it attains six or seven feet. To the 
northward, along the tributaries of this river, Sunday and Monday 
VOL.   II.--18 
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Creeks, and Snow Fork, a branch of the latter, it attains its maxi- 
mum of from ten to twelve feet, but approaching in this direction 
the line of the Cincinnati and Muskingum Valley Railroad, it dimin- 
ishes to about four feet and loses its importance. Over the greater 
part of the area in which this coal is known it lies above water-level, 
and is exposed in the sides of the valleys occupied by the tributaries 
of the Hocking, viz., those mentioned above on the north side, and 
Floodwood Creek and Meeker's Run on the south. The strata have, 
however, a gentle and nearly uniform dip of about thirty feet to the 
mile a little south of east, and this carries the great vein below the 
water-level in a part of Monroe and in Trimble, Dover and Athens 
townships. To the east of these, little or nothing is known of the 
great vein; about 300 square miles are, however, shown to contain 
this seam in its exceptional development as to quality and thickness. 

There are three other seams of coal exposed over parts of the area 
which demand notice; one of three or four feet, which is found about 
thirty feet below the great vein, is mined to a small extent at some 
points, farther north, where it is known as the Lower New Lexing- 
ton seam, and is found to be a good coking coal. Another seam, 
about fifty feet above the great vein, is the Norn's coal, which is 
somewhat irregular, but in several parts of the field is mined with a 
thickness of four feet or more, and is, like that of the great vein, a 
dry-burning coal. It has been provisionally designated as 6a. 
About 100 feet above the great vein, and 320 feet below the Federal 
Creek or Pomeroy coal--the. representative of the Pittsburgh seam-- 
is another coal, known as the Bayley's Run or Stallsmith coal, No. 7, 
which is met with in the higher measures of the Hocking Valley 
field, and is mined to some extent for local use. It is a strong coking 
coal, yielding, according to Dr. Wormley, an abundance of rich gas 
and a firm compact coke, which promises to be important for metal- 
lurgical purposes. 

The great vein, as it is called, is also designated the Nelsonville 
or Straitsville seam, and the coal extracted from various parts of it 
is known in the markets by the name of Hocking Valley, Brooks's, 
Lick Run, Straitsville, Shawnee, Sunday Creek, and Lyonsdale coal. 
It is, as already stated, dry or free-burning, without any tendency 
to cake, and closely resembles the so-called block coals of Mahoning 
and Columbiana Counties, represented by the famous Briar Hill coal. 
The name of cannel is sometimes applied to it, but incorrectly, for it 
belongs to what is often called splint coal, a term which may be 
conveniently applied to all dry or non-coking coals intermediate in 
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physical properties between coking coals and true cannels. While 
resembling the latter in their manner of burning, they differ in yield- 
ing much less gas and volatile matter, and a proportionally larger 
amount of fixed carbon, which gives them a greater heating power 
than cannel. 

Although the coals of the great vein, from different parts of the 
region under consideration, are locally supposed to offer

considerable 
variations in quality, they resemble each other closely in 
aspect, 
mode of burning, and, as will be seen, chemical composition. I give 
from Prof. Wormley's report several analyses : 

Nos. 1, 2, 3 are from Brooks's bank, near Nelsonville, in the 
southern part of the field, where the coal has a thickness of little 
over six feet, and represent the lower, middle, and upper portions 
of the bed. 

Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7 are from New Straitsville, further northward, 
where the seam measures ten feet, and are taken from four points 
from bottom to top. 

No. 8 is an average of the analyses of 27 samples from Upper 
Sunday Creek, toward the northeast part of the field, where the bed 
attains its maximum thickness of twelve feet. 

Hocking Valley Coals--Analyses by Prof. Wormley. 

 

This coal, from its free-burning quality, is found to be well fitted 
for the blast-furnace, and that from New Straitsville has been used 
to some extent at Cleveland as a substitute for Briar Hill, with a 
mixture of from one-fourth to one-seventh of coke. It is not, how- 
ever, quite equal as a furnace-coal to those of the Mahoning Valley, 
which yield from 63.0 to 66.0 per cent of fixed carbon, and con- 
sequently the consumption of the Hocking Valley coal to produce a 
ton of iron will be somewhat greater than of the last. On the other 
hand, the coals of the Mahoning Valley contain, according to Worm- 
ley's analyses, more sulphur, and retain a much larger proportion 
in the coke. The Hocking Valley coal, from near Straitsville, has 
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now been used for four years in a blast-furnace at Columbus for 
smelting a mixture of foreign and native ores, with great success; 
and a second furnace for its use has lately been put in blast at the 
same place; besides which, it is employed in a third blast-furnace 
at Zanesville, while a fourth is now being built near Shawnee. In 
these furnaces, also, it is generally used with an admixture of coke. 
As a gas-coal, it is found much superior to that of Youghiogheny, 
and has replaced it in the gas-works of Columbus and Newark, its 
gas having an illuminating power of from seventeen to nineteen 
candles. For generating steam, for puddling iron, and for general 
purposes, this coal has met with great favor, and is now largely 
exported to various points. In Chicago the coal from Brooks's 
mines, on the banks of the Hocking, is now quoted at the same 
price as the Briar Hill coal, while in Indianapolis it commands a 
higher price than the block coals of Indiana. This coal is now 
shipped in considerable quantities to New York, where it is much 
esteemed, and is sold at a high price under the name of Straitsville 
cannel. Its combustion in the grate resembles that of hard wood, 
and its heating power is greater than that of true cannel. 

If we look to the future coal trade of the West, we find that the 
supplies of the valuable furnace-coal of the Mahoning Valley are 
limited. It occurs in small detached basins, and is mined under 
conditions which enhance greatly its cost. As we go southwestward 
along the margin of the coal-field this coal disappears, and we find 
little else than coking coals, which are, for most part, highly sul- 
phurous, until we reach the Hocking Valley with its great vein of 
splint coal. Under these conditions, it is difficult to over-estimate 
the importance of this region to the rapidly growing industries of 
the West. The anthracite of Eastern Pennsylvania owes its impor- 
tance not only to its exceptional qualities, but to the fact that it lies 
on the northeast border of the great Appalachian coal-field, having 
before it, to the north and the east, States destitute of coal, but rich 
and populous, and abounding in valuable ores of iron, which find 
in the anthracite the only available fuel for smelting them. In like 
manner, we find on the northwestern border of the same great coal- 
field the Hocking Valley coal, having to the north and west the vast 
coalless area of Ohio, of Ontario, Michigan, Wisconsin, and in great 
part Indiana and Illinois. The movements of trade are such, that 
in 1872 Chicago received 834,000 tons of coal (out of 1,308,000 tons, 
its total importation) from Pennsylvania and Ohio; of this a con- 
siderable portion came from the Hocking Valley. I find that in 
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1873 not less than 800,000 tons of the splint coal from the great 
vein were carried over the Hocking Valley Railroad to Columbus, 
besides about 300,000 tons over the newly opened railroad which 
now runs from Newark to Shawnee. Of all this coal, a large part 
found its way to Sandusky, the nearest lake port, for shipment. 
The continuation southward of the railroad just mentioned, and the 
lines in progress, will very soon open this region more completely, 
putting it in more direct communication both with the lake ports 
and with Cincinnati. The cheapness and facility with which the 
coal of the great vein can be mined, its peculiar qualities, fitting it 
for a wide range of applications, and its geographical position, all 
combine to give a high importance to the Hocking Valley region, on 
which a great part of the Northwest must, to a large extent, rely for 
its supply of fuel for many years to come. 

The native iron ores in this region and its vicinity are abundant, 
and for a long time supplied several charcoal furnaces, previous to 
the use of the splint coal as a fuel for smelting. With the develop- 
ment of the export trade in this coal, it may be confidently expected 
that a large poition of the iron ores of Lake Superior and of Mis- 
souri will find their way as return freights into this region, to be 
smelted with the raw coal, so that the Hocking Valley may become 
one of the great centres of the iron industry. It borders on the 
north the well-known Hanging-Rock region, so long famous for its 
iron-smelting, in parts of which, as in Jackson County, valuable 
furnace-coal is now found, and successfully used for smelting the 
native ores. 

The iron-furnaces of the Mahoning Valley, and of other parts of 
Ohio, have hitherto been dependent upon Connellsville, Penna., for 
the coke required to mix with the raw coal for smelting purposes ; 
but there seems little doubt, from the trials of Prof. Wormley, that 
the coal of the Bayley's Run, Stallsmith seam, will afford a superior 
coke. It yields on an average over 58.00 per cent. of fixed carbon, and 
less than 4.00 per cent. of ash, while the coke, which is hard, com- 
pact, and metallic, retains about 6.75 per cent, of sulphur. The 
manufacture of a good quality of coke would add greatly to the 
industrial and commercial resources of the Hocking Valley. 

I cannot conclude without calling attention to the fact, that it is 
almost wholly due to the work of the present geological survey of 
Ohio that this important coal-field has been made known, and with- 
out bearing testimony to the careful and painstaking field-work of 
Prof. Andrews, and the chemical labors of Prof. Wormley, who has 
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probably given us the most elaborate and important series of inves- 
tigations yet undertaken of the chemistry of American coals. The 
appearance of the final report on the Economic Geology of the 
State, which, it may be presumed, will embody his complete results, 
will be awaited with much interest. 

 

MR. PECHIN inquired whether Dr. Hunt had observed any change 
in the amount of sulphur, or in its state of combination in which it 
existed in coals, as the workings were carried in farther from the 
outcrop and the vein got under heavy cover. He knew nothing of 
the kind in the Ohio field, but Mr. Morgan, who had been at great 
expense in building coal-washing machines near Irondale, had met 
with an occurrence of this kind. His machinery was built to wash 
a coal which was very rich in iron pyrites, and was a perfect success. 
But as the mining progressed in from the outcrop, the character of 
the sulphur compound changed. The iron pyrites disappeared, and 
the coal contained as much sulphur as ever, but in some state of 
combination which was not yet understood. At all events it eluded 
the efforts of the washing machines, which had now been abandoned 
with great loss. He desired to know if Dr. Hunt had ever observed 
a similar change in the sulphur in coal, and how he would explain 
the phenomenon. 

DR. HUNT said that no case of the kind had come under his ob- 
servation, and he very much doubted if the sulphur ever changed 
its condition. If it occurred in two states in the coal it was probably 
found in those states in the beginning. He doubted the possibility 
of any transfer of sulphur from iron pyrites to carbonaceous com- 
pounds in the coal, and pointed out that the sulphurous hydrocar- 
bons were not at all likely to be affected by the infiltration of iron 
solutions. 

MR. HEINRICH thought that sulphur may frequently take the 
form of gypsum. He had seen both the roof and the coal itself full 
of selenite crystals, and the fine scales seen in anthracite might be 
the same mineral. 

THE PRESIDENT made a few remarks upon the very valuable work 
done in regard to the presence of sulphur in coals by the Missouri 
geological survey, a worthy compeer of the Ohio work. Though 
still incomplete, one volume of the report is finished, and contains 
many valuable researches on this subject. 
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LEAD AND SILVER SMELTING IN CHICAGO. 

BY J.  L.  JERNEGAN, JR., M. E.,  CHICAGO, ILL. 

IN this paper I propose to give a short and, I must confess, a 
rather incomplete description, as regards many details, of the pro- 
cess used in Chicago, Ill., for smelting the argentiferous ores of 
the far West, and shall confine myself in this description, princi- 
pally, to the process used at the Chicago Silver Smelting and 
Refining Company's Works, known as the Balbaeh process, as all 
the other smelting works in that city follow the same method, with 
the exception of one, which has the Cordurié process for the de- 
silverization of argentiferous lead. In all, there are five silver smelt- 
ing and refining works in and near the city of Chicago. 

The Chicago Silver Smelting and Refining Company's Works arc 
situated at the little station of South Lynne, about seven miles south 
from Chicago. 

The plant at these works consists of one horizontal steam-engine, 
principally used for running the ore pulverizer, four reverberatory 
smelting-furnaces, connected by horizontal flues with a common 
chimney 85 feet high, three lead-softening furnaces, one so-called 
zinc or mixing furnace, one separating furnace or liquation hearth, 
one lead-refining furnace, three zinc distillation retorts, one Eng- 
lish cupellation furnace, supplied with blast by a No. 3 Sturtevant 
blower, which is run by a small steam-engine having a vertical 
tubular boiler, and an assay office, in which there are two wind- 
furnaces of the ordinary construction, and also a small muffle 
furnace. The assay office is supplied with all the necessary appara- 
tus and reagents for fire assaying. There are also a superintendent's 
office, various store-rooms for coke and charcoal, and for the prepa- 
ration of fire-clay, etc. Recently a small slag hearth (Krummofen) 
with one tuyere, has been put up for the purpose of working over 
such slags as assay too high in silver and lead to be thrown away, 
of which there are large amounts. 

The principal ore worked while I was in the employ of the com- 
pany was that of the well known Emma mine in Utah, and also 
small quantities of Colorado .ore. The character of the Emma ore 
is well known to most members of the Institute, In consists princi- 
pally of ferruginous mixtures of carbonate and oxide of lead, oxide 
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of iron and antimony, with nodules of galena. The greater part of 
this ore received at the works looks exactly like ordinary sand. The 
ore is delivered to the works from the railroad in bags weighing on 
an average 100 lb. each, which are piled up in stacks ready for smelt- 
ing, the ore being already in a fine enough state (most of it too fine) 
to enter the smelting-furnaces. I here give an analysis of the Emma 
ore taken from Mr. Raymond's report to the Government on Mines 
and Mining in the States and Territories west of the Rocky Moun- 
tains, for 1871. The sample taken was an average one of 82 tons 
of first-class ore, made by James P. Merry, of Swansea, April, 1871, 
which is as follows, viz.: 

Silica .........................  
Load, . . . .  
Sulphur, 
Antimony,  . 
Copper, 
Zinc,   . . . .  
Manganese, 
Iron .............................  
Silver, 

  

Smelting in Reverberatory Furnaces--Strange to say, this ore is 
smelted in reverberatory furnaces, and when one comes to consider 
the amount of silica contained therein, viz., over 40 per cent., accord- 
ing to the analysis just given, it must be immediately perceived that 
this method is entirely contrary to all metallurgical principles. Kerl, 
in his Handbuch der metallurgischen Hüttenkunde, vol. ii, page 89, says 
of the Vienner Schmelzmethode (Vienne smelting process) in vogue in 
the Department of Poitou,--a process of smelting pure galena ores 
that contain about 5 per cent. of silica, with metallic iron in rever- 
beratory furnaces,--that "it is adapted to pure galena ores, poor in 
silver, that contain so much silica (over 5 per cent.), clay or silicates, 
that they cannot be worked in a reverberatory furnace in the cus- 
tomary manner.--Rich argentiferous ores, or poor lead ores, having 
the above gangue, can be more economically smelted in shaft-fur- 
naces." The management of the Swansea Silver Smelting and Re- 
fining Works, situated on Jefferson Street, Chicago, where large 
quantities of Emma and Flagtaff ores are smelted, seem to be coming 
to this conclusion, since two new blast-furnaces have recently been 
built and are now running, as I hear, with good results; also at 
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the works of S. P. Lunt, Forty-second Street, one has just been 
erected. 

The smelting charge is dumped on the floor before the reverbera- 
tory furnaces, and there well mixed together. The furnace doors 
are then raised, and two men shovel the charge into the furnace as 
quickly as possible, after which the doors are closed, and the smelter 
urges his fire to its utmost. Below is given one of the statements 
of Furnace No. 1. It is a good average example of what one of the 
furnaces put through in twenty-four hours, although it is more often 
the case that only five charges are put through daily, whereas in 
this case we have six. This example applies, of course, to a furnace 
that is in good running order. The schedule shows the number of 
charges put through in twenty-four hours, the number of the several 
charges, the pounds of ore, dross, and litharge, as well as the amount 
of different fluxes used in each charge, the amount of bullion pro- 
duced, with its content of silver, and several other items : 

Reverberatory Furnace--Daily Statement, 1873. 

 
Whether the analysis given above of the Emma ore would be 

accurate for the ore smelted during the time I was in the employ of 
the company, I cannot say. I presume it would agree very closely. 
I shall, therefore, make free use of it in what criticisms I may make 
upon the process. 

It will be seen by the above statement that in twenty-four hours 
6380 lb. of Emma ore, 1500 lb. lead dross, and 646 lb. litharge 
were worked with 300 lb. limestone, 300 lb. salt, 900 lb. fluor spar, 
and 900 lb. iron borings, or 8526 lb. of argentiferous lead matter, 
with 2400 lb. fluxes, equal together to 10,926 lb., or about 5 1/2 tons. 
The amount of fluxes used is equal to about 28 per cent. of the ore, 
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dross, and litharge, and the amount of argentiferous lead (bullion) 
produced is equal to 2885 lb. containing 365 troy ounces of silver. 

Now say that this ore assayed 30 per cent. lead, which is very 
low, as it generally runs between 40 and 50 per cent., then theoret- 
ically there should be produced from these 6380 lb. of ore, 1914 lb. 
of lead. Of the 1500 lb. of dross, we will say that 90 per cent. of it 
is lead; then, if none of it were lost in its extraction, there should 
be produced from this amount 1350 lb. of lead. Then we have 
646 lb. of litharge, containing theoretically about 90 per cent. 
lead, which, if it were all extracted without loss, would make 
581 lb. more. Now, 1914+1350 + 581 =3845 lb. of lead, the 
theoretical amount to be produced, which is more than 2885 lb., 
the amount actually produced, by 960 lb., making a loss in lead in 
this case of about 24 per cent. of that contained in the charge, and 
it must not be forgotten that the percentage of lead contained in the 
ore has been taken at a very low figure. 

Where docs this lead go? is now the question. My answer is : 
First, some of the ore (it generally being in a sandy state) may be car- 
ried up the chimney by means of the strong draught passing through 
the furnace; and the longer the time before the ore begins to ag- 
glomerate, the greater is the amount that can be lost in this manner; 
second, lead is lost by volatilization, since it is volatile at all tem- 
peratures above its fusng-point (334° C.); and, third, lead passes 
into the slag both as silicate and as metallic particles which do not 
settle clown to the bottom of the pot into which it runs when the 
furnace is tapped, either on account of the slag being cooled off too 
rapidly or because it is too pasty, that is to say, the slag is not a 
singulo-silicate. To remedy the first case, such ores as are in a finely 
divided state, should be agglutinated with milk of lime before enter- 
ing the furnace; for the second case, about all that can be done is to 
provide the furnaces with well-arranged condensation chambers; 
and as for the third case, the best thing to be done would be to smelt 
the ore in shaft furnaces, instead of in reverberatory furnaces; but 
even in making use of the reverberatory furnaces, the entanglement 
of the lead in the slag could only be prevented by forming a singulo- 
silicate and also by allowing the charge, when tapped, to run into 
one large pot only, instead of into three small ones, as is the case at 
present. 

By allowing the charge to run into one pot only, the slag would 
take more time to cool off and would thus give such lead as had be- 
come entangled in the slag more time to settle to the bottom of the 
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pot. I have at times seen parts of a slag or lead stone, as it is called 
in this case, literally full of metallic globules of lead, from the size 
of a pea up to that of an egg. Such slag, of course, is put through 
the furnace again. What little matte is formed is generally so inti- 
mately mixed with the slag that one would not be able to say whether 
there was any or not. 

I am sorry to say that the amount of silver in the ore worked 
upon the particular day above cited has slipped my memory, and I 
have no means of finding it out; consequently I have not been able 
to follow up the silver in its passage through the furnace, as I have 
done with the lead. 

By looking at the analysis again, we find that the ore contains 
3.37 per cent. of sulphur, and we will call the average five per cent. 
Five per cent, of 6380 Ib. of ore = 319, and as 16 parts of sulphur 
require 28 parts of iron, 319 parts would require. 558 of iron, which 
is less by 342 lb. than 900 lb., the amount used; therefore, accord- 
ing to the case supposed, 342 lb. of iron more than is necessary, is 
daily used in each of the furnaces, and as a good price is paid for the 
iron borings, as well as for carting the same from the city to the 
works, this waste of material becomes a source of considerable finan- 
cial loss equal to 124,830 lb., or 62.4 tons per furnace per annum. 
Another source of useless expenditure is the salt used, which is sup- 
posed to act as a flux; but as every metallurgist knows, it only rises 
to the top of the charge and there remains. Every assayer observes 
this every time he makes a crucible assay of ore. Some claim that 
the salt is not used as a flux, but merely serves the purpose of a 
covering or blanket to the molten charge, but then cinder, which is 
produced in large quantities at all metallurgical establishments, 
would serve the same purpose, and besides that would cost nothing; 
at the same time it would not be influential in the volatilization of 
lead, as salt undoubtedly is, by forming a chloride of that metal, 
which is very volatile. 

A charge remains in the furnace for about the space of five hours, 
when the furnace is in good condition and running order. The 
manipulation is as follows : 

As soon as the charge has been shovelled into the furnace through 
the side-doors, it is spread out evenly over the surface with an iron 
rabble, the furnace-doors are then closed, and the smelter urges his 
fire to its utmost, in order to melt down the charge as quickly as 
possible. As soon as the charge has become fluid, one of the furnace 
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doors is opened and the charge is rabbled, in order to knock off all 
accretions of unfused matter that may be adhering to the sides and 
bottom of the hearth; the door is then again closed. The fireplace 
is kept continually supplied with fuel. The process is said to be 
finished when the slag is in a thin fluid state. As soon as this period 
is reached, the charge is again thoroughly rabbled, and about fifteen 
minutes afterwards the furnace is tapped, and the molten charge 
flows out into a large cast-iron pot, from which, when full, the slag 
flows over into another pot of a smaller size at its side. There is 
also a third pot by the side of the second, in case the charge should 
be so large as to fill the first two. While the slag is still hot, an 
iron staple is sunk into it for about two-thirds of its length and 
the slag is allowed to solidify around it. When the slag has be- 
come solid, it is lifted from the liquid lead in the bottom of the 
pot by means of a hook passed through the staple. The hook is 
fastened to an iron chain which runs over a pulley, and the slag 
is hoisted out of the pot, placed upon a two-wheeled wagon and 
carted to the dump. Here the block is broken open with a sledge- 
hammer, and if it contains any visible particles of metallic lead, the 
rich parts are separated from the rest for a second treatment. The 
argentiferous lead in the bottom of the pot is ladled out into cast- 
iron moulds. 

Of the four reverberatory furnaces at the works in South Lynne, 
only two arc generally kept running at a time, while the other two 
are in repair. 

The furnaces, when new, absorb much lead and leak badly. At 
one time several tons of lead were melted out from the hearth of one 
of the furnaces, by building a wood fire underneath the hearth-plate. 
The hearth of the furnace rests upon an iron plate, which in its turn 
is supported by walls of masonry running crosswise, of which there 
are five or six. Now, when a furnace has finished its campaign, and 
is allowed to cool off for repairs, and is then again heated up for 
further work, this iron plate is very apt to become warped. This 
is apt to displace the fire-brick composing the hearth, and in this 
manner the furnace becomes leaky. They were troubled the same 
way at the Swansea Works, and there the superintendent had an 
iron pan made, into which the iron plate of the furnace was placed, 
resting on wrought-iron bars, placed as shown in the accompanying 
sketch. 

The continuous line represents the outer edge of the pan, and the 
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dotted line the furnace plate, the other lines the iron bare upon 
which the plate rests in the pan. After 
the pan has been placed upon the walls 
of masonry, the iron bars are put in the 
pan in the order shown in the sketch 
and immediately over the walls of ma- 
sonry. Upon these bars the furnace 
plate is placed, and the hearth of the 
furnace built upon it with fire-brick. 
When the furnace is in work it is kept 
continually supplied with water, which 
keeps the iron plate at a constant low 
temperature, and in this manner it is 
kept from warping. The water in the 

 
pan evaporates quite rapidly, but is supplied with fresh, as fast as it 
goes off. Hearing that this arrangement worked very satisfactorily, 
it was tried with one of the furnaces at South Lynne, and it worked 
to our perfect satisfaction. 

Lead-Softening.--As the silver-lead, or bullion, as it is generally 
called, from the reverberatory furnaces, is very hard, containing 
always a large percentage of antimony and other impurities, it is 
first put through lead-softening or refining furnaces, before being 
treated with zinc for the extraction of the silver. 

The furnaces are small reverberatories, having working doors on 
one side and a tap-hole opposite, below which there is an iron pot 
sunk into the floor of the building, large enough to hold the charge 
of lead which the furnace is capable of putting through at one time. 
This pot stands over a fireplace, and the lead can thus be kept in 
a molten state as long as is required. There arc three of these fur- 
naces at South Lynne. 

With bullion produced from the Emma ore, a large quantity of 
dross is formed in softening it, and. the time necessary for the opera- 
tion depends of course upon the purity of the bullion. The manipu- 
lation is as follows: 

After the requisite number of bars of lead have been placed upon 
the hearth of the furnace by means of the charging-iron, the furnace 
door is closed and the charge slowly melted down. As soon as any 
dross forms on the surface of the bath, it is removed from the furnace 
with an iron rabble. The workmen are very apt to pull out a large 
amount of lead in removing the dross by means of this very heavy 
implement, and if, as at Freiberg, in Saxony, a piece of green wood 
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fastened on crosswise to a long iron rod were used, instead of the 
rabble, I think much less lead would be taken out with the dross. 
When the lead has become softened to the degree intended, the fur- 
nace-man fires up for about fifteen minutes quite energetically, the fur- 
nace is then tapped, and the lead flows out into the iron pot below. 
The surface of the lead is then skimmed clear of any oxides that may 
have formed there, and it is then dipped out into moulds. The dross 
produced is sent back to the reverberatory furnaces for reduction. 
It is generally mixed in with the ore-charge, thus, of course, con- 
stantly increasing the amount of foreign substances in the bullion, 
depreciating the value of the lead, and making unnecessary extra 
work in its subsequent refining. All the lead-refining dross should 
be treated by itself. 

First Liquation and Mixing with Zinc.--The zinc-furnace, as it is 
called in Chicago, is nothing more nor less than a liquation-furnace, 
used for liquating the bullion, in order to free it from such impuri- 
ties as may not have been eliminated in the lead softening furnace, 
previous to its being mixed with zinc for the purpose of desilveri- 
zation. 

The hearth of this furnace is formed by two iron plates, so placed 
together that they form a trough, with a slight inclination from the 
fire-bridge toward the tap-hole in the front part of the furnace. Im- 
mediately in front of the tap-hole there is a short spout of cast iron, 
in which the lead slowly runs down into a east-iron pot sunk into 
the floor. This iron pot is provided with a fireplace, in order to 
keep the lead in a fluid state. While a charge is being put through 
the furnace a small fire is kept up by a few coals on the tap-hole 
spout, so that the lead will not congeal there. About twenty pigs 
of bullion compose a charge, and it requires between three and four 
hours to run it properly through. The higher the temperature in 
the furnace the quicker the charge is run through, of course, but 
then the liquated bullion is impurer than when run more slowly. 
Since lead fuses at 334° C., the temperature in the furnace should 
be kept as near this point as possible, in order to melt out the lead 
only and leave the impurities on the hearth in the form of dross. 
The fire, therefore, is a very low one and the fire-door is generally 
left open. The lead trickles slowly down the. hearth toward the 
tap-hole, and from there runs into the heated pot below. The dross 
left on the hearth is removed when no more lead melts out from it, 
and is sent back to the reverberatory furnaces for reduction. The 
argentiferosus lead now in the pot is mixed with about three to four 
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per cent. zinc, and stirred continually with a perforated ladle for 
about forty minutes, when it is dipped out into iron moulds and 
sent to the separating-furnacc. Below are given a few examples of 
the capacity and yield of the furnace, and also the amount of zinc 
mixed with the argentiferous lead for the extraction of its silver: 

Zinc Furnace. 

 
The above gives the date and time when the charge enters the fur- 

nace, number of bars composing the same, weight of bars, amount 
of zinc in pounds mixed with the argentiferous lead, and number of 
bars after ladling out. I regret that the amount of dross produced 
from the bullion is not given, as generally no account was kept of it, 
as should have been done. 

At the Swansea Works 60 lb. of zinc are mixed with every ton of 
argentiferous lead. The above table shows that more than this is 
generally used at South Lynne. 

The bullion at the latter works does not, I believe, generally assay 
so high in silver as that of the former, but I am inclined to think 
that the refined lead sent away from the works at South Lynne, 
generally contains less silver per ton than that from the Swansea, 
and the probable reason for it is in the larger proportion of zinc used 
at South Lynne. 

The employment of this extra furnace might well be discontinued, 
for why not carry out the operation of eliminating the foreign sub- 
stances to the limit desired in the softening-furnaces, instead of al- 
lowing the bullion to become cool and then charging it into another 
furnace to complete the purification which could just as well be ac- 
complished in the. first operation? The zinc could then be added to 
the bullion for the extraction of the silver immediately after it is 
tapped from the softening-furnace. But instead of this, an entirely 
unnecessary and extra manipulation is added to the process by the 
employment of this furnace. 

Second Liquation and Separation.--The second liquation, or so- 
called separation-furnace, is similar to the zinc-furnace in its con- 
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Lead-Refining Furnace.

 
The moulds into which the refined lead is ladled are smaller than 

the other moulds in use, hence the amount brought out appears to 
be greater than that put into the furnace. 

Zinc Distillation in Retorts.--We will now return to the subject of 
the extraction of the silver from the argentiferous dross. This dross 
is principally composed of an alloy of zinc, lead, and silver, and 
sometimes contains a considerable amount of antimony, if the 
bullion contains a large amount of that metal, which has not been 
thoroughly eliminated during the process of lead-softening and liqua- 
tion. When the argentiferous zinc dross contains a large percent- 
age of antimony, the process of distillation is much retarded, and the 
retorts become worthless in a much shorter time than when the dross 
is free from that metal. 

The retorts are made of fire-clay, and are placed in an inclined 
position within the tilting retort furnace invented by Mr. Faber du 
Faur. The furnace is held together by means of cast-iron buck- 
staves and wrought-iron rods. The general shape of the wind fur- 
nace is that of a hollow cube. The bottom is of wrought-iron bars, 
which constitute the fire-grate; the top is arched over, but in the 
centre of the arch there is left a square opening, which serves as the 
charging-hole for fuel. There is also an aperture in the front side, 
through which the neck of the retort slightly projects. The space 
left between the neck of the retort and the sides of this aperture is 
tightly stuffed with fire-clay. On the rear side, almost two-thirds of 
the way up from the bottom, there is a small square hole connecting 
with a short horizontal flue, that passes into an aperture in the lower 
part of the chimney. At the works of South Lynne, there are three of 
these retort wind furnaces situated around the same chimney. They 
are all invertible by means of a simple piece of mechanism, consist- 
ing of the axle of the wind furnace, supported on cast-iron feet, and 
of a small cog-wheel attached to one end of the axle, into which 
plays a worm, which, on being turned by means of a hand-wheel, 
revolves the furnace on its axle. By this means, the retort and 
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furnace can be turned nearly upside down, thus emptying the retort 
of its contents. Coke is the fuel used. When the furnace, is tilled 
up to the top with burning coke, the retort is completely surrounded 
on all sides with live coals. The temperature existing within the 
retort must be very high, as it is at a white heat. I think it cannot 
be doubted, but that it is sufficiently high to volatilize silver, especi- 
ally as the latter would be more disposed to volatilize in-conjunc- 
tion with the distilling zinc. Some silver is also undoubtedly carried 
off mechanically with the zinc, as it distils over. I regret very 
much, that I am not able to give any new facts relating to this im- 
portant and interesting subject, as I had no opportunity of making 
experiments. The apparatus thus imperfectly described, is patented 
by Mr. Balbach, of Newark, N. J., and also the zinc and separating 
furnaces before spoken of* 

The argentiferous zinc dross after being mixed with small pieces 
of charcoal, is put into the retorts with a scoop, as soon as the retort 
has become sufficiently heated. The retorts are filled full up to the 
neck, and as the distillation progresses more charcoal is added to the 
contents of the retort from time to time, as deemed nceessary. As 
soon as the zinc begins to distil over (known by the white fumes of 
zinc oxide that escape from the mouth of the retort), a hollow conical- 
shaped prolongation of fire-clay, called a nose, is placed before the 
mouth of the retort, in order to condense as much metallic zinc as 
possible. As fast as zinc condenses in the nose, it is removed by the 
retort-man with a small iron rod hooked at one end, by passing it into 
the orifice of the prolongation. The zinc fumes (zinc oxide) issuing 
from the end of the nose pass off into the atmosphere through a 
sheet-iron pipe, that passes through the roof of the building into 
the open air. A very small quantity of the oxide is saved, namely, 
that which accumulates on the inside of the sheet-iron pipe; this is 
only a very small proportion of the whole, of course. About 50 per 
cent. of the zinc is regained as metallic zinc, by its condensation in 
the noses. 

The distillation is known to be progressing well, when there can 
be seen at the end of the nose, a small flame having the character- 
istic pale yellowish-green color of zinc, when it burns to oxide, and 

 
* The dezincification of the desilverized lead by means of steam having been 

unsuccessful at Tarnowitz, the silver-zinc-lead alloy is at present treated in dis- 
tillation retorts, it having been proved that there is no loss in silver during the 
distilling process. (Grundriss der Metallhüttenkunde, by Bruno Kerl, vol. ii, p. 
259.) 
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when accompanied with voluminous white clouds of zinc oxide. The 
flame is much brighter and larger, when the distillation is taking 
place in a new retort, than in one which has been used for several 
times ; the disengagement of zinc fumes is also more energetic. 

The retort-man must give his almost constant attention to the 
nose of the retort, and see that the passage is kept continually free, 
for if it should become stopped up with condensed zinc, there would 
be danger of an explosion. More attention is required to this point 
during the first part of the distillation than toward the latter, as it 
is then that the distillation is the most energetic. When the zinc 
flame is no more visible and zinc fumes are evolved in only small 
quantities, the nose is removed and the retort left to itself until 
scarcely any more fumes are perceptible issuing from the mouth of 
the same. When the process is finished, the furnace with its retort 
is so inclined, as to allow the contents of the retort to flow out into a 
small iron pot, held and carried by two workmen. The rich argen- 
tiferous lead thus obtained, is poured from the pot into iron moulds, 
making bars about 1½ feet long, 2 inches thick, and about 3 inches 
wide at the top, and which are so light that they can be placed upon 
the test of the cupellation furnace without injuring it. This retort 
bullion assays anywhere between 2000 and 3000 oz. in silver per ton 
of 2000 lb., depending, of course, on the richness of the ore worked. 

After the retort has been emptied of its contents, and well scraped 
out, it is turned right side up again, and is ready, if in good condi- 
tion, for another charge; if not, the grate-bars must be taken out, 
the coke removed, and retort and furnace allowed to cool off, after 
which the old retort is taken out and a new one set in. After the 
furnace has become cool, it takes but a short time to remove the old 
retort and replace it with one that is new. The retorts used at South 
Lynne were generally unfit for further use after having put through 
about nine or ten charges, becoming, after this, so clogged on the 
interior with zinc oxide, and covered over on the outside with a 
thick crust of slag, formed from the ash of the coke, that it became 
difficult to heat them to the degree at which zinc freely volatilizes. 
It is considered more economical, therefore, to do away with the 
retorts as soon as they become so worn that the process of distilla- 
tion would be prolonged by their further use, since it is considered 
better to economize in time than in retorts. 

Below is given the number of the retort, date, and time of charge, 
entering same, number of the charge, number of pounds of dross 
composing same, number of bars produced, weight of same, and 
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amount of metallic zinc regained by condensation. The amount of 
oxide saved is not given, it being a very small part of the whole 
evolved. What little quantity is saved is sold. 

Retort No. 1. 

 
It will be perceived by the above statement that a charge consists 

of about 300 lb. dross, and remains in the retort--charge No. 5, for 
about 38 hours, charge No, 6, for 21 hours, and charge No. 7, for 
29 hours--and the average time in these three cases would conse- 
quently be 291/3 hours. 

The metallic zinc saved is used again for the desilverization of the 
silver-lead. 

At the silver smelting and refining works on Forty-second Street, 
belonging to S. P. Lunt, I noticed that they make use of the old 
retorts, in condensing the zinc, in the following manner: The retort 
is cut in half, the lower half being luted on to the retort-furnace 
immediately in front of the mouth of the retort. Through the bot- 
tom a small hole is knocked, to allow the escape of the zinc fumes. 
Whether more zinc is brought to condensation in this manner than 
by the use of fire-clay noses, I am unable to state. 

Cupellation.--The cupellation furnace, at the works at South 
Lynne, is a small one of the English pattern, having one tuyere, 
supplied with blast by a No. 3 Sturtevant blower. The blower is 
run by a small steam-engine that has a vertical tubular boiler. The 
furnace and engine are in a separate room, the floor of which, in 
front of the furnace, is covered with sheet iron, so that all pieces of 
silver that may happen to fall on the floor can be easily swept up. 
The English style of cupellation furnace is so generally well known, 
that a description of it will not be necessary. 

The test is made of a blue limestone brought from Newark, N. J. 
It is ground and sifted to the proper size, and then stamped into the 
iron test-frame. The centre of the test is scooped out somewhat in 
the shape of a horseshoe. 

At each cupellation about six to ten silver bricks arc produced, 
weighing on an average about 500 ounces each, and averaging 955- 
1000 
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fine, according to tests made at the government assay office in New 
York city. 

I give here some assays made by myself, which show the amount 
of silver contained in the litharge at various stages of the cupella- 
tion, which in this case lasted for eighteen hours. The samples were 
carefully taken from the litharge every hour, as it ran off the test. 
These assays show, that as the cupellation nears its end, the greater 
is the amount of silver dissolved in the litharge; or in other words, 
the smaller the proportion of lead to the silver present on the test, 
the richer the litharge will assay in silver. The assays also show 
that the amount of silver contained in the litharge, depends upon the 
skill with which the operation of cupellation is conducted, for if it 
were otherwise, we should expect that the amount of silver in the 
litharge would gradually increase from the first assay up to the last, 
and as will be perceived, this is the fact to a certain degree, but the 
increase is not regular; for example, the sample taken in the fourth 
hour assays higher in silver than of that taken in the sixth hour. 
There are several other like cases, which will be found on inspection. 

Assays of Samples of Litharge taken every Hour during the Cupellation. 

 
I have had the test-bottom to assay as high as 149 ounces per ton 

in silver. This, of course, as well as the litharge, go back to the 
reverberatory furnaces for further treatment. 

Silver Refining,--The silver bricks from the cupellation furnace 
are melted over again in graphite crucibles in the wind-furnaces of 
the laboratory, with addition of a little quartz sand and borax, 
which gives the silver a brighter appearance, and also frees it from 
any litharge that may be with it. It is then poured out into cast- 
iron moulds, stamped, and is then ready to be sent to the New York 
assay office. 

The silver, in accordance with the Balbach process, must go 
through seven different processes before it is ready for market, viz.: 

1st. Smelting and reduction in reverberatory or shaft furnaces; 
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2d. Softening of the silver-lead; 3d. Liquation and mixing with 
zinc; 4th. Second liquation in separating-furnace; 5th. Distillation 
of zinc in retorts; 6th. Cupellation of rich argentiferous lead; and 
7th. Refining of silver in crucibles. 

 

THE BRÜCKNER REVOLVING FURNACE. 

BY J.  M. LOCKE,  C.E.,  CINCINNATI, OHIO. 

BEÜCKNER'S revolving cylinders for roasting ores, etc., are now 
used at a number of the mills in Colorado and New Mexico, for the 
purpose of roasting and chloridizing silver ores, with highly satis- 
factory results, even from those cylinders of small size, erected before 
the many improvements of recent date. 

As examples of the larger improved cylinders, reference can be 
made to those erected at the Tennessee Reduction Works, Silver 
City, Grant County, New Mexico, and those which were built, in 
1871, at the celebrated Caribou Silver Mill and Mines, Colorado, a 
mining enterprise which has proved so satisfactory as to have been 
lately sold to a Holland company for an enormous amount. 

These cylinders, as now constructed by Messrs. Lane & Bodley, 
of Cincinnati, Ohio, are shown in Plate III, in which Fig. 1 is an 
elevation in perspective, Fig, 2 a longitudinal, and Fig. 3 a trans- 
verse section. Fig, 4 is a sketch of a mill, with Brückner's cylinder. 

The exterior of the cylinder is a shell of boiler iron, 12 feet long 
by 5 feet 6 inches in diameter. The ends are partially closed with 
similar material, leaving in the centre a circular opening about 2 feet 
in diameter, bounded by a flange projecting several inches. Upon 
one side is placed an opening closed by a hinged door. Upon the 
outside of the cylinder are bolted three bands, as shown in Fig. 1, 
in which the section of the first is square, and that of the third semi- 
circular ; the second, or middle band, is a strong spur gear. Passing 
through the cylinder are six pipes parallel to one another, in a plane 
at an angle of 15° to the axis of the cylinder; these pipes also l ie  
in this plane at an angle of from 30° to 35° to the longitudinal axis 
of the plane, as shown in Fig. 2, where the internal arrangement of 
the cylinder is seen, a perforated diaphragm being formed through 
part of the cylinder by means of perforated plates placed between 
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the above-described pipes, the plates being held in place by longitu- 
dinal grooves upon these pipes. 

The entire cylinder is lined with brick (common building brick 
have been found to answer the purpose very well), which are placed 
in the following manner: The entire side of the cylinder is covered 
with one layer, laid flatwise, thus forming a lining about 21/2 inches 
thick; there is an additional layer extending from each end of the 
cylinder about 15 inches to the point where the nearest pipe 
passes out; then additional concentric layers are added thereon, 
until the circle is contracted down to the size of the opening in the 
end, which is also lined, each layer falling short of the preceding 
one about 2 inches, thus giving the end linings a conical form. The 
entire lining is laid in a mortar of one part fire-clay, two parts pul- 
verized old fire-brick, and water, all thoroughly mixed and beaten. 
The cylinder is supported upon four large friction-rollers, two of 
which are grooved upon their periphery, to fit loosely the semicircular 
band, thus holding the cylinder longitudinally in place. The other 
two friction-rollers are made without a groove, and bear upon the 
square band, thus accommodating themselves to the, expansion and 
contraction of the cylinder, or any irregularities of form. Rotary 
motion is given to the cylinder by means of a pinion placed under 
the cylinder and gearing into the spur-gear band. Upon the other 
end of the pinion-shaft are placed two bevel-wheels, into which gear 
two match-wheels. The latter are loose upon the driving-shaft, 
standing at right angles to the pinion-shaft, and either of these 
wheels can be attached to the driving-shaft, thus communicating 
the speed of revolution to one or the other of the bevel-gear as may 
be desired. Inasmuch as by wear, or settling, the axis of the cyl- 
inder may possibly be thrown out of the proper line, the following 
means of adjustment are provided, but not shown in any of the 
figures, viz., each journal-box of the friction-rollers is held in posi- 
tion by adjusting-screws, by which it can be moved horizontally to 
or from the centre line of the machine, thus giving entire control 
of the lateral and vertical adjustment of the cylinder which they 
support. 

The circular flange of one end of the cylinder loosely projects into 
a fire-box, best seen in section to the left of Fig. 2. The other end 
projects into an opening communicating with dust-chambers and a 
chimney. There is placed in the bottom of the flue a shoe projecting 
into the cylinder, which catches such dust as may fall back, and 
returns it into the cylinder in lieu of allowing it to escape through 
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the crevice between the cylinder-flange and opening into the flue. 
A door is placed in the flue opposite the opening, through which the 
interior of the cylinder and its contents can be readily examined at 
any time. 

Method of Operating the Cylinder with Refractory Silver Ores.--A 
fire having been kindled in the fire-box, the cylinder is allowed to 
slowly revolve until heated to a dull-red, and is then brought to rest 
with the door on top. In this position about 4000 lb. of pulverized 
ore, and 200 to 400 lb. of salt are introduced; the door is closed and 
securely fastened, and the cylinders are made to revolve at the slower 
speed of from one-half to one turn per minute. The fire is so regu- 
lated that after an hour's time the sulphur contained in the ore com- 
mences to burn, the ore in the cylinder being retained at a dull- 
red for some time. (In ores containing a large amount of sulphur, 
little or no additional fuel is required for desulphurization.) During 
the whole of this and the subsequent operation, the inclined perfor- 
ated diaphragm causes the heated ore to traverse alternately back- 
ward and forward the entire length of the cylinder, also sifting it 
through the flame, thus insuring a uniform heating, mixing, and 
exposure to chemical action. 

The diaphragm, in the meantime, is protected from destructive 
action of heat by the cooling effect of the external air circulating 
through the pipes, and from corrosion by the formation of a basic 
scale, or coating, resulting from reaction of the iron pulp, etc. 

The desulphurization being completed, the heat is gradually aug- 
mented to a full red. The pulp soon assumes a spongy appearance, 
technically known as "woolly," in consequence of the double decom- 
position of the sulphates (formed during desulphurizing) and salt 
(chloride of sodium), liberating chlorine gas, etc. After an hour's 
time, or as soon as a sample taken from the cylinder evolves the odor 
of chlorine uncontaminated with that of sulphurous acid, which indi- 
cates that the chlorination is complete, the door in the cylinder is 
opened, and the cylinder revolved by the more rapid-moving gear, 
and the chloridized ore is quickly discharged, being received into a 
car, shute, or other conveyer, according to the construction of the 
mill. 

The door in the back of the flue furnishes a ready means for sam- 
pling and examining the condition of the ore in its progressive stages, 
and in some cases the salt is not added to the ore until subsequent to 
desulphurizing, in which case this flue door is conveniently used. 

Other Uses of the Cylinder.--The cylinder has been found to give 
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excellent results in roasting the compound auriferous pyritic ores to 
be treated by the Plattner process, in which case a small quantity of 
charcoal is subsequently introduced to the charge, so as to facilitate 
the decomposition of the resultant sulphate of copper. This form 
of cylinder is undoubtedly well calculated for the manufacture of 
soda from cryolite, roasting cement, plaster of Paris, ores of zinc, 
lead, copper, etc. In a word, it is admirably adapted to most of the 
roasting and reverberating furnace operations. 

Cost, Weight, and Capacity of the Brückner Cylinders.--The cost 
of a cylinder, including its supporting and rotating machinery, iron 
work for fire-box, bolts for foundation, and all royalties on patents, 
is about $2100. The total weight of the foregoing parts is 16,000 
lb. The placing of the foundation and erection of brickwork, for 
fire-box, cylinder linings, and dust-chambers, will vary greatly 
according to local circumstances. The capacity of a cylinder in 
twenty-four hours is, as reported by Mr. Charles E. Sherman and 
indorsed by B. O. Cutter, from 8 to 10 tons (in very refractory ores 
the daily average would be less, J. M. L.), the chloridizing being up 
to 96 per cent. These statements are based upon their experience at 
the Caribou Mill, Colorado. H. D. Breed, Esq., proprietor of the 
same mill, gives the actual total cost of roasting and chloridizing at 
$5.50 per ton. This low cost renders it feasible to work with profit 
very low grade ores. After examination of what has been stated in 
regard to the cylinder, by Prof. Raymond, U. S. Commissioner;* 
Clarence King, in charge of the Geological Survey of the 40th 
parallel;† Guido Küstcl;‡ Mr. Burlingame, superintendent of the 
Tennessee Mill, Silver City, N. M. ;§ A. Wolters, at present super- 
intendent U. S. Mint, Boise City, Idaho ;§ H. Stoelting, at present 
Territorial Assayer of Colorado;§ Prof. Danby;|| Charles E. Sher- 
man;¶ B. O. Cutter;¶ and A. D. Breed, all of the Caribou Mill, 
Colorado; and an examination of the improved cylinder, as now 
manufactured, I am convinced that it possesses the following advan- 
tages : 

 
* Report 1871, pages 376 and 748. 
† Report Geological Exploration of 40th parallel, vol. iii, page 610. 
‡ Letter to Robert Teats, 1870. 
§ Report on Brückner's cylinders. 
|| Report on Caribou Mill, published in London. The Caribou Silver Mine 

and Mill, Boulder County, Colorado, U. S., with reports, maps, etc., London. 
Printers, G. M M. Taylor & Co., 169 High Holborn, C. W. 

¶ Letter by Charles E. Sherman to B. 0. Cutter, June 21st, 1871. 
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1st. A most thorough and uniform accomplishment of its work. 
2d. A complete control of its action irrespective of the character 

of the material acted upon. 
3d. A high percentage of chlorination, and, therefore, of yield, with 

ores of the precious metals. 
4th. Low cost. 
5th. Little wear and tear and ease of repairing. 
6th. Skilled labor is not a requisite in its management. 
7th. The size of the apparatus permits it to be readily adapted to 

the size of a mill by simple reduplication. 

 

MR. RAYMOND inquired of Mr. Brückner, who was present, 
whether his furnace had ever been used in connection with the 
Plattner chlorination process. 

MR. BRÜCKNER : No, I think not; solely in the amalgamation 
process. 

PROF. EGLESTON inquired how much fuel was employed in the 
furnace, and what the dimensions of the fireplace and roasting 
chamber were. 

MR. BRÜCKNER : The fuel is three-quarters of a cord of wood or 
three-eighths of a ton of coal. The fireplace is 5 x 2 feet; height of 
roof, 2 feet; the roasting cylinder, 5½ feet in diameter, and 12 feet 
long; thickness of lining, 6 inches. 

MR. RAYMOND remarked that, as regards effectiveness of roasting, 
the Brückner cylinder would compare favorably with the Stetefeldt 
furnace, and possessed the advantage over the latter in its adapt- 
ability to varying supply of ore, as well as to size of mill. 

PROF. EGLESTON dwelt on the point made by Mr. Raymond. He 
remarked that in no respect was the progress of metallurgie science 
more marked than in the introduction of special machines to do 
special work. The day has passed when a large steam-engine is put 
into a mill to drive all its machinery. That may be more econom- 
ical when everything is working, and working well, but the economy 
disappears when a thousand horse-power engine has to be used to 
operate a few stamps or pans. 

MR. BLANDY remarked that in the Lake Superior copper region 
heavy stamps were generally replacing the lighter stamps. The 
capacity of a mill was increased largely thereby. Here, however, 
machine shops and skilled mechanics are on the ground, a condition 
not generally to be found in Western mining regions. 
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CONCERNING   CERTAIN MECHANICAL   CHANGES   IN 
BESSEMER STEEL, AT THE KONIGIN-MARIEN- 

HüTTE, NEAR ZWICKAU, SAXONY. 

BY ARCHIBALD MACMARTIN, M.E., PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

THE Königin-Marien-Hütte is the only works in Germany where 
the Bessemer process is carried on by the direct method. The Bes- 
semer plant there, is arranged after the true English type, and the 
only resemblance to the Swedish mode of procedure is the dispensing 
with the use of spiegeleisen at the end of the "blow." 

In a new department of the establishment, started within three 
years, each of the converters is turned by means of a very neat and 
compact reversible engine, the steel shaft of which is an endless 
screw, which turns against the oblique cogs of a large wheel attached 
to the shaft of the vessel. An advantage which this arrangement 
possesses over the ordinary English hydraulic arrangement, is the 
fact that the endless screw suffices to turn the vessel, in either direc- 
tion, any number of complete revolutions; while even the latest Ameri- 
can improvements, so clearly explained to us by Mr. Holley at the 
opening session of this meeting, do not secure even one complete 
revolution without changing the angle of inclination of the hydraulic 
piston. 

In the endless screw arrangement, there being no limit to the 
working of the motor in either direction (no return-stroke neces- 
sary), the vessel can always, unless outside reasons demand the con- 
trary, be turned around to any desired position by the shortest cut, 
whether backwards or forwards. Also, the diameter of the cog- 
wheel attached to the vessel can be made sufficiently great to avoid 
all unevenness of motion. In the old department the motive-power 
still continues to be hydraulic. 

If. reports be true, the new department produces spiegelized steel, 
for the manufacture of all-steel rails. But the old department is 
still, as from the beginning, devoted to the production by the direct 
method of steel for steel-headed rails. The most remarkable fact 
connected with this direct steel is the ease with which it welds to 
the iron of the rail-packets, although no borax or other fluxing agent 
is used to facilitate the welding. It is very rarely that an exception 
occurs, and an ingot or a charge is discarded by the rail-mill. 

The mixture of pig-iron used for the production of this steel is 
melted in cupolas of very interesting construction (not to be de- 
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scribed here), and consists generally of gray "Königin-Maricn- 
Hitte," two grades of gray "Georg-Marien-Hütte," of Osnabrück, 
"Charlotten-Hitte," and "Schmalkaldner-eisen." The last is rich 
in manganese and resembles spiegeleisen, although its silver-white 
crystals are, as a rule, much smaller than those of spiegeleisen. It 
is probably due to a high percentage of manganese in this mixture 
of iron employed, that it is possible in wickau to do what has 
been tried in vain in England, namely, to dispense with the use of 
spiegeleisen at the, end of the blow. 

The five tons of molten iron are blown, till the conductor of the 
operation is warned by the spectroscope that the charge has conic to 
the condition of steel. Then the vessel is turned over, back down- 
wards, and the blast cut off. In more than ninety cases out of a 
hundred, nothing further would be necessary. But, to make assur- 
ance doubly sure, a mechanical test is applied. No extra time is lost 
by this; for it is always well to let the finished charge rest in the 
vessel a short period previous to pouring it into the ladle. This 
second test is called the "globule-test." Three or four long iron 
rods are plunged into the metal-bath, at the mouth of the converter, 
and drawn out very rapidly. The slag adhering contains minute 
globules of metal, of the same degree of decarburizatiou represented 
by the whole bath. These, after the rods have been plunged into 
cold water and the slag thus disintegrated, are collected together 
and hammered. Those globules which cooled on the outer surface of 
the slag, are apt to be, in part, superficially oxidized, and are always 
discarded, because they are almost sure to crack on the edges when 
hammered. But any wholly bright globule, even slightly irregular 
in shape, is suitable for the test in question. A number of the 
chosen globules are hammered upon an anvil with a hand-hammer. 
If the steel be too soft (which almost never occurs), the globule will 
hammer down very flat and with unbroken edges; but the experi- 
enced hand can readily feel that the resistance offered to the hammer 
is too slight. If the steel be too hard, the globules will crack on the 
edges when hammered; or their too great resistance to the hammer 
can just as easily be felt, as can the opposite in the former case. 

When the steel possesses the desired degree of hardness, no cracks 
are seen on the edges of the hammered globules; but yet a percept- 
ible (though not too great) resistance is offered to the hammer. But, 
if any globule that is partially coated with oxide, or any wholly 
bright globule larger than 3mm in diameter, hammers out without 
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cracking on the edges, it is a sign that the steel is too soft. There is a 
limit, then, to the size of the globules taken. 

When the steel is shown by the test to have the right hardness, 
it is allowed to remain as much longer in the converter as may be 
necessary to cool it, or to get rid of contained gases, etc.; after 
which it is poured into the ladle and cast into ingots, as in the ordi-
nary English method. 

When the hammered globules show too great hardness, the blast- 
engine is started again, and the vessel again brought to the upright 
position, for extra blowing. But, so nearly accurate is the original 
indication of the spectroscope, that it is rarely necessary, in cases of 
insufficient previous blowing, to do more than merely turn the vessel  
up and then immediately down again, in order to make up the defi- 
ciency; as will be shown by making a new globule-test. 

But, when the very rare case occurs, that the metal has been blown 
too far, all that can be done (unless, indeed, it is possible and con- 
venient to finish up in true English style) is to add a small quantity 
of manganiferous white iron (generally "Schmalkaldner") cold, and 
then blow a little more, till the spectroscope warns again to stop. 

The use of the spectroscope in the Zwickau process is one of the 
most beautiful expedients in metallurgy. One never tires watching 
the brilliant changes in the spectrum, blow after blow. The specific 
causes of these changes have been the subject of much dispute and 
unsatisfactory investigation. But all are agreed that carbon has 
something to do with them, whether as such, or in gaseous form in 
such  nitrogenous compounds as  cyanogen. Whatever be their cause, 
these  changes take  place,  and that  so reqularly that an  
experienced 
eye can  place full dependence  upon them as indicators  of the state 
of preparation of the  metal-bath. The  spectrum at first  appears with- 
out lines;  but, as soon as the "spark-period"  begins to give place 
to its successor, and the clear flame to extend out of the mouth of the 
converter, the bright orange-yellow sodium-line quickly makes its 
appearance, and remains clearly visible till the blast is turned off. 
After  the  sodium-line  appear  the red lines, which  represent  
calcium 
and lithium; and then a beautiful series of perfectly graded green 
lines  in  the green,  and  pale-blue lines  in  the blue  section of  the 
spec- 
trum,  manifest  themselves, one after  another, each  in its  series, 
until, 
at the climax of the operation, when the greatest heat is attained, the 
spectrum rivals that of chloride of copper in beauty and brilliancy. 
A very experienced eye can also sometimes see a beautiful violet line 
in the violet section at this point. 
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But the characteristic lines of the Bessemer spectrum are the beau- 
tiful band-like, graduated series, in the blue and especially in the 
green section. In the inverse order to that in which they arose to 
their climax, these lines gradually diminish in brilliancy, and at last 
vanish. But some of the green lines still remain after the blue scries 
has entirely vanished; and at this point nothing must be allowed to 
distract the conductor of the operation from closely watching the 
spectrum ; for the only index (though a perfect one) of the exact end 
of the operation, is the degree of brilliancy of certain green lines, 
which remain when the charge has arrived at the point of desired 
decarburization. For different mixtures of pig-iron, a slight differ- 
ence in the appearance of the indicating green lines is noticeable at 
this point; and to secure, with the same mixture, a desired slight 
difference in the grade of steel produced in two different blows, proper 
allowance must be made, on one or other side of a certain degree of 
brilliancy of the green lines. This is merely a matter of experience, 
and any liability to risks, in producing either the same grade of steel 
with different mixtures of iron, or different grades with the same 
mixture, is always counteracted by the subsequent globule-test, if 
only the conductor of the operation be sure, when making cither of 
the above changes, to blow his charge rather too little than too much. 

With one pair of five-ton vessels and three cupolas, the ordinary 
production in Zwickau is twelve to fourteen blows in twenty-four 
hours. 

The ingots, as soon as they shrink enough to be removed from the 
moulds, are evenly heated in a gas or air-furnace, preparatory to being 
hammered by a 17½-ton steam-hammer, which removes their bevel, 
and reduces them to a uniform cross-section, a little less than the 
size of their original smaller end. There is no doubt that, if ham- 
mering previous to rolling is advantageous, the tremendous blows of 
that massive hammer are of great advantage to these ingots. Each 
bloom is weighed and wheeled to the rail-mill, where, after reheating, 
it is rolled out into what is called a "platina." One platina corre- 
sponds to the steel heads of several rails, and must be cut up into a 
corresponding number of pieces, of proper length for a rail-paeket. 
The platina is a plate about eight and a half inches wide, and one 
inch and a half thick, with a longitudinal central-flange on its upper 
surface of a little more than one square inch cross-section. Each 
piece of platina constitutes the bottom of a rail-packet (the flange 
lying uppermost), and granular iron, flat-rolled pieces of old steel- 
headed rails, etc., are piled upon it, on each side of its flange; and 
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lastly a fibrous iron platina without a flange, makes a top for the 
packet and secures a tough bottom for the rail. The packets are 
brought to a bright welding heat, in ordinary reheating-furnaces, 
and then rolled, in two heats, into rails, there being twelve passes in 
the final heat. The welding is perfect, and the fracture of a finished 
rail shows a head completely of steel resting on two shoulders of 
granular iron, while a tongue of steel, corresponding to the platina 
flange, extends from the head one-third of the way down the upright 
of the rail, penetrating it like a wedge. But the bottom of the rail 
shows a beautiful fibrous fracture. 

The use of crop-ends of steel-headed rails and pieces of broken-up 
old rails of the same kind, as components of the rail-packets, is 
worthy of notice. These pieces are first rolled out as flat as the case 
requires, and two lengths are usually employed in each packet. But, 
as the steel will not weld to itself, care is taken to lay these pieces 
so that the head of one piece lies against the fibrous iron bottom of 
the other, while a layer of granular iron always separates the platina 
from all parts of these old-rail sections. The crop-ends of the pla- 
tinas, and those rail crop-ends not long enough for convenient use in 
the rail-packets, are generally rolled into rail-straps (" laschen "), or, 
if they are very small, they are used cold, as occasion requires, to 
cool down the metal, in too hot blows, previous to casting. 

This utilization of old rails and crop-ends enables the managers 
to dispense with the use of a Siemens-furnace for working up their 
steel-scrap; although this was contemplated, and an agreement made 
with Mr. Siemens, by which Mr. Jones, of Wales, was sent to 
Zwickau, to assist in the arrangement and take charge of the starting 
of a gas-furnace for the manufacture of Siemens-Martin steel. The 
plan was, for the time, given up, and Mr. Jones (who has since, with 
me, constructed and is now running a Siemens-furnace, with the 
latest improvements, near Providence, R. I.) was, while the matter 
was in abeyance, given charge of the furnaces where the steel ingots 
are heated for the hammer. I was at that time (1871), through 
the kindness of Herr von Lilienstern, the general superintendent, 
allowed the free run of the works as a “volunteer;” and thus Mr. 
Jones and I were enabled to try experiments with the steel, aided by 
such useful auxiliaries as some very hot-air furnaces and a 171/2|-ton 
steam-hammer. 

The experiments to be here recorded had to do with an investiga- 
tion into the effects of heat upon hammered steel. 

We found that the thoroughness of the hammering had nothing 
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to do with the coarseness or fineness of the grain of steel, provided 
the hammered piece were subsequently exposed, for any protracted 
period, to a very high heat. I was, at the time, preparing a Zwickau 
collection for the metallurgical cabinet of the New York School of 
Mines, and it occurred to me to illustrate this property of steel by a 
series of samples. We took a small test-ingot, and, after heating it 
as high as the ingots are usually heated for hammering, hammered 
it out from its original size of 3 inches square into a bar about 11/4 
inches square. The grain was then very fine throughout, just as in 
the ordinary hammered samples taken from every blow. The bar 
was then put into the furnace again and left from two to three hours 
exposed to a heat not quite as high as that at which the steel-headed 
rail-packets are rolled. It was then taken out of the furnace, and, 
as its outside now shows, was hammered for only one-half of its length 
and then bent up into a horseshoe-shape, so that its two ends could 
be viewed side by side. There were only four blows of the hammer 
given to it--one on each side; and yet, when enough of each end was 
broken off to show the interior structure of the two halves, a most 
astounding contrast presented itself. The end not hammered since 
reheating had a much coarser and much more distinctly crystalline 
structure than even the coarsest of large unhammered Bessemer 
ingots, while the rehammered end was just as fine in grain as the 
whole hammered bar had been before reheating. The fracture of 
the unrehammered part resembled, indeed, more than anything else, 
that of galena of the same degree of coarseness. The accompanying 
sketch roughly shows the projections of the crystalline cleavage-faces 
in true size. This specimen, with its two contiguous fractured-ends; 
can be seen at any time in the metallurgical cabinet of the School of 
Mines, together with samples of hammered 

and unhammered ingots (with which to compare 
it, as to grain), a section of platina, and one piece 
of a steel headed rail, from Zwickau, beautifully 
showing by fracture the interior structure, with 
the wedge-like penetration of the steel-head into 
the iron body of the rail, and the exceedingly 
fibrous quality of the rail-bot- tom. The practical be
proved by these samples is of more importance t
appear. 

If we apply them to the rail manufacture at Zwic
immediately arises: "Of what real benefit is the 
hammer there for blooming the steel ingots?" As every
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they could be brought down to shape at much less expense by a pair 
of rolls, as in many other works in this country and abroad. But 
assuming that, of a hammered and a rolled bloom, drawn down to 
the same size and shape from two similar steel ingots, the former has 
a much more compact structure than the other, it does not by any 
means surely follow that the same or an analogous difference will 
exist, after the two blooms have been similarly heated, till they are 
soft enough to roll out into platinas. But, even if experiment should 
prove such a difference, can it be supposed that its effects would be 
in any measure apparent in the final steel-headed rails made from 
these two different platinas? It seems to me that each of the two 
platinas would, just before the rolling of the rail-packet, have the 
same coarse structure that we see in the unrehammered section of 
our horseshoe-shaped sample, however great the difference in grain 
may have been previous to their exposure to the welding-heat. This 
can fairly be assumed from the fact that the specimen referred to was 
not exposed to a greater than a welding heat. 

The application of this subject to the manufacture of all-steel rails 
can be satisfactorily determined only by still further experiment; 
because the temperature at which these arc rolled is less than a weld- 
ing-heat, and also the thickness of the blooms, when they last leave 
the reheating-furnace, is much greater than that of the platinas at 
Zwickau, and this would probably partly counteract the crystallizing 
effect of the heat. Such further experimentation would do much to 
throw light upon the discussion so ably carried on before the Insti- 
tute, about a year ago, by Messrs. Holley and Pearse, upon this same 
subject of " Hammer or No Hammer?" These gentlemen have it in 
their power to seek, in a comparatively untried field, for a ratifying 
test of the correctness of their theories on this subject, and it is sin- 
cerely to be hoped that such a course will be pursued. 

 

AN EXPLOSION AT DUNBAR FURNACE. 

BY E. C. PECHIN, DUNBAR, PA. 

AT the suggestion of some members of the Institute, attention is 
called to the record of the working of Dunbar Furnace during the 
twelve months ending in Jaunary, 1874. During this period, with 
a product of over eleven thousand gross tons, not a single ton of 
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white or mottled iron has been made, and not over 5 per cent. of 
close mill. About one-third was foundry, and the balance an open, 
soft gray forge iron. 

The furnace is 15½ feet bosh, and 58 feet high; closed top; fuel, 
Connellsville coke; ores, native argillaceous carbonates, containing 
about 35 to 40 per cent. metallic iron when raw, mixed with 1/10 to 1/5 
Lake Superior ores and mill-cinder. As the native ores arc very 
siliceous, the amount of lime used is large, from 1¼ to 1½ to ton of iron. 
The consumption of fuel averages from 1½ to of coke, to ton of 
iron. Such regular working shows a furnace in good condition, and 
a high degree of attention and ability on the part of the founder. 
Mr. Healy, the founder, always carries enough fuel to insure a 
standard gray iron. The heats, ordinarily 850° to 900°, are most 
carefully watched and regulated. If the furnace works hot, as is 
often the case, with a tendency to swing off in silvery iron, it is 
regulated by the blast. The ordinary pressure of blast is four to 
five pounds, but in such case it is increased to seven, eight, or even 
nine pounds, until the tendency is checked. With a little practice, 
the keeper and engineer can tell by the cinder what changes to make 
in heats and blast. It becomes an interesting question, whether the 
irregular working of many furnaces is not caused by too much 
dependence upon the hot blast, and not enough upon the engine 
and fuel. 

As far as can be ascertained, the above running is the most regular 
on record in this country, and the object in introducing the subject 
is more to call out comparisons than to indulge in boasting. This 
regularity was rudely interrupted on the evening of Friday, January 
16th, 1874, by a terrific explosion of gas. By reference to the di- 
agram, Figs, 12 and 13, Plate I, its nature and effect will be more 
readily perceived. 

The receiver was 5 feet diameter, 75 feet long, running through 
the casting-house, and made of the best 3/16 iron. It was connected 
at B with a 30” pipe, leading to hot-blast stoves, and at C with 
same sized pipe, leading to old engine at D, and new large engine at 
E. It was the intention in the spring to move the old engine, but 
in the meantime a connection was carried around it, to the new en- 
gine, so as to use the old engine in case of necessity; a very wise 
precaution, as it turned out. 

About noon on Friday a leaking tuyere had been removed from 
the back arch, but towards night the founder became suspicious of 
the new tuyere. He cast at eight instead of nine, the usual hour, the 
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iron running hot and fluidly, and proving a No. 2 foundry. He 
took the men from the casting-house, and was just drawing the back 
tuyere, when an explosion of fearful violence took place, shaking the 
vicinity like an earthquake, and distinctly heard at a distance of from 
ten to thirteen miles. The receiver was split into fragments, ripped, 
twisted, and torn, vertically, horizontally, and every other way. 
Pieces were carried over a quarter of a mile. The iron roof of the 
casting-house, 50 x 80, was rolled up in a shapeless mass, and jam- 
med in the lower corner of the casting-house; great holes were torn 
in the heavy walls of the casting and old engine-houses. A tempo- 
rary frame building over the new engine supplied the office-boy, with 
the smallest amount of physical exertion, with kindling-wood for 
many days, and the débris generally looked as if it had been in the 
mill of the gods, although there is abundance of authentic evidence 
that on this occasion it wasn't ground slow. 

The vagaries of the gas were curious, and an interesting question 
arises: Why should it have thus vagarized? The pipe between the 
hot-blasts and receiver was undisturbed, not a seam or a rivet 
started, but all that was left of the receiver \vas the head connected 
with this pipe, looking like young Norval's father's shield, with the 
old gentleman in an attitude. Every rivet was cut off as smoothly 
as with a chisel. 

The black lines show the points of fracture. Every flange between 
C and both engines was broken and torn off, except G, which was 
left sound and tight. The 30" pipes between C and D, C and F', 
and F" and E were blown off bodily, as between the flanges, the 
pipes themselves being uninjured; the bolts connecting the flanges 
and the cast-iron flanges themselves were cut off and broken. The 
long piece of pipe between F' and F" remained in its place, entirely 
uninjured. 

The force exerted was so tremendous that in driving off the pipe 
connecting with the new engine, it broke great pieces off of the 
heavy castings of the upper and lower blast-cylinder heads, and 
cracked one side of the massive standard supporting the blast-cylin- 
der at H. Of course the engine was completely disabled. 

One man was instantly killed, being decapitated by a piece of the 
receiver. His head was found fifteen feet from his body, rolled up 
in the heavy sheet-iron. Two men, standing in the lower end of the 
casting-house, were injured--one seriously and the other slightly. 
Had the explosion occurred a minute sooner, the founder and all of 
the men on turn could hardly have escaped death. 
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Fortunately all the steam and water-pipes were left intact, the old 
engine only slightly injured, and there was on hand a lot of 16" pipe. 
By working night and day the repairs were completed, a temporary 
connection made, and on Monday night, at 8 o'clock, the blast went 
on again, after a stoppage of only three days. 

Our long and handsome record was broken by 9½ tons of white 
iron. This was satisfactory in one sense, as it showed us that we 
could make white iron, if it was absolutely necessary, but at a very 
great cost. 

The query now presents itself, why was there an explosion? The 
furnace was never in better condition; working with perfect regu- 
larity, the suspected tuyere was not leaking because it went back, 
and is now in use. The dampers were raised as usual when the blast 
was off, the gas-flue leading to the boilers was open, leading into a 
stack 116 feet, and of course with a powerful draught. There were 
valves in all the tuyere-stocks; three were turned, but there is no 
doubt but that the front tuyere-stock was open. The gas must have 
gone back through this opening (only 6" pipe) through the hot- 
blast and long 30" pipe, doing no damage until it reached the re- 
ceiver, and then doing all the damage it could. But that it should 
have gone backward through this small pipe, when it had 90 inches 
of openings at the top of the furnace, must, among all fair-minded 
people, be considered a vagary. 

Another point is worthy of note. Our gases not having given us 
enough heat under our boilers, some three weeks before the explo- 
sion, we had been using a small shovelful of raw coal with each 
barrow of coke; this we found to work admirably, giving us great 
additional heat both under the boilers and in the hot-blast ovens. 
Whether this small amout of coal, which certainly must have given 
off all its gases in the upper part of the furnace, had an influence in 
producing the explosion, must be decided, if decided at all, by 
others. 

It is usual to shut the stable door after the pony has gone, so we 
have put in two of Taws & Hartman's automatic valves, of sufficient 
capacity to let off the gases from two furnaces. If, therefore, a blow- 
up is arranged for the future, the furnace will have to go, and not 
the receiver. 

The moral of this story is, if you run a furnace and haven't an 
automatic valve, go right home and put one up anyhow, to let off 
the gas, and as many more as you think necessary to make you feel 
perfectly at ease. 
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THE MOUNT LINCOLN SMELTING WORKS, AT DUDLEY, 
COLORADO. 

BY EDWARD D. PETERS, JR., M.E., DUDLEY, COLORADO. 

IT frequently occurs in the establishment of reduction works, in 
an entirely new and untried mining district, that the metallurgist in 
charge finds considerable difficulty in determining the process best 
adapted to the ores which he receives for treatment. 

At the first glance it would seem easy enough to decide what style 
of furnace is best adapted for beneficiating any one class of minerals. 
If the ore possessed a quartzose gangue and was comparatively free 
from base metals, while salt could be obtained at a reasonable price, 
one would naturally resort to a chloridizing roasting, and pan or 
barrel amalgamation for the extraction of its silver contents. If 
galena or carbonate of lead was the prevailing mineral, and charcoal 
could be obtained at moderate figures, the blast-furnace would bene- 
ficiate the ores most advantageously. But if, as is usually the case 
in Colorado, the ores consisted of an intimate mixture of galena, 
zinc-blende, copper-pyrites, and noble silver minerals, associated with 
an overwhelming mass of siliceous heavy spar, or limestone gangue, 
the common reverberatory furnace can be used to the greatest advan- 
tage ; and, although the product is only a copper matte, I do not 
hesitate to affirm that it can be treated, and the silver, gold, and 
copper produced at nearly the same price for which silver and lead 
can be separated. In Germany, blast-furnaces are frequently used 
for this same purpose, both for argentiferous and non-argentiferous 
copper ores; but any one who will take the trouble to examine the 
statistics of smelting at Fahlun, the Oberharz, and other Continental 
works of this description, will see that the expenses are far too great, 
and the production much too small to think of employing this method 
in our mining districts, where only the softest and most miserable 
kind of charcoal is obtainable. 

I propose in this paper to give an accurate account of the expenses 
incurred at the Mount Lincoln Smelting Works in treating the same 
kind of ore, and producing the same end-product in both blast and 
reverberatory furnaces. I have taken for comparison a favorable 
campaign of the blast-furnace, and a good average month's running 
of the reverberatory. In the blast-furnace estimate I have included 
the calcining and concentration of the matte produced during that 
campaign, as I always, when possible, concentrated the regulus made 
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I have estimated no losses from the matte concentration, as the 
slag therefrom contained a large percentage of iron, and is used over 
with ores, forming a valuable flux. 

The amount smelted per shift averaged 4.5 tons of charge, or 
2.7 
tons of ore; making for 48 shifts a total of 129.6 tons of ore, cost- 
ing to smelt into marketable regulus $63.61 per ton. If it had not 
been for the unfortunate occurrence of heavy spar in the ore, the 
matte concentration could have been omitted, and the cost of smelt- 
ing would have been reduced to $52.16 per ton. 

In August, 1873, I built for the company a common reverbera- 
tory, which ran steadily until January 25th of this year. It is now 
standing idle for want of ore. The hearth is 15 feet long, by 
9½ feet wide, and accommodates about 2¾ tons of ore at a 
charge. 
As the furnace requires a new hearth and extensive repairs only 
once in six to nine months, I have charged the single month's run- 
ning with one-sixth of this expense. In thirty days or sixty shifts, 
the furnace loses on an average three shifts. The ores require no 
calcining, and the matte produced is sufficiently rich for shipment. 
At present, however, I am separating it in the wet way with satis- 
factory results, and at a very moderate expense. The cost of smelt- 
ing is given in detail below. 
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During this campaign of 57 working shifts there were smelted 
153.9 tons of ore, yielding 19.4 tons of very rich regulus. The 
actual cost of producing the same was $29.16 per ton. This shows 
an enormous saving in the use of the reverberatory furnace, and for 
several months the blast-furnace has lain idle, except when engaged 
in smelting through small batches of lead ores. 

I make no further comments on the subject, but simply reassert 
that all the above figures are from actual work, and can be accepted 
as reliable. 

 

THE MAGNETIC IRON ORES OF NEW JERSEY– THEIR 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION AND GEOLOG- 

ICAL OCCURRENCE. 

BY PROF. J.  C.  SMOCK, NEW BRUNSWICK, N.  J. 

THE magnetic iron ores of New Jersey are found in the northern 
part of the State, in the Highland Mountain range, which runs from 
the New York line on the northeast, to the Delaware River, near 
Easton, at the southwest. The same range continues across Orange 
County to the Hudson River, and towards the southwest it is known 
in Pennsylvania as the South Mountain. It is more properly an 
elevated table-land, quite deeply furrowed by several narrow, longi- 
tudinal valleys, and shorter cross-valleys or gaps. The ridges or 
lines of elevation, as well as the lower valleys, conform in their gen- 
eral direction very closely to the general trend of the whole belt or 
table-land, that is, from northeast to southwest. This also agrees 
with the prevailing strike of the rocks. This great uniformity in 
the altitudes of the hills and ridges, and the direction of the lines of 
depression corresponding to the strike of the strata, point to an origi- 
nal table-land, which, through the long action of denuding agents, 
has been quite deeply eroded, giving rise to the present surface con- 
figuration, so that some of the former and uniform features have been 
partially obliterated. The very few cross-valleys or depressions are 
much more irregular in their course, and serve as outlets through 
which the drainage is carried either into the Kittatinny Valley on 
the northwest, or to the broad, red shale and sandstone plane bound- 
ing the highlands on the southeast. The area of this highland 
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region in New Jersey is about nine hundred square miles. Its aver- 
age elevation above the ocean is about one thousand feet. 

Except the valleys towards the northwestern border, as the Wall- 
kill, Musconetcong, Pohatcong, and German, which contain mag- 
nesian limestone and Hudson River slate, this whole range consists 
of crystalline rocks, mainly gneiss, granite, syenite, and limestone, 
covered in many places by drift and alluvial beds. These rocks re- 
semble closely those of the Laurentian formation of Canada, both in 
their structure and in their mineralogical characters. Stratification 
is nearly everywhere plain, indicating a sedimentary origin and sub- 
sequent metamorphism. In the Geological Survey reports of the 
State they have been described as belonging to the "Azoic Forma- 
tion." 

It is in this series of crystalline, metamorphic rocks, that the mag- 
netic iron ores occur. The extent of this outcrop and the iron mines 
and localities at which ore in workable amounts has been obtained, 
are both indicated upon the geological maps of the State survey, one 
of which has just been published. This map shows the mines as 
in lines nearly parallel to one another, and having the same direction 
as that of the whole belt or range. In some instances they are so 
close as almost to form a continuous line, as the Mount Hope, Allen, 
Baker, Richards, Mount Pleasant, and others, near Dover, in Morris 
County. Others appear in a sort of en échelon arrangement. 

This occurrence in lines, or what may be more properly termed 
ranges, is so well known that miners and those searching for ore speak 
of veins continuing for miles, and of certain mines belonging to cer- 
tain veins. Large and productive mines, as the Hibcrnia, Mount 
Hope, Dickerson, Ogden, and Kishpaugh, with others, give names 
to such lines. The complete breaks in veins worked, and the absence 
of any indications of continuity, show that these popular theories 
are not yet substantiated by the facts, although, if by the terms lines 
or veins, or, better, ranges, series of ore-beds whose several lines of 
strike or axes run closely parallel to one another, arc meant, then 
they have a foundation in truth. In the "Geology of New Jersey," 
published in 1868, the mines then opened were grouped in such 
lines, and these were called ranges. The map accompanying that 
report, as well as the one just issued by the State Survey, shows these 
lines and the intervening barren belts. A comparison of these two 
maps confirms in some degree this theory of ranges, or what would 
be better termed, ore-belts, inasmuch as the hundred or more new 
mines and ore outcrops opened since 1868, and represented on the 
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latter map, are nearly all either on old and well-known lines or what 
must be considered as new ones. These discoveries have shortened 
the gaps and widened the ranges. , Thus the new mines near Chester, 
and those along the eastern base of Copperas Mountain, all in Mor- 
ris County, have filled in wide blanks, and greatly extended what 
were but very faintly indicated as ranges or belts of ore. The numer- 
ous openings quite recently made on Marble, Scotts, and Jenny Jump 
Mountains, in Warren County, constitute a new and marked line. 
In this the manganiferous character of the ore throughout its whole 
length seems to give additional evidence in proof of such a relation. 
An order of arrangement or division into such lines or belts, based 
upon lithological and mineralogical characters, has not been possible, 
but it is hoped that further studies will develop the existence of such 
characteristic features which will confirm the indications from the 
geographical distribution. 

The last map also shows groups of mines, between which very little 
ore has been found. One of the best known and largest of these 
groups is near Dover, Morris County, and a map of this district was 
published in 1868. Northeast of this there is an interval of several 
miles, extending almost to Ringwood, in which there are no working 
mines, and comparatively but few localities where ore is known to 
exist. But the newly opened Board, Ward, Green Pond, Pardee, 
and Splitrock mines show that the lines of ore are beginning to be 
traced into this hitherto barren district, and point to future discov- 
eries which will connect the Ringwood and Sterling groups with the 
Morris County lines. A lack of cheap and ready transportation has 
prevented the thorough examination of this part of the State, or 
the development of any localities which were promising. 

The extended workings in the older mines are also doing much to 
prove the great length, and probably continuity, of some of these 
veins. Thus the long line from Mount Hope to the Dickerson 
mine, a distance of seven miles, has been so. opened as so show an 
almost uninterrupted bed or vein of ore, or a series of veins parallel 
to each other, and all within a very narrow belt; and all of the facts 
of geographical distribution, as well as the arguments which could 
be drawn from the probable mode of origin of this ore, tend to sup- 
port this theory of lines or ranges, or better, perhaps, belts of ore. 

Magnetite, as a mineral, is very common in the crystalline rocks 
of the Highlands, occurring more frequently than any other min- 
eral, excepting the ordinary constituents of the gneissic rocks, viz., 
quartz, feldspar, mica, and hornblende. And so widely is it distrib- 
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uted that it is impossible to find many strata in succession where it 
is entirely wanting. It appears as one of the constituent minerals of 
these beds, either wholly or in part replacing their more common 
components, or it is added to these, and in each case occurs in thin 
layers or laminae alternating with them, or it is irregularly distrib- 
uted through the rock mass. The unstratified granitic and syenitic 
rocks, as well as the bedded gneisses, also often contain magnetite. 
In these, however, it occurs in larger and more irregular crystalline 
masses or bunches, and does not appear to be so properly a constituent 
of the whole, but rather as foreign to it. The same mode of replace- 
ment is sometimes seen in these as in the stratified rocks. In both 
these classes it enters into the composition in all proportions, in- 
creasing in amount until the whole is sufficiently rich to be con- 
sidered as an ore of iron. Between rock entirely free from magnetite 
and the richest ore there is an endless gradation, making it impos- 
sible to fix any other line of demarcation between them other than 
that of the minimum percentage for the profitable extraction of the 
iron. Three modes of occurrence have been assigned to this min- 
eral, two of which are in the rock, as one of its constituents either in 
irregular bunches or in a granular form, and the third in seams or 
strata, when it is called ore. But these distinctions arc not fixed, 
and therefore it is better to consider it as one of the more common 
minerals of these gneissic and granite rocks, and in places forming 
the whole mass, or else so much of it as to be workable, and then to 
be called an ore. Rock containing from twenty to forty per cent. of 
metallic iron, the most of which is in the form of magnetite, has been 
found in many places, and some of these have been explored to a 
considerable extent in searching for richer ores. The granitic and 
syenitic rocks containing magnetite are generally found to cut the 
beds of gneiss, and are, geologically, huge ore-bearing dykes. The 
most common mineral aggregation is feldspar, quartz, magnetite, 
and hornblende, or mica, although in some cases both the hitter enter 
into the composition. Such rock is worked at a few points, but these 
operations are not yet worthy of the designation of mines. And, in 
fact, the great irregularity and the varying percentage of iron in it 
does not make it a desirable ore. Gneiss containing magnetite in 
quantity sufficient to render it workable, has been opened and mined 
at several localities. Perhaps it should be called lean ore. One of 
the most extensive outcrops of such ore is near the Pequest mine, in 
what is known as the Henry tunnel, about two miles north of Ox- 
ford Furnace. Here there is a breadth of twelve feet or more, in 
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which the beds are highly impregnated with magnetite, while those 
on each side are free from it. Extensive drifting and sinking have 
exposed several hundred feet of these beds on the line of strike, and 
shown an increase in the percentage of iron going from the surface to 
the lowest levels. Near Hackettstown, in Warren County, there are 
several localities of such ore-bearing rock, but nearly all of them are 
failures as mines. The Scrub Oak mine, near Dover, the Combs 
mine, near Walnut Grove, the Swedes and Beach Glenn mines, also 
in Morris County, have large portions of their veins so mixed with 
rock that they may be classed with the above localities of ore- 
bearing gneiss. And all the lean ores of the State may be con- 
sidered as gradations in the series from rock to what is convention- 
ally termed ore. 

While it is impossible to separate these lean ores from the rock 
upon any decisive or marked distinctions or differences, the richer 
ores arc to be considered as a distinct mode of occurrence, as these 
differ from the lean ores and rock in their simplicity of composition, 
being made up of fewer elements, and these predominating to the 
exclusion of all others. 

Assuming this as another mode in which the magnetite occurs, 
the geological features of these seams or strata may claim our atten- 
tion. 

They are often called veins because of their highly inclined or 
almost vertical position, and hence resemblance to true veins. Their 
irregular form has helped to strengthen this opinion of them. But 
as they show well-marked planes of stratification and also lamination, 
both parallel to the beds of gneiss which inclose them on the sides, 
and have strike, dip, and pitch, and are folded, bent, contorted, and 
broken, just as stratified rock, they must be called beds, and be classed 
among the sedimentary rocks. The irregularities in their extent, 
thickness, and the presence of included masses of rock, known as 
horses, are phenomena common to the gneiss and them, and therefore 
these cannot serve as an argument for calling them veins. Lenticular 
masses of micacco-hornblendic gneiss, lying in feldspathic and quartz- 
ose beds, or the converse, are quite common, nor do the strata of 
these rocks run on unchanged in character. But they thin out or 
grow thicker, or change in mineral composition just as these veins 
are seen to pinch out or swell into thick shoots, or be replaced more 
or less gradually by rock. The similarity in these respects between 
these ore masses and the surrounding stratified rocks proves them to 
be beds and of contemporaneous origin. Imbedded in the gneissic 
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strata of this highland belt or region, these iron-ore beds or veins 
(so called) have the same general strike or dip in common with them. 
The prevailing direction of the first is towards the northeast, varying, 
however, within the quadrant from north to east. In most cases it 
is between the north and northeast. From these there are several 
exceptions, as at Oxford Furnace, where the veins run north 25° 
west; the Connet mine, a few miles west of Morristown, where it is 
also northwest and southeast. While these lines of strike have a 
general straight bearing, they exhibit short irregularities and deflec- 
tions, often varying from side to side, or zigzagged by faults or off- 
sets. The rocks of this formation, as observed in hundreds of places, 
show the same prevailing straight lines as are seen in the longer 
openings for ore. Bends or foldings are very rare. One of the most 
remarkable of these is on Mine Hill, Franklin, Sussex County, 
although this occurs in a zinc vein or bed, and not in iron ore. 
Here there is a quite sudden bend, so that the vein returns almost 
to its original course--which is the usual northeast and southwest 
one. In the iron mines of the State, the Waterloo or Brookfield 
mine, about five miles north of Hackettstown, in Warren County, 
shows a curving strike--turning from northeast and southwest to 
north and south. Further opening may find as complete a bend 
here as is to be seen on Mine Hill. But the best example of such 
folding is at Durham, Pa., where the iron-ore vein, as followed in 
the mining operations, coincides in its course very nearly with the 
contour line of the Mine Hill, running around in a semicircle on the 
western side of this elevation. 

The dip of these ore-beds being at right angles to the line of strike 
has, of course, the same degree of uniformity in direction, and that 
is towards the southeast; or more generally towards the cast-south- 
east. In some localities the strata are in a vertical position or in- 
clined towards the northwest, and the dip is in that direction. But 
this has been observed in a few mines only, and in some of these, 
deeper working has found the vein below assuming the prevailing 
southeast dip, indicating the existence of a fold, of which the vein 
opened is a segment, or a bending over near the surface caused by 
some powerful force acting subsequently to the elevating and folding 
agents. The Beach Glenn and Davenports' mines, in Morris County, 
offer illustrations of northwest dips. The rock outcrops show a num- 
ber of such directions, but they are comparatively few in number, 
when the thousand or more observed southeast clips are considered, 
In the Connet mine (mentioned above) the dip is towards the south- 
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west. At Durham it is radiating towards a central axial line of 
what is considered as a fold, and in, towards the centre of the hill. In 
the Hurd mine, as also at the zinc mine, Franklin, the two legs of 
the synclinals show dips at different angles towards the southeast, 
one of those, at Hurdtown, being almost vertical, while the other 
is quite steep. In the large openings of the Ford and Scofield mines 
there is no dip, the beds standing vertical. 

The term pitch is used to designate the descent or inclination of 
the ore-bed or shoots of ore towards the northeast--or in the line of 
strike. If we should conceive of the line of strike as broken and 
depressed so as to descend towards the northeast, we should get a 
good example of this pitch of shoots. This inclination has been ob- 
served in the rock as well as in the ore. It is so commonly observed 
in mining these magnetic ores as to be expected everywhere, and 
miners speak of the ore pitching or shooting, and their working has 
constant reference to such a structure in both ore and the inclosing 
rocks. In nearly all cases the pitch is towards the northeast. It is 
beautifully exhibited in the Cannon mine, at Ringwood, where it 
amounts to 45° inclination from a horizontal line. The long slope 
of the Hurd mine. in Morris County, and the thick swells alternating 
with intervening pinches, or barren ground, at Mount Hope, show 
this same structural phenomenon. . 

These shoots of ore, however named, are best described as "irreg- 
ular, lenticular masses of ore imbedded in the gneiss, their longest 
diameters coinciding with the strike and pitch of the rock," which 
in nearly all cases is towards the northeast, and their dip conforming 
to that of the same surrounding rocky case, and generally at a high 
angle towards the southeast. They vary greatly in their dimensions, 
sometimes thinning out or pinching, when followed on the line of 
the strike, or on that of the dip, to a thin sheet or seam of ore and 
occasionally ending wedge-like in rock. Sometimes they split up 
into several small veins or fingers which are dovetailed, as it were, 
in with the rock, and so gradually pinch out. Quite often there is a 
sort of flattened kernel or core of rock inclosed in the shoots of ore, 
but generally these horses, or what are called such, are interpenetra- 
ing masses of rock from the outside country rock. Extensive mining 
operations and explorations have shown some of these shoots to be 
connected with others, forming a series of these lenticular masses, 
or if not actually united by ore, associated and arranged on closely 
parallel planes, if not in the same axial plane. Following the plane 
of the dip downwards, the pinches between the shoots are nearly 
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everywhere continuous sheets of ore, and these are not often greater 
in breadth than the shoots. That is, the distance from shoot to 
shoot measured across the pinch is not often greater than the breadth 
of the former. But quite frequently these shoots are entirely sep- 
arate from one another, rock intervening in the same plane, or they 
are in different planes or geological horizons. Nearly all of our New 
Jersey mines work on more than one shoot, since the extraction of 
the ore from near the surface is easier and more economical than fol- 
lowing a single shoot downwards. Their length is unknown. In 
the Hurd mine the slope is nearly 900 feet long descending on the 
bottom rock and there are no signs of exhaustion. In the Weldon 
mine (near the Hurd mine) there are two shoots side by side, but not 
exactly parallel, nearing each other as they pitch down, and now 
separated by about twelve feet of gneiss rock. These may come 
together and prove to be leaders from one large shoot. 

In most of our iron mines the ore is bounded by well-defined 
walls or strata of rock from which the ore comes off dean in mining, 
but very frequently there are no such plain boundaries or sudden 
transitions from magnetite to gneiss, but a very gentle gradation of 
ore into rock, and in these cases the mining goes only so far as 
the richness of the beds in iron makes it profitable to remove them. 
Following the shoots downwards, the same gradual replacement has 
been observed until the whole was too lean to work, or altogether 
free from ore; but this feature is not so common as that of the 
gradation or replacement towards the sides of the shoots or the walls. 
Occasionally the shoot is said to run out, that is, there is a sudden 
change from ore to rock; some of these, however, may be faults 
rather than shoots changed in mineral composition. 

The thinning out of the shoots towards the edges, or at right 
angles to the line of pitch, or towards what may be called the lines 
of pinch, which run parallel to the lines of swell or axes of these 
shoots, has originated the terms cap-rock and bottom rock. The 
former makes the arched or double-pitched roof of the mine, while 
the latter constitutes the trough-like floor or bottom. These peculiar 
features are very finely exhibited in the Hurd mine, Hurdtown, 
Morris County, where the extraction of the ore, following the con- 
formation of the shoot, has left the cap-rook overhead and the bot- 
tom rock below, on which the long slope runs down to the bottom of 
the mine. 

In the Cannon mine, at Ringwood, the same capping rock appears 
in the heading or northeast side of the large opening, and the track 
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runs down on the bottom rook towards the northeast. Here the 
pitch is nearly twice as great as in the Hurd mine and the shoot as 
worked is much broader, being nearly of the same size both ways. 
And here there may be said to be four walls that surround the ore. 
Sometimes miners speak of these top and bottom rooks as walls. 
But generally there is a narrow vein or sheet of ore left both at the 
top and in the bottom; and these may gradually run out entirely, 
or they may connect with other shoots of ore lying in the same plane 
of dip as that of the shoot worked. And this is true in nearly every 
case; the exceptions being considered as not yet fully demonstrated 
as such, since the mining operations generally cease when the vein 
pinches up so as to become unprofitable for the removal of its ore. 

The extent of these shoots of ore is exceedingly varying, and our 
mines are not yet deep enough to show their maximum length. The 
width and thickness, or the lateral dimensions, are soon ascertained, 
the former scarcely ever exceeding one hundred feet, from cap to 
bottom rook, or from pinch to pinch; and the latter varying from 
an inch to eighty feet; but more often less than thirty feet--they 
may average five to twenty feet. These figures always include some 
rock, or horses. The oldest and deepest of our mines, as the Blue 
mine, at Ringwood, the Mount Hope, Swedes, Dickerson, and Hurd 
mines, arc all steadily going down, increasing the length of their 
slopes, and they are apparently as inexhaustible as ever, and promise 
to continue so, at least as far as our present appliances for hoisting 
ore and water can allow of the economical extraction of ore from 
them. Such are some of the more general and essential features that 
characterize the iron-ore beds of the State. 

Lying imbedded in, and being contemporaneous in origin with, 
the gneissoid rooks of this Azoic formation, these ore beds or veins 
have been subject to the same disturbing forces which have elevated, 
folded, wrinkled, and broken all the strata belonging to it, and 
which have given to it its present structure. These forces, so mani- 
fold and acting through so long a period of time, and probably at 
wide intervals, have so destroyed any degree of uniformity which 
once may have existed, that it is often difficult, and sometimes im- 
possible, to recognize amidst this chaos any order of structure what- 
ever. The beds of ore and rock have been squeezed into close folds, 
so that they now stand on edge, and through these agencies have 
come the strike and dip. Other forces acting on lines traversing the 
veins at all angles, have variously dislocated and further disturbed 
the strata, giving rise to frequent faults or offsets, and what are 
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called cross-slides--phenomena seen in both the veins and in the 
rock strata of this formation. In some instances the veins have been 
displaced one hundred feet, while in others the ore-mass has been 
broken apart, but not pushed aside, so as to interrupt its course. 
The planes of these dislocations traversing the veins in all direc- 
tions, the dip and strike are sometimes both altered These faults 
are common, and can be seen in nearly all of the mines; sometimes 
so frequent as to cut the vein into short segments, giving it a zigzag 
course. The most remarkable faults or offsets arc seen in the Mount 
Hope mines, where five veins are all displaced over a hundred feet; 
in the Hurd mine, where the displacement has been in a vertical 
plane and the original long and continuous shoot appears as two dis- 
tinet masses, the upper of which has been worked out. Other ex- 
mples are in the Byram and the Mount Pleasant mines, near-Dover. 
Generally a thin seam of ore mixed with rock connects the vein 
on corresponding sides of the fault, and this serves often as a guide 
to find the vein beyond the break or offset. Miners have several so- 
called rules about offsets, but these are not universal, and there is no 
general law in the direction of the throw or displacement. Occasion- 
ally one fault is crossed by another--increasing the irregularity in 
the course of the vein. 

From these numerous faultings, discovered in mining operations, 
we learn something of the extent to which these strata have been 
disturbed since their original deposition, and probably all subsequent 
to their elevation and compression into folds. More thorough sur- 
veys of the surface and more extended mining may yet enable the 
geologist and miner to trace out these lines of fracture, and learn 
how much they, together with the general effects of elevation and 
folding of the whole formation, have contributed towards the group- 
ing of the iron-ore as we find it, and this knowledge may direct both 
our mining and our searches for ore. The facts already obtained 
point to a system, and the successful pursuit of the ore in its crooked 
and broken course in some of the largest mines is the best evidence 
of the accuracy of the laws of structure as now understood. They 
also show most forcibly, and illustrate most beautifully, the intimate 
and necessary relations of mining and the principles of geology, and 
show that the two ought never to be dissociated. 
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MR. HEINRICH said that shoots were formerly supposed to be 
produced by horses, but he considered that opinion erroneous. In 
the old country they were more correctly called ore-falls. They are 
found in many mines, for instance the Gold Hill, N. C., mines, and 
lead mine, Wytheville, Va. They are zones occurring successively 
on the line of pitch, and carrying large amounts of ore. The old 
German miners had the true idea when they called such occurrences 
"Adlersvorschub," meaning a richer part of the vein which has been 
carried forward. They occur in all kinds of ore and rock. 

DR. HUNT stated that the observations of Prof. Smock on the 
occurrence of magnetite agreed precisely with his own in the Lau- 
rentian rocks of the Adirondacks and the Laurentides. He be- 
lieved that its present distribution was dependent upon the original 
accumulation of iron-oxide, as it was thrown down with the elements 
which now make up the quartzite, gneiss, and limestone, with all of 
which rooks the ore-beds are associated, and into which they all pass 
by insensible gradations in intermixture. His views on the subject 
will be found in the lately published volume of Transactions of the 
Institute of Mining Engineers, pages 334 and 370. 

The pitch, as it is called, of the elongated masses of interstratified 
ore, described by Prof. Smock, which corresponds neither with the 
dip nor the strike of the anticlinal axes, Dr. Hunt would explain by 
supposing that the ore was originally deposited in this region in 
elongated parallel streaks or patches, and that the subsequent undu- 
lations of the strata did not coincide with these, but differed from 
them, for example, 25° or 30°. Such being the case, and the strata 
being raised to a high angle, with a north and south strike, the 
streaks of ore should be found to pitch on the one side of the axis to 
the northeast, and on the other to the southwest. He conceived at 
the same time, that where there was not a great divergence between 
the strike of the deposits and that of the folds, the movements of the 
strata would cause the layers of ore, if more plastic, to be partially 
displaced, thickened in some places and thinned out in others. The 
limestones of the Laurentian series present clear evidences of their 
former softened and plastic condition in the internal movements 
which have distorted both them and their thin inclosed quartzite 
layers, showing the limestone masses to have been irregularly com- 
pressed and displaced by the movements of the more rigid inclosing 
gneissic strata. He thought it not improbable that the iron-ore beds 
had been affected in a similar manner. Something analogous to this 
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seems to occur in the thickened and rolled-up coal-beds which are 
described as occurring in some parts of East Tennessee. The speaker, 
who had examined some of these New Jersey magnetite deposits, 
threw out these views as suggestions which appear to him most in 
accordance with the facts known to him, and invited the attention 
of observers, who might either confirm them or disprove them and 
substitute in their stead some other explanations more in accordance 
with the results of a wider observation. 

PROF. WILLIAM P. BLAKE spoke of the fidelity of observation 
and accuracy of description shown by the paper just presented in 
relation to the deposits of iron ore in New Jersey. In regard to 
the peculiar elongated form of the deposits, he had been greatly 
interested, and was reminded of Mr. Heinrich's remarks on the 
local concentration of metalliferous minerals in veins. Phenomena 
of this kind have a wide range. Local longitudinal accumulation, 
vertically or inclined, is common in all veins. Evidently there is a 
common cause, some law not yet known but which may some day 
be discovered, explaining this longitudinal accumulation of ores. 
As for the New Jersey iron-ore beds, the speaker saw in their form 
and distribution in the rocks evidences of their detrital origin. He 
regarded them as of mechanical rather than chemical origin. They 
were laid down under water, but he could not accept the theory that 
the water was always in a quiet state. 

In a rushing current of water the heavy minerals arc collected by 
themselves at the bottom, and the lighter ones are separated from 
them, a principle that is in common use for the artificial enrichment 
of metalliferous ores. If we imagine a rapid and narrow stream 
running through a country in which ferruginous rocks abounded, 
the iron minerals swept down the stream would be concentrated in 
long and irregular patches, precisely as we find existing streams 
sorting out the common and iron sand they carry along. These 
patches would naturally be connected by threads of similar ores, and 
the general line of the deposit would evidently be that of the river 
bed or current which formed them. These were probably the con- 
ditions in New Jersey. A series of rivers running down to the sea, 
or some great body of water in tidal currents, performed the concen- 
tration in parallel lines like the streaks of iron-sand we find at this 
day. On the other hand, if we assume quiet deposition in previously 
formed valleys, we must believe the deposition to have been simul- 
taneous throughout the whole district. How could valleys be so 
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long and deep compared with their breadth as these beds are? They 
would almost be straight lines. Then, too, there must have been 
a constant recurrence of such valleys throughout the successive 
geological horizons, for Prof. Smock shows that the beds are not 
confined to any one stratum, but are found in several and of all 
grades of size and richness. The evidence is that they were formed 
mechanically of materials swept along by currents. The nature of 
the strata indicates this; and he was forced to consider the beds as 
the débris of older deposits broken up, concentrated by nature, re- 
deposited, and subsequently metamorphosed. 
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